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Introduction

He had sent a man ahead of them,
Joseph, who was sold as a slave. (...)
The king sent and released him; the ruler of
the  peoples  set  him free.

He made him lord of his house, and ruler of
alt his possessions, (...)
Then Israel came to Egypt; Jacob lived as an
alien in the land of Ham.
(excerpt from Psalm  105 : 17-23 ; NRSV)

It is a truth universally acknowledged that pride and misunderstanding
often give rise to conflict and alienation among people, and sometimes
even result in murder. All these ingredients are present in the opening
chapter of the so-called 'Story of Joseph', Genesis 37.

In this study I will propose a reading of Genesis 37, and as a matter of
fact, of the entire story of Joseph and his brethren, which is based on
synchronic analyses. This, however, does not mean that I neglect the
results of diachronic studies on the subject. This tale of twelve brothers
has resulted in a substantial number of historical critical studies, because
the Joseph-cycle -and especially its opening chapter- is considered an
outstanding example of a conflation of various sources: To mention but
two textual phenomena in Genesis 37 that point to distinct traditions: there
is a doubling of the brother who tries to prevent Joseph's murder, and we
see both Midianites and Ishmaelites involved in Joseph's sale. Moreover,
in the entire story the narrative flow is suddenly interrupted by the
intrusion of Genesis 38, the story of Tamar and Judah - not to mention the
old tribal sayings in Genesis 49, which are not considered an integral part
of the Joseph story.

It may be true that with regard to the 'traditional' sources (Elohist,
Yahwist, Priestly source), as Donner wrote in 1976, the 'Kriterien der

' For a chronological overview of historical critical studies of the story of Genesis

37-50, see C. Paap, Die Josephsgeschichte, Genesis  37-50:  Bestimmungen ilirer
literarischen Gattung in der zweiten Halfte des 20. Jahrhunderts (Europaische
Hochschulschriften 23, Theologie, Band 534), Frankfurt am Main etc.: Peter Lang
1995, esp. pp. 9-87 and 123-163. Also cf. L. Schmidt, Literarische Studien zur
Josephsgeschichte (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft
167), Berlin • New York: Walter de Gruyter 1986,127-141; R. de Hoop, Genesis

49 in its Literary and Historical Context (doctoral dissertation Theological Uni-
versity of Kampen), Leiden • Boston • Koln: Brill 1998, 366-450.
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Pentateuchquellenscheidung versagen an Gen.  37-50'.'  Yet, this does not
imply that historical critical investigations should be no longer executed.
Indeed, since Donner' s statement quite  a  few new studies concentrating
on historical critical issues have been published,2 and -with regard to the

development of the texts- studies like these on Genesis 37-50 need to be
and will undoubtedly be prosecuted, and the same is applicable to studies
in which the biblical accounts are related to the Umwelt of the Bible.3 The
present study, as was indicated above, shall not pursue this path. The
results of the historical critical studies, however, are taken into account.4

' H. Donner, Die literarische Gestalt der alttestamentlichen Josephsgeschichte,
Heidelberg: Carl Winter • Universimtsverlag 1976, 24. Also cf. H.-C. Schmidt,
"
Die Hintergrunde der 'neuesten Pentateuchkritik' und der literarische Befund der

Josefsgeschichte Gen 37-50", Zeitschrijifur die alttestamentliche Wissenschap 98
(1985) 161-179; L. Ruppert, "Die Aporie der gegenwartigen Pentateuchdiskussion
und die Joseferziihlung der Genesis", Biblische Zeitschrift 29 (1985) 31-48; L.
Ruppert, "Zur neueren Diskussion um die Josefsgeschichte der Genesis", Biblische
Zeitschrift 33 (1989) 92-97.
2 E.g. H. SeebaB, Geschichtliche Zeit und theonome Tradition in der Joseph-
Erzlihlung, Gutersloh: Gutersloher Verlagshaus Gerd Mohn 1978; L. Schmidt, Ute-
rarische Studien zur Josephsgeschichte: 1. Scharbert, Ich bin Joseph euer Bruder.
Die Erzahlung von Joseph und seinen Briidern wie sie nicht in der Bibel steht, St.
Ottillien: EOS Verlag Erzabtei 1988; W. Dietrich, Die Josephserzaehlung als
Novelle und Geschichtsschreibung: zugleich ein Beitrag zur Pentateuchfrage,
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag 1989; N. Kekebus, Die Josepherzahlung,
Literarkritische und redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu Genesis 37-50
(Internationale Hochschulschriften), Munster/New York: Waxmann 1990.
3 With regard to Genesis 37-50 cf. J. Vergote, Joseph en Egypte. Gen2se chap. 37-
50 h la lum:ire des ttudes Egyptologiques recentes (Orientalia et Biblica Lovanien-
sia 3), Louvain - Leuven: Publications Universitaires / Instituut voor Orientalisme
1959); Th.L. Thompson, "The Joseph and Moses Narratives" in: J.H. Hayes and
J.M. Miller, israelite and Judean History (Old Testament Library), London: SCM
Press 1977, 149-212; D.B. Redford, A Study of the Biblical Story of Joseph
(Genesis 37-50) (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum xx), Leiden: E.J. Brill 1970.
4 I subscribe to J.J. Lamprecht's remark on the method employed in his doctoral
dissertation: 'Hierdie studie gaan van die oortuiging uit dat die twee heersende
benaderings, te wete die historiese en sinchroniese, komplementer tot mekaar in Ou-
Testamentiese navorsing gebruik moet word ... Dit beteken dat sinchroniese bena-
derings van ter sake resultate van die histories-kritiese benadering sal kennis neem
en omgekeerd. Die implikasie van hierdie keuse is dat n6g die historisme, n6g 'n
a-historiese benadering aanvaardbaar is' (Lamprecht, Karakterisering in Gen 37-50,
s.1.1990,5).
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The object of inquiry of this study is twofold. The first is to make a
contribution to the development of Hebrew text-syntax. The second is to
present a new reading of the concluding chapters of Genesis by means of
a semantic and literary analysis on a firm (text-) syntactic basis.

In chapter one I discuss several recent text-syntactic studies of Biblical
Hebrew, most of which are inspired by the German linguist Harald
Weinrich. His views were adapted for Biblical Hebrew by Wolfgang
Schneider, Alviero Niccacci, and Eep Talstra. A fourth text-linguistic
approach, which follows a different line, is proposed by Robert Longacre.
Although I have included and briefly sketched his theory I will not
elaborate on the approach Longacre advocates. The second chapter opens
with several questions on the text-syntactic theories of Schneider,
Niccacci and Talstra, after which I present a text-syntactic model for
Biblical Hebrew. This is based upon Weinrich's theory as well, yet -in my
view- it is closer to Weinrich's theory than are the applications of
Schneider, Niccacci and Talstra. After this follow a text-syntactic descrip-
tion of Genesis 37 and a representation of the Hebrew text of Genesis 37
as it was analysed.

Chapter three functions as a kind of transition from the syntactic to the
more interpretative and semantic part of this study, which is found in
chapters four and five. On the one hand I will examine the general
structure of the book of Genesis, yet -on the other hand- I also consider
the characters of Genesis 37-50, viz. Jacob and his children, prior to their
appearances from Gen. 37:2 onwards. The chapter is concluded by a
proposal for a structure of the story of Jacob's offspring, which is based
upon syntactic criteria, as they were derived from the model presented in
chapter two. The question from then is 'how should a reader interpret the
syntactic data she or he is confronted with?'. In other words, in what way
is the reader steered by the text's syntax and in what way does syntax
contribute to the interpretation of the text?

The second part of this study focusses on the interpretation and meaning
of the story of Jacob's sons, and is strongly determined by the questions
'Is there a "Story of Joseph"?', and  'Why is Joseph hardly ever mentioned
outside Genesis, why does Joseph not receive a portion of the land
promised to his ancestors?'. It will become clear that I consider the reader
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to play a prominent part in the process of attaching meaning to the text.i
Yet, this process of interpretation is not restricted to the reader only: she
or he is for a substantial part steered by the Hebrew language and the
context in which the text at issue is to be found. So, attributing meaning
to a text, or interpreting a text is a complex process between text, reader,
and a number of circumstances which influence the interpretative
process.2 Moreover, a reader's perception of a text changes as the text is
read a second time, or a third, fourth, etc. Every subsequent reading offers
new insights and new information that add to a different understanding of
this particular text or book. In chapters four and five I take the position of
a reader who considers Genesis 37-50 to be a unity (not a single verse is
excluded), who has read Genesis 37-50 more than once. This reader has
found several interesting and intriguing phenomena, which he would like
to present to others interested in Genesis 37-50.

The first section of chapter four deals with a description of the way in
which the semantic data of chapters four and five are treated, and how
these contribute to a literary analysis - both of Genesis 37, and of Genesis
37-50. The remainder of chapter four is devoted to a semantic and literary
analysis of the opening chapter of the tale of Joseph and his brothers. A
number of substantial issues are reviewed, such as the way Joseph is being
introduced, the relationship between Israel and his sons, Joseph's dreams
and their relation to the dreams of the cupbearer, the baker, and Pharaoh
in Genesis 40 and 41, Joseph's sale to Egypt, and the brothers among
themselves.

' Although the biblical texts create a world of their own - these texts nevertheless
refer to the world outside the texts (cf. Gen. 32:32: 'therefore to this day the
children of Israel do not eat the tendon attached to the socket of the hip...'), and
consequently do have a historical and theological significance. The act of reading
brings a reader into the world of the text, after which this reader must relate this
textual world to his or her own. Cf. T. Longman III: 'It is necessary to integrate
literary analysis with the study of history and the text's ideology (theology). They
are all aspects of the text's act of communication' ("Literary Approaches and
Interpretation", in: NIDOTTE I, 13). On the going together of diachronic and
synchronic analyses, see V.P. Long, The Reign and Rejection of King Saul. A Case
for Literary and Theological Coherence (SBL Dissertation Series 118), Atlanta,
Georgia: Scholars Press 1989, esp. pp. 7-20.
2 Cf. E. van Wolde, "Semantics and (Ana)Logic", in: E. van Wolde, Words become
Worlds. Semantic Studies OfGenesis 1-11, Leiden • New York • Koln Brill 1994,
149-159.
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In chapter five I will pursue some of the themes that have arisen in
Genesis 37 throughout the last part of the first book of the Bible. Among
these are Joseph's interpretations of the dreams of the Egyptians, the way
in which Joseph's position in Egypt is related to his dreams, and -once
more- the relationships among the brothers, as well as the relationship
between Israel and his sons (here we come across the importance of
Jacob's farewell-speech in Genesis 49).

The following investigations into Genesis 37-50 will result in an
answer to the questions posed above 'Is there a "Story of Joseph"?', and
'Why does Joseph not share in the inheritance of the promised land?'



Chapter One:  Text-Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew:
an Overview

Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.'

INTRODUCTION
From the second half of the nineteen-sixties onwards a constant stream of
text-linguistic studies have been published. These new stars in the
linguistic firmament have gradually acquired themselves a place of their
own within the large universe of linguistics.

It is beyond the scope of this study to extensively treat the theoretical
background of text-linguistics. Yet, attention must be given to the relation
between linguistics and text-linguistics. Therefore I present a concise de-
scription of several branches of linguistics and also a summary orientation
of text-linguistics. With regard to text-linguistics I will primarily focus
upon syntactic and communicative aspects (section 1). Subsequently I
discuss the book Tempus. Besprochene und erzahlte Welt by the German
linguist Harald Weinrich, which has had far-reaching influence on several
text-linguistic studies regarding Biblical Hebrew (section 2). The remain-
ing sections of this chapter (3 and 4) will be devoted to text-linguistic
studies of Biblical Hebrew.

§ 1 LINGUISTICS
One might describe linguistics as 'the scientific study of language': This
study has two scopes. One is directed to individual languages (applied
linguistics), whereas the other treats language in general, language being
a universal phenomenon (general linguistics). The objective of the latter
type is the understanding of the general principles that underlie language
and the use of language, in other words the development of a general
theory concerning the characteristics of language and its usage: Both
applied linguistics and general linguistics primarily focus on the language-

' T.S. Elliot, Collected Poems 1909-1935, London: Faber and Faber 1936, 185,
"Burnt Norton", I.
2 Cf. J. Lyons, Language and Linguistics. An Introduction, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press 1981, L
3 Cf. S.C. DiA/J.G. Kooij, Algemene Taaiwetenschap (Aula-boeken 632), Utrecht/
Antwerpen: Het Spectrum 1979, 15.
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system, or -to use de Saussure's designation- the langue: In this section
I will restrict myself to general linguistics:

§ 1.1 LINGUISTICS AND TEXT-LINGUISTICS

Linguistics embraces several distinctive branches, like phonology,
morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. In phonology the pho-
nemes or meaningful sounds are studied: in what way can sounds -within
a specific language-system- be distinguished that are discriminating in the
communication between language-users. Morphology studies a language's
morphemes and the rules by which morphemes are combined to words, a
morpheme being the smallest unity of a language that has one gram-
matical function or one meaning.  Take, for example,  the word 'houses',
which consists of two morphemes: the noun 'house' and the morpheme
indicating the plural 's'.3 Syntax  is the science that studies the rules that
determine the grammatical structure of a clause or sentence, like the
relationship between subject, object and predicate. In semantics one is
concerned with the study of the meaning of words and parts of speech and
sentences. Pragmatics, finally, studies how the linguistic units function in
a communicative setting.

In most linguistic theories the sentence is considered to be the largest
unit of grammatical description, which implies that grammatical structures
are studied on the level of the sentence only and meaning is restricted to
the level of words: In these linguistic descriptions one often sees a dis

' Cf. J. Lyons, Introduction to Tlieoretical Linguistics, Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press 1968 (1971), 52: 'It is therefore the langue, the language-system,
which the linguist describes'.
2 I will not go into the different linguistic schools, such as structural linguistics,
generative linguistics and cognitive linguistics.
3 Cf. W. Randall Garr: 'Morphology studies word structure and analyzes this
structure into its component elements (mo,phemes) ... it seeks the relation among
different representations of forms (allophorms) and the processes which account
for alternation (morphophonemics). The study of linguistic relation is also applied
to word-building ...' ("The linguistic Study of Morphology", in: W.R. Bodine (ed.),
Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew, Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1992,49-64,
50).
4 Cf. J. Lyons, introduction to Theoretical Linguistics. Taking Bloomfield's defini-
tion (a sentence is 'an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue of any
grammatical construction in any larger linguistic form'; quoted in Lyons) Lyons
formulates: 'the sentence is the largest unit of grammatical description' (172).
Several pages further he has a slightly longer description: 'The sentence is the
maximum unit of grammatical analysis: that is, it is the largest unit that the linguist
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tinction between sentence-constituents and sentences. The reason for this
dichotomy is that the combination of constituents that constitute a sen-
tence is seen to be restricted to certain rules, whereas the combination of
sentences is not considered to be bound to a specific set of rules. If, for
example, in a well-formed sentence a third person singular verb form were
replaced by a second person plural verb form with the same subject, this
intervention would render the sentence ungrammatical. This concept is not
undermined by the occurrence of sentences that are dependent on other
sentences (for example in cases where persons or nouns from a preceding
sentence are replaced by a personal pronoun') or by sentences that are
incomplete (elliptic sentences).2 For cases like these rules have been
constructed by means of which incomplete or dependent sentences can be
converted into 'ordinary' sentences:

However, because not everything is sufficiently explainable on the level
of the sentence a new branch of linguistics was introduced: a branch in
which the text is the largest unit of grammatical description. The text is a
coherent unity of sentences. An rather well known example is the utter-
ance   'It  is  cold  in  here'.   Not  only  can  only the context in which  the
sentence occurs shed light on who is saying it to whom (if there are two
people - it might as well be an interior monologue), or what 'here' might
be (a living room or the inside of an igloo on the Arctic). But it is also the
context that can illucidate whether the speaker wants it understood as a
state of affairs, or that she (or he) is asking someone to close the window

recognizes in order to account for the distributional relations of selection and
exclusion that are found to hold in the language he is describing' (176). By 'distri-
bution' he means the occurrence of linguistic forms that grammatically speaking
can take each other's position in a sentence, irrespective of their meaning, and that
can have the same grammatical function (cf. Lyons, Language and Linguistics, 111-
112).
' The reverse can be the case too: where one expects to be a pronoun one encoun-
ters a noun. E.g. Gen. 44:18, where Judah does not say 'Let me speak a word...', but
'Let your servant speak a word...'.
3 Cf. E. Coseriu, Textlinguistik. Eine EinjUhrung (TUbinger Beitrage zur Linguistik
109). Tlibingen: Gunter Narr Verlag 19812,11-22. For several examples regarding
Biblical Hebrew, cf. E. Talstra, H KOn. 3. Etuden zur Textgrammatik (Applicatio,
Informatica-toepassingen in de Theologie 1), Amsterdam: VU Boekhandel/Uitge-
verij 1983,3-6.
3 Lyons, for example, speaks about secondary grammatical rules (in case of
'derived' sentences and 'indirect discourse') and supplementary rules (in case of
'incomplete' or 'elliptical' sentences); cf. /ntroduction, 173-175.
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(provided both speakers are inside a room), or that (s)he wants the central
heating to be turned on. Perhaps the utterance is ironic and means the
opposite: it is rather warm inside. So, the context is of utmost importance
to understand the uttered sentence.

Within this so-called text-linguistics one can also distinguish sub-areas,
like text-phonology, text-morphology, text-syntax, text-semantics and
text-pragmatics. Text-phonology studies the meaning of phonemes for the

composition, coherence and demarcation of texts.' Text-phonology  will
not be further pursued here. Text-morphology and text-syntax are closely

connected, since the distribution of morphemes is not only restricted to the
sentence, but encompasses the text as well.2 Text-semantics directs its
attention to the meaning of words on the level of the text. In text-
pragmatics, that is closely connected to text-semantics, the focus is on the
way texts function in a communicative setting. I will return to the function
of communication below. We shall see that text-syntax strongly affects

pragmatics.
As one can distinguish applied and general linguistics, so one can

distinguish between applied and general text-linguistics. It is possible to
devise a model of one language as well as a general model that is applica-
ble to and which has a validity for all languages: A problem with regard
to text-linguistics is how to define  'text':  what is a text? In this study on
Genesis 37 I will subscribe to Weinrich's notion of a text as a meaningful
succession of linguistic signs between two marked communication-
breaks.4

a Cf. H. Kalverkamper. Orienmtion zur Textlinguistik (Linguistische Arbeiten 100),
Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag 1981,66. Among other things one could think of
intonation, enclisis, proclisis, metre and rhyme.
2 It is probably correct to note that within 'standard-linguistics' after Bloomfield
morphology and syntax have grown towards one another: 'Indeed, post-Bloom-
fieldian linguists, in principle, if not always consistently in practice, eventually
came to abandon the distinction between morphology and syntax, with a con-
sequential broadening of the definition of "syntax". Syntax became the study of the
distribution of morphemes (rather than of word-forms) ...' (Lyons, Language and
Linguistics, 118).
3 Coseriu would rather reserve the term 'text-linguistics' as a general designation.
To designate text-linguistics that is restricted to one language he prefers the term

'text-grammar' (Textlinguistik, 25-26).
4 'Ein Text ist eine sinnvolle (d.h. koharente und konsistente) Abfolge sprachlicher
Zeichen zwischen zwei auffailligen Kommunikationsunterbrechungen' (H. Wein-
rich, Tempus. Besprochene und erzahlte Welt (Sprache  und  Literatur  16),  Stuttgart/
Berlin/Koln/Mainz: Verlag W. Kohlhammer 19854 (1964), 11).
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§ 1.2 TEXT-SYNTAX: GRAMMAR AND COMMUNICATION
Within linguistics syntax is considered to be the science of the rules of the
connexions between the parts that constitute a sentence. In text-linguistics
this concept is broadened to the entire text: text-syntax. Like the parts
within a sentence are structured, and consist of cohesive units, so a text is
structured by an arrangement of clausal units and consisting of cohesive
elements. These elements are morphemes and other grammatical units.
They determine one another and hold mutual relationships. The text is the
framework in which the linguistic signs have their place. The text is the
basic unit of grammatical description. Text-syntax, therefore, is occupied
with the study of the arrangement of sentences and the connexions
between them. To run ahead of things, we will see that in the text-
linguistic study presented in the next section the finite verb forms strongly
relate to the context in which they appear.

An illustration. A sentence like 'they bowed down before my sheaf
(Gen. 37:7) can, when it is isolated, hardly be grasped. The immediate
context, however, makes clear what 'they' and 'my' refer to (i.e. the
sheaves and Joseph). Only within the text the grammatical cohesion of
sentences can be understood. Some, therefore, speak of 'transphrastic
grammar', one goes 'beyond the sentence': Some other phenomena that
can only be understood when one considers the entire text are things like
the replacement of a noun by a pronoun and elliptical constructions (as
mentioned above), the different uses of verbs in direct and non-direct
speech, the order of the words in certain constructions, the use of
particles, interrogative constructions etc. In other words: these are all phe-
nomena that transcend the sentence in which they occur, they affect more
than this one sentence.

The text-linguistic school that is known by the name discourse analysis,
considers a text's syntactic structure to be tightly connected to its semantic
structure.2 Texts (a text, or discourse, is not limited to written forms of

' Cf. Heinemann/Viehweger, Textlinguistik. Eine Einfiihrung (Reihe Germanisti-
sche Linguistik  115), Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag 1991, 26; Coseriu, Text-
linguistik,   11-22.
2 One could think of studies by T.A. van Dijk (for references see the bibliography
in C.H.J. van der Merwe, "A Critical Analysis of Narrative Syntactic Approaches,
with Special Attention to Their Relationship to Discourse Analysis", in E.J. van
Wolde (ed.), Narrative Syntax & the Hebrew Bible. Papers of the Tilburg
Conference 1996 (Biblical Interpretation Series 29), Leiden • New York • Koln
Brill 1997, 133-156) and R. Longacre (for references see the bibliography).
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communication) have a germinal idea or macro-structure. This semantic
basic-structure determines the entire text, it acts as an overall plan in the
text' s development. The surface-structure, the linguistic  form of the  text
reflects the germinal idea. Consequently, the meaning of a text is depend-
ent on the linguistic forms of the text; meaning and form are inseparable.'
Only when one takes the semantic basic-structure into account, the unity
of the text can be described. The linguistic signs function as beacons that
enable the reader or hearer to recognize and understand the macro-struc-
ture, although the author might have used different syntactic elements.
This implies that a particular basic-structure can be rendered by different
surface-structures. Consequently, the text is not sustained by the way in
which it appears -so by the syntactic forms-, but by the underlying
germinal idea. The syntactic forms are to be understood in the light of the
macro-structure.

Within discourse analysis one subscribes to a view in which a text 'is
best regarded as a semantic unit:  a unit not of form but of meaning'.2 The

main objective is the meaning of the entire text (discourse). The textual
form is subservient to its content. The manifestation of the text is a deriv-
ative of the germinal idea or macro-structure. To illustrate this I cite the
macro-structure or germinal idea of Genesis 37-50 as proposed by R.
Longacre, one of the most influential authors on discourse analysis and
Biblical Hebrew: 'Joseph's brothers, meaning to harm him, sold him into
Egypt, but in reality God sent him there so that he could save Jacob's
family and many others from death by starvation'.3 I return to discourse
analysis and to Longacre' s work in particular in section 4.

Since texts are not mere grammatical units, but also means of commu-
nication one can study the communicative function of the grammatical
structure of a text and the way in which the communication progresses:

' Cf. R. Longacre, Joseph. A Story of Divine Providence. A Text Theoretical and
Textlinguistic Analysis of Genesis 37 and 39-48, Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns 1989,
17-19. With regard to macrostrucures Longacre remarks that the macrostructure can
only be realized by a text's cohesion and coherence; the former being the 'surface
structure devices such as grammatical forms and conjunctions, while "coherence"
is reserved for lexical and referential continuity' (18).
2 M.K.A. Halliday/R. Hasan, Cohesion in English, London: Longmans 1976, 1
(quoted in Heinemann/Viehweger, Textlinguistik, 31).
3 R. Longacre, Joseph. A Story of Divine Providence. 43.
4 Cf. W . Kallmeyer e.a., I.2kturkolleg zur Textlinguistik.  Band 1 :  Einfiihrung  (Athe-
naum-Taschenbucher 2050), Konigstein/Ts: Athenium Verlag GmbH 1980, 25.
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Language is a means of communication - communication being under-
stood as the exchange of information between two instances: one who
transmits (sender) and one who receives the information (receiver). The
information that is exchanged is called the message and the medium by
which the information is conveyed is the channel. In oral and written
communication the message is couched in language. The linguistic utter-
ance is constructed on basis of the system of the language involved. The
sender uses signals that are derived from the language-system, he encodes
his message. The receiver, who is acquainted with the language-system
decodes these signals and in doing so gets the message. The implication
is that the language-system provides both the transmitting and receiving
instance to encode or decode the message properly. In this study the
Hebrew text of the Bible is the channel by which the message is con-
veyed; the Hebrew language is the code and the message is encoded in the
Hebrew language-system.

So, in speech utterances communication is carried by linguistic signs.
In the decoding of these signs, as said above, the receiver must be
acquainted with the language-system in which the message was trans-
mitted. This, in turn, implies that he must be familiar with the syntactic
elements that are typical of the language-system involved. Not until the
text has been decoded properly can one consider the communication as
being successful - which, of course, does not deny the freedom the sender
has with regard to the way in which and the way by which he transmits his
message. The person receiving the message is allowed a similar amount
of freedom, he too can handle the message creatively. Both sender and
receiver, however, are regulated by the language-system by means of
which they communicate.

With regard to Hebrew texts there is a problem here. The texts them-
selves are indeed written by people living 'within' the Hebrew language-
system, yet, since there are no native speakers available, the language-
system is not interiorised by present-day readers. So, the problem is on the
side of the receiving instance: is the present receiver sufficiently acquaint-
ed with the Hebrew language-system in order to decode the message in the
proper way? Knowledge of text-linguistics might prove to be helpful. The
transposition of insights attained by text-linguistics to Hebrew and the
application of these on Hebrew texts might be fruitful for the study of the
Old Testament. Text-linguistic analyses clarify several aspects that are
important for the interpretation of the texts, such as understanding of the
text' s structure, its composition  and its coherence.

Although some would like to play off linguistics and text-linguistics
against one another, or would like to declare one inferior to the other, this
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opposition is futile. It is true that text-linguistics can shed more light on
the way in which texts are composed and structured, and on the way in
which they function communicatively, but it does not describe the
smallest units (and their relations) out of which sentences are built. Text-
syntax starts at that point where linguistic phenomena cannot be explained
by syntax that focuses on the sentence. It may be better to consider both
approaches as complementary to each other, as is proposed by Heinemann
and Viehweger.'  In this chapter I will not venture into the worth of classic
grammatical methods which I consider known. In the syntactic analysis
of Genesis 37 in the next chapter it becomes obvious that I include both
the insights of the so-called traditional grammars and those of text-syntax.

§ 2 DESIGN OF A TEXT-LINGUISTICS: HARALD WEINRICH
A text-linguistic study that I will extensively treat here is the book
Tempus. Besprochene und Erztihite Welt by Harald Weinrich: This book
has had a major influence on several text-linguistic studies on Biblical
Hebrew,  like  Wolfgang  Schneider' s  Hebrew  grammar and The Syntax Of
the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose and several other studies by Alviero
Niccacci. In Tempus Weinrich gives an account of his research into a
number of texts in different languages, such as German, French, English,
Latin and Greek. This research yields several interesting results.
According to Weinrich these results are that fundamental that they are not
restricted to the texts and languages he studied, but are of universal
significance. At the same time Weinrich's book implies the collapse of
traditiorial linguistics: only a text-linguistics can account for all linguistic
phenomena: Weinrich's aim is to elucidate the way in which the

' Heinemann/Viehweger, Textlinguistik, 15: 'Wir gehen vielmehr von einer komple-
mentaren Beziehung zwischen Textlinguistik und Satzlinguistik aus, wobei
satzlinguistische Untersuchungen einerseits als wesentliche Voraussetzung fur
textlinguistische Darstellungen angesehen, andererseits aber in der ubergreifenden

Textlinguistik "aufgehoben" werden konnen'.In Biblical Hebrew studies the same
is recently proposed by J. Joosten, "The Indicative System of the Biblical Hebrew
Verb and Its Literary Exploitation", in: E. van Wolde (ed.), Narrative Syntax & the
Hebrew Bible, 51-11.
2 H. Weinrich, Tempus. Besprochene und ertihlte Welt (Sprache  und  Literatur  16),
Stuttgart/Berlin/ Koln/Mainz: Verlag W. Kohlhammer 19854 ( 1964).
' Coseriu objects to this view of text-linguistics in which linguistic functions are
defined on the basis of texts. He calls this kind of text-linguistics (a 'Linguistik vom
Text her') ein verfehiter Ansatz (Textlinguistik. 26-33). According to Coseriu one
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communication between text and reader works out. The linguistic forms
in a text function as beacons in the communicative process, they steer the
communication. Especially morphemes indicating tempus, and particles
play important roles in the reader's or hearer's reception of a text.

Traditional view  of tense and aspect
Traditionally, finite verb forms in texts are explained by tense and,
beginning in this century, also by aspect. Temporally speaking they refer

to past, present, and future. A situation that has occurred before one is
able to speak about it, is situated in the past; take for example: 'Jacob
lived in the land of Canaan' (Gen. 37:1). A situation that occurs simul-
taneous to the moment of speaking is presented in the present:  'Look, here
comes that lord of the dreams' (Gen. 37:19). A situation that will take
place after the moment of speaking is presented by means of the future:
'What will you give me?' (Gen. 38:16). Tense, in other words, locates the
action with regard to the moment of speaking. Understood like this, tense
is a deictic category, which belongs both to the sentence as to the
utterance.'   In many languages, however, the distinction given above
(present, past, and future) does not apply; tense can be expressed in
different ways. The often theoretical 'present' may, for instance, be
implicated in one of several different categories, so that there is only a
dichotomy between future and non-future, or past and non-past.2

The term 'aspect' was not introduced into linguistics until the nine-
teenth century when it was used to describe Slavonic languages: The
aspectual character of finite verb forms refers to the distinction between
'perfective' and 'imperfective'. By means of aspect the internal temporal-ity of a situation is being described: Aspect may indicate whether the

cannot transpose the function of a sign in the text to the same kind of function
within the language-system, although this is not a law of the Medes and Persians.
' 'Tense relates the time of the situation referred to to some other time, usually the
moment of speaking' (B. Comrie, Aspect.  An Introduction to  the  Study  of Verbal
and Related Problems, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,  1991,  1-2). Also
cf. Lyons, Introduction,  305: 'The essential characteristic of the category of tense
is that it relates the time of the action, event or state of affairs referred to in the
sentence to the time of utterance (the time of utterance being "now")'.
2 Cf. Lyons, Introduction, 305-306.
3 J. Lyons, Linguistic Semantics. An Introduction, Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press 1995, 320-327.
4 Comrie, Aspect, 3. With regard to aspect one often uses the terms perfective and
imperfective. The former refers to a completed action, an action that is being
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action depicted is concluded, or whether it still continues. Or it may
indicate whether the action stands on its own, or whether it frequently
occurs (iterative). Or: does the action describe something durative or
single? So, 'aspect' may cover different notions. Contrary to tense, aspect
is not a deictic category, as it does not express a relation to the moment of

speaking. Aspect does not denote how an action or situation is located in
time, it portrays the passing of time within the action: Some illustrations:

single action: Joseph dreamed a dream (Gen. 37:5)
iterative action: This is what Job used to do (Job 1:5)
durative action: What are you looking for (Gen, 37: 15)
momentary action: Then they cast him into a pit (Gen. 37:24)

Both tense and aspect are related to time, but whereas tense localises the
action within time (mostly from the perspective of the speaker), aspect
refers to the internal temporal organisation of a situation. With Comrie
one could say that the distinction between tense and aspect could be
specified by distinguishing 'situation-internal time' (aspect) and 'sit-
uation-external time' (tense).

2

In a text-linguistic approach as presented below, this strict distinction
between situation-internal and situation-external diminishes; tense and

aspect come closer to one another, because Weinrich considers finite verb
forms to be closely connected to the context in which they appear.

Sprechhaltung
Weinrich criticises the traditional notion of time. According to him the
finite verb forms ('Tempus-Formen') are timeless. They do not refer to the

description of a situation in time from the perspective of the speaker.3

They primarily function as signals in the process of communication
between the text (or speaker) and reader (or hearer). They indicate on
which level of communication a text ought to be read or understood.

described entirely, whereas the latter describes an incomplete action: an action that
is not finished yet. In the examples given the difference becomes clear.
'Cf. Lyons, /ntroduction, 315.
2 Comrie, Aspect, 5.
3 An example given by Weinrich in which it is clear that finite verb forms do no
refer to the speaker (i.e. writer) are novels that are situated in the future. Despite the

fact that these novels -from the perspective of its author- are situated in some
future time they are written by means of the preterite. However, one could object
that the narrator of the story finds himself at the end of the events described and

narrates these retrospectively. In that case he describes the past of the future.
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These signals guide the reader through a text. The timelessness of finite
verb forms is that finite verb forms do not have absolute tense-categories
(they do not indicate 'calendar-time'). So, the finite verb forms do fulfill
a communicative function, and also the temporal element is related to the
context in which they appear.

Finite verb forms (tenses)  can be classified  in two 'tempus-groups',
each distinctive of the text-type in which they are found. One text-type
refers to those things that are being described (besprochen); these are in
discursive texts, and the remaining text-type refers to those things that are
being narrated (erzahlt); these are encountered in narrative texts. In other
words, the tenses that are used in a particular text determine the type of
text which the reader is confronted with, they show how the reader is to
understand the level on which the text communicates. In the text below
the verb forms of the past (preterite) signal the reader that he is confronted
with a narrative text (i.e. a novel):

A Saturday afternoon in November was approaching the time of twilight, and the vast
tract of unenclosed wild known as Egdon Heath embrowned itself moment by moment.
Overhead the hollow stretch of whitish cloud shutting out the sky was as a tent which had
the whole heath for its floor. i

Texts in which verb forms  of the present dominate  draw the reader's
attention to the fact that he has met with a discursive text, in this case a
scientific treatise:

Hebrew belongs to the Semitic language family, the historically predominant language
group of southwestern Asia, the region usually known as the Near East or Middle East.
The Semitic family is itsel f part of the Afroasiatic l nguage phylum, the major language
group that spans the continents of Africa and Asia.

According to Weinrich the verb forms in a text do not indicate time in
relation to the speaket, they refer to a different domain. They indicate on

which level the speaker (or writer) wants the communication be received,
how he wishes the hearer (or reader) to understand the text. This distinc-
tion between both types of text Weinrich calls the distinction of Sprech-

'
Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native,New York 1981 (1878), 3.

2 B.K. Waltke/M. O'Connor, An introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, Winona
Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1990, 5.
1 Narrative verb forms are used both in historical novels and novels that are situated
in the future. 'General gilt die Litotes: keine Zeitstufe und kein Zeitpunkt ist dem
erzlihlenden Tempus Prateritum unerreichbar' (Weinrich, Tempus, 48),
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haltung ('speaker's  orientation')   a  distinction   in   the   attitude   that  the
speaker or writer takes and marks the way in which the hearer or reader
should understand. By means of tenses the narrator guides the reader
through a text. The textual parts in which verb forms of the discursive
domain dominate relate to the world of the reader or hearer. In the above
example the sentences on Hebrew go for our world, they contain utter-
ances on our reality. This makes that they directly affect the reader.
Weinrich calls this attitude an attitude of Gespanntheit (which has nothing
whatsoever to do with the excitement raised in certain literary genres); this
attitude indicates the level on which the writer or speaker is com-
municating something: the things told in this textual part affects the world
of both writer/speaker and reader/hearer.' Narrative texts,  on the other
hand, are written by means of verb forms of the attitude of Entspanntheit
(which does not refer to leisure or something like);2 this attitude indicates
the detachment of what is being communicated; writer (or speaker) and
reader (or hearer) do not share the things communicated (cf. the fragment
from Thomas Hardy' s novel), although the narration can deeply affect the
reader or hearer - as might be in the case of the description of a recent
event or a political conference:

' Examples of text of the discursive domain (besprochene Welt) are 'der drama-
tische Dialog, das Memorandum des Politikers, der Leitartikel, das Testament, das
wissenschaftliche Referat, der philosophische Essay, der juristische Kommentar
und alle Formen ritueller, formalisierter und perfomativer Rede' (Weinrich, Tem-
pus, 36).
2 To the narrative domain (erzahlte We19 belong 'eine Geschichte aus der Jugend-
zeit, die Wiedergabe eines Jagdabenteuers, ein selbst erfundenes Marchen, eine
fromme Legende, eine kunstvolle Novelle, Geschichtsschreibung oder Roman, aber
auch die Zeitungsinformation uber den Verlauf einer politischen Konferenz, selbst
wenn diese von grOBter Bedeutung ist' (Weinrich, Tempus, 36). It does not matter
whether the story told is important or unimportant, or whether it was made up or
tells the truth. The main thing is that the recounted text does not affect the reader
or hearer directly.
1 People have criticised Weinrich's designations Gespanntheit and Entspanntheit,
they would psychologize too much; strictly speaking they are not linguistic
categories. T. Souissi (Sind Tempora zeitlos? Oberpriifung von Harald Weinrichs
Tempus-Theorie (Europaische Hochschulschriften. Reihe I: Deutsche Sprache und
Literatur, Band 445), Bern/Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang 1982,76-81) holds the
opinion that the gespannte or entspannle attitude of speaker or reader is dependent
on the content of the message. Especially in texts in which the verb forms of
discursive and narrative texts are mixed there is a problem: in some instances (for
example in subordinate clauses) the reader is supposed to wait till the end of the
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Both attitudes can manifest themselves on the level of the text: one may
have a narrative or a discursive text. However, also within a certain type
of text one can encounter both attitudes. If a character in a story addresses
another character and informs him of something that affects their world,
he will use tenses that are characteristic of the discursive domain. If, how-
ever, the character tells a story within a story, he will use verb forms that
characterize the narrative domain. The very same goes for the narrator. If
the narrator narrates his story he uses verb forms of the narrative domain.
If, on the other hand, the narrator addresses the reader and informs him of
something that goes beyond the tale he is telling, he will use verb forms
of the discursive domain. For example:

Narrator (Gen. 43:32):
narrative They served him by himself, and them by themselves, and the Egyptians

who ate with him by themselves,
discursive because the Egyptians could not eat with the Hebrew, for that is an

abomination to the Egyptians. (NRSV)

Character (Gen. 39:14-15):
discursive See, my husband has brought among us a Hebrew to insult us!
narrative He came in to me to lie with me, and I cried out with a loud voice; and

when he heard me raise my voice and cry out, he left his garment beside
me, and fled outside. (NRSV)

In the time it was published Weinrich's study was rather controversial and
it has been much debated since.'  One of the main points of criticism is his
dichotomy of two text-types; and also the originality of his ideas has been

clause before he is able to determine which of both attitudes he is to adopt. Besides,
apart from one of the attitudes there are also important roles for gestures and
intonation. Weinrich does not pay attention to these. That is why Souissi remarks:
'W.s Tempus Buch ist streng genommen kein linguistisches Werk' and a little
beyond: 'Die erste Frage, die sich aufdrangt, lautet: was hat die gespannte/ent-
spannte Haltung des Sprechers mit Linguistik zu tun?' (Sind Tempora zeittos?. 76)
Of course, one cannot deny that both words (gespannt and entspannt) evoke
psychological associations, however, they only refer to a category that is indicated
by linguistic signs. As regards the psychologizing associations I subscribe to Heine-
mann and Viehweger: 'Dieser "Psychologismus" is zu Recht kritisiert worden (...).
Dennoch kommt dem Modell der Kommunikationssteuerung fur die Herausbildung
einer Wissenschaft vom Text groBe Beudeutung zu, da hier ... versucht wird,
grammatische Phanomene nicht isoliert, sondern in ihrer Rolle fur die Konstitution
und Rezeption von Texten zu beschreiben' (Textlinguistik, 31).
' Remarkably, Weinrich's study was not translated into English. Therefore the
discussions only took place in Europe.
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criticised: According to Coseriu and Souissi2 Weinrich's claim that the
textual dichotomy is a universal phenomenon cannot be substantiated.
Coseriu thinks that Weinrich did not study sufficient languages to
postulate a universal phenomenon. Souissi supposes that Weinrich also
founds his thesis on the research of Benjamin Lee Whorf in which the
latter describes the language of Hopi-Indians. One of Whorfs theses is
that the Hopi-language is a language without tenses for the verb. Souissi
is of the opinion that Weinrich too rashly applies this phenomenon in one
language to all languages. Moreover, according to Souissi, the linguistic
description of oral Indian-languages has only recently begun, whereas the
description of Romance languages has a respectable tradition. Another
point of criticism is that Weinrich does not in all ways account for existing
theories concerning the categories of time. All grammars, obviously, will
agree with Weinrich that the present tense is used to indicate general
truths. And when Weinrich names the preterite as the Tempus der Er-
innerung and the future as the Tempus der Envartung this certainly in-
dicates that there are temporal categories involved.3 Another objection is
that although in the traditional grammars the finite verb forms are mainly
dealt with from the perspective of the speaker; it is nevertheless clear that
in every text the verb forms have nothing to do with 'calendar-time', yet
always relate to the story that is being told, and within a tale there cannot
be something different but verb forms of past, present, and future.

However, despite the criticism on the supposed universal character of
Weinrich's theory (which I cannot verify) his findings have yielded fruit-
ful results in the field of Biblical Hebrew, as will become clear hereafter.4

' Except for this note, I will not venture in the latter objection. Souissi thinks
Weinrich to be tributary to Arthur Kracke's "Das 'Zeit'-Wort. Tempus, Aktionsart,
Aspekt", in:  Der  Deutschunterricht 5 (1961). To illustrate this he quotes several
examples from Kracke's study: 'Nach meiner Ueberzeugung aber sind auch die
Tempora im Ursprung nicht, und auch spater nicht vorzugsweise, Zeitmarken' (p.
24) and: 'Alles Gegenwartige ist wirklich, es wirkt und fordert damit den Menschen
zur Mit- oder Gegen-Wirkung aus' (p. 23); cf. Sind Tempora zeitios, 72-73. On
page 81 of own study Souissi remarks:  'Man hat das Gefuhl, dass Weinrich altver-
traute sprachliche Erscheinungen nur neu etikettiere'. One can hardly blame Wein-
rich for not constructing new linguistic phenomena! He cannot but work with exis-
ting linguistic phenomena. Yet, he constructs a model to classify isolated elements.
2 Coseriu. Textlinguistik, 27-28, Souissi, Sind Tempora  zeitios ?, 67-69.

3 Cf, Souissi, Sind Tempora zeitlos?, 70-71.
4 Beside finite verb forms there are several linguistic signals that are also connected
with a particular type of text or play a part in the process of communication, like
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Sprechperspektive
With regard to verb forms there are two more types of dichotomy that are
important in the process in which writer, text, and reader are involved.
These are Sprechperspektive ('speaker's perspective') and Reliefgebung
('relief).

Apart from their function to determine a particular type of text the verb
forms also play a role within the text-type involved. Here they supply
information about time. They primarily inform about the time that is
occupied by what is said or told: every linguistic sign has a textual before
and  after.  This  is what Weinrich calls 'Textzeit', 'textual time'. Besides
this  textual time, there is also 'Aktzeit',  'time  of the action'.  This  is  the
length of time that is taken by what is being communicated. The different
kinds of finite verb forms that are present in both text-types give an
understanding of the relation between 'textual time' and 'time of the
action'. If 'textual  time'  and  'time  of the action' coincide one comes
across finite verb forms of level-zero (the main line). In discursive texts,
a well-known example of the coincidence of 'textual time' and 'time of
the  action' are performative actions:   'I  herewith  open the meeting',   'I
name this ship...', etc. In narrative texts there is also one type of verb form
that brings further the line of action: the preterite, for example:

They took Joseph's robe,
and slaughtered a goat
and dipped the robe in the blood.
They sent the robe,
and had it taken to their father
and they said: ... (Gen. 37:31-32)

If 'textual time' and 'time of the action' do not coincide the finite verb
forms refer to the past (the 'time of the action' precedes the 'textual time')
or refer to the future (the 'textual time' precedes the 'time of the action').

articles, adverbs, and personal pronouns (the personal pronouns 'you' and 'I'
indicate a dialogue; they refer to a discursive text-type) and words that by their
repetitive nature characterize the sphere. This type of linguistic signals that is often
found in texts (and to which the finite verb forms belong as well) Weinrich calls
'obstinate Zeichen'. These obstinate Zeichen are part of the language-system and
help the reader orientate in a text (an indefinite article, for example, makes the
reader aware of something new (Nachsortierting), whereas the definite article
indicates something familiar (Vorsortierung). These examples illustrate that text-
morphology and text-syntax are closely intertwined.
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For example (the clauses that refer to the past or to the future are indented):

Past
However, when they told him

what Joseph had said to them,
and when he saw the wagons

that Joseph had sent to carry him to Egypt ... (Gen. 46:27)

Future
Within three days Pharaoh  will  lift up year head and restore you to your office;
and you shall place Pharaoh's cup in his hand ... (Gen. 40:13)

The Sprechperspektive indicates whether the action or situation described
is on the main line of the story, or whether it precedes or succeeds the

story's main line.

Reliefgebung
Within the text-types verb forms do not only refer to aspects of time, they
also add Relief (relief, contrast) to the text-type. By the occurrence of
certain types of verb forms, or by the position of a verb form in a clause,
texts acquire relief. Weinrich uses the terms 'foreground' and 'back-

ground'.  Foreground is the raschere Erzoililtempo, the fast way of telling.
Textual parts that are written by verb forms indicating the foreground refer

to the course of the action that is being told (in a narrative text), or to the
situation in which the characters communicating to one another find
themselves (in discursive texts, e.g. utterances  like  'let' s  go  home',  or
'open the window').  In the example  of Gen. 37:31-32 given above  the
verb forms are indicative of the foreground: the actions quickly succeed
one another, there is no room for digressions that lead away from the line
of action. In short, foreground-verb forms refer to the succession of
actions.

Background denotes the langsamere Erzohltempo, the slow way of
telling. Here, the perspective is not directed toward the past or the future

(as was the case in the category Sprechperspektive), yet, the story is not
continued either. The storyline is more or less brought to a stop, the
actions are frozen. In a narrative circumstances are often depicted by
means of verb forms of the background.

The way in which foreground and background are dealt with in a text

is dependent on the way in which a narrator composes his narrative. As an
illustration I take Gen. 37:24-25 (the background clauses are indented):

a      They took him
b       and drew him into the pit,
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c                the pit was empty,
d              no water was in it.
e        And they sat down to eat bread ...

The Sprechhaltung is of the narrative text-type, the Sprechperspektive is
of level zero: there is no looking to the past, nor to the future. The clauses
a, b and e belong to the foreground: they describe actions. Clauses c and
d belong to the background. The narrative does not continue: the actions
are frozen, both clauses make mention of a particular circumstance. There
is no referring to either past or future, the situation depicted is simul-
taneous to the actions described.

Introductory and concluding clauses fulfill a special function in a narra-
tive, they serve as the exposition and conclusion. That is why verb forms
of the background are often used in such clauses. Introduction and
conclusion enclose a story that unfolds itself within these borders, and
which is presented by means of foreground-verb forms. To this Weinrich
comments that this is not the linguistic category 'aspect'. The verb forms
do not indicate whether an action is complete or incomplete. The fore-
ground-verb forms illustrate that the clauses in which they appear are part
of a process that is being unfolded. The background-verb forms in the
introductory and concluding clauses relate to the demarcation of the story.
Contrary to the notion 'aspect' which holds on the level of the clause (or
sentence), the notion 'relief comes into view when the text is at the
centre.

Tense-transitions
Weinrich' s categories Sprechhaltung, Sprechperspektive, and Relief-
gebung play an important role in the communicative process in which
writer, text and reader are involved. The transition from a tense specific
of one text-type to a tense of the other text-type (e.g. the transition of a
piece of narrative text to a discursive textual part, or vice versa) Weinrich
calls an incongruous tense-transition. One of the characters respectively
the narrator takes the floor to address the reader.'

' Here it should  be  told  that when there  is a transition of narrator' s  text  to  a
character's direct speech we often encounter verba dicendi. In texts there is often
a substantial amount of indirect speech; the certainty that we here meet with a
thought or reasoning of a character (not of the narrator) is provided by the presence
of syntactic signals, among which verba sentiendi.
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Within one specific type of text an incongruous transition has the same
kind of function. In the example of Gen. 43:32 given above the narrator

addresses the reader to provide him with some information in order to
understand the story he is narrating. The same is the case in the example

of Gen. 39:14-15 in which the character changes from one type of tense

(discursive) to another (narrative) to make her point.
In a next step Weinrich differentiates between these incongruous tense-

transitions. He distinguishes first-degree incongruous tense-transitions, in
which one of three categories (Sprechhaltung, Sprechperspektive, Relief-
gebung) shifts and second-degree incongruous tense-transitions, in which
two out of three categories shift. This latter kind of shift is a temporal
metaphor. These temporal metaphors have a function of their own in texts,
which implies they have a function on the communicative level - they
indicate demarcations.

Until now I did use the German terms for Weinrich's designations
Sprechhaltung, Sprechperspektive, and Reliefgebung. In the remainder of
this study I will use the English equivalents: communication type, per-

spective, and relief.'

Semi-finite verb forms
In standard grammars we frequently come across the notion 'modality'
when reading about the verbal system. Modality marks the way in which
a language user can express the message he wishes to communicate.2 The
'unmarked mood' is the indicative, it expresses that what is being

described is the case; the conjunctive expresses a wish, the imperative an
order. This distinction between different moods is not useful according to
Weinrich, because a rather heterogenous group of verb forms is lumped
together. In stead of describing this heterogenous group Weinrich dis-
tinguishes between finite and semi-finite verb forms. To the semi-finite
verb forms he reckons the imperative, the infinitive and the participle.
These semi-finite verb forms do not indicate time, nor do they give any in-
formation about communication type or relief.

The reader or hearer of this semi-finite verb forms has to take refuge to
other textual signals to determine the level of communication - which in
most cases is the finite verb form on which semi-finite verb forms like the

' Cf. E. Talstra, "A Hierarchy of Clauses in Biblical Hebrew Narrative", in: E. van
Wolde, Narrative Syntax & the  Hebrew  Bible, 85-118. here 101.

2 Cf. Lyons, Introduction, 307ff.
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participle and the infinitive are dependent. An imperative clause is usually
regarded to be an independent clause - erroneously, according to Wein-
rich. Like a participle or an infinitive is dependent on a finite verb form,
so the imperative is a dependent verb form. However, it is not dependent
on a finite verb form, it is dependent on the situation in which it is used:
'Imperative werden in der konkreten Sprechsituation gebraucht. Damit
scheidet die erzahlte Welt aus, damit scheidet die Perspektive der Ruck-
schau oder Vorausschau aus, und damit scheidet der Hintergrund aus',i
the implication being that the imperative is a foreground form.

Because the semi-finite verb forms are dependent forms they are in
principle background verb forms, the imperative excepted.2

§ 3 TEXT-LINGUISTICS AND BIBLICAL HEBREW
Weinrich's theory has been applied to Biblical Hebrew. The first person
to do this was Wolfgang Schneider who applied several of Weinrich's
insights into his Biblical Hebrew grammar of 1974 (§ 3.1).3 His work was
later commented upon and elaborated by Eep Talstra (§ 3.2). Another
linguist of Biblical Hebrew whose work was strongly influenced by
Tempus and also  by  Schneider' s  grammar is  Alviero  Niccacci,  who  has
been publishing Hebrew text-syntactic studies since  1986 (§  3.3).4

'
Tempus, 250. Yet, we must note that the dependence of the imperative is of an

entirely different nature than the dependence of the participle or the infinitive.
2  'Auf Grund ihrer prinzipiellen Abhlingigkeit von anderer Information sind semi-
finite Verben (mit Ausnahme des Imperativs, der nur von der Situation abhiinging
ist) grundsatzlich Verbformen des Hintergrunds' (Weinrich, Tempus, 251).

  W. Schneider, Grammatik des  biblischen Hebrtiisch. Vallig neue Bearbeitung der
»Hebraischen  Grammatik fur den  akademischen  Unterricht« von  Oskar Grether.
Ein Lzhrbuch, Munchen: Claudius Verlag 19938 (1974).
4 C.H.J. van der Merwe has published several overviews of text-linguistics or
discourse linguistics and Biblical Hebrew; he discusses the studies of some Hebrew
scholars that are not included in this chapter: "Recent Trends in the Linguistic
Description of Old Hebrew", Journal  of Northwest Semitic  Languages 15 (1989)
217-241; "Discourse Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew Grammar", in: R.D. Bergen,
Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, Dallas, Texas: Summer Institute of
Linguistics 1994,13-49; "An Overview of Hebrew Narrative Syntax", in: E.J. van
Wolde, Narrative Syntax & the Hebrew Bible, 1-20; "A Critical Analysis of
Narrative Syntactic Approaches", in: E.J. van Wolde, Narrative Syntax & the
Hebrew Bible, 133-156.
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Tense and aspect
In the study of the Hebrew language there has of old been the problem of
how the Hebrew verb forms express time.' Initially, the verbal system was
considered to be a tense system. Through the ages various solutions have
been suggested to solve the problem of the verb forms and the tenses.2

One  of the solutions included the notion 'relative tense'. In later years

scholars have also introduced the notion aspect in explaining the Hebrew
verb system; aspect, then, is concerned with the 'different ways of
viewing the inner temporal constituency of a situation' 3, or as described
by Hendel 'with the differing perceptions of an event, either seen from
without as a bounded whole (perfective) or seen from within as an
unbounded process (imperfective)'.4 In his revision of Jouon's grammar
Muraoka holds the opinion that 'Hebrew temporal forms express at the
same time tenses and moods of action. As in our languages, they mainly

express tenses ...; but they often express them in a less complete way than
in our languages because they also express certain moods of action, or
aspects'.5 Others, like Waltke and O'Connor even go a step further and
seem to exclude all notion of tense: 'The studies considered so far suggest

that the basic structure of the system, though it allows for time reference,
is  aspectual',  and  in a footnote  on  the  same  page they claim  that  'most
current textbooks are aspectualist'.6

' Cf. L. Mcfall, The Enigma of the  Hebrew Verbal System.  Solutions from  Ewald
to the Present Day (Historic Texts and Interpreters in Biblical Scholarship 2),
Sheffield: The Almond Press 1982, and Waltke/0'Connor, An Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 458-478.
1 Cf. the overview in McFall, The Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System.
3 Comne, Aspect,3.
4 R.S. Hendel, "In the Margins of the Hebrew Verbal System: Situation, Tense,

Aspect, Mood", Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 9 (1996) 151-183, here 164.
5 P. Jouon/r. Muraoka. A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Subsidia Biblica - 14/I and
14/Il), Roma: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico 1993,355. Also cf. "The Hebrew

Verb System. A Survey of Recent Research" by T.N.D. Mettinger, in: Annual  of the
Swedish Theological Institute 9 i1973) 64-84, in which Mettinger shows that the

aspect-theory has little by little won ground in studies on the Hebrew verbal system.

More recently, in an article on the indicative system of Biblical Hebrew, Joosten
argued for an analysis of the verbal system in terms of tense and aspect. J. Joosten,

'The Indicative System of the Biblical Hebrew Verb and Its Literary Exploitation".
6 An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 415. Also cf. B. Peckham: '(...) tense

is expressed by syntax, not by morphology, and verbal forms, besides marking
mood and aspect, are most important in the definition of clause type' ("Tense and
Mood in Biblical Hebrew", Zeitschrift fur Althebraistik 10 C1997) 139-168, here
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§ 3.1 WOLFGANG SCHNEIDER
As is obvious from what was said above according to most Hebrew
grammars the Hebrew verb forms do not express absolute time-categories'
- aspect-theories have been, and are being developed to explain the
Hebrew verb forms in texts. The qatal and yiqtol conjugations are
considered determinative factors in Hebrew syntax. When the speaker or
writer makes use of the qatal conjugation he indicates that the action is
complete, and when using the yiqtol conjugation he considers the action

to be incomplete. According to Schneider, within this aspectual theory the
verbal forms are considered to be semantic units rather than syntactic
markers.  The most important results and considerations of Weinrich' s
model did Schneider apply to his Hebrew grammar.

Two text-types
The distinction of two text-type that Weinrich claimed to be a universal
language-phenomenon can also be discerned in Biblical Hebrew. There
is a difference between texts in which the speaker and the hearer are
involved (discursive texts), and texts in which the events narrated are
outside the domain of 'I' and 'you' (narrative texts). The question remains
moot as to whether this description of Schneider' s (and which is adopted
by Niccacci and Talstra) is in complete agreement with Weinrich's
distinction of erzahlte and besprochene Welt. However, although Schnei-
der' s  description is mainly focussed  on the textual parts in which either
the narrator has the floor or a character is speaking, he also takes the
instances into account where a verb form of one text-type is found in a
textual unit of the other text-type.

It appears that as far as verb forms are concerned, narrated texts are
dominated by verb forms of the type wayyiqtol, whereas in discursive
texts the yiqtol verb forms have the upper hand. The qaml-conjugation

seems to be distributed evenly among both kinds of texts. Wqatal verb
forms have an obvious preference for those texts in which yiqtol verb

forms are in the majority. These observations make Schneider conclude
that Biblical Hebrew has two main tenses: yiqtol represents the discursive

communication type, and wayyiqtol represents the narrative commu-
nication type.  Weinrich' s notions Gespanntheit and Entspanntheit make
Schneider opt for designating the narrative text type as the type of text

169).
'
Cf. for example Jolion/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. from which it

appears that qatat is used for both past, present and future (§ 112).
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which gives the reader the freedom zur Dismnzierung, the freedom to
detach him- or herself, whereas the discursive text-type engages the reader

or hearer: speaker and hearer have to act and react. Schneider considers
the verb forms qatal and w qaml to be subordinate tenses ('Neben-
tempus' ),1 they are dependent on the main tenses:

Narrative texts
In narrative texts the chain of wayyiqtol verb forms constitutes the
foreground of the narrative; a wayyiqtol verb form is in first position in a
clause and it brings the element of succession into a narrative: Clauses in
which there is a qatal verb form bring the narrative flow to a stop. In most
cases the qatal verb is not in first position; these clauses Schneider calls
background clauses. In relation to this it is good to mention that Schneider
also makes a distinction between verbal and nominal clauses. Verbal
clauses are clauses in which a finite verb form is in first position, whereas
nominal clauses have a noun (or non-verbal element) in first position:

' R.H. Baayen (among others inspired by Weinrich and Schneider) also introduces
the notion of'linkage'. In case ofyiqtol the speaker 'assumes that the event denoted
by the verb is easily integrated by the hearer in his discourse representation given
their common ground', and in case of wayyiqtol 'the narrator signals that the event
expressed by the verb is well-embedded in the unfolding sequence of events in the
narrative'. Qaml is different from yiqtol and wayyiqtol with respect to linkage,
because it indicates that the information conveyed by means of qatal cannot be

'tightly linked to the preceding discourse', R.H. Baayen, "The Pragmatics of the
'Tenses' in Biblical Hebrew", Studies in Language 21 (1997) 245-285.
2 Apart from the verb forms ('Tempus-morphemen') there are a number of linguistic

signals that are of importance for the orientation of a reader in a text and which help
to determine the text-type. Among these are pronouns, deictic particles (like zeh,

sjam, etc.), the article, structuring particles (like kf, 'asjer, etc.) and macro-syntactic

signals (like wayhi), cf. Schneider, §§ 52-54.
3 Cf. J. Myhill: 'cross-linguistic evidence suggests that from a language-universal

perspective the ultimate motivation for this pattern [verb-initial order, RP] is the

general association between temporal sequencing and verb-initial order in languages
with a high incidence of verb-initial order. It appears that in Biblical Hebrew, this

language-universal motivation has been grammaticalized as a morphosyntactic
restriction on the use of the Converted Imperfect', "Non-Emphatic Fronting in
Biblical Hebrew", Theoretical Linguistics 21 (1995) 93-144, here 105. It should be
noted that Myhill stands in the tradition of functional grammar, so a different
linguistic tradition from Weinrich and Schneider.
4 Cf. Grammatik, 160.
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By the alternation of wayyiqtol and qaml a narrative obtains relief. Qat-
al clauses indicate that the perspective is directed to the past. Apart from
indicating background Schneider considers qatal a text-structuring
element, it has a macro-syntactic function. Especially at the opening of
narrative units one frequently encounters qatal verb forms. They are often
combined with wayhi or indefinite indications of time for example:

Gen.  40: 1

a  Some time after this, ilillfil O'-17!0 708 'iT',7 a
b  the cupbearer of the king of ilpkill 0.'.7*rl-150 ilpw  9NPO b

Egypt and the baker offended :0..13'l 75111? 00'1785
their lord, the king of Egypt.

Discursive texts
The main verb form in discursive texts is yiqtol. As is the case in narrative
texts qatal is a subordinate tense. The main function ofyiqtol is to indicate
that one has to do with a discursive text, a text-type in which both speaker
and hearer are involved. Contrary to wayyiqtol does yiqtol not restrict

itself to the first position in a clause. In discursive texts, relief, i.e.
foreground and background, is not determined by verb forms. There are
other indications,  like the order of the clause-constituents and particles.'
Schneider comments to this that in discursive texts it is rather hard to
distinguish foreground and background from one another. Qatal has a

perspectival function only: by using qaml the speaker refers to the past in
order to include it into the situation of speaking. That is why qatal is often

found in introductory clauses and in clauses of reasoning. For example:

Gen. 41:9b-10

9b     I remember my faults today. :07,0 -1'3110 ']N 'ND[1-nk  gb
108 Once Pharaoh was angry 1'7Gly-AF lx2 ;ID-19  10a

with his servants,
b       and put me in custody in the n'm inwom 'nk 18.'1    bhouse of the captain of the

guard ... 0,0 QU 70

' In discursive texts there is often no yiqtol verb form in first position of the

discursive unit, but some other linguistic signal like hinneh, w"attah, an inter-

rogative pronoun or a personal pronoun of first or second person.
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From what was said above it is clear that qatal may both appear in
narrative and discursive texts. To prevent any misunderstandings to rise
it is always sufficiently indicated what type of text the reader is con-
fronted with. In discursive texts this is usually done by deictic particles
that refer to the second person singular or by particles like 'atmh.

In discursive textual units one often encounters w'qatal. These w'qatal

verb forms are -perspectively speaking- in opposition to ordinary qatat.
whereas qatal refers to the past, w'qatal refers to what still has to come.
It is mostly used in conditional clauses, for example:

Gen. 44:22

22a We said to my lord: .]18-58  -10*37 228
b  The boy cannot leave his father, l'JN-nle jrl 5 -IF30 5Dg,-Nil  b
c   for if he should leave his father, 1'30-AN JJF) c
d  he would die : nal       d

Qaml is also frequently used in exhortative clauses and imperatives. In
such instances, however, it is obvious that it is a discursive text. For
example:

Gen. 45:19

198 Take wagons from the land of 0'-130   rnNO   015-7rlp    19a
Egypt for your little ones and 01'10]57 (Depb n75112
for you wives, 01'34-nk onNID]9  b

b  and bring your father, :OAN@9 cc  and come.

Wqatal of uie verb hayah ('be') is used as a structuring sign; in this sense

it functions as a macro-syntactic signal.

Tense-transitions
A transition of a tense from one text-type to a tense of the other text-type
indicates a shift of attitude. Transitions like these disturb the hearer's or
reader' s expectation:  in a specific text-type there is a preference for tenses
belonging to this text-type. A normal thing to happen is an alternation of
verb forms for the changing of the perspective. Transitions of narrative to
discursive texts are indicated in Biblical Hebrew by:  1. a change of tense;
2. a change of person (e.g. third singular to second plural); 3. the presence
of a verb form of the verb 'amar (say). The transition of discursive text
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(direct speech) to narrative is indicated by a change of tense and person.

For example:

Gen. 37:30-31

3Oa   And he returned to his brothers 1'08-58 JTQ'.7- 308
b      and said: nAN'l  b
c                The boy is not there, 111'N 159    c
d              and I, where am I to go? :Wil-']N n]ZE ..16$1    d
e       And they took Joseph's robe 901' n]'re-nk irli?.'1  e
f       and slaughtered a goat ... ...0'rli n'piD:'DOW.'1  f

A specific type of tense-transition is the occurrence of a yiqtol verb form

in a narrative text. This indicates that the narrator in this part of the
narrative leaves behind his attitude as a narrator and discusses one thing
or another with the reader or he informs the reader of something that is of
importance for the understanding of the story. Once more we can refer to
Gen. 43:32:

32a They served him by himself, olab (051 1115 75 10'12'.7 32a
and them by themselves,

b       and the Egyptians who ate with 0 95 1·FIN O'5/ko o·nxebl  b
him by themselves,

c       because the Egyptians could
0.-IXIDO (yiqtol) 135Jr Nb '3  cnot eat with the Hebrews, 005 0'-gpo-nk 53*5

d       for that is an abomination to
the Egyptians. (NRSV) :O· n¥Db bilil n=Din-'p  d

According to Schneider, in first-person narratives one can also frequently
discern the transition to discursive tenses; this makes the story more
penetrating. This usage corresponds to the usage of the praesens histori-
cum in Latin.'

When yiqtol immediately follows after 'asjer, 'asjer,  'ad and b'therem

it usually has a perspectival function, for example:

' 'Damit gebt er [the narrator, RP] seiner Erzahlung hohere Eindringlichkeit und
Erlebnisnahe' (Schneider, Grammatik % 48.4.3.2, 196). He gives Is. 6:1-4 as an
illustration. However, I would rather analyze this first person narration to be a
narrative part in a discursive text, which makes it quite understandable that
discursive tenses are present. Something else is the matter when in narrative texts
the particple  'az at the beginning of a clause is succeeded by yiqtol; in such cases
'az substitutes the temporal indicator wa (from wayyiqtot).
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Gen. 37:18

18a They saw him from a distance prI]D ink iN-1'1 a
b     and before he had reached them 00 '5*    =ni?'    Ont)39    b
c they conspired to kill him. :in'i]05 ink i»xr] c

In discursive texts it is possible that the speaker recounts a story. This
story is often introduced by means of qatal. This qatal draws the
perspective to the past - it is succeeded by one wayyiqtol clause or a chain
of wayyiqtol clauses that form the backbone of the tale. These stories,
SproB-Erzdhlungen as Schneiders calls them, are mostly rather short. Verb
forms indicating discursive texts or deictic signals make the reader aware
that the narrative part has finished.

Participle, injinitive and imperative
Weinrich called the participle, the infinitive and the imperative semi-finite
verb forms. Schneider does not adopt this terminology. Participle and
infinitive he calls nominal (non-finite) forms; they are indifferent to text-
type, since both appear both in narrative and discursive texts. Because of
their nominal character they always belong to the background. The
imperative, however, Schneider considers a finite verb form, it belongs to
the Personalformen.

Although Schneider acknowledges that the imperative is strictly
speaking not a finite verb form, it can be taken as a finite verb form,
because it is only found in discursive texts. The implication is that it
belongs to those linguistic signs that determine a specific text-type.
Schneider does not say whether imperatives belong to the foreground or
to the background. Yet, since Schneider considers the imperative to be a
finite verb form, one can infer that an imperative clause is a verbal clause,
which in turn implies that imperative clauses belong to the foreground.

§ 3.2 EEP TALSTRA
Talstra was  one  of the first to adopt the results of Schneider' s grammar,
which he consequently developed in several studies.' In later editions of

' E. Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. I: Elements of a Theory",
Bibliotheca Orientalis 35 (1978) 169-174; "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II:
Syntax and Semantics", Bibliotheca Orientalis 39 (1982) 26-38; 1/ KOn 3. Etuden
zur Textgrammatik, Amsterdam: Free University Press 1983; "A Hierarchically
Structured Data Base of Biblical Hebrew Texts", in: Actes du Premier Colloque
international Bible et Infonnatique: Le Texte, (Travaux de linguistique quantitative,
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his grammar Schneider also included some comments by Talstra. Talstra
mainly focuses on the theoretical presuppositions of Schneider' s grammar
and relates these to other scholars' research, such as the studies by F.I.
Andersen' and W. Richter.2 In more recent studies Talstra concentrates on
clause hierarchy in Biblical Hebrew and its implications for translating the
Bible, and computer-aided research concerning Hebrew texts.

When studying the syntax of Hebrew, Schneider's point of departure
-syntax is the description of linguistic forms by means of which the
process of communication takes place- implies the listing of alllinguistic
forms on the distinctive linguistic levels and assign to each of those a
grammatical function. 'This attitude leads to a formal, distributional
approach in Biblical Hebrew analysis that at least tries to be less depend-
ent on literary interpretation than traditional grammar usually has been'.3
Talstra's initial studies concentrate on three aspects: the distribution of
linguistic signs, textual hierarchy and the influence of semantics on syn-
tax. I will briefly discuss the three of them.

37), Paris - Genave: Champion - Slatkine 1986, 335-349; "Towards a Distributio-
nal Definition of Clauses in Classical Hebrew", Ephimerides Theologicae Lova-
niensis 63 (1987) 95-105; "Hebrew Syntax: Clause Types and Clause Hierarchy",
in:  K. Jongeling e.a. (eds.), Studies iii Hebrew and Aramaic Syntax. Presented to
Professor J.  Hoftijzer on the occasion of his  sixty-fifth birthday,kiden: 801\  1991,
180-193; 'Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew: The Viewpoint of Wolfgang
Schneider", Journal  of Translation and Textlinguistics 5 (1992) 269-297; Schermen
met Schrift. De kombinatie van bijbelwetenschappen en computer geillustreerd aan
de tekst van Genesis 48. Amsterdam: VU Uitgeverij 1992; "Clause Types and Tex-
tual Structure. An experiment in narrative syntax", in: E. Talstra (ed.), Narrative
and Comment. Contributions to Discourse Grammar and Hebrew Bible presented
to Wolfgang Schneider, Amsterdam: Societas Hebraica Amstelodamensis 1995,
166-180; "A Hierarchy of Clauses in Biblical Hebrew Narrative", in: E. van Wolde
(ed.), Narrative  Syntax  &  the   Hebrew Bible, 85-118.
' F.I. Andersen, 7lte Sentence in Biblical Hebrew (Janua Linguarum), The Hague:
Mouton 1974.
  W. Richter, Grundiagen einer althebraischen Grammatik. A. Grundfragen einer
sprachwissenschaflichen Grammarik. B. Die Beschrebungsebenen. Band I: Das
Won: Band II:  Die Wortfugung (Morphosyntax:  Band III. Der Satz (Satztheorie)
(Arbeiten zu Text und Sprache im Alten Testament 13), St. Otilien: EOS Verlag,
1978-1980.

1 Talstra, "Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew", 270.
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Distribution
In short, the distribution of a linguistic form is the set of contexts in which
it can occur. 'Linguistic form' here ought to be understood as broad as
possible. In text-syntax this means that the textual elements (parts of
speech as well as individual words) are classified on the basis of their
text-syntactic function, irrespective of their semantic contents. Closely
connected to this is that the choice for a constituent in one clause deter-
mines the constituents in another. Talstra considers it a task for text-
syntax to formulate rules for the distribution of context (= text) dependent
constituents. 1

Distribution implies that a text and its clauses are well-formed, that
they are consistent  with the language-system' s rules. Since Hebrew  is  no
longer spoken the language-system is hard to recover. By listing the
linguistic data, the formal description of linguistic units -using a
computer-programme- from the Hebrew Bible, Talstra tries to formulate
rules according to which texts (and its clauses) are composed. Questions
involved are: what is the relation between the separate clauses and its
constituents? When do linguistic signs form a clause, how are texts
segmented? On the basis of such analyses it might be possible to
formulate a theory of clause functions and clause types in Biblical
Hebrew. The Hebrew verbal system is tightly connected to the types of
clauses and the structuring of texts. Qatal clauses, for instance, are not
restricted to offering background information when combined with a verb
form of the main line only: qatal clauses of the type 11/x-qatal also play
a  part  on the level  of the paragraph  and  the text. Talstra' s ideas  of  the
description of Biblical Hebrew have the advantage of illustrating the
different levels on which linguistic forms within a text function.2

1 Cf. U Kon. 3,9-11. In, for example the sentence 'she is my father's daughter,
although not my mother's daughter' (Gen. 20:19), the pronoun 'she' has replaced
the name 'Sarah'. Or: the rather awkward order of Joseph's answer in Gen. 37:17
'My brothers, I am looking for' ('et achaw anoki m'baqesi),is determined by the
question 'Whom are you looking for?' (mah fbaqesj) the unknown man poses
Joseph. Such things imply that a verb form of the type wayyiqtol cannot be replaced
by a verb form of the type qatal, without the text acquiring another meaning.
2 'Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II: Syntax and Semantics", 26, 'Text Grammar
and Biblical Hebrew", 284-285. To give an example: in a clause wayhi has the
function of being the finite verb form, yet in the text it may have the function of a
macro-syntactic signal. Within the text this may be on the level of the clause as well
as on the level of the text (cf. // Kmi. 3,3 1-32).
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Clause hierarchy
The notion of the hierarchy of clauses is interlaced with what is written
above. By constructing a hierarchy of text-clauses the mutual relations
between clauses and their interdependence and their text-syntactic
function can be discovered. A formal description of the clause types and
their mutual relations yields insights (a) into the way in which texts are
composed, and (b) into the function of the clauses in a text. In narrative
texts the verb forms of the wayyiqtol-type are the characteristic verb form;
they belong to the foreground. However, this does not imply that all
wayyiqtol clauses always belong to level-zero (the main line). In some
instances, for example, a wayyiqtol is dependent on a qatal clause. In such
case the main story line is not continued. The wayyiqtol continues a
situation that has its point of departure in the preceding qatal clause and
which refers  to the (textual)  past:  In  such  instances Weinrich's Textzeit
and Aktzeit do not cooccur: As an example Jonah 1:5-6 could be given.

' Cf. Talstra, "Clause Types and Textual Structures", 167, 170,174. In this article
Talstra discusses several wayyiqtol and qx-qatal clauses from Judg. 6,33-35 en 2
Kgs. 9. He (tentatively) links these functios to the clauses. A w'x-qatal clause

having a determined noun phrase as its subject indicates a change of characters on
the level of the paragraph. A wfx-qatal clause without a determined noun phrase as
its subject indicates background information; however, if this w'x-qatal clause is
continued by wayyiqtol the clause introduces a subparagraph. A wayyiqtol clause
having a determined noun phrase as its subject indicates on the level of the
paragraph an (re-)introduction of characters. A wayyiqtol clause without determined
noun phrase indicates continuation. It is obvious therefore, that apart from verb
forms factors like the subject of the clause, and determination are of importance to
decide whether a wayyiqtol clause is independent or subordinate.
2 Talstra, "Text-Grammar and Biblical Hebrew", 285. Also cf. // Kun. 3, 29-30.
Niccacci mentions this type of wayyiqtol, which he calls a continuation wayyiqtot,
too: cf. A. Niccacci, The Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose (Journal for
the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 86), Sheffield: Sheffield Acade-
mic Press 1990, 177-180 (§ 146).
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Jonah  1:5-6

5a Then the mariners were afraid 0'n 0 7N-1"7 58
b   and each cried to his god. 7'obE,-5*W'N 72127.'1 b
c They threw out the cargo into the ...0,0-5* ...0·530-nk 951)3 c

sea... '0372-5* 17' il]7'1    d
d Jonah, meanwhile, had gone 711'Den

down into the hold of the ship =*.'7 ee         and had laid down, :071'1 ff         and was fast asleep. 5*no   l'h: 79.'7 6a6a The captain came
b   and said to him: (...) (NRSV) (...) 15 lioN 1 b

Wex-qatal clauses play a major part in the construction of a clause
hierarchy in narrative texts. They do not only provide background infor-
mation to a preceding wayyiqtol clause, on the level of the paragraph or
on the level of the text they can indicate background too.

Another point of attention -and which still needs some more research-
is the possible role the different types of clause may play regarding the
modal functions that can be applied to verbs. Some verb forms have a
morphological element which marks whether or not the verb form is
modal, or they are combined with a lexical element that indicates a
modality (such as 'al and l'ma'an).  It is the question whether attributing
a modal function to a verb form that has no morphological or lexical
marking of modality is a matter of interpretation, or whether the verb's
presence in a specific type of clause (e.g. a clause-type with yiqtol in first
position) or certain types of clause-connections (e.g. w1x-qatal-clauses

preceded by an imperative) indicates a modal function. In such situations
one should describe clauses in a formal way and construct a clause
hierarchy. On the basis of such hierarchies it might be possible to infer
syntactic functions  of the verb forms and clause-types involved:

The role of semantics
In his grammar Schneider discusses the role of semantics: in the process
of communication semantics and syntax cooperate.2 Particles, articles, and
personal pronouns help the reader orientate him- or herself through a text
(cf. Weinrich's Vorsonierung and Nachsortierung). To this Talstra makes
two comments. The method implies that semantic observations must be
done within the boundaries of the syntax of the text. In other words: if the

' Cf. 'Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew", 285-287.
2 E.g. Schneider, Grammatik § 48.7.1.3,206; § 52.2, 232-234.
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semantic level is part of the linguistic elements of the text, the syntactic
analysis must also play a role in the semantic analysis, because the
communication happens within the framework of syntax, not outside of
it. Besides, the reader can only apply those meanings to a word that are
permitted by the context. From this follows that words whose meaning fall
outside the semantic field of the text leap to the reader' s eye (the principle
of selection). Talstra does not contradict these observations, yet he thinks
it not sufficient to leave it at that. He is of the opinion that apart from such
words or constructions that draw the reader' s attention there  are a number
of textual characteristics that also structure the text and steer the reader
through the text, and by implication play an important role in the process
of communication. Characteristics Talstra has in mind are phenomena like
the repetition of words or the repetition of patterns. An example he gives
is taken from Genesis  1. In the first chapter of the Bible we come across
the sequence wayy'omer 'elohim - a jussive form ('Let there be ...') - a
wayyiqtol form- wayyar' - wayyiqra': this sequence is rather prominent
and has a function in structuring the chapter. So, apart from the principle
of selection Talstra also argues for a principle of combination: When
examining the lexical elements in a text, it is of importance to distinguish
the two text-types from one another: Moreover, Talstra advocates a
semantic description in which the rhetorical structure of a text is based on
a combination of words (lexical fields), not on isolated words. Of late
various attempts to relieve the need for such descriptions have been made,
however, not yet in the field of Biblical Hebrew.3

§ 3.3 ALVIERO NICCACCI

Starting  in 1986 Niccacci  has been publishing a substantial number  of
studies on the Hebrew verb in prose-texts. All of these are strongly
influenced by Schneider's application of Weinrich's communication-
directed text-linguistic theory.4 Niccacci claims to develop this commu

' 'Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II", 35-36.
2 If, for example, a word is found three times in a text, of which the first and last
occurrence are in the narrator's text and the second occurrence in a character's text,
this word may -from a semantic perspective- play a central role in the text; cf.
Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II", 37.
' Like R.W. Langacker, Foundations OfCognitive Gommar. Volume 1: 711eoretical
Prerequisites, Stanford, California: Stanford University Press 1987.
4 -A Neglected Point of Hebrew Syntax: Yiqtol and Position in the Sentence",
Liber Annuus 31 (1987) 7-19; "Basic Principles of the Biblical Hebrew System in
Pros€', Liber Annuus 38 (1988) 7-16; "An Outline of the Biblical Hebrew Verbal
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nication-directed orientation and tries to link its implications concerning
the verbal system to the traditional notions of tense and aspect.

Tense and aspect
The Hebrew verb forms do not refer to absolute time or calendar time, yet
Hebrew verbs refer to time. According to Niccacci verb forms on the main
line of the communication indicate tense. They have a temporal reference
to the past, present, or future from the perspective of the text-type in
which they occur. Apart from tense the notion of aspect is present as well.
Aspect is to be found on the secondary communicative level: Regarding
Niccacci's presuppositions considering tense and aspect his distinction
between verbal and nominal clauses is of crucial importance (see below).
Verbal clauses refer to time, whereas nominal clauses focus on aspect. In
this way Niccacci can explain the differences in the usage of the distinc-
tive verb forms. In narrative texts, for example, wex-qatal illustrates that
the narrator emphasizes the fact that the action took place once, whereas

by using a wex-yiqtolhe emphasizes the iterative aspect of an action.

Basic assuniptions
Niccacci focuses on the Hebrew verbal system and the role of the Hebrew
verbs within the process of communication. His model has two basic
assumptions. The first assumption is that clauses in which verb forms
appear in first position constitute (a) verbal clauses and (b) indicate the
main line of communication and constitute the textual coherence. Verb
forms in second position in a clause constitute compound nominal clauses

System in Prose", Liber Annuus 39 (1989) 7-26:  The Syntax of the Verb  in Classi-
cal Hebrew Prose (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series
86), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1990 (original Italian publication 1986);
Lettura sintattica della prosa ebraico-biblica. Principi e applicazioni (Studi\lIn
Biblicum Franciscanum, Analecta n. 31), Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press

1991; "Simple Nominal Clause (SNC) or Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew
Prose", Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 6 (1993) 216-227; "The Stele of Mesha and the
Bible: Verbal System and Narrativity", Orientalia 63 (1994) 226-248; "Essential
Hebrew Syntax", in: E. Talstra (ed.), Narrative and Comment. Contributions
presented to Wol/gang Schneider, Amsterdam: Societas Hebraica Amstelodamensis
1995, 110-125; "On The Hebrew Verbal System", in: R.D. Bergen (ed.), Biblical
Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, Dallas, Texas: Summer Institute of Linguistics
1995,117-137; "Basic Facts and Theory of the Biblical Hebrew Verb System", in:
E. van Wolde (ed.), Narrative Syntax & the Hebrew Bible, 167-202.
' Cf. "On the Hebrew Verbal System", 128-189, "Essential Hebrew Syntax", 125,
and "The Biblical Hebrew Verb System in Prose", 181.197-198.
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(CNC); they refer to (a) a secondary level of communication and (b)
indicate textual breaks, textual discontinuity; the sequence of actions is
not continued.'

Niccacci's second basic assumption is that a clause of the secondary
line cannot be independent, it is always dependent on a clause on the main
line. The first basic assumption regards both the level of the clause and the
level of the text, the second is restricted to the level of the text.

Verbal and nominal clausesz
The reason for the distinction between verbal and nominal clauses, and its
consequential emphasis on either action or the nominal element, is the
predicate, which is always in first position, be it either a nominal or a
verbal form. The predicate is the most important part of the clause; it is
the part which receives emphasis. Traditionally the predicate is reserved

for verbal forms; the nominal element is the subject. In verbal clauses the
usual order is predicate (verb) - subject. This is an unmarked sentence:
the verbal element is in first position, its usual place. If a nominal element
occurs in first position the clause is marked, because it is not the verbal
element (the 'traditional' predicate) that is fronted. An unmarked clause
gives information about an action, an event; a marked clause gives
information about a part of that action or event.

Apart from its function on the level of the clause (in which emphasis
may be put on the nominal element) on the level of the text a nominal
clause has the function of subordination: a marked clause is subordinate.

The examples from Job 32 and Genesis 37 can serve to illustrate this.

' It must be mentioned that in Niccacci's view x-qatal and x-yiqtol in discursive
texts may belong to the main line and are foreground; cf. the schema in The Syntax
ofthe Verb, 168, no. 3 and no. 5.
2 Cf. "The Biblical Hebrew Verb System in Prose", 168-171 and 175-178.
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Job 32:2-3

2a Then the anger of Elihu, son of 5*733-11 Nln'56 96 30.,1 2a
Berachel the Buzite, of the family 03 nopUIEID '7330
of Ram, flared up;

b   it is against Job that his anger 138 ;110 31'83 b
flared up because he declared
himself right before God;

:0'nbtio 70311- iplrb 

3a and it is against his three friends
that his anger flared up 1.98  7130  1 ]17  nufbui=19 33

b   because they had not found any il ]12D 3*¥D-Ni5 72315 1/P b

answer
c   and still had declared Job guilty. :31'N-nN lg'979 c

Verse 2a is a verbal clause, the verb is in first position; it is an unmarked
sentence. Clauses 2b and 3a are marked, because the nominal element is
in first, the verb in second position. The nominal element is emphasized.
In Niccacci's syntactic analysis the order in v. 2b and v. 3a remains
predicate - subject, even though -grammatically speaking- the order is
different: complement - predicate - subject. So, from a syntactic perspec-
tive the order of v. 2b is: predicate ('it is against Job') - subject (the
remaining part of the clause). This subject ('flared up his anger') in turn
against consists of a predicate ('flared up') and subject ('his anger'). So,
according to Niccacci, we have a sentence that on a syntactic level
consists of a predicate and a subject, and which has an imbedded sentence
that on a grammatical level also consists of a predicate and a subject.

Gen.  37: 11

11 a His brothers were jealous of him 1'11* 11-72/]p l a
b       but his father kept the matter in :7710-nit ni* 1,7251 b

mind

The nominal element (the predicate) from the W'x-qatal construction from
v. 1 lb does not receive emphasis on the level of the sentence. From a
textual perspective, on the other hand, v. 1 lb indicates that it is dependent
on the unmarked wayyiqtol clause in v. 1 la.

Niccacci underlines the importance of the first position in a clause,
because on the level of the sentence it emphasizes the first element (the
predicate) that can both be verbal and nominal, and because on the level
of the text it indicates that a clause may be independent (a verbal clause)
or dependent (a nominal clause). In the example from the book of Job
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given above both functions (emphasis on the level of the clause and
dependence) are present.

The distinction between verbal and nominal clauses affects the distinc-
tion between main and subordinate clauses: it denotes coordination and
subordination. From a grammatical point of view a clause is a main clause

if it opens by means of a finite verb. From a textual point of view a clause
is independent if it does not depend on another clause (when it is at the
beginning of a textual unit and on the main level of communication).
Generally speaking one can say that verbal clauses indicate coordination
on the level of the text, whereas non-verbal clauses indicate subordination.
This implies that in Biblical Hebrew subordination can be realized in two
ways. The first is that it can be done by means of subordinating con-
junctions (like kf, lema'an, 'im); this is what Niccacci calls grammatical
subordination. The other way of subordination is the placing of the finite
verb in second position;  this is syntactic subordination.'

Narrative text
Narrative text is about persons or events outside the relation of the writer
and the reader; in this text-type verb forms of the third person dominate.
Wayyiqtot is the tense characteristic of narrative texts. It constitutes the
main line of communication. Wayyiqtol clauses make up a sequence of
successive events. X-qatal and w'x-qatal belong to the secondary line of
communication; they cause a break in the chain of wayyiqtol forms. By
means of such clauses the narrator provides the reader with background
information concerning the narrated events. From a syntactic perspective
such clauses are dependent.

Niccacci distinguishes two kinds of narrative:  'oral' and 'historical'.
An historical narrative is the narrative as it is told by the narrator, whereas
an oral narrative is recounted by one of the story's characters (cf. Gen.
24:35ff. where Abraham's servant delivers a tale to Laban); such oral
narratives are part of a direct speech. In both kinds of narrative the
narrating instance makes use of wayyiqtol verb forms.

a When discussing coordination and subordination Niccacci does not mention
conjunctive waw. This waw is not of importance regarding coordination and
subordination - this waw ought to be distinguished from the waw occurring in
wayyiqtot, w'qatal en w'yiqtol.
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Direct speech1
The discursive text-type ('direct speech') is more varied than the narrative
text-type. In discursive texts the three temporal axes -past, present, and
future- are used on the main level of communication.2 From the
designation 'oral narrative' it is clear that within a direct speech one can
encounter wayyiqtol. The tenses characteristic for discursive texts,
however, are yiqtol, weqatal, imperatives and volitives, and qaml. The
main verb forms are yiqtol and w'qatal. A major difference with narrative
texts is that discursive texts show a preference for foreground. In
discursive texts foreground and background are not always easy to
distinguish from one another. They are more easily distinguishable in
relatively longer textual units. 3

Niccacci's terms 'foreground' and 'background' appear to be different
than those of Weinrich.4 Niccacci considers both notions to refer to
foreground and background in a semantic sense,  whereas  in  Weinrich' s
theory they are no more thanfbnnal designations. This is illustrated by the
way the category to which both notions belong is named. Weinrich calls
it Reliefgebung, whereas Niccacci names it  'prominence'.

' Niccacci initially used the designation 'discourse' when referring to direct speech
(the discursive text-type), he switched to the designation 'direct speech' to avoid

misunderstandings because of the American 'discourse linguistics'-school.
2 On the present axis a simple nominal clause in a discursive text constitutes the
beginning of the main line (foreground); further on in the text a simple nominal
clause can either be on the main line or on the secondary line. On the axis of the

past qatal at the beginning of a direct speech (the position within the clause does

not matter) indicates the main line. On the axis of the future yiqtot functions as

foreground at the beginning of a unit. A regular yiqtol and  fqatal belong to the
main line as well. W'qatal incidentally cannot start a textual unit; from a syntactic

point of view it is a dependent form.
1 'The mainline in the past axis (oral narrative) begins with qaml or X-qaml,
continues with wayyiqtol, and then behaves exactly as historical narrative, with

waw-X-qaml indicating the background. In the present axis, both the mainline and
the subsidiary line are represented by simple nominal clauses. In the future axis, the
mainline begins with a simple nominal clause (frequently with a participle) or an
indicative X-yiqtol, and continues with weqatal, which constitutes the foreground,
while waw-X-yiqtol indicates the background. Volitive verb forms (cohortative,
imperative, and jussive) also play an important role in direct speech. They usually
use the mainline, though the secondary line is sometimes indicated by jussive X-

yiqtol' ("On the Hebrew Verbal System", 131).
4 Cf. The Syntax of the Verb, 1 16-117.
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Common tense forms
Biblical Hebrew has to make use of the same set of tenses in both text-
types (because of the 'paucity' of the verbal system). However, the usage
is different in each text-type. A tense that is characteristic of one text-type
-and of which it can open a unit- can never occur in first position in the
other text-type. Qatal, found in both text-types only functions in narrative
texts as a Nebentempus: only within narrative texts it is always on the
secondary line. In discursive texts it may as well be found in first position,
which means that it is on the main level of communication.

W'qatal andyiqtol, the characteristic tenses of discursive texts can also
be encountered in narrative texts, in which they perform a special
function: they indicate repetition or a habit.

As mentioned above wayyiqtol forms also occur in discursive texts, in
which they always function as a continuation form: here wayyiqtol is
dependent on an initial qatal or x-qatal form.

§ 4 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS: ROBERT LONGACRE
In the first section of this chapter I referred to the field of text-linguistics,
that in America is called discourse analysis'' and in which the semantic
basic-structure of texts is considered to play an important role;2 and in
which 'discourse' ought to be understood as 'text'. With regard to Biblical
Hebrew the most prominent scholar is Robert Longacre: Longacre has

' Cf. van der Merwe, "A Critical Analysis of Narrative Syntactic Approaches",  136.
2 'Every text, if it is truly a text, has a germinal idea (or closely related complex
germinal ideas) that acts as an overall plan in the development of the discourse'
(Longacre, Joseph. A Story  of Divine  Providence,  17).
3 To his publications regarding Biblical Hebrew belong "The Discourse Structure
of the Flood Narrative",Journal Ofthe American Academy of Religion 47 ( 1979)
Supplement B: 89-133; "Interpreting Biblical Stories", in: T. van Dijk (ed.),
Discourse and Literature. New Approaches to the Analysis of Literary Genres,
Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company 1985, 169-185;
"Who sold Joseph into Egypt?", in: R. Laird Harris e.a. (eds.), Interpretation and
History. Essays in honour of Allan A. MacRae, Singapore: Christian Life Publishers
1986,75-92; Joseph, a Story OfDivine Providence; "Discourse Perspective on the
Hebrew Verb: Affirmation and Restatement", in: W.R. Bodine (ed.), Linguistics
and Biblical Hebrew, 177-189 ; "Weqatal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose. A
Discoure-modular Approach", in: R.D. Bergen, Biblical Hebrew and Discourse
Linguistics, Dallas, Texas: The Summer Institute of Linguistics 1995, 50-98; "A
Proposal for a discourse-modular grammar of Biblical Hebrew", in E. Talstra (ed.),
Narrative and Comment, 99-103.
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studied a large number of languages (such as Meso-American and Tagalog
languages) and by doing so has discovered a substantial amount of
common elements in the way texts in the distinctive languages are com-

posed. He distinguishes several discourse types ('syntagmemes', see
below): narrative, hortatory, procedural and expository discourse. Each
type of discourse has its own features, among which a specific constel-
lation of verb forms that occur in the discourse involved; he categorizes
these verb forms  in  a  verb rank scheme: Longacre makes a distinction
between main line (story line) and background, yet the verb forms

belonging to the background refer to different kinds of background: they
are hierarchically ranked.

Concerning the relationship between the verb forms and the categories
tense, aspect, and mood Longacre holds the opinion that those categories
are related to the type of discourse in which a verb form is found. When
confronted with verb forms distinctive of a specific discourse-type it can
be said that one or two tenses constitute the main line (backbone) of this
discourse-type, whereas the remaining verb forms gradually move away
from the main line:

Excursus on tagmemics
Longacre' s studies have their roots in the tagmemic school of linguistics.
I will briefly characterize this type of linguistics. Linguistic tagmemics is

' To illustrate this Longacre presents the paragraph: (1) I was walking along the
sidewalk down a few doors from my house yesterday. (2) I saw a dog coming along
toward me. (3) Suddenly the dog put his teeth into my leg. (4) That dog, I learned
later, had bitten three people previously the same day. In English simple past ranks
highest in narrative. Sentences (2) and (3) outrank (1), that has a past progressive,

and (4) a sententence with a pluperfect. On top of that (3) outranks (2) because in
English action verbs outrank movement verbs. The ranking of the paragraph's

sentences is (3)-(2)-(4)-(1) in order of dominance. So: sentence (3) is the
paragraph's text, (2) is the introduction, (4) is a comment to the second and third
sentences, whereas (1) is the setting of the following sentences.
2 Some recent descriptions of Longacre's studies are to be found in D.A. Dawson,
Text-Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament

Supplement Series 177), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1994); A.F. den Exter
Blokland, /n Search ofText Syntax. Towards a Syntactic Text-Segmentation Model
for Biblical Hebrew, Amsterdam: VU University Press 1995; K.E. Lowery, Toward

a Discourse  Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Los Angeles:  University of California
1985 and N. Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua. A
Computer-assisted Rhetorical Structure Analysis (Coniectanea Biblica. Old Testa-
ment Series 40), Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International 1995.
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occupied with the unravelling of patterns and regularities in languages.
These are being described as systematic and consistent as possible.
Attaching functions to a particular type of text and textual units (such as
particles, which apart from their function on the level of the sentence also
play a role on the level of the text) is of primary importance.

According to Longacre three concepts are crucial in tagmemics:
tagmeme, syntagmeme and hierarchical linguistic structure. Tagmemes are
defined as a 'function-set'-correlation,i by which is meant that, for
example,  in the transitive sentence 'Joseph  went to Dothan', the subject
(Joseph) is an agent tagnieme, its function being the subject. Likewise
'went' has the function of being the transitive predicate, and 'to Dothan'
the function of the object. At the same time the word 'Joseph' belongs to
the category (set) of all English nouns, phrases and clauses that
paradigmatically can take its place. The same goes for the object and the
transitive predicate of the sentence. Every part of the sentence has a
specific role, a specific function.

Transitive sentence (syntagmeme)/         1          \
Tagmeme subject predicate object111

Joseph went to Dothan

Like this sentence consists of several parts so does a narrative discourse
consist of several parts that each have their specific function. In narrative
discourse these parts ('functions') are title, stage, episode, peak,
conclusion. In the sentence given above the subject 'Joseph' can be
replaced  by any other element  from the appropriate  'set'.  In a narrative
any episode-paragraph can be filled by different types of paragraphs. The
'function'  can be filled by any element belonging to the correct  'set':  'The
function defines the set, the set provides the formal basis for the
function'.2 So, ina tagmeme both function and set are combined, 'because
tagmemics wants to pay attention both to function and to the forms in

' This is Longacre's terminology; in tagmemics instead of 'function' and 'set' the
designations 'slot' and 'class' are used. The 'function' constitutes the defining
powerofthe'set'.
2 Den Exter Blokland, 1,1 Search OfText Syntax, 29.
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which they manifest themselves, rather than to one of either to the neglect
of the other'.'

Together, tagmemes constitute structured wholes, called syntagmemes.
A transitive sentence, for instance, is such syntagmeme. These syntag-
memes can manifest themselves within a text on every syntactic level. The
syntagmeme 'Joseph dreamed a dream' consists of three tagmemes.
Syntagmemes show syntagmatic relations. Tagmeme and syntagmeme are
tightly intertwined, because tagmemes constitute a syntagmeme, whereas
in turn each tagmeme is a syntagmeme. For example:

Syntagmeme Transitive sentence

//                       \
Tagmeme subject predicate object1 1
Syntagmemes noun phrase verb phrase noun phrase

(Joseph) (dreamed) (a dream)

In this way tagmeme and syntagmeme 'yield a systematic theory of
grammatical hierarchy (part-whole relationships):2 On the one hand a tag-
meme has a function, whereas on the other hand it offers a broad range of
new syntagmemes.3 On every level of the text tagmemes compose new
syntagmemes. A tagmeme on the level of the text may be an episode; a
tagmeme on the level of the paragraph may be a specific type of clause,
etc. So, syntagmemes of one level are filled by lower-level tagmemes,
although it is possible that a tagmeme may belong to the same level, or
even a higher level - this is caused by embedding.4

' Den Exter Blokland, /n Search ofText Syntax, 29.ln tagmemics eight structural
levels are distinguished, starting from the lowest to the highest level these are: mor-

pheme, stem, word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, and discourse (cf. van der
Merwe, "A Critical Analysis of Narrative Syntactic Approaches", 137).
2

Longacre, Joseph. A Story of Divine  Providence,312.
3 6 Actually tagmemes are labeled in terms of their function element for the sake of
convenience. Similarly syntagmemes are labeled in terms of their construction type'
(Den Exter Blokland, /n Search of Text Syntax, 30). In a narrative an episode
becomes a tagmeme (function), whereas the different paragraph-types (construe-
tion) are syntagmemes.
4 E.g. in the sentence: 'they saw their brother, who was sent by their father', the
tagmeme with object-function (and which is a syntagmeme itself) consists of three

tagmemes, of which one is a sentence.
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Biblical Hebrew
The application of Longacre's theory to Biblical Hebrew leads to the
following. To begin with, in Hebrew texts one can make a distinction
between different text-types (syntagmemes): narrative, procedural,
hortatory and expository.' A textual unit like Genesis 37-50 is a narrative
discourse, in which several other text-types are embedded. Secondly, on
the basis of the different text-types one can make a verb rank scheme in
which the verb forms are ranked hierarchically; such a scheme is char-
acteristic of one specific text-type. Verb forms that are characteristic of
a particular text-type rank highest: the less representative for a specific
text-type a verb form is, the lower it ranks. And thirdly, one can classify
a text's verb forms in one of the verb rank schemes, and on the available
data decide to which type of text the text under consideration belongs.

Important elements in Longacre's verb rank schemes are the notions
'on-the-line' and 'off-the-line'. Clauses can be either 'on' or 'off-the-line'.
This distinction is closely connected to two types of clauses, viz. verbal
and nominal clauses. A verbal clause gives information on an action,
whereas a nominal clauses highlights the nominal element. Apart from the
distinction between verbal and nominal clauses, Longacre also
distinguishes between clauses beginning with wayyiqtol Cor, Longacre
calls it, the preterite) and clauses having another verb form in first
position. Clauses opening with a non-preterite verb form show secondary
actions, i.e. actions that are subordinated to the main action, which is
described by wayyiqtol forms: To illustrate the above I present the verb

' Beside the distinctive discourse-types Longacre also arranges the texts by means
of several paragraph-types (syntagmemes). The paragraphs are characterized by a
thematic unity (which can both be a theme and a character) and and a clearly
marked beginning and ending. Every language has its characteristic way of marking
at the surface. Some of the syntagmemes of narrative texts are narrative simple
paragraph, the narrative reason and result paragraph, the narrative comment
paragraph etc. In each text-type Longacre distinguishes different paragraph-types.
These I will not discuss here (cf. Joseph. A Story  of Divine  Providence, 89-1 17 and
Longacr€ s study  An Apparatus for the  Identifcation of Paragraph Types  (Notes
on Linguistics 15), Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1980).
2 FormS of hayah (wayhi as well) according to Longacre do not function on the
main line. Hayah is a descriptive  verb and is no part of a narrative' s backbone (cf.
Joseph, 65-66).
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rank scheme of narrative discourse; its backbone is constituted by
wayyiqtol.1 The scheme represents a descent of dynamic to static.

Band 1 1. preterite
Storyline

Band 2 2.1 perfect
Backgrounded 2.2 noun + perfect
Actions

Band 3 3.1 hinneh + participle
Backgrounded 3.2 participle
Activity 3.3 noun + participle

Band 4 4.1  preterite of hayah
Setting 4.2 perfect of hayah

4.3 nominal clause

4.4 existential clause yesj

Band 5 5. negation (a 'momentous negation' promotes 5 to
2.1  or 2.2)2

Regarding the verb forms in this five category narrative discourse verb-
rank scheme, which is only applicable for independent clauses, Longacre
considers wayyiqtol to constitute the main line. Wayyiqtol is punctual and
functions in a sequence of events. Qatal (perfect) is a non-punctual and
non-sequential form of the past. Yiqtol (imperfect) and the particple are

implicitly respectively explicitly durative. Clauses containing hayah and
verbless clauses describe static situations. As is clear from the schema
negated clauses rank lowest. Verb forms that are preceded by a nominal

' R. Buth (a scholar who 'incorporates many of the Simon Dik's functional

grammatical views  in his description of Biblical Hebrew',  van der Merwe,  "An
Overview of Hebrew Narrative Syntax", 7 note 14) calls wayyiqtol in narrative a

form of 'Thematic Continuity', they normally mark the next event in a story; qatal
marks discontinuity: 'Qaml is normally used for whole, completed events in the
past though also for situations (including mental states) that have validity in the
present' ('The Hebrew Verb in Current Discussions", Journal of Translation and
Textlinguistics 5 (1992) 91-105, 104).
2 Joseph. A Story OfDivine Providence, 81. By 'momentous negation' Longacre
points to a situation in which the absence of an event continues the narrative action.
As an example he mention the story of the flood, in which the dove does not return
to the ark (cf. Joseph. A Story  of Divine  Providence, 82).
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element are on a lower level compared to a verb form of the same tense
that is in first position.

Peaks

Within a narrative unit Longacre looks for peaks. 'Essentially, peak is a
kind of zone of turbulence ... in which predictable discourse features are
skewed so that certain typical features are removed or partialy suppressed,
while other features are introduced. It represents a kind of a gear shift in
the dynamic flow of discourse: i An example of such peak is Gen.  37:23-
28.

23 As soon as Joseph came to his 7'ON-ble  9074  N&-lwo)  'Oil 23
brothers 119]83-n£ 909-nk u'lDp'l b

b they stripped him of his robe, :1'bp 128 0080 n]hp-nk c
c the ketonet passim he was

weanng.
7;102.'1 2424 They took him

il*1;J ink 915Wn bb  and threw him into the pit.
77 71301 cc  The pit was empty, :0.4 1.31'* dd  there was no water in it.

25 They went to sit and eat bread 005-5765  3=w'l 25
b  and they raised their eyes 00'1'31 9btip.'1  b

O' N]74M.' no* n301 3*71 cc  and look, they saw a caravan of
Ishmaelites coming from Gilead. 1?5310 AN@

d Their camels were carrying gum, nkb] o'Ntu] On'51011 d
balm, and resin 051 9139

e  and they were heading for Egypt. :nlp -1¥10 7'77 75 0'pbli'  e
26 Judah said to his brothers: l'Ilk-5* nlgi · 7ZON'l 26
b What profit is it to us if we kill 3]'nN-nk S-101 3 1733-71  b

our brother,
c  and conceal his blood? :101-nk 11'011 c
27 Come one, let's sell him to the 0'17Nprprqm5 93710.]1 311F 27

Ishmaelites, 13-'ill:1-58 117'1 bb  and not let his blood be upon us. 147rl 1]7WJ 3]'MR-'3 cc  For he is our brother, our flesh.
:7'ON 111T141.'7- dd  His brothers heard.

1 Joseph. A Story of Divine Providence, 18. Also cf. R.E. Longacre, "Discourse
Peak as Zone of Turbulence", in: J.R. Wirth (ed.), Beyond the Sentence: Discourse
and Sentential Form, Ann Arbor: Karoma Publishers, Inc., 1985, 81-105. The fact
that these verses constitute the peak in Genesis 37, and that -according to
Longacre- chapters 43 to 45 constitute the peak of Genesis 37-50, a narrative does
not necessarily have apeak (cf. den Exter Blokland, /n Search of Text Syntax, 31).
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28 Men, Midianite merchants passed ('700 0'1'710 ('Ul]N  17111'1 28...............

by,

b  and they pulled DUNJ.'1 b
c   and drew Joseph out of the pit 7130-10 901-nk 7517,1 c
d  and sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites 0'5*prpe,5 901'-AN 77311.'1 d

for twenty pieces of silver. 907 0'3931Z1
e  And they made Joseph go down to :5141',3#:TO 907'-nk gN'1'7 e

Egypt.

As to the why he calls this passage a peak, Longacre mentions the
following reasons. The unit is opened by means of the explicit intro-
duction wayhi ka'asjer ba' yosep 'el-'achayw. Such explicit introductions
function to prepare the reader for a 'crescendo of activity'. Secondly, in
v. 28 we come three times across Joseph's name. This has a special

function: it indicates an extraordinary important and providential event in
Jacob' s family  and the nation of Israel  in the making. Thirdly there  is  the

fact of quite a substantial amount of descriptive material, which
-according to Longacre- is part of a 'great moment of a story'; such de-
scriptions do not belong to an ordinary part of a narrative. To this
descriptive material he reckons v.  24c ('the pit was empty, no water was

in it') and v. 28 with its ambiguity with regard to the people selling

Joseph. 'Here, I believe, we must tie this matter into the fact that 37:23-28
is the Peak of its episode. Suspense and elaboration are characteristic of
Peak'.1

In this study I will not pursue the text-linguistic approach as proposed by

Longacre, the main reason being that his model is too semantically
orientated. As den Exter Blokland put it: Longacre's model 'is best
understood as a grammar of semantics rather than a reflection of the
Biblical Hebrew language system'.2 Longacre's model being determined

by semantic considerations is aptly illustrated by the macro-structure he
discerns in Genesis 37-50, and which I quoted before in the first section:
'Joseph's brothers, meaning to harm him, sold him into Egypt, but in
reality God sent him there so that he could save Jacob's family and many
others from death by starvation'.3  I  think this 'germinal  idea'  is  in  the
mind of Longacre rather than in the text itself. A safer way to approach

' Joseph. A Story of Divine  Providence, 31.
2 In Search of Text Syntax, 84.
3 Joseph. A Story of Divine Providence,43.
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narrative texts is to first study the syntactic structure of the text, and then
depart from the results of the syntactic study and look for a possible

meaning of the text.



Chapter Two: Unity and Dependence
A Text-Syntactic Analysis  of Genesis  37

I cannot change that Thing called Time,
but I can alter its Posture.-:

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I will present a text-syntactic analysis of Genesis 37
(section 3) which is primarily based on the text-linguistic model of Harald
Weinrich. This may look superfluous since both Schneider and Niccacci
also applied Weinrich's theory to Biblical Hebrew. However, in my view
they do not take Weinrich's model entirely into account, and therefore I
will introduce a syntactic model that is closer to Weinrich than Schnei-
der's and Niccacci's applications (section 2). Despite my criticism of
Schneider and Niccacci I could not have formulated my proposal without
their studies. First, however, I begin with some criticism and questions

(section 1).

§ 1 CRITICISM AND QUESTIONS
In  sections  1.1  and  1.2  I  express  two main points of criticism to Schnei-
der' s and Niccacci's application of Weinrich's model to Biblical Hebrew.
This criticism is the result of a consistent application of Weinrich' s model
to Biblical Hebrew. Although I will tackle these two points one after the
other, they are closely connected. In section  1.3 I would like to raise one
or two questions regarding tense and aspect.

§ 1.1 RELIEF: FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND
The first point of criticism comes to a head in Schneider's and Niccacci' s

mixing of the categories perspective and relief. It is not entirely clear how
they express these categories in their own syntactic descriptions.
Regarding communication type there is hardly any problem. Even though
they do transform Weinrich's distinction of narrative text and discursive
text  into the distinction between narrator' s  text and character' s  text,  this
distinction is nevertheless correct.2 It more or less coincides with Wein

' Peter Ackroyd, Hawksmoor, London: Penguin Books 1993, 11.
2  The distinction between 'erzahlte  Welt' and 'besprochene  Welt' in Weinrich' s

category Sprechhaltung (communication type) is more or less equal to the
distinction between narrator's text and character' s text. Within the character's text
may occur narrative parts, as there may be discursive elements in a narrator' s text;
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rich' s text-types since  in the Biblical Hebrew texts there  are  not  many
discursive units outside character' s texts, and direct speech falls  in  the
category of discursive text.

Regarding perspective and relief, however, there is a problem. This
problem can be best illustrated by means of Niccacci's model. In his
application to Biblical Hebrew there is some blurring of concepts. Firstly,
Niccacci    translates    Weinrich' s category Reliefgebung (relief) into
'prominence', by which this category attains a semantic load which is not
present in Weinrich's Reliefgebung. The second point is of more impor-
tance. It looks as if Niccacci reduces Weinrich' s three categories to two,
viz. communication type (narrative and direct speech) on the one hand,
and the distinction between main line and secondary line on the other:
One gets the idea that Niccacci has mixed Weinrich's notions describing
(1) level-zero (Textzeit is Aktzeit), belonging to the category perspective,
and (2) foreground, belonging to the category relief, into one - which he
designates as main line. Likewise (1) the anticipating respectively the
retrospective perspective and (2) background appear to be identical to
Niccacci's secondary level of communication:

Two examples from Genesis 37 en 39 can illustrate the above.

Gen. 37:24-25a

24a They took him 07Ue'l 242
b   and threw him into a pit 71-130 ink 91514 -1  b
c           the pit was empty, 77 77301    c
d            there was no water in it. :crig 13 l'N    d
25a and they sat down to eat bread 005-5745 3=w9 258

Gen.  39:1

a Joseph had been brought to Egypt, ilip'3310 1-11;1 901'1       a
b and Potiphar, a servant of Pharaoh, the      iIDnp  0'-ID  -10'81   ln]i?'1    b

head of the guard, had bought hirn ... ... O'n#00 712

cf. Weinrich, Tempus, 14-17 and 34-50.
' Cf. for example: 'For instance, he [the narrator, RP] may, for a special purpose,
want to communicate a piece of information in a subsidiary line (background)
instead of in the mainline (foreground)' ("Analysis of Biblical Narrative",  177).
2 yet in The Syntax of the Verb Niccacci does mention all three categories (cf.
Chapter 7: 'Tense Shift', pp. 111-123); also cf. the lists in Lettura sintattica.
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In an analysis according to Niccacci 37:24a-b and 25a (wayyiqtol-forms)
belong to the main line, whereas 37:24c-d belong to the secondary line

(being verbless clauses).  The  same can  be  said of 39: 1: because  of way-
yiqtol  v. 1b belongs to the main line, and v.  la is part of the secondary line
(being a compound nominal clause). The implication is that twice (v. 24c-
d and v. la) two types of clauses, a verbless and a compound nominal
clause, belong to the same category, viz. secondary line. Also, all wayyiq-
tol clauses belong to the main line. I will return to this in section 2.

By reducing three categories to two, and this is, I think, discernable in
Schneider' s application   as well, several important nuances   are   lost.

Schneider, for instance, holds that 'Als Nebentempus gehort das Perfekt
zum Hintergrund der Erzahlung',1 in other words qatal forms always
belong to the background. Yet, he also ascribes a perspectival function to
qatal: 'Als perspektivisches Tempus gibt das Perfekt an, daB in der Erzah-
lung zuruckgeschaut wird (zeitlicher Hintergrund):2 This is rather con-
fusing. Are there two kinds of 'Hintergrund': is 'Hintergrund'  back-
ground, and is 'zeitlicher Hintergrund' perspective? Or is the category
'background'  in both cases the same?3 Because of this lack of clarity I will
in the next section, with regard to Biblical Hebrew, specify the categories

perspective and relief.

§  1.2 VERBAL AND NOMINAL CLAUSES
My second criticism is directed to the distinction between verbal and
nominal clauses as introduced by Schneider and Niccacci. Both are of the
opinion that this distinction is of major importance in Biblical Hebrew. A
verbal clause is a clause with the finite verb form in initial position,

' Grammatik § 48.2.2.2, 185.
2 Grammatik § 48.2.2.3, 185.
3 In the overview of Schneider's verbal oppositions, given by Talstra in his article
"Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew" (p. 276) it looks as if in Schneider's views
the distinction between foreground versus background coincides with the distinc-
tion of level-zero versus the retrospective or anticipatory perspective. The outline
on p. 272 is Talstra's reproduction of Weinrich's categories; analogue to this he has
produced an outline of Schneider's implementation of Weinrich's model to Biblical
Hebrew (p. 276). I am not certain whether Talstra's schema on p. 272 is a complete
reproduction of Weinrich's theory. For example, in French within the category
'erzahlte Welt' Weinrich distinguishes on the main line tenses of both foreground

and background (passt simple and imparfait respectively); cf. Tempus, 57-58 and
91-95.
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whereas a nominal clause is either a verbless clause or a clause with the
finite verb in other than first position, a compound nominal clause.

Connected to this is the view that (a) verbal clauses describe actions
and consequently belong to the main line of the communication - being
foreground clauses -, and (b) nominal clauses describe a situation and
interrupt the main line and belong to the background.

If one considers the models by Schneider and Niccacci one discerns a
discrepancy, a contradiction perhaps, between the theoretical frame and
the actual application to Biblical Hebrew. This discrepancy manifests
itself on two levels, both -in my opinion- being caused by the value that
both scholars attribute to the verbal conjugations qatal and yiqtol. To
begin with the latter. Both Schneider and Niccacci consider yiqtol verbs

to be verbs of the foreground. This point is accentuated in such a way that
the theoretical basic assumption of an x-verb clause to be a clause of the
background is being neglected, because according to both scholars a x-
yiqtol clause belongs to the foreground, despite the nominal element that

is fronted. This contradicts the principle that a foreground clause ought to
be verbal.'

The opposite is the case when we regard clauses in which we come
across a finite verb of the qatal conjugation. This conjugation is consid-
ered to be a background tense, or as Schneider calls it, a Nebentempus. A
problem, however, is caused by w'qatditi and w'qatalti clauses, and
clauses having qatalin initial position.2 Here again we encounter a flaw
in the application of the theory. Since a clause with a finite verb in first
position is a foreground clause, and cannot belong to the background of

' Cf. Schneider: 'Imperfekt-Formen sind -anders als Narrativ-Formen- nicht auf
den Satzanfang beschrankt. Vordergrund und Hintergrund der Rede werden -anders
als in der Erziihlung- nicht durch die Tempora, sondern durch andere Zeichen (...)
bezeichnet' (Grammatik § 48.3.1.1,188). And Niccacci: 'In speech, foreground is
expressed by the indicative x-YIQTOL, volitive forms or the simple noun clause;
background by (WAW-)simple noun clause, to a express a contemporaneous
circumstance or by WAW-x-QATAL for an antecedent circumstance' (The Syntax

of the Verb  % 81, 117).

2 In order to distinguish between qatal with energic waw and qatal with a non-
energic waw ('waw of pure juxtaposition, waw non-inversive'), I will follow
Muraoka's designations. In case of a traditional pe,Return consecutivum I refer to
w'qatalti; in case of qatal with a waw of juxtaposition I refer to w'qatalti:   cf.

Jotion/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 1150, p. 380-381.
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the communication, Schneider nevertheless considers all forms of qatal
to be background forms.'

Connected to this is the distinction Niccacci draws with regard to qatal
in narrative and discursive texts. According to him it is possible for qatal
clauses in discursive texts to belong to the foreground, to be part of the
main line: I will also return to this in section 2.

§ 1.3 QUESTIONS ON TENSE AND ASPECT
Nowadays Biblical Hebrew grammars explain the verbal system both by
tense and aspect.3 However, in the light of text-syntactic insights, one
might wonder whether it is necessary to explain the Hebrew verbal system
by means of the 'traditional' notions tense and aspect. It is generally
agreed that finite verb forms do not indicate 'absolute time', calendar-
time.4 Could not the Hebrew verb forms be solely explained by the
temporal axes from the context in which the verb forms appear? So,

'temporal' meaning that the temporal indications of verb forms are always
dependent on the context in which they are used: verb forms either belong
to the main line and indicate sequence, or refer to a past or future situation
and denote anteriority or retrospectivity?5 Also, in languages different

' Schneider, Grammatik, 185: 'Als Nebentempus gehort das Perfekt zum Hinter-
grund der Erzithlung', also cf. 199.
2 The Syntax Ofthe Verb § 51,73: 'The foreground can be denoted by the jussive
YIQTOL and the other volitional forms (imperative, cohortative) and by the
indicative x-YIQTOL (§55), (x-)QATAL (§§ 22-23) and simple noun clauses'.

1 Cf. E.g. Joilon/Muraoka, A Grammar OfBiblical Hebrew § 111c, 355: 'Hebrew
temporal forms express at the same time tenses and moods of action'. Also cf.  M.
Eskhult: 'The position taken by the present reviewer is that, while "aspect" is seen
to be a sharp instrument to unravel the linguistic development not only in Hebrew,
but also in Arabic, Ethiopic and Aramaic, "tense" remains a deictic category, whose
"now" or "then" appears from the context, or is enforced by adverbs and form-
elements' ("A Discussion of Alviero Niccacci's Lettura sintattica detta prose
ebraico-biblica. Principi e applicazioni, Franciscan Printing Press, Jerusalem
1991", Orientalia Suecana 40 (1991) 95-101, here 98).
4 Cf. e.g. also E.J. Revell:  'It is important to note that the time referene of the two
categories [qatal en yiqtol, RP] in relation to the speaker/narrator is not absolute,
but is conditioned by the time reference of the context in which the verb form is
used. This, like the categories themselves, can be categorized as "past" or "present/
future

-,
("The System of the Verb in Standard Biblical Prose", Hebrew Union

College Annual, Volume LX, Cincinnati 1989, 1-37, here 4).
4 Interesting -also in view of Weinrich- is J.A. Hughes' remark: 'Probably
originally both tenses [the preformative and afformative in Akkadic, RP] were
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from Biblical Hebrew, verb forms having a present time reference have
a durative or iterative meaning (so, here the distinction between tense and
aspect becomes blurry) and also a past tense verb form can express a
future activity: Could this not be the same in Biblical Hebrew?2

Since there are definitely aspectual features to Biblical Hebrew, the
notion of aspect cannot be dismissed. It is possible that aspect is expressed
by different means than the finite verb form. Does one have to take refuge
to applying features like durativity and instantaneity to finite verb forms?
Does durativity or instantaneity not belong to the lexical meaning of a
verb or of a verb formation? Or, take the labelling of an action as iterative
or non-iterative: is this iterative function dependent on the conjugation, or
is  it  dependent  on the linguistic  form' s context?3 What determines  the
distinction between a completed or a non-completed action: is it the verb

unrestricted with respect to time, i.e., they were timeless (zeitlos') or omnitemporal
(allzeitig) predicative elements. Hence certain forms which meet us in the Hebrew
Bible may be vestiges of the old timeless use, whereas others may be true tenses
representing a later stratum in the development of the language. In the case of older
forms the time sphere may be indicated by particles or other elements outside the
verb forms. But in the case of the later forms it may be the forms themselves which
indicate the time sphere. At any rate, the Old Testament reveals the use of both
tenses in all time spheres (past, present, future). There seems to be no difference
between the two tenses -form excepted- as they appear in the Hebrew Scriptures'
("Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses", Journal for Near Eastern Studies 29
(1970)  12-24,  here  13).  From the studies presented in chapter  1 it appeared that
more than a difference between the tenses in a temporal perspective the tenses show
differences with regard to the level on which and with regard to the way how they
function in a text.
' Cf. for example the Dutch sentence: 'waar gingen we morgen ook alweer heen?',
in which there are both a past tense verb form ('gingen') and a temporal adverb of
the future ('morgen').
2 Cf. for example 'cows give milk', 'all Cretans are liars', 'to bake bread one needs
an oven' or 'judges administer justice'. 'The yiqtol is the usual form for truths of
experience or general truths' Jouon/Muraoka write under the heading 'present' (A
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 113c, 366); I think the same applies to such
experiences or truths from the past, e.g. 'In Antiquity people wrote on parchment'
(cf. in the Bible instances as Gen. 29:2-3 or Ex. 18:25-26; there is no reason to
ascribe an iterative or durative function to yiqtol).
1 Is the iterative aspect in 1 Sam. 1:3 and Ex. 18:25-26 in the form used ( f qataltn
or in the indications of time that are mentioned in its context ('year by year'
respectively 'at all times')? Are the forms of w'qatalti in Gen. 29:3 iterative from
themselves, or is the iterative aspect caused by the preceding x-yiqtol clauses, that

are being continued by the vfqatalti clauses?
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form, or is it determined by the opposition of finite verb form versus

participle or infinitive construct, or is it determined by the position of the
verb in a clause? i Aspect seems to be determined by a combination of
various factors, not by the finite verb form:

§ 2 A CONSISTENT APPLICATION OF WEINRICH'S MODEL
TO BIBLICAL HEBREW

In my criticism of Schneider and Niccacci in the previous section I
touched upon two issues which I will deal with in this section. However,
since they are closely connected, I will treat them together, and closely
follow Weinrich's model.

I subscribe to both Schneider's and Niccacci's view that in Biblical
Hebrew the distinction between verbal and nominal clauses is of primary
importance. This distinction provides the reader with a purely syntactic
criterion to distinguish one clause type from another. If one consistently
applies this criterion the following picture emerges. Verbal clauses are
wayyiqtol clauses, (w  )qatdlti and Mf qatalti clauses, (,if -)yiqtol clauses and

imperative clauses. To the nominal clauses belong verbless clauses

(including participle and infinitive clauses), (4)x-yiqtol clauses and (Hf)x-
qatal clauses.

' Jotton/Muraoka also doubt the contrast of completed versus incompleted action:
'Attempts have been made to find in the choice of Hebrew tenses other kinds of
aspects, especially that of completed action and of incomplete action. But this

distinction, so important in Indo-European languages, does not explain the choice
of tenses in Hebrew adequately' (A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § lilf, 356).
Buth, on the other hand, presumes 'aspect' mainly to be the opposition complete
versus incomplete, whereas he classifies 'past habitual' (an example of this is Gen.
2:6)  in a section called 'The temporal theory'.  The  very same example  is  in
Jotion/Muraoka's grammar used to illustrate the aspectual character (durative

action) of yiqtol (§ 1136 368). Cf. R. Buth, "The Hebrew Verb in Current Dis-
cussions", Journal of Translation and Textlinguistics 5 (1992) 91-105. There
appears to be quite a difference of opinion among several authors about what they
consider 'aspect'.
2 Z. Zevit presents a number of forms other than finite verb forms that might denote

aspect (Zevit, The Anterior Construction in Classical Hebrew (Society of Biblical
Literature Monograph Series 50), Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press 1998, 63). On
the question of tense and aspect in Biblical Hebrew, and doubts about the aspectual
character of the Hebrew verbal tense system, cf. Zevit, The Anterior Construction,
40-48.
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I also subscribe to Schneider's and Niccacci's view that wayyiqtol is
characteristic for narrative texts, and yiqtol for discursive texts. Below, in
the third section, I will account for every clause with regard to all three of
Weinrich's categories - a thing Schneider and Niccacci fail to do in a
consistent way.

Here I will discuss the categories relief, communication type and per-
spective and relate those to Biblical Hebrew. The reason for treating
'relief' before communication type and perspective, is not only the fact
that relief works on the level of the clause, so at the lowest textual level.
My criticism of Schneider and Niccacci will become clear as we progress.

§ 2.1 RELIEF
Relief is the distinction between foreground and background. The
distinction between foreground and background is made on the level of
the clause, for in the application of this category to Biblical Hebrew the
verb forms' position in the clause is decisive. In Biblical Hebrew fore-
ground clauses have a finite verb form in first position: they indicate
progression, continuity, sequence. Background clauses either have a non-
verbal element in first position or are verbless. Such background clauses
show a situation or a frozen action. This implies that it is quite easy to
discern whether a clause is a foreground or a background clause.
Foreground clauses having the finite verb form in first position show
actions, they continue the sequence of actions, whereas a background
clause interrupts this narrative flow.' The clauses Schneider and Niccacci
indicate as nominal all belong to the category background. They interrupt
the narrative flow and indicate discontinuity.2 With regard to Biblical

' 'Strictly speaking, only foregrounded clauses are actually NARRATED. Background
clauses do not themselves narrate, but instead they support, amplify, or COMMENT
on the narration.... one finds in backgrounding those forms associated with a lower
degree of assertiveness, and even forms designated as irrealis: subjunctives,
optatives, other "modal" verb forms (including those expressed as modal
auxiliaries), and negation' (P.J. Hopper, "Aspect and Foregrounding in Discourse",
in: T. Givdn (ed.), Discourse and Syntax (Syntax and Semantics 12), New York:
Academic Press 1979,213-241, cited in Y. Endo, 77,e Verbal System of Classical
Hebrew in the Joseph Story. An Approach from Discourse Analysis (Studia Semit-
ica Neerlandica 32), Assen: Van Gorcum 1996, 22).
2 Regarding the distinction between verbal and nominal/compound nominal clauses
1 agree with Schneider and Niccacci. This, however, does not mean that I also
subscribe to Niccacci's view that the first position in the clause is mostly taken by
the predicate (cf. "On the Hebrew Verbal System", 123-126, in which he leaves
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Hebrew this implies that all wayyiqtol,  (w  )yiqtol,   qatal,   ( f)qatditi,
ilfqatalti and imperative clauses are foreground clauses. The remaining
clauses -(w')x-qatal, (w')x-yiqtol, nominal, participle and infinitive
clauses- are all background clauses.

According to Mats Eskhult this opposition of foreground versus

background 'may be viewed as a manifestation of the primary aspectual
opposition,  the one between "state" and "motion".'

§ 2.2 COMMUNICATION TYPE
Wayyiqtol is the main verb form of narrative texts, whereas yiqtol is the

main verb form of discursive texts: They are the verb forms par
excellence that  denote  the  linguistic  domain  (the  speaker' s  attitude)  the
reader is confronted with. Wayyiqtol makes the reader aware that author
and reader do not share the domain, whereas yiqtol shows that author and

reader do share the same domain. Wayyiqtol indicates distance, yiqtol

involvement.
It is clear that the distinction between both text-types can only be made

on a meta-level: one or two clauses do not suffice to distinguish either a
narrative or a discursive text. How then can the texts be distinguished
from one another? An objective criterion to discern the discursive
communication type in Biblical Hebrew prose texts is the fact that
discursive texts are always introduced by a form of the verb -IDN (say).3

open the possibility that the subject can take the initial position).
1 M. Eskhult, Studies in Verbal Aspect and Narrative Technique  in Biblical Hebrew
Prose (Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Semitica Upsaliensia 12), Uppsala
1990,36.
2 Here I subscribe to Schneider and Talstra; according to Niccacci in direct speech

w'qatalti does function as a main tense form.
  Cf. S.A. Meier. Speaking  of Speaking.  Marking  Direct  Discourse  in the  Hebrew
Bible (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 46), Leiden • New York • Koln: Brill
1992. There are, according to Meier, some 39 exceptions, cf. Speaking of Speaking,
91-94: 'Narrative Direct Discourse Without -Ille' (one of 39 falls within Genesis

37-50, viz. 41:17; another occurrence of direct speech without 71]N, and which is
not mentioned by Meier, is Gen. 41:43). If one, however, eliminates the textual
witnessess that do have a form of -tiON, there still remain 13 cases where there is no
form of -10£ (Speaking of Speaking, 94). Also cf. G. Goldenberg, "On Direct
Speech and the Hebrew Bible", in: K. Jongeling e.a. (eds.), Studies in Hebrew and
Aramaic  Syntax.  Presented to Professor J. Hoftijzer on the occasion of his sixty-
fijih birthday, Leiden: Brill, 1991,79-96, esp. 86. Also including indirect speech
is Cynthia L. Miller's study The Representation of Speech in Biblical Hebrew
Narrative. A Linguistic Analysis (Harvard Semitic Museum Monographs 55),
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Therefore one could consider 'direct speech' a marked text-type. 1

Resulting from this is that narrative texts are unmarked - although this

text-type will generally speaking be dominated by wayyiqtol.
We should, however, keep in mind that the use of wayyiqtol is not

restricted to narrative texts, just like the use of yiqtol is not restricted to
discursive texts. In Biblical Hebrew prose texts the major part of the com-
munication between author and reader happens by means of clauses in
which verb forms of the narrative domain dominate (i.e. wayyiqtol). In
these textual units the narrator recounts events that may have occurred in
the world in which both narrator and reader live, but which do not concern
them in a direct way - although they may be (deeply) affected by them.
Now and then the narrator in his narrative domain makes use of clauses
containing verb forms that are characteristic of the discursive domain

(yiqtoh. Such clauses indicate that the narrator communicates something
that is directly related to both him and the reader. An example, also given
in the previous chapter, can illustrate this. In Gen. 43:32b by means of

yiqtol the narrator informs the reader of a fact that is important to know
in order to understand what is happening in the story, whereas the com-

munication is not part of the narrative events.

Genesis 43:32

32a They served him by himself, and 01* 00 1 1771? 717 310'12 1 32a
them for themselves, and the 0175 imE 0,5/ko O'731*1
Egyptians who ate with him by
themselves,

b           because the Egyptians could 0'7¥80 13573' Nb '3     b
not eat with the Hebrew, onb Dimm-nE 53*,5

c            for that is an abomination to :O'-1#105 Eln All?in-,3     c
the Egyptians

Conversely, something similar happens in the communication between
characters. In their direct speeches the relation of narrative domain and
discursive domain tenses is almost the opposite. Characters express
themselves by means of verb forms characteristic of discursive texts:  they

Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press 1996.
' On the concept of markedness and Biblical Hebrew syntax, cf. E. van Wolde,
66

Linguistic Motivation and Biblical Exegesis", in E. van Wolde (ed.), Narrative
Syntax  &  the  Hebrew  Bible.  Papers  of  the  Titburg  Conference 1996 (Biblical
Interpretation Series 29), Leiden • New York • Koln Brill 1997,21-50; see esp. pp.
31-34 for markedness and character's respectively narrator's text.
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communicate about the world they share. Now and then, a character

relates a story to another character. Because the narrated events do not
affect the dialogue-partners directly, the story is told by means of verb
forms characteristic of the narrative domain. Gen. 39:14-15 may act once
more as an example. As can be inferred from wayyiqtol forms in uiese

verses one character is telling a story to her house-mates:

Genesis 39:14-15

(14a And she called to the people in Mi)'7 'U ]85 N-Ipnl 14a)
her house (-00*5 075 710£hl   b

b    and said to them) 7*7 c
c See, '749 2'N 3]5 N'17   d
d     he has brought among us a

71J1 POX 
Hebrew to insult us! .all 131 5 95* Nl   e

e     he came in to lie with me, :5711 5713 Elpkl   f
f     and I cried out with a loud voice 1*1*  '71 15a
15a and when he heard ·59 'nb'-10-'3     bb          me raise my voice

c     and cry out,
Niplel   C

'5*N 11,13 511  1-   dd    he left his garment beside me,
e     and fled, ...01'1 e

f     and went outside. :MX3rl0 NX'l   f

§ 2.3 PERSPECTIVE
This category is the most difficult to find criteria for designating clauses

to the perspective of level-zero (Textzeit is Aktzeit: the main line of
communication) or to the perspective of anticipatory or retrospectivity (the

anaphoric or cataphoric level of communication, the secondary line). In
other words, the textual present is on the main line, whereas the secondary

line expresses the temporal perspective (either past or future). In this
category verb forms play an important role as well. Of one specific tense,

qatal, it is clear that it either belongs to the anticipatory or to the
retrospectivel level of communication: it never belongs to the main line.

Of the characteristic verb forms of discursive texts one can say that

w'yiqtol clauses and imperatives, apart from being foreground clauses, are

always situated on the main line of communication.

' Cf. for example the verb form in the construction w'x-qatal is a past tense verb,

if 'x' is the subject and if the clause is preceded by a wayyiqtol clause or a qatal
clause; see Z. Zevit, The Anterior Construction, 15.
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On several clause types, however, there remains some uncertainty.
Two of those are wayyiqtol clauses (1) and verbless clauses (2). Both
occur in narrative as well as discursive texts. And it is here that Talstra's
hierarchy of clause types is of major importance.1 Here the notion of text-
syntax becomes prominent, for with regard to perspective the way in
which clauses are connected to one another determine their mutual rela-
tionships, and therefore determine the temporal perspective.

(1) According to Talstra it frequently happens that wayyiqtol clauses
are textually dependent on qatal clauses, as can be seen in the example of
Jonah 1:5-6, which  was also given  in the previous chapter.  In v.  5d an
action that has previously happened is told ('Jonah had gone down') and
this action is continued by two wayyiqtol clauses in vv. 5e and 5f.:

Jonah  1:5-6

5a   Then the mariners were afraid O'ri 130 7121"1 58
b     and each cried to his god. 1,05*-5*0'* 9732,T:'7- b
c They threw out the cargo into ... 09-51$  ... O'530-nk  15D:1   c

the sea ...
d Jonah, meanwhile, had n1'090 '013:-ble 7 : 3,11+1    d

gone down into the hold
of the ship TW.'1 ee          and had laid down,

:Dll'l                     ff           and was fast asleep. 5*no 13 7'ht J p.,1 6a6a The captain came
b     and said to him: (...) (NRSV) (...) 117 -ION ] b

In  cases  analogue  to Jonah  1:5e-f the wayyiqtol clauses are on the fore-
ground, however, since the clause is dependent on the x-qatal clause of v.
5d the wayyiqtol shares the temporal perspective of the qatal clause. The
events described by the qatal and wayyiqtol clauses are further in the past
compared to the main line; therefore they belong to the secondary line of
communication. In the translation above I indicated this by means of
pluperfects. In Jonah  1:6a the main  line of v.  5a-c is taken up and con-
tinued. The fact that together with the wayyiqtol in v. 6a an explicit
subject is introduced may be indicative of the return to the main line.2

'
Especially the insights of his article "Clause Types and Textual Structures" are of

importance here.
2 1 think that in Hebrew narrative texts chains of wayyiqtol are segmented by the
presence of an explicit subject, however, making any definite statements would
require further research. This segmentation is on a lower level than segmentation
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(2) As is clear from its name, a verbless clause does not contain a finite
verb form. Because of this lack a verbless clause can neither refer to the

past nor to the future. Since they are background clauses verbless clauses
constitute a discontinuity within the level of communication of which they
are part. However, the discontinuity they bring about is entirely different
from the discontinuity that is caused by, for example, a w'x-qatal clause:
Verbless clauses indicate a halt in the narrated sequence, yet do not bring
about a change of the temporal perspective. Consequently they continue
the perspective of the clause on which they are dependent.

Because of the lack of a finite verb form verbless clauses (and
participle and infinitive clauses as well) do neither provide any infor-
mation on the communication type nor on the perspective; they only
indicate relief. Whenever such clauses occur they participate in the
communication type and perspective of the clause on which they are
dependent. To illustrate this, I return to the examples from the previous
section, Gen. 37:24-25 and Gen. 39:1. The difference with regard to
Schneider's and Niccacci's applications will become clear immediately.

Gen. 37:24-25a

24a They took him 9707'124a
b    and threw him into a pit n-1:30 ink Dbuin b
c        the pit was empty, 77 77101    c
d         there was no water in it. :0'19 13 l'N    d
25a  and they sat down to eat bread... (05-5/Nb  gne:1258

Gen.  39:1

a      Joseph had been brought to Egypt, ADEP#0 7377 901'1   a
b and Potiphar, a servant of Pharaoh, the AD-19 0.70 70'019 :In]i?'1  b

head of the guard, had bought him ... ... 0'8 0  7 

My syntactic analysis of both texts would be this. Clauses 37:24a-b.25a
and 39: lb all contain wayyiqtol clauses. Therefore all are part of the
foreground. Contrary to 37:24a-b.25a that are on the main level of

by means of macro-syntactic signals, like wayhi or  /x-qatal clauses. On the latter
I will return further on.
' The clause types (w')x-qatal  and  (w')x-yiqtol by means of the finite verb form
present recovered or anticipatory information, and have a anaphoric or cataphoric
function. Because of the x-element they always belong to the background.
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communication 39: 1b is on the secondary line, so it refers to a past event;
it gives retrospective information. Both 37:24c and 37:24d are verbless

clauses; they neither refer to the past, nor to the future. Since there is no
verb form in first position they belong to the background. The implication
is that the situation described coincides with the actions narrated in v. 24a-
b: there is no change of temporal perspective. The situation described, like
the actions of v. 24a-b, is on the main line. The syntactic description of
37:24c-d is:

relief: background;
communication type: narrative;
perspective: main line.

This is entirely different from Niccacci's analysis where 37:24c-d are on
the secondary line. In 39: 1, which in Niccacci's analysis has a similar

syntactic description, we now see a different analysis. The x-qatal clause
refers to the past (to 37:36 actually). The temporal perspective of v.  1 a is

continued by the wayyiqtol of v. lb, so the syntactic description of 39: la
is:

relief: background;
communication type: narrative;
perspective: secondary line.

Whereas according to Niccacci's analysis both Gen. 37:24c-d and 39: lb
belong to the secondary line, and from the syntactic description there
appears to be no difference between the clauses, the verses do differ when
Weinrich' s three categories are used.  In this way  we have  a more subtle
picture of the text' s syntactic structure. A result of this threefold descrip-
tion is that the position of verbless clauses (and participle clauses) can be
described more explicitly.

Another illustration of the difference between two secondary line
clauses is the difference between a w'x-qatal (37:3a) and a Mfqatditi
(37:3c) clause.

Gen. 37:3

a Israel loved Joseph more than all his 901+-nk 1013  lk'Iltrl a
sons (...) C...) 7'27-1/Plj

c   He had made him a ketonet passim. :O'ee n]hp 75 nwg.1 c
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Gen. 37:3a is part of the narrative text-type; it is a wex-qatal clause.
Because of qaml the perspective is retrospective, and because of the
position of the verb v. 3a is a background clause. Gen. 37:3c is part of the
narrator' s  text  as  well.  It has a finite  verb  form in initial position,  so  it is
a verbal clause. The perspective is also retrospective, yet it is part of the
foreground - not, as would Schneider and Niccacci analyse, of the
background. If one would follow Schneider and Niccacci both clauses
would have a similar syntactic description, viz. narrative, secondary line,
background. A description taking the difference between both clauses into
account would be:

v. 3a relief: background;
communication type: narrative;
perspective: secondary line.

v. 3c relief: foreground;
communication type: narrative;
perspective: secondary line.

One clause type I did (and will) not discuss here: (we )x-yiqtol. 1 am not
certain about this clause type, yet I think that, like wayyiqtol in narrative
texts, it can be both on the main line and on the secondary line of
discursive texts. If (w')x-yiqtol has a modal nuance it is a main line form;
if, however, it denotes a future action or event it has an anticipatory
perspective and is part of the secondary line.

§ 2.4 PLAN OF OPERATION
In the next section I apply the theory of Weinrich to a Biblical Hebrew
text. The basic notions to keep in mind are these. The first is concerned
with the category relief. The notions foreground and background refer to
the type of clause we are dealing with, i.e. they are purely formal
linguistic notions and ought not to be understood as semantic categories.'

Secondly, the communication type denotes the domain to which a
textual unit belongs: the narrator' s domain (narrative)  or the character' s
domain (discursive text, direct speech). Like Schneider and Niccacci I
assume wayyiqtol to be the tense characteristic of narrative, and yiqtol to
be characteristic of discursive texts.

  Since the distinction between foreground and background denotes the distinction
between fientivity and stativity, 'relief may be considered an aspectual distinction.
This aspectual notion is dealt with in a text-syntactic way.
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Thirdly, in case of main line clauses, or communication level zero, we
encounter the textual present (Weinrich's Textzeit is Aktzeit). Whenever
the temporal perspective is retrospective or anticipatory the description is
on the secondary line. The retrospective information given in such clauses
is necessary to understand the subsequent unrolling main line story. This
information refers to an event or situation in the narrative past; it may
have been told before (so the reader may be familiar with it; e.g. Gen.
31:34: 'Rachel had taken the terajim'), or it is told for the first time (like
Gen. 37:3a: 'Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons').

In a schema:

Communication type: this indicates whether one is confronted with narrator's text
(narrative) or character's text (discursive text).

Perspective: this indicates whether the narrator' s  text or the discursive  text
is situated in the textual present (main line) or in the textual

past or future (secondary line).
Relief: this indicates whether we are confronted with an action

(foreground), or with a situation, a state of affairs or frozen
action (background).

At the end of the first section of chapter one I said that I subscribe to the
view that linguistics and text-linguistics are complementary disciplines.

Linguistic insights are neccesary when dealing with individual words
(morphology) and the combination of words into clauses. I consider a
clause to be a combination of a subject and a predicate, or -as Francis
Andersen stated in his The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew-: 'When the
language has the means of realizing a relationship of PREDICATION (<P>)
between a subject and a predicate, then the construction in which S <P>
P is realized is definitive of a clause. (...) More precisely, a construction
in which predication is realized   once   is a clause'.1 This definition,
however, does not take all relatively independent constructions into
account.  For it happens, e.g. in case of an imperative or the particle
w'hinneh, that the construction is limited to the imperative or the particle
involved.2 On the level of the clause the distinction foreground vs.

' F.I. Andersen, The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew (Janua Linguarum, Series Practica

231), The Hague • Paris: Mouton 1974, 23.
2 Usually clauses are defined in terms of predicate and subject, like a clause is 'the

syntactic combination of a subject and predicate' (Waltke/0'Conner, An Introduc-
lion to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 68). On the same page they also write: 'A clause

designates an utterance in which the speaker makes a comment on a topic. The topic
is called "the subject" and the comment "the predicate".' Also cf. Jouon/Muraoka,
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background can be determined. Also, a clause's perspective can often be
determined on the level of the clause. In the schema the verb forms
belonging to either foreground or background, and the respective
perspectives are listed.

RELIEF foreground background
PERSPECTIVE

level zero wayyiqtol verbless clause
w'yiqtol participle clause

imperative infinitive construct
infinitive absolute (+ yiqtot)1 clause

(,4 )x-yiqtol

past perspective (w')qatdlti (Mf)x-qatal
wayyiqtol (if dependent on and
continuing (w')x-qatal)
infinitive absolute + qatal

future perspective Mfqatatti (Mf)x-yiqtol

When the text has been segmented into clauses, the text-syntactic analysis
examines the relationships between the clauses of which the text is
composed: which clauses together constitute a paragraph or a sub-
paragraph? How do the perspectives of the verb forms relate to one
another? So, although the perspective of a clause can often be determined
on the level of the clause, it may also be dependent on the perspective of
the clause preceding it (e.g. in case of a verbless clause or an isolated
wayyiqtol). This text-syntactic analysis establishes the position of the
clauses within the text.

As for paragraphs, I consider a paragraph to be a cluster of clauses that
in a syntactic way constitute a unity. The transition of one paragraph to
another occurs by means of a clause (or clauses) indicating a break:
clauses of discontinuity, or non-sequens. This implies that a paragraph has
one or more syntactic markers. Paragraphs often consist of sub-para-
graphs: these are clusters of clauses that belong together at a lower level;

A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 153,561: 'A clause normally consists of a subject
and a predicate'. Clauses restricted to one word are strictly speaking no real clauses
in traditional definitions.
' If the infinitive absolute is in first position in the clause, e.g. in Gen. 37:8b.8c.1Of.
To this category also belong the infinitive absolute uses that are the equivalent of
a finite form at the beginning of a sentence; cf. Jotion/Muraoka, A Grammar of
Biblical Hebrew § 123t-v, 429-430.
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they are united by means of constructions of continuity, like wayyiqtol.
Sub-paragraphs also have syntactic markers. On a higher level there are
constructions that indicate the beginning of larger textual sections, such
as the formula Illibil  nblt that functions as a heading for a large section
of Genesis (e.g. Gen. 11:27-25:11, or 37: 2ff.). On a slightly lower level,
yet on a higher level than a paragraph, there are clause types that mark
divisions within such a large section. Those markers structure the com-
position of these larger sections and denote the various units of which the
section is composed. In sum, from largest to smallest text I use the
designations: section, unit, sub-unit, paragraph, sub-paragraph, and clause.

In the following analyses, based on what was written above, I employ
a number of parameters that I consider unit- and paragraph-markers; these
indicate the beginning or end of a unit, paragraph or sub-paragraph. More
research, however, is required to make definite statements on the
segmentation of narrative texts.' Several parameters could be labelled
'temporal metaphors' (in Weinrich's model); these are second-degree
incongruous tense-transitions (cf. section 2 of the previous chapter). Since
the transition of a narrative text to a discursive text is usually marked by
a  form  of  -1ION, we mostly find temporal metaphors within  one  of  the
communication types: they denote a transition of both perspective and
relief, e.g. from main line, foreground (wayyiqtoD to secondary line back-
ground (w'x-qatal).

As a working hypothesis I propose to employ the following parameters
to play a role in the segmentation of narrative texts:

a) (w')x-qatal and 'x' being a new subject introduces a new textual
unit; the construction is not dependent on a preceding clause and is
followed by a chain of wayyiqtol clauses of which the first wayyiqtol
clause has an explicit subject; e.g. Gen. 39:1; 47:13:
b)(w )x-qaul interrupts the narrative flow; it may indicate the end of
a paragraph; e.g. Gen. 37: llb; 37:36, or it may indicate a sub-para-

' A text-segmentation model for Biblical Hebrew is proposed by A.F. den Exter
Blokland, In Search ofText Syntax. Towards a Syntactic Text-Segmentation Model
for Biblical Hebrew, Amsterdam: VU University Press 1995, 135-200. His proce-
dure is not adopted here.
2 If waw is continued by a particle like 01 I -as a point of departure- do not con-
sider it an 'x'-element. If a finite verb form occurs after 011 the clause is a fore-
ground clause. The same goes for interrogative particles like '10 or 7110, and the
negative adverb Nb, as well as the prohibitive negative 5*. If these are followed by
a finite verb form I consider the clause to be a foreground clause.
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graph (when it is followed by one or two isolated wayyiqtol forms; e.g.
Jonah  1:5d-f).' It is obvious that this type of clause is dependent on a
preceding clause.
c) verbless clauses with a new subject introduce a new textual unit; e.g.
Gen. 42:6; 43:1; such clauses are not dependent on a preceding clause.
d)wayyiqtol having an explicit subject immediately following the verb
indicates the beginning of a (sub-)paragraph (forms of -liON excepted);
e.g. Gen. 37:5; 37:12.2
e) wayhi clauses indicate the beginning of a (sub-)unit; e.g. Gen. 40: 1.
f) wayyiqtol with an implicit subject continues the narrative chain; e.g.
Gen. 37:10.
g) (w')lo'-qatal may indicate a break; e.g. Gen. 37:4d. This clause type
is dependent on a preceding clause.

Using the threefold categorization -so, taking account of the individual
verb forms, the position of the verb forms in the clauses, and the
relationships between the clauses-, the text-syntactic analysis in the next
section aims to determine the syntactic composition of Genesis 37.

§ 3 SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS OF GENESIS 37
In this section I present a syntactic analysis of Genesis 37. The analysis
is mainly based on the Hebrew verb forms and the clause and text-types
involved. However, the analysis is also influenced by other linguistic
elements that play a part, such as the presence of an implicit or an explicit
subject, the mutual depency of the clauses, and particles like hinneh,
'attah, etc. The analysis (§ 3.2) is preceded by an account of what I con-
sider the text of Genesis 37, and why (§ 3.1). After describing the
distinctive syntactic units I present the syntactically arranged text of
Genesis 37 itself (§ 3.4). This visual arrangement of the text illuminates
the descriptions below.

' I am in agreement with M. Eskhult: 'in narration the order subj-qtl marks a cut
in the sequential narrative chain' (Studies in Verbal Aspect,31).1 think, however,
that a construction with a new subject has a different function from a construction
with a known subject, as I indicated above.
2 This resembles, yet is also a modification of Endo's 'waYYIQTOL (or weQA-
TAL) with a stated object often initiates a new subparagraph' (The Verbal System
of Classical Hebrew, 236).
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§ 3.1 GENESIS 37
Genesis 37 consists of 37:2b-36. There are several syntactic reasons why
37: 1 does not belong to Genesis 37. The first reason is that 37:2a starts by
opp'   i 775n ilbN ('these are the descendants of Jacob'), a construction
without a finite verb, which indicates a break in the narrative flow: it is a
construction of discontinuity. A second reason is that the pronoun ilbN is
not preceded by the conjunction waw, which brings about a caesura with

the preceding verse:
A third reason has to do with 37:1 and its relation with Genesis 36. In

36:1 starts Esau's toledot-section. This section is an enumerative descrip-
tion. Therefore it consists of a large number of non-verbal clauses, verses
1-8 excepted. These are characterized by wayyiqtol clauses mainly
indicating Esau's activities. Gen 36:8a brings the wayyiqtol chain to a
temporary close:  7'PW  1;17  11Dll  JU;'1 ('And Esau settled in the moun-
tains of Seir'). This is followed by  011*   Nlil   11011 ('Esau, he is Edom';
36:8b) and an overview of Esau's descendants. The overview is dependent
on the preceding wayyiqtol chain, it supplies background-information to
36:8. In 37:1 (... 77N1 7217,  22,1, 'and Jacob settled in the land of ...')

the communicative line of 36:8a is taken up again. Together with 36:8 it
gives an illustration of 36:6-7: Jacob and Esau could not live together in
one land; that is why Esau went to live in Seir (36:8) and Jacob in Canaan
(37:1).2 A further reason why 37:1 does not belong to Genesis 37 is given
in chapter 3, in the section in which I treat the structure of the book of
Genesis.

Genesis 37 finds its conclusion in 37:36. There are two reasons for
this. Firstly, the chapter is closed by means of an qx-qatal clause, a
construction that interrupts the narrative flow. Secondly, the chapter
following Genesis 37 starts by means of the macro-syntactic sign wayhi:
Rl;In  All]  'il'l ('it happened at that time'), a temporal clause (having no

' See for example Gen. 36:1.9; in both verses there is also a mentioning of toledot
(Esau's). In both verses ;15* is connected to a waw, by means of which Esau's
genealogy is tied to the preceding events.
2 Longacne (Joseph. A Story €fDivine Providence, 20-21) too considers Gen. 37:2b-
36 the text of Genesis 37. He holds Gen. 36:43b-37:1 to be the conclusion of the
preceding section (36:1-37:1). 'The first sentence is a summary of most of chap. 36.
The next sentence ... implicitly contrasts Esau and Jacob, while the use of the waw-
consecutive on the verb in 37:1 is almost like "Now let's get back to the story ..."
Here the penchant for anticipating in one section the subject of the following
section leads to a link that is created almost by tour de force.' Longacre bases his
structure on considerations regarding content rather than syntax.
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subject) that is followed by a chain of wayyiqtol clauses which is intro-
duced by a wayyiqtol clause with an explicit subject.

§ 3.2 TEX'r-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
The following verse-by-verse text-syntactic analysis will yield a) insight
into the distinctive text-types (narrative text and discursive text) in
Genesis 37, b) insight into the temporal organisation of Genesis 37 (is
something situated in the textual present, in the textual past or in the
textual future), and c) insight into the clause-types involved: does a clause
denote foreground or background (so, continuity or discontinuity):

The schema below is the result of the text-syntactic analysis of Genesis
37. I present it here for the sake of convenience. In this way the reader
may see that Genesis 37 consists of three paragraphs (v. 2bc; vv. 3-4 and
vv. 5-36), two of which can be divided in several sub-paragraphs that also
consist of several clauses that constitute a unity. The indentions indicate
sub-paragraphs (or sub-sub-paragraphs etc.).

v. 2a Title of the section Genesis 37:2-50:26
v. 2bc Introduction
vv. 3-4 Retrospective information:

3                                Israel's love for Joseph
4                        The brothers' hatred

VV. 5-36 The events recounted:
5-11 Joseph' s dreams
12-36 Joseph and his brothers

12-14 The brothers' and Joseph's departure for Shechem
15-17d A man meets Joseph
17e-27 The sale of Joseph

17e-183 Joseph arrives in Dothan
18b-22 The brothers conspire
23-27 They seize Joseph, and confer once more

28                       Joseph is sold to Ishmaelites
29-33 ReuSen's distress; Israel recognizes the robe
34-36

2
Jacob's grief for Joseph

Text-syntactic  structure  of Genesis 37

Verse 2
Genesis 37:2a is opened by a verbless clause: 3731'  nllbn ribN ('these
are the descendants of Jacob'; v. 2a). The clause marks a new beginning

1 Or sequence and non-sequence; these terms are employed by Endo in his study on
the verb forms in the Joseph Story, cf. TIle Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 65-
70.232-297.
2 Longacre structures Genesis 37 in this way. Following the aperture of 37:2b he
distinguishes seven episodes: (1) 37:2c-4: the Stage; (2) 37:5-11: the Inciting
Incident; (3) 37:12-17: Joseph's going to visit his brothers; (4) 37:18-22: the plot;
(5) 37:23-28: the seizure and sale of Joseph (Peak); (6) 37:29-35: the cover-up
(post-peak); (7) 37:36: closure (Joseph. A Story OfDivine Providence, 30).
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in the book of Genesis; it functions as a title of Genesis 37-50. The next
clauses (and chapters) fall under the heading of Jacob's toledot (see

chapter three).
The next clause, v. 2b, 1NXJ ... il'ZI il]19 il-liDP-1132-13 901'

('Joseph a seventeen year old was ... the flock') opens the story; in
narrative time, v. 2b-d precede the beginning of the main line events. The
first thing to leap to the eye is that in v. 2b, as in the previous, the
conjunctive waw is absent. Therefore, 37:2b is not tied to 37:2a. Verse 2b
is an x-qatal clause, that has two appositions: one is part of clause 2b ('a
seventeen year old'), the other of clause 2c (717]  El;11; 'and he was a
na'ar ('assistant' or 'boy', see chapter four)'). Together with v. 2c, the x-
qatal clause 2b constitutes a circumstantial paragraph;' these clauses
depict the opening-scene of Jacob's toledot. From a syntactic perspective
v. 2b is part of the narrative domain, and because qatal is in second
position the clause is on the secondary line of communication. Verse 2c
is a verbless clause, so it is on the secondary communicative level as well.

The following isolated wayyiqtol (v. 2d) is dependent on the x-qatal
clause; it shares the retrospective perspective of v. 2b: Whereas the x-
qatal of v. 2b and the verbless clause 2c both belong to the background
and therefore describe a situation, the wayyiqtol clause of v. 2d is part of
the foreground and describes an action: Perhaps apart from continuing the

' On clauses like these GroB remarks that they look like a circumstantial clause, yet
function differently because there are no clauses preceding them to which they are
syntactically subordinated. This kind of clause type is found at the beginning of
stories; they are background clauses that are not directed to the preceding but to the
next clause. Cf. W. GroB, "Syntaktische Erscheinungen am Anfang althebraischer
Erzahlungen: Hintergrund und Vordergrund", in: J.A. Emerton (ed.), Congress
Volume  Vienna 1980 (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 32), Leiden: E.J. Brill,
1981, 131-145. Regarding such clauses Talstra (U Kon. 3,29-30) -in view of his
textual hierarchy- speaks about a circumstantial clause on episode-initial level (as
against a circumstantial clause on sentence level).
2 Ido not agree with S.R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use Ofthe Tenses in Hebrew
and Some Other Syntactical Questions, Oxford: Clarendon Press, [third edition,
revised and improved] 1969 (1892), § 135,171, who takes 71171 il'il to mean as

'was shepherding (at the time when the events about to be described took place)'.
In my opinion there may have passed a substantial amount of time between this
circumstantial clause and the beginning of the narrated events in v. 5.
3 This wayyiqtol clause is indeed no part of the main line and has a retrospective
perspective, as Joosten remarks ("TekstlinguYstiek en het Bijbels-Hebreeuwse
werkwoord: een kritische uiteenzetting", Nedertands Theologisch Tijdschrift 49
(1995) 265-272, 269). This, however, does not undermine the function of way-
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retrospective perspective of v. 2b, the wayyiqtol clause 2d also continues
the durative aspect of v.  2b (ill77   n'il, 'was [acting as] a shepherd'):

All in all, v. 2 is an introductory paragraph. By means of qatal of nin
followed by the participle the narrator presents the general state of affairs
in the past:2 when Joseph was seventeen years old, he used to shepherd3

yiqtot. wayyiqtol expresses an action or a sequence of actions. Those actions may
be on the main line, yet this is not necessary. If they are not on the main line they
are dependent on a (w')x-qatal clause. This also applies to the examples Joosten
mentions like Gen. 31:34: 39:1; 1 Sam. 28:3; 2 Kgs. 5:2 and 5:25.
' On the basis of this analysis one might draw the conclusion that some wayyiqtol
clauses have a durative or iterative aspect. This, however, is not the case; the
(isolated) wayyiqtol from v. 2d continues the durative aspect (of perhaps better: the
iterative aspect: 'Joseph every now and again tends the sheep; he does not do it
without a rest). which is caused by the participle in v. 2b. Endo in his The Verbal

System in Classical Hebrew, also discerns a durative sense in the wayyiqtol of
37:2d; however, he does not give an explanation but it 'may be called for by the
context' (269). Also cf. 1 Kgs. 21:25-26: rlit:132'> 7301171  -1196 3$118/  n:0-1217  pl

0,5tio,708 nibb ika npon  :THWN 5279£ ink n800-nWN nl7'  '1'173 930
:178-114·'  '1.9 'ED '-htio  9#19 11DM 533 ('But there was none like unto Ahab,
which did sell himself to work wickedness in the sight of the LORD, whom Jezebel
his wife stirred up. And he did very abominably in following idols, according to all
things as did the Amorites, whom the LORD cast out before the children of Israel'.
[KJV]). The depiction of Ahab in v. 25 is a retrospective judgement, that is
substantiated in the next verse. The wayyiqtol from v. 26 cannot but be interpreted
as a continuation of the static (durative/iterative) description of v. 25. The wayyiqtol
is being used to emphasize the wicked actions of Ahab, which in the narrator's eyes
were not of a single kind!
2 Jotion/Muraoka. A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 121 f, 411: 'The participle in
the sphere of the past being atemporal, a form of the verbil';1 with past meaning

(...) is added in order clearly to express time past'. The participle has a frequentative
aspect; Joilon/Muraoka translate the examples using 'used to ...' (also cf. A Gram-
mar of Biblical Hebrew § 155m, 577). See also Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar as
edited and enlarged by the late E. Kautz,sch (revised by A.E. Cowley), Oxford:
Clarendon Press 1910, § 116r, 360: 'To give express emphasis to an action con-
tinuing in the past, the perfect;1'il  in the corresponding person is sometimes added
to the participle ...' Also cf. J.C.L. Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew
Grammar - Syntax, Edinburgh: T&T Clark 1994,138.
3 A point needing attention as well is the construction by means of which Joseph is
being depicted:  1NX:1  7'rIN  rIN  ill,1 n'il, 'he was shepherding the flock with his
brothers'. D.L. Christensen observes: This construction 'is correctly rendered
"shepherding the flock with his brothers" (RSV). But the syntax is peculiar;
suggesting the possibility of a double entendre, in the sense of "shepherding his
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the flock of his father; he also used to go (wayyiqtol) to his father to tell
him one thing or another about his brothers.'

Verses 3-4
Verses 3 and 4 constitute a paragraph of the secondary line; within the
clauses there is no indication of discontinuity. The paragraph consists of
two sub-paragraphs.

VERSE 3
Verse 3a opens a new paragraph: Being part of the narrative domain it
starts with an explicit subject (Israel) followed by qatal which renders it
a compound nominal clause. Compared to v. 2b-d there is no change of
temporal perspective. Compared to v. 2d there is a transition of fore-
ground to background. This w'x-qatal clause describes a situation; it
indicates a discontinuity with regard to v. 2, so there is an interruption in
the communicative level.3

The next clause, v. 3b, is a verbless clause opening with kf; it provides
additional information. It is dependent on v. 3a and shares its temporal
perspective.

The result of v. 3a-b is v. 3c, which is expressed by the tense form (w-
qatdlti).4 Therefore the relief changes from background (wex-qatal) to
foreground (w-qatditi) Israel loving Joseph prompts him to the making of

brothers" who become in fact the "sheep". As the unfolding story will show that is
precisely Joseph's ultimate role in the narrative', "Anticipatory Paranomasia in
Jonah 3:7-8 and Genesis 37:22", Revue Biblique 90 (1983) 261-263, 263.

The construction ;1117 il'n followed by (lil]'7, 'and he led') £1'1 also occurs in
Ex. 3:1. In Exodus 3 Moses is tending the flocks of Jethro, his father-in-law (v. la)
and is on his way to the mountain of God (v. lc). In Ex. 3: 1 only in v. la there is
a circumstantial clause. Contrary to 37:2 the qatal plus participle and the following
wayyiqtol clauses do not have a durative aspect. This is caused by the fact that the
w'x-qatal clause has a new explicit subject, and introduces a new narrative unit.
Also, the vfx-qatal clause is followed by a sequence of wayyiqtol clauses that start
the main line.
2 Also cf. M. Eskhult, Studies in Verbal Aspect, 40.
3 Talstra suggests a translation like "'Now X had ..." for W-X-Qatal clauses that
introduce a new actant or a new combination of actants' ("Clause Types and Tex-

./ 6tual Structure  ): Now Israel loved Joseph more ...'.
4 ;11Dpl ('and he had made') is by LXX understood as lDp'1: ilroino€v, as the
Samaritan Pentateuch translates. According to the editors of BHS a yod may have
dropped out from iltuP'l.
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the special robe, which is described by a foreground clause. 1 The

explanation of the use of w'qatditi in this clause in stead of wex-qatal is
that it indicates that the making of the robe is the result of Israel's love for
Joseph. One might translate v. 3: 'Israel loved Joseph more than all his
sons because he was a son of his old age; therefore he had made him a
special robe'.2

VERSE 4
The wayyiqtol opening v. 4a indicates continuity: the level of com-
munication of v. 3a is being continued. Also, the secondary line (and
therefore the temporal perspective) that began in v. 3a has not yet been
concluded. The reason is that the wayyiqtol clause of v. 4a, 'his brothers
saw' (and also of v. 4c: 'and they hated him') is the result of Israel's love
for Joseph (v. 3a and v. 4b).3 Both vv. 3 and 4 belong to the same
temporal perspective; there is yet no transition from the secondary line to
the main line. Also, although this is rather a semantic and not a syntactic

argument, v. 4a (as well as v. 4c) describes the brothers' state of mind and

consequently forms an antithetic parallelism to v. 3 in which Israel's love

' Contrary to v. 2d in which the narrator makes use of a wayyiqtol, in v. 3c he uses
a w'qatalti clause; perhaps because the action told in v. 3c is further in the past than
v. 2d. It is remarkable that both GKC as Driver consider the clause of v. 3c a
w'qatalticonstruction: GKC read 'as often as he needed a new garment' (Gesenius'
Hebrew Grammar § 112h, 332); Driver reads Gen. 37:3 in the same way: Gen. 37:3
must 'probably be explained in a frequentative sense' (Treatise § 133, 162 note).
According to Joilon/Muraoka w'qatalti is very common in the sphere of the past.
In these cases it expresses aspect: repeated or durative action. The temporal value

is brought out by the context (A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 1 19uv, 402). In
Gen. 37:3 we have weqatalti, so it does not denote repeated or durative aspect.
Wqanilti in 37:3c follows a qaml clause (3a) - besides indicating a single action
in the past it seems to express consequence, a logical relation. So, 'Israel loved

Joseph ... and therefore he had made for him a ketonet passim'. In the example
given in Jouon/Muraoka (§ 119v, 402, on w'qatalti) the same is applicable (in stead

of a frequentative or durative aspect): 'Now the spirit of YHWH had moved away
(qatal),and therefore an evil spirit troubled (w'qataltO  him'.
2 Curiously Endo does not even once mention ;10171 in 37:3 in 77ze Verbal System
of Classical Hebrew.
3 Cf. Jotton/Muraoka: 'wayyiqtol sometimes expresses (logical) consecution' (A
Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew §  118h, 392). Verses 3 and 4 are best translated:  'And
Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons because he was a son of his old age;

therefore he had made him a ketonet passim. So his brothers saw that their father
loved him more than all his brothers, and therefore they hated him...'.
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for Joseph is expressed. Since wayyiqtol is in first position v. 4a is a fore-
ground clause, and because of the presence of an explicit subject ('his
brothers')' v. 4a opens a sub-paragraph.

The next clause, v. 4b -x-qaml- has the peculiar order kf-object-verb-
subject2, and presents recovered information. The clause belongs to the
background of the secondary line. It functions as an object clause to v.
4a.3

Wayyiqtol in v. 4c, belonging to the foreground, is also on the
secondary line. Like v. 4a it does not present single occurrences. The
observations made by Joseph's brothers (v. 4a) and their hatred of him (v.
4c) refer to a longer period of time. This is part of both verbs' meaning in
this context (iIN-1, 'see'4 and N]ID, 'hate'). This view is supported by the
hatred's cause, viz. Israel's love of Joseph, which is also expressed by a
verb (ZIN, 'love'; v. 38 and 4b) that belongs to the static verbs and has a

durative aspect. The sub-paragraph is concluded in v. 4d by a w'10-qatal
clause. The secondary line, therefore, ends in v. 4d:5 'they could not speak
to him in peace'.

i Cf. Talstra, "Clause Types and Textual Structure", 174.
2 According to GKC, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar § 142c, 456, in places like Gen.
37:4b 'a variation of the usual order of words frequently occurs when any member
of the sentence is to be specially emphasized by priority of position'. Cf. also
Driver:  'This [the order object, verb, subject, RP], the effect of which is to throw
emphasis on the object, is fairly frequent' (,Treatise § 208.1,279).
' Cf. Jouon/Muraoka, A Grammar OfBiblical Hebrew §  157c, 590; GKC, Gesenius'
Hebrew Grammar § 157a, 491.

4 Contrary to lN-1'1 ('and they saw') in v. 18a, which describes a punctual
observation on the brothers' part when they see Joseph approaching them. The
difference between both uses is made explicit in LXX, where v. 4a is translated
'i66vr€i 62 (the participle expressing the durative aspect), and v. 18a aS 7 poeiOov
Ot (aorist). Verse 4b is an object clause to v. 4a; v. 4a, however, does not have a
direct object, which implies that there is nothing 'physical' to behold; in v. 18a
there is a direct object (lrIN, 'him'), which makes the observation a non-recurring
event.
5 Although foreground clauses indicate 'action', this is not the case in v. 4d. Here
we must take the difference between fientive and stative verbs into account. Since
53' is a stative verb, the clause does not strictly denote a negated action. What is
being negated is the ability of the brothers' speaking beshalom ('in peace' or 'in a
peaceful way') to Joseph, not their actual not speaking to him (which might have
been expressed by 111*  17:17 Rbi); it denotes a longlasting state rather than an
activity (as was the case in v. 4a and v. 4c).
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Verses 5-36
The narrated events in Genesis 37 are presented in two parts: vv. 5-11 and
vv. 12-36.

VERSES 5-1 1
The sequence of actions is opened in v. 5a by means of a wayyiqtol clause
and is concluded by a w'x-qatal clause in v. 1 lb. The main line events
have their beginning in v. 5 because of (1) the wayyiqtol clause in v. 5a

(foreground); (2) the introduction of a new and explicit subject (Joseph),
(3) there is no logical consequence between v. 4 and v. 5, and (4) the
continuation ofwayyiqtol clauses in vv. 5b-6a: Together these clauses set

a sequence of events in motion, that are on the main line (Textzeit is
AktzeiO. The chain ofwayyiqtol clauses comes to an end in v. 1 la. Several
times that narrative flow is interrupted by direct speech.2

Verse 6a brings the sequence of wayyiqtol to a temporary stop and
introduces by means of the verb liON (say) a change of communication

type from v. 6b onwards. The first direct speech clause of Genesis 37 is
an imperative clause. Since imperatives are characteristic of direct speech,
v. 6b both belongs to the main line and to the foreground.

The 'asjer clause of v. 6c is retrospective, which means that it is part
of the secondary line; because it is of the type x-qatal v. 6c also belongs
to the background.

Before I continue the analysis of Genesis 37 several results of a study by
Simcha Kogut on the particle hinneh must be mentioned: In his study
Kogut concludes that 'illil should be viewed as an element that stands

before a sentence of which it is not a part. illil may be followed by any

1 Remarkably v. 5c (lrIN N]ID 7111 1901'1, 'and they hated him even more') is
lacking in LXX. Was this caused because of v. 8d, also cf. v. 4c? Verse 5c does
seem to interrupt the flow of the narrative (5a-5b-6a).
2 The assumption that vv. 5-11 constitute a unity is supported by literary-critic
observations: 'Was erziihlt wird [in vv. 12-17, RP], konnte direkt an V. 3-4
anschlieBen. for den Fortgang der Erzbhlung wurde dann nichts fehlen. Damit wird
noch deutlicher, daB der Erzahler der Josephgeschichte das seine Erzahlung
durchziehende Motiv der Trtiume hier eingefugt hat' (C. Westermann, Genesis.
Teilband 3. Genesis 37-50 (Biblischer Kommentar: Altes Testament I), Neukirchen-

Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag 1982,30).
3 •'On the Meaning and Syntactical Status of il]il in Biblical Hebrew", in: S. Japhet

(ed.), Studies in Bible (Scripta Hierosolymitana 31), Jerusalem: The Magnes Press,
The Hebrew University 1986, 133-154.
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valid Hebrew sentence, either nominal or verbal, or the less frequent one
member sentence' (143), and wehinneh invites completion by an object
content clause' (147), which complements a (implicit) verb of seeing
(148-150). Moreover, w'hinneh is connected to the clause that precedes
it, whereas as the same time that clause contains the subject of a
suppressed verb of seeing:

Clauses 7a, 7c, and 7f all begin with the deictic particle wehinneh, by
means of which Joseph shows his brothers what he has dreamed about
( rlinbn  nuiN, 'that I have dreamed): These w'hinneh clauses are all fol-
lowed by object clauses. Verse 7b is a verbless object clause that belongs
to w hinneh from v. 7a. It gives a description of the initial situation of
Joseph' s dream, which -because of the waw in wehinneh- is linked to v.
6c ('ilD511  71ZiN, 'that I have dreamed'). That is why v. 7b shares the ret-
rospective perspective of v. 6c (and v. 7a) and belongs to the secondary
line (which is also the case for the remainder of v. 7). Because of its
nominal character (participle clause) v. 7b is part of the background.

The implication of all this is that w'hinneh differs in syntactic status
from the imperative in v. 6b. The imperative urges the brothers to listen
to the things Joseph has to tell. The wehinneh clauses from vv. 7a, 7c, and
lf are dependent on v. 6c and therefore they are on the secondary line.Yet
they are foreground clauses. By using these w'hinneh clauses Joseph
shows his brothers what he had seen in his dream. Whinneh does not call
the brothers' attention (as does hinneh in v. 9d).

Verses 7d and 7e are object clauses, belonging to v. 7c, but -as Kogut
states- wehinneh precedes the clause of which it is not a part itself. There-
fore, v. 7d is a clause of the type qatal, which means that it is part of the

'
'Dream' (obn) also belongs to these verbs of seeing; cf. Kogut, "On the Meaning

and Syntactical Status ofil]71 in Biblical Hebrew",  145.
2 With regard to M/hinneh Kogut makes a distinction between its use as addressed
to the reader, and addressed to a subject in the narrative. Whinneh is directed to the
reader when it is followed by a subject plus (active or passive) participle that has
a predicate function. It concerns a character when it is preceded by wayyiqtol plus
subject (as in Gen. 37:7, and also in 37:9.15.29): '7];1(1) must be linked to the
sentence that precedes it, and the subject of the implicit verb of seeing (absorbed
by il]il[l]) must be sought there. For example, in Gen 37:29 we find: "Reuben
returned to the pit ;1]711 [and Reuben perceived] that Joseph was not in th epit"'. In
v. 7 Joseph is the implicit subject of w'hinneh:  'and I perceived ...'. Cf. Kogut, "On
the Meaning and Syntactical Status of ;1]7", 150, 152-153; Joseph makes his
brothers see what he perceived in his dream.
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foreground; on the level of the text the clause is dependent on v. 7c and
is -textually speaking- second in position: Verse 7e belongs to the fore-
ground. Both clauses share the retrospective perspective (secondary line)
of v. 7b: my sheaf had stood up, and also it continued to stand upright.

The clauses 7g (yiqtol)2 and 7h (wayyiqtol)3 are the object of v. 7f.
They belong to the secondary line as well. Like vv. 7d-e they are
foreground clauses. Verses 7g and 7h describe the events that take place
in the dream.4 What could be applied to the qaml in v. 7d is also appli-
cable to the yiqtol in v. 7g: apparently it is in first position (at the level of
the clause), yet actually the yiqtol is in second position 5 (at the level of

' The vocalisation allows it to read ;Imp asa particple; in that case v. 7d is non-
verbal and background. LXX has two aorist verb forms: respectively avicr11 (Illop)
and (bp88811 (ilzY]).
2 Because of the occurrence of yiqtoll Schneider (Grammatik, 202) designates
Joseph's dream telling as 'engagiertes Erzhhlen'; also cf. the uses of yiqtol in the
depiction of the dream in Isaiah 6: 'Damit gibt er seiner Erzahlung hohere Eindring-
lichkeit und Erlebnisnahe' (Grammatik, 196). Cf. also L. de Regt, 'Tempus in het
Bijbels Hebreeuws", Glot. Tijdschriji voor Taalwetenschap 6 (1986) 247-275, here
265-267. LXX translates the yiqtol in v. 7g as a participle (Tr€piarpa$€v'ca), and
the following wayyiqtol as an aorist (Trpoo€Kdvncav).
' Wayyiqtol here is not 'correct' Classic Biblical Hebrew, since wayyiqtol can only
follow a form of qatal (cf. e.g. GKC, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar § 11 la, 326: 'As
a rule the narrative is introduced by a perfect and then continued by means of
imperfects with w iw consecutive': also cf. GKC § 49a, 132).
4 I do not agree with Joiton/Muraoka (A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew §  113f, 368
en § 118n, 393) and GKC (Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar § 107b, 314) who ascribe
a frequentative aspect to yiqtol and wayyiqtol in v. 7. Are the brothers' sheaves
encircling Joseph's sheaf for a while, after which they bow themselves before his
sheaf, and then rise and again walk around Joseph's sheaf and then again bow down
etc.? Or are the sheaves walking around and at the same time bowing down? Cf.
Endo: 'Thus, it is untenable to hold that in the past context the prefix conjugation
is employed particularly for the purpose of indicating durative aspect' (The Verbal

System of Classical Hebrew, 121). One could consider both yiqtol and wayyiqtol
in a present time frame: 'And what I saw: your sheaves are walking around and bow
down before my sheaf!'. The wayyiqtol form (v. 7h) continues the time frame of
yiqtol  (v. 1 g).
s This is an example of a fruitful combination of syntax and text-syntax. According
to Kogutil]il (v. 70 is not part of the following clause (v. 7g). On the level of the
clause this is correct. On the level of the text it becomes clear that clause 7g is
syntactically dependent on n]n. That is why the yiqtol in 'first' position is not a
jussive form. In Niccacci's terms this construction -,1/hinneh followed by yiqtol-

probably belongs to the category 'circumstance + indicative Yiqtol', in which the
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the text). There is a lot of dynamics involved in this dream; this is caused
by the several transitions: from a participle via qatal to yiqtol and
wayyiqtol.

The wayyiqtol clause of v. 8a is part of the sequence ofwayyiqtol clauses
that belong to the main line of the narrator's text (and are part of the
foreground); at the same time v. 8a indicates a transition to a character's
text because the wayyiqtol form is of the verb -IDN. The direct speech is
Joseph's brothers' (vv. 8b-c). Because of the yiqtol that constitutes the
main line in discursive texts, both clauses, in»itive-absolute-followed-by-
yiqtol clauses, are main line and foreground. 1 In v. 8d the narrator con-

tinues his narration (wayyiqtot, main line, foreground) that started in v. 5.
Both vv. 9a and 9b have an implicit subject (Joseph: the object from

v. 8d), so they are tightly connected to the previous clauses.2 Verse 9c
indicates the imminent beginning of direct speech (because of 7DN'l).

In this direct speech section we come across one hinneh (v. 9d)3 and
one w hinneh (v. 90. Both (w')hinneh clauses function syntactically

yiqtol clause takes the second positon (Niccacci, "A Neglected Point of Hebrew

Syntax", 13, section 2.2.1.; as an example Niccacci gives Ex. 40:36). Driver calls
this yiqtol an instance of exceptional character; 'and behold they began to move

round (Joseph represents the sheaves as being in motion; conceive 1:10 in place of
'n and how lifeless the image becomes!'), Treatise § 27y, 32.
' The number of infinitive absolutes in this chapter is more than average. In Genesis
there are 51 of such constructions (according to S.J.P.K. Riekert, 'The Struct
Patterns of the Paronomastic and Co-ordinated Infinitives Absolute in Genesis",
Journal of Northwest Semitic languages 1 (1979) 69-83), four of which are in
Genesis 37.
2 In LXX Joseph not only tells his dream (v. 9b) to his brothers, but to his father as
well: T* Trarpi aroO Kai precedes Toic; £26€1$0« aroO (1'nkb). This is quite a
difference from the Hebrew text. In the Hebrew text the focus is on the relationship
between Joseph and his brothers; in LXX the father is more prominently present.
Different texts apperently show different interests.
3 The primary function of hinneh or hen 'lies in indicating that the speaker or the
writer wants to draw the special attention of the hearer or the reader respectively to
a fact or object which can be said to be important, new, unexpected, etc.' (T.
Muraoka, Emphatic Words And Structures /n Biblical Hebrew, Jerusalem - Leiden:
The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University - E.J. Brill 1985,138). S. Kogut, in his
study on the syntactic status of hinneh is of more or less the same opinion: its
function is that 'it captures and directs the reader's attention ' ("On the Meaning and
Syntactical Status of i'l]i'l in Biblical Hebrew",  138); it is remarkable that he does
not quote Muraoka.
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different.' The first hinneh clause  (9d)  acts  as an imperative clause:  it  is
a foreground clause and is on the main line; it introduces the subsequent
direct speech.2 The next clause (9e) is a qatal clause; it refers to the past
and is on the secondary line, yet -because of its verbal character- it
belongs to the foreground. Whinneh (v. 90 continues the secondary line
initiated by qatal (9e) and is also on the foreground. It is followed by an
object clause (v. 9g), that has the same character as v. 7b: it describes a
situation by means of a participle, so it is a background clause. The
second dream lacks the dynamics of the first dream because of the
participle that has a durative aspect,3 it looks like a phenomenon of great
length.

Clauses 1Oa-c (wayyiqtol, foreground) all belong to the main line of the
narrator's text,4 v. 10c marks another transition to direct speech (3DN).
The subsequent direct speech consists of three clauses, of which two are
on the main line (1Od and 100; they are part of the textual present. The
remaining clause' s perspective is retrospective,   so it belongs   to   the
secondary line. Because of their (compound) nominal character vv. 1Od

'
Regarding the use of 71]M and ;11;11 Tamar Zewi makes the interesting observation

that both particles do not appear in the same contexts. The particle iIll occurs only
in combination with the verb -IDN, and introduces direct speech, whereas il]71 only
occurs with verbs of sight and related contexts: "The Particles 713;1 and ;1301 in
Biblical Hebrew", Hebrew Studies 31 (1996) 21-37. Zewi, consequently, is not in
agreement with Kogut's suggestion 'that the meaning and use ofil Dil was inspired
by that of a verb of sight in the imperative' (22).
2 Hinneh here introduces direct speech. It functions as an imperative, cf. Kogut:
inlil (without a conjunctive wAv) must be seen as having "absorbed" the imperative
of the verb of seeing MR.7, ("Behold!"), directed toward the character to whom the
content clause is adressed' ("On the Meaning and Syntactical Status of il]il in
Biblical Hebrew", 150; also 152).
3 The participle having a durative aspect is questioned by J. Joosten, 'The
Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew", Zeitschrift Bir Althebraistik 1 (1989)

128-159: 'This approach opposes the opinion that the predicative participle
expresses duration in any time frame: past, present or future, which can be found
in most grammars and handbooks' (129).
4 Verse 10a is lacking in LXX: 'he told [it] to his father and to his brothers'; this is
of course influenced by the insertion in v. 9b. Because of the insertion v. 1Oa is
superfluous. In the Hebrew text v. 10a appears a little redundant, except to have 'his
father' hear the dream. It is remarkable that in v. 1Oa the direct object lrIN ('it') is
lacking after 790'1 ('and he told'); in v. 9b, on the other hand, it is present.
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and 10e are background clauses (1Od: verbless; 10e: x-qatah, whereas v.
1Of, yiqtol preceded by an infinitive absolute, is a foreground clause.

The wayyiqtol clause of v.  1 la is the last of the narrator's sequence that
began in v. 5a. Although the wayyiqtol has an explicit subject, there is no
caesura between v.  10f and  lla: the subject does not immediately follow
the verb, they are separated by lrIN ('him'), which links v. 1 la to the
preceding clauses. Wex-qatal in v. 1 lb (which is followed by an explicit
subject as well) is an interruption of the narrative chain; and constitutes
a transition both to the secondary line and to the background. From v. 12
onwards starts a new narrative chain, since v. 12a is a wayyiqtol clause
and has an explicit subject.

To summarize, in vv. 5-11 we four times encounter an explicit subject:
v. 5a (Joseph), v. 1Ob (his father), v. 1 la (his brothers) and v. 1 lb (his
father). Wayyiqtol combined with the first explicit subject starts the
narrative chain. The clause 'his father rebuked him' in v. 1Ob does not
indicate a new paragraph, because it forms a unity with v. 10c ('and said
to him'): rebuking and saying go together, rebuking goes by means of
-IDN. The chiastic construction in vv. tla and 1 lb concludes the dream-

paragraph.

VERSES 12-36
The second narrative chain on the main line is between vv. 12 and 36. Not
until v. 36 (w'x-qaml) is the sequence of wayyiqtol forms interrupted and
taken to the secondary line. Within this narrative chain there are several
sub-paragraphs (vv. 12-14; vv. 15-17d; vv. 17e-27; v. 28; vv. 29-33; vv.
34-36). These always start by means of a wayyiqtol with an explicit
subject.2

' De Regt mentions Gen. 37: 11  as an example to illustrate that the sequence way-
yiqto! - wfx-qatal expresses simultaneity ('Tempus in het bijbels Hebreeuws",
255). I do not think that this is the case here, because the verbs in v. 11 are both
stative verbs. The other example he presents (Gen. 1:5), in which the same
sequence wayyiqtol - W'x-qatal is present, is correct. We should also keep in mind

that (1) in Genesis there are two fientive verbs, and (2) the x-element in Genesis 1
is an object, whereas in 37:11 the x-element is a subject. At the end of the chapter,
vv. 35-36, I do not think that there is a notion of simultaneity. The x-element is also
a subject; here there are two fientive verbs (,713, 'weep', and -IDD, 'sell').
2 I exclude wayyiqtol forms of the verb -Ink with an explicit subject, because a
wayyiqtol of -liON often occurs with an explicit subject. It would fragment the text
too much to consider all such clauses to indicate a new sub-paragraph.
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verses 12-14
In v.  12a the main line of the narrative starts with wayyiqtol (1Db'l, 'they

went'; foreground) and an explicit subject 'his brothers''.
Israel addresses Joseph (v. 13a; wayyiqtol of liON), which marks the

transition to a direct speech. This direct speech consists of three parts; all
belong to the main line: a question (participle clause, background), an
imperative clause (foreground) and a jussive clause (foreground): Verse
13e is again in the narrative domain, Joseph responds by way of
wayyiqtol, whereas v. 13f returns to direct speech with Joseph uttering a
one-member clause:  ']1;1  ('look,  here  am  I');  I  assume this clause  -like
hinneh clauses- to be a verbal clause; consequently it is part of the
foreground:

Israel continues his direct speech in v. 14b (the transition marked by
the wayyiqtol of -IDE; v.  14a) by way of three imperatives (MN-1, N]-15,
'132;11; 'go', 'see', 'bring back to me'). These are all main line and fore-
ground clauses. The narrative is taken up in v. 14ef by means of two
wayyiqtol forms, to the first of which Israel is the subject, to the second
Joseph (implicit).

An interesting phenomenon is the occurrence of several imperative

forms of 15;7 in Genesis 37. In vv. 13-14 Israel twice uses an imperative.
'Come (il:)5),  I will send you  to them',  he says  to his son in  v.  13c, and:
'Now go (N]-75)'he summons him in v. 14. At first sight it is rather
strange that there are two different imperative forms: 7197 (v. 13c) en 15
(v.  14b). Some investigation of the occurrences make it clear why Israel
uses different forms: Verse  13  (il:)17,  like in general  also 197,  'come'- cf.

' Talstra proposes to translate 'Wayyiqtol clauses (re-)introducing an actor in the
storyline' as 'Then X did ...' ("Clause Types and Textual Structure", 177).
2 This ,ifyiqtol is an indirect jussive, that is used especially 'after a (direct) volitive
mood' (Jollon/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 116d. 383).
3 ACCording to Kogut ']]il ought to be analyzed in the same way as iii'blt n]il
('look, there is Elijah'; 1 Kgs. 18:11), viz. as a independent clause (n]il), followed
by the 'one member sentence' iii '5N ([there is] Elijah). In the case of ']]7 Elijah
has been replaced by ']R or 'l]N, that together with iT]7 has merged to'TI]il; v.  13f
might be translated: 'Look, here am I' (cf. Kogut, "On the Meaning and Syntactical
Status of ;1]n in Biblical Hebrew", 141-143).
4 I restrict myself to the mentioning of occurrences in the Pentateuch. ;197(1) is to
be found in Gen. 19:32; 31:44 and 37:13; Ex. 3:10; Num. 10:29; 22:6.7.11;

23:7.7.13 (K 15; Q ;175).27; 24:14; 15(1) in Gen. 12:1.19; 22:2; 24:19; 26:16;
27:2.9.13; 28:2; 37:14; Ex. 3:16; 4:12.18.27; 19:24; 32:7. One occurrence is dis-
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v. 2Ob and v. 27a: 'come on, let's kill him', and 'come on, let's sell him')
presents an incentive. 1 There is no question of any movement or

separation between speaker and addressee. In v. 14, on the other hand,
Israel intends Joseph to withdraw himself from his father. In this case he
uses 15  ('go' ; cf. the form 9 )5).

verses 15-17d
Verse 15 introduces a new character: 'a man found him' (wayyiqtol; 158).2
This is followed by w'hinneh which indicates what 'this man' is beholding

(an indirect narrator's text). This w'hinneh introduces an observation of
the unknown man and might be translated as: 'and what he saw was ...'
(like the previous wehinneh clauses in vv. 7 and 9).3 The object of
w'hinneh is a participle clause (v. 15c): 'he was wandering in the field',
which illustrates the durative aspect.4 However, the participle clause does
not affect the temporal perspective, so v. 15c is part of the main line;
because it is verbless it is a background clause. The next clause marks the
transition to direct speech (15e), since it has a wayyiqtol of a verbum
dicendi  and the infinitive construct of -IDN. The question 'What/whom are
you looking for (mah-yiqtol)?' is both main line and foreground:

sonant: in 1 Kgs. 1: 12 '97 has the meaning of ;197; in the succeeding verse '05 has

the meaning 'go'.
' 'In order to incite or encourage one uses especially the imperative il=)5 Come !,
Come on', Jouon/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 105e, 352.
2 perhapS -despite the new subject- v. 15 does not introduce a new sub-paragraph
because of the object that is suffixed to the wayyiqtol (1;IN711'1), which refers to
Joseph who was explicitly mentioned for the last time in v. 138.
3 Cf. the notes to v. 7. I do not agree with Kogut who considers w'hinneh in Gen.
37:15 to belong to the rare instances where it functions as a substitute for the
subject pronoun ("On the Meaning and Syntactical Status of il]il in Biblical
Hebrew", 136-137). Also cf. Jotion/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew §
154c, 565: 'The subject pronoun is often omitted in a participial clause, notably
after il]n'.
4    ·As   a   rule, the subject   to   the   ptcp.   is in Hebrew expresssed separately:   but
scattered instances are met with in which (...) this is not the case. The subject to be
supplied may be either indefinite, or definite - most commonly the former, except
when the ptcp. is introduced by il]il, the subject itself having been named

immediately before' (Driver, Treatise § 135.6,171).
s As indicated before I do not consider the interrogative pronoun an x-element;
consequently v. 15e is a foreground clause; this is also proposed by Y. Endo, The
Verbal  System of Classical Hebrew, 46.
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Joseph answers (16a, wayyiqtol of -1DN) the question in three clauses.

The order of the first is determined by the question: To Uipln-na
('what/whom are you looking for') Joseph replies <732  'D]N  '11*-1-IN

('my  brothers  I am looking for'); because  of the participle  it  is  a  non-
verbal clause (main line, background). The second clause (16c), an
imperative, is part of the main line as well. The main line is continued in

v. 16d, a participle clause, which means a background clause.
The stranger replies to Joseph's request (wayyiqtol; v. 17a, main line,

foreground) by means of three clauses too. Verse 17b is a qatal clause

('they have left from here'); it is foreground and on the secondary line.
The next clause (v. 17c) shares the retrospective perspective; because of
its construction (x-qatal) it is a background clause. The last clause is an
embedded direct speech (indicated by the participle of -IDN, 0'-IDN in v.
17c). Joseph's brothers' words are in a main line clause that belongs to the

foreground.

verses 17e-27
Immediately following the man's direct speech the wayyiqtol forms from
v. 17e onwards continue the narrative. Verse 17e mentions Joseph as its
explicit subject. This is the last time we meet an explicit subject until v.
28 (the subjects combined with a wayyiqtol of nDN in vv. 21.22 and 26
excepted). The final clause of v. 17 takes Joseph to Dothan (wayyiqtol).

The brothers (implicit subject) discern (,wayyiqtot, v. 18a) Joseph, and
before he has arrived at their camp (»fx-yiqtot, v. 18b) they decide to kill

him (wayyiqtol; v. 18c).
A minor problem is caused by v. 18b, a Mfx-yiqtol clause. Because this

clause does not have a finite verb form in first position, it is a background
clause. It is remarkable to encounter a yiqtol  in the narrator' s text, since

yiqtol mostly occurs in characters' texts. Whenever yiqtol occurs in a

narrator' s  text, it happens  that 'der Autor aus seiner Sprechhaltung  als
Erzahler heraustritt und mit seinen Horern etwas bespricht, eine Anmer-
kung macht, die sie auch auBerhalb der erztihlten Welt interessieren s011'2

and also 'In einem Text, der sonst konsequent in Narrativen erzahlt ist,
konnen einzelne Satze durch den Obergang zum Imperfekt besonders

' Cf. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 40: Talstra, H Kon.3, 11. This order is
'exceedingly rare, except with the participle' (Driver, Treatise § 208.2,279-280)
as is the case in 37:16.
2 Schneider, Gmmniatik § 48.4.3.1,195. Think of places like Gen. 32:33 and 48:32,
where the narrator informs the reader of something of the world outside the text.
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herausgehoben sein'.1 Elsewhere he comments  that in narrative texts
yiqtol may be a perspective tense if it follows 'asjer, 'ad 'asjer en
b'therem.2 In v. 18b, however, yiqtol does not function to communicate
something special to the reader or mark the clause as special. This w<x-
yiqtol clause is a temporal clause, it has a perspective function:

The question is how the temporal perspective of v. 18b should be
viewed. The perspective is not directed towards the past; it rather appears
to be directed towards the future (Joseph's actual arrival at his brothers'
does not happen until they have discussed Joseph's fate; vv. 19-22),
whereas it may be on the main level of communication as well (Textzeit
is Aktzeit). Despite this ambiguity I would like to consider v. 18b to
belong  to  the  main  line, the reason being this. Perhaps the use of yiqtol in
combination with betherem (which causes it to be a background clause)
amidst wayyiqtol clauses is a way to express simultaneity in Hebrew. If
this is the case the perspective is the same as the perspective of the
surrounding wayyiqtol clauses: Textzeit is Aktzeit. Due to the lack of the
lexical element 'at the same time' syntax is used as a means to express
this:4  .When  he was drawing near to them, they conspired against him'.5

The clause presenting the brothers' deliberations (wayyiqtol  in v. 18c)
is -as is the dialogue to follow- dependent on v. 18b, and is part of the
'simultaneity-unit' of which v. 18a-b form the introduction.6 In vv.  17e-f

' Schneider, Grammatik § 48.4.3.3,197. The illustration given by Schneider is 2
Chr. 25:14-15.
2 Schneider, Grarnmatik § 48.4.3.5,207.
3 Also cf. Waltke/0'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 514: 'The
particle 010 most often preceded  by J. is usually  used in temporal clauses'.  Cf.
Joilon/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical  Hebrew § 114,370 and § 166k, 625, and
Talstra, 'Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II: Syntax and Semantics", 34.
4 A different opinion is held by Revell: 'Imperfect forms are similarly used after
0-ID and 07DJ, suggesting that an event which had not yet occured was seen as
future in relation to its context' ('The System of the Verb in Standard Biblical
Prose", 12).
5 Other attestations ofyiqtol preceded by (,tf)b'therem are Gen. 41:40: Jdg. 14:18;
Ruth 3:14; 1 Sam. 2:15 and Jer. 47:1 In these instances the construction either does
not occur in a sequence of wayyiqtol clauses (1 Sam. 2:15), or there is a different
order of the events depicted in comparison with Gen. 37:18. In 37:18 the order is:
b'therem + yiqtol followed by wayyiqtol, whereas in Jdg. 14:18 and Ruth 3:14 the
order is reversed: wayyiqtol followed by b'therem + yiqtol. And in Gen. 41:50 and
Jer. 47: 1  we see an x-qatal followed by b'therem + yiqtol.
6 LXX solves this question of simultaneity by representing vv.  188-b in one clause
by means of an aorist and infinitive aorist: Apo€i6ov 62 aUTOv tial<p60EV 7 PO
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the vantage point is Joseph's: he goes after his brothers and finds them in
Dothan. This is followed in v.  18a by the brothers' perception of Joseph
in the distance. The transition of Joseph' s vantage point to the brothers'
(in v. 18a) is underlined by v. 18b, where we got both vantage points
blended: the verb 377 ('approach') implies the brothers' point of view
(they are the ones being approached), whereas Joseph is the subject of the
verb. From v. 18c onwards the vantage point is the brothers'.

Apart from the conjunctive waw there is a tight connexion between v.
18b and the preceding clause because of the lack of an explicit subject in
v. 18b. The subject is implied via the object Cir'IN, him) in v. 18a to Joseph

(701') in v.  17e, just as the noun l'rIR ('his brothers') is derived from v.
17e and these brothers are implied in on'bE ('to them'; v. 18b).

The contents of the deliberations of Joseph's brothers are introduced in v.

198 (wayyiqtol of -IDN). The direct speech is initiated by a hinneh clause

('look  at  that';  v.   19b)  that  is  on  the  main  line,  and is followed  by  an
object clause ('there is this lord of the dreams coming'). The object clause
has two possible syntactic analyses: it can be both a participle and a x-
qatal clause (depending on the analysis of NO). Whichever the choice, it
is a nominal clause, which makes it background. In case of a participle,
however, the durative nature of Joseph's arrival is emphasized: 1 his
brothers see his approach, which will have taken quite a while (v. 18).

Verse 20a opens with the particle of exhortation we'attah, after which
follow an imperative clause (2Ob), two pfyiqtol clauses (20c-d) and a

w'qatalti (2Oe); the latter introducing an embedded direct speech (2Of). I
do not consider 4'attah a clause, but to be an interjection; I presume it to
belong to the main line of direct speech and be part of the foreground:

Tou tyyfcar aurdv Apoi aO·coul.
' Cf. Jotion/Muraoka (A Grammar of Biblical  Hebrew  § 112f, 362) who state that
when a qatal with a present meaning is used, this indicates that the action is
executed at the moment of the utterance; this use of the perfect is sometimes called

performative. These instances are common with verba dicendi, which is not the case
in 37:19. It is better to consider NO a participle.
2 According to Schneider w"atmh is an introductory or transitory signal in a
dialogue (Grammatik, 264). Also cf. Niccacci (77:e Syntax of the Verb, 96) who
calls ili117(1) an important macro-syntactic sign in direct speech. 'It is an important
particle which introduces the result arising or the conclusion to be drawn
concerning the present action from an event or topic dealt with beforehand' (101).
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The w'yiqtol clauses are both part of the main line and are foreground
as well; as cohortatives they continue the imperative clause. The
subsequent weqatalti (v. 2Oe) marks a transition after the sequence of

cohoratives; it is on a different level of communication as are vv. 2Oa-d.
So, weqatalti here is a foreground clause, yet it does not share the
perspective of w'yiqtol: The embedded speech (v. 2Of) is an x-qatal
clause, which makes it a background clause that is on the secondary line.

Another problem arises in v. 2Og. Do the brothers by using the weyiqtol
clause return to the primary direct speech, or does the w'yiqtol clause

continue the weqataltf clause of v. 2Oe? If the latter is the case v. 20e
shares in the anticipatory perspective and is on the secondary level of
communication: 'We will see ...'. The clause following v. 2Og shares the
secondary communicative level; yet is a background clause, its construe-
tion being wex-yiqtol: 'what will become of his dreams'. In a schema:

v. 2Od Let's throw him into one of these pits (Hfyiqtol),

e                           then we shall say (w'qatatti):
f                                           'A wild animal has devoured him'
g                           and we shall see (Mfyiqtol)
h                                                           what will become of his dreams.

If, however, M/yiqtol in v. 20% is a return to the main line of direct speech,
v. 2Og continues the w'yiqtol clauses from v. 20c-d. Because of the
imperative of v. 2Ob these clauses have a volitive nature (i.c. cohortative).
If v. 2Og is the continuation of v. 2Od it should also adopt its nature. Verse
2Oh is a background clause and belongs to the secondary line. Because of
the contents of the brothers' deliberations it does make sense to consider
this second option the more correct reading. What Joseph's dreams will
lead  to   is not dependent  on the brothers' saying  ('a wild animal  has
devoured  him';  v.  20ef),  but  on  what the brothers are about  to  do  to
Joseph (throw him into a pit; v. 2Od).2

' Cf. Joilon/Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew §  1191, 399: 'If the second
action does not belong to the present moment, but to a more or less distant time, it
is logical since the imprv. is properly used for an immediate action (...), that it
should be expressed by the future with the nuance of succession: w-qataltf'. Also
cf. Niccacci, 77:e Syntax of the Verb, 94.
2 In the same vein B. Johnson. Hebraisches Perfekt und Impe,fekt mit vorangehen-
dem w  (Coniectana Biblica, Old Testament Series 13), Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1979,
51.
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v. 2Od Let's throw him into one of these pits (wfyiqtor),

e                           then we shall say (w'qatattl):
f                                           'A wild animal has devoured him.
g              And let's see (w'yiqtot)
h                                         what will become of his dreams.

The main line events are taken up in v. 21 by three wayyiqtol clauses, the
last of which establishes the transition to Reuben's direct speech in v. 2ld,
'We  must not take his  life', an x-yiqtol clause have Nb as the x-element.'

Here, yiqtol has a modal nuance: 'a virtual nuance must is found in every
yiqtol of injunction or of prohibition'.2 Besides being a main line clause,
v. 2ld -having Nb before the finite verb- is part of the foreground.

In v. 22a there is another introduction (wayyiqtol of the verb -ION) to
Reuben's direct speech. Since 30*'1 ('and he said') is both followed by
the people addressed (OilbN) and the subject (Reuben), one might wonder
whether Reuben in his direct speech in v. 2ld addressed his brothers, or
whether it was a kind of monologue intdrieur. Yet it is possible that
Reuben specifies the prohibition from v. 21 in more detail in v. 22. The
direct speech opens with an x-yiqtol clause, the x-element being the

negative particle  bR. This clause,  v.  22b,  is  on  the  main  line  and  fore-
ground. It is followed by an imperative clause (main line, foreground)
after which follows a verbless clause (v. 22d; main line, background). The
direct speech is concluded in v. 22e by a Wex-yiqtol clause.3 This clause
(22e) does belong to the main line, yet it is part of the background,
because it has two elements placed before the finite verb: 1'1 ('and hand')
and the particle 5N. This particle, which occurs twice in v. 22, mostly
occurs before a negative imperative, and expresses an urgent request.4

' KB 486, s.v. *5  'c. impf. druckt das unbedingte Verbot aus', meaning: 'you shall
not...'.
2 Jouon/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 113m, 371.
3 Niccacci ("A Neglected Point of Hebrew Syntax", 9) holds the opinion that when
an x-yiqtol clause is being succeeded by a vfyiqtol clause both clauses arejussives:
wfyiqtol renders (34 )x-yiqtol jussive.

4 Waltke/0'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 660. Cf. Schneider
(Grammatik, 223): 'Mit 5N verneinte Satze stehen anstelle von verneinten
Imperativ-Satzen, die im Hebraischen nicht vorkommen' and also The Dictionary
of Classical Hebrew (ed. D. Clines), Volume I, Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press
1993,249, s.v. bE: 'as adverb, expressing desire that an action will not occur, may
it (etc.) not, or prohibiting an action, do not, you (etc.) are not to'. J. Bright makes
a distinction between prohibitive 'al and prohibitive lo': 'Whereas the 'at
prohibitive expresses a specific command for a specific occasion, the ld' prohibitive
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Clauses 22f and 22g leap to the eye. They both contain an infinitive,
which means that there is no information about the communication type;
the direct speech of vv. 22b-e appears to be continued. However, the
suffix 'their' (0- in v. 220 excludes this possibility. And this is confirmed
by the contents of the verses ('in order to deliver him from their hands,  to
restore him to his father'), that make it clear that it is the narrator, not
Reuben, who is speaking. The use of 111Db ('in order to') in v. 22f
continues v. 22a; it brings a subjective dimension to the clauses: it does
represent an intention, not an action. In this way the narrator informs the
reader of Reuben's motives.' Both v. 22f and v. 22g are nominal clauses
and are background; they belong to the main line (cf. v. 22a); the per-
spective is directed neither to the past nor to the future, the intention is
simultaneous to Reuben' s utterances.

In v. 23a the macro-syntactic signal wayhi makes its appearance. The
double clause construction 7'rIN-5* 901' NZI--1UiND 'iT'l ('as soon as
Joseph had come to his brothers'; lit.: 'it happened when Joseph had come
to his brothers') introduces a sequence of events that are the sequel to v.
17f (from Joseph's vantage point) and vv. 18a-22e (from the brothers'
vantage point): 'they stripped (v. 23c); 'they took (v. 24a); 'they threw' (v.
24b); 'they sat down (v. 25a); 'they raised' (v. 25b); 'they saw' (v. 25c).

Wayhi in v. 23a functions as a macro-syntactic sign that marks the
transition of the 'simultaneity' part to the story line: From v. 12 onwards
there is a logical temporal succession in the narrated events that lasts till
v. 18a. From v.  18b the narrator informs the reader of two narratives lines
happening at the same time: the approaching of Joseph and the brothers'

expresses a categorical prohibition of binding validity both for the present and the
future' ("The Apodictic Prohibition: Some Observations", Journal ofBiblical Liter-
ature 92 (1973) 185-204, 187). Also cf. GKC, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar §
1070,317.
' It is probably no coincidence that of 23 occurrences in Genesis and Exodus
1  97(1) only two are in narrative parts(Gen. 37:22 and Ex. 1:11; and perhaps also
Gen. 18:19).
2 For wayhi as a macro-syntactic signal having a semantic weight, cf. Schneider,
Grammatik, 265-266: 'Als Obergangssignal steht 'il'l an Gelenkstellen der Erzah-
lung: beim Ubergang von der Einleitung zum Hauptteil (...) oder vor Hauptereig-
nissen, die dadurch als solche besonders herausgehoben werden'. In the same vein:
Longacre, Joseph.  A Story of Divine  Providence, 30. 'Such an introduction of an
episode in this more explicit fashion may serve here to prepare the reader for a
crescendo of activity'.
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deliberations concerning Joseph. In v. 23a-b both lines again coincide:
Joseph arrives and the discussion is over. The wayhi-construction realizes
this rendezvous of narrative lines.' It consists of two parts: v. 23a is part
of the main line (and is foreground), whereas v. 23b -because of its x-
qatal construction it is both secondary line and background- and has a
retrospective perspective ('when Joseph had come to his brothers').2

The verbless clause (v. 23d) is dependent on v. 23c (main line,
foreground); since there is no change of temporal perspective it is also
part of the main line, yet (because of its nominal character) background:

Verse 24 continues the things happening to Joseph in two wayyiqtol
clauses; these are part of the main line as well. The subsequent nominal

' Cf. Gen. 29:10. In v. 9 Jacob is talking to several servants, whereas Rachel is
going to the well. When both narrative lines come together, and Jacob and Rachel
meet, this is represented by the construction litiND '7'1 followed by qatal.
2 If v. 23b were to belong to the main line ';1'1 should have been succeeded by

NJ'l: 'and it happened and he came'; cf. for example Gen. 39:11; Num. 17:23 and
2 Kon. 4:11. LXX translates v. 23b as if the Hebrew text read Nl'l: tyiv€·co 68
#viKa AAerv, as is indicated by the aorist.
The Hebrew text of v. 23 ought to be read: 'And it happened when he had come to
his brothers'. This leaves some room between Joseph's arrival and the brothers'
subsequent actions ('they stripped him of his robe and threw him into the pit'). This
is confirmed by Gen. 42:21 where it becomes clear that there was a conversation
between Joseph and his brothers, of which Genesis 37 does not say a thing.
3 LXX appears to see a dittography in v. 23: 11]n:)  nle (v. 23c) is not in LXX. This

being a dittography might be confirmed by fragment 8 of 4QGen: This is a
damaged fragment containing the text of Gen. 37:22-23:  'Line 2 (Gen 37:23) reads
71!DN  'M'l. Line 3 reads inflp'l  1'517. If line 2 were reconstructed with the MT it
would contain 67 letter-spaces. However, the lines in this fragment range from 58
to 62 letter spaces long. (...) The masculine suffix was added after the dittography
had occured, in order to make sense of the inexplicable sequence rIN rl]nj  nk
rl]rD.' (J.R. Davila, "New Qumran Readings for the Joseph Story (Genesis 37-50)",
in: J. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Montaner, 77ze Madrid Qumran Congress.
Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls Madrid  18-21
March, 1991, Volume One (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah), Leiden
• New York • Koln: E.J. Brill, Editorial Complutense, Madrid 1992, 167-175, here
168). Without dittography the text would run: 'They stripped Joseph of the
"special" robe he was wearing'.  It is, however,  by no means necessary to assume
a dittography. The translation of the Masoretic text is: 'They stripped Joseph of his

robe, the "special"  robe  he was wearing'.  The  part 'the "special"  robe  he  was
wearing' specifies the  'robe'. Not until now it becomes clear that the brothers were
able to recognize him in the distance because of his robe.
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clauses (vv. 23c-d) are also main line clauses, because of their nominal
nature they belong to the background.

Clauses vv. 25a-c also continue the main line ('they sat down', 'they
raised' and 'they saw'). In v. 25d we meet a similar phenomenon to v.
15b. The particle Wehinneh makes the reader see what the brothers were

seeing: 'and what they saw was ...'1, which is followed by the participle
clause 'a caravan of Ishmaelites was coming from Gilead'  (v. 25e).2 This
participle clause has a durative aspect; it is followed by two clauses
providing information about the caravan. These are also participle clauses
(v. 25f: 'Their camels were carrying ...' and v. 25g: 'going to bring down
...'). All participle clauses are part of the main line; all are background.

Verse 26a marks the transition of the main line of the narrative to
Judah's direct speech. Judah's speech is a conditional sentence,3 that
consists of three separate clauses. The nominal clause ('What profit for
us?', v. 26b) is followed by two conditions (v. 26c:  'if we kill our brother'
- x-yiqtol; v. 26d: 'and conceal his blood' - weqatalti). This change of
perspective from x-yiqtol (v. 26c) to w'qatalti (v. 26d) does not express a
temporal consecution; it rather indicates a logical consequence: the
brothers' killing of Joseph implies their concealment of Joseph's blood.
Clauses 26b-c are background clauses and main line; 26d foreground and
secondary line.

Verse 27 carries on Judah's direct speech. An imperative clause (27a;
main line, foreground) is followed by a vfyiqtol clause (v. 27b, main line,

foreground) and a  *ex-yiqtol clause (v. 27c, main line, background). An

imperative followed by weyiqtol also occurred in v. 20bc. Here too the

vfyiqtol continues the imperative. The same goes for the prohibitive w'x-

' Cf. Kogut, "On the Meaning and Syntactical Status of;llil in Biblical Hebrew",
145- 146. According to Jotion/Muraoka (A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 177i,
651-652) il]ill in clauses following the verb 'see' introduces the object.
2 A]7 + participle occurs in Genesis 37 vv. 7a-b; 9f-g: 15b-c; 19b-c; 25d-e. In all
these occurrences the object of illn is something that takes quite a while. Sometimes
il]71 is followed by qaml (7c-de; 7f-gh; 9d-e); where it denotes a single action from
the past. Only once does T'1]71 occur with a negative nominal clause, v. 29b-c: 'and
what he saw: Joseph was not in the pit!'
1 Although the usual order 'condition - conditioned' (cf. Jouon/Muraoka, A Gram-
mar OfBiblical Hebrew §  167v, 633) is not present. Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar
(§1128 333) depicts 37:26 as a conditional clause. Jouon/Muraoka consider 37:26
a substantival clause: 'What is the use of killing our brother?' (A Grammar of
Biblical Hebrew § 157a, 589).
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yiqtol clause (v. 23c), however, in a negative way: 'and lay not our hands

on him', which is more explicit than Reuben's general remark in v. 22e.
The prohibitive clause has a three-member nominal clause subordinate
clause to it (v. 27d: 'for our brother, our flesh, is he').

Wayyiqtol in v. 27e indicates the return to the narrator's text and to the
main level of communication.

verse 28
Five subsequent wayyiqtot clauses keep v. 28 to the main line; there is no
change of subject.' Because the first of these  has an explicit subject,
compared to v. 27e ('Midianite merchants') v. 28a introduces a sub-
paragraph. The threefold occurrence of 901'-Ille  in v. 28c-e is remarkable.
According to Longacre it is one of the reasons why this verse is the peak
of this episode (which runs from v. 23 to v. 28).2 However, I do not sub-
scribe to Longacre designating vv. 23-28 as peak. From a syntactic point
of view v. 28 is separated from the preceding verses (so vv. 23-28 cannot
be a unit), but the main reason that Longacre thinks this unit apeak are the
contents of the verses: Joseph's captivity and sale. The contents deterrnine
his discourse analysis. Moreover, above I showed that 'il'l in v. 233
functions as a macro-syntactic signal to mark that the main line events
link up with v. 18a. This is in contrast with Longacre's claim that together
with NJ--IWED, ';1'1 functions to 'serve here to prepare the reader for a
crescendo of activity'.3

verses 29-33
Verse 29 opens another sub-paragraph. Wayyiqtol (v. 29a) continues the
main line; the appearance of an explicit subject (Reuben), however, marks
a slight break. The situation described here is almost the same as in v.
15ab. As there, a wayyiqtol (y. 298) is followed by Hfhinneh (v. 29b; an
indirect narrator's text). It makes the reader share Reuben's observation
in v. 29c: ('What he saw was') 'Joseph was not in the pit', a verbless
clause (background). The next clause returns to the foreground of the
main line by means of wayyiqtol: 'he tore his clothes'.

Following v. 29d are vv. 3Oa-b that are on the main line as well
(wayyiqtol); the second of these introduces Reuben' s soliloquy (vv.  30c-

i The same is the case in LXX.
2 See also section 4 of the first chapter. Cf. Longacre, Joseph. A Story of Divine
Providence, 30-31.
3 Longacre, Joseph. A Story  of Divine Providence, 30.
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e). This direct speech is a main line speech; it consists of a nominal clause
(v. 30c), an isolated subject (v. 3Od), and an interrogative participle clause
(v. 3Oe), in which the subject is repeated.1 All three are background
clauses. Because there is no (in)direct object, one might wonder whether
Reuben, like before in v. 2ld, is talking to his brothers or himself. 2

The wayyiqtol (with an implicit third person plural subject) from v. 31a
illustrates that Reuben has arrived at his brothers (cf. v. 30a); they form
a united front. Their actions become clear from six wayyiqtol clauses (vv.
3la-c and vv. 32a-c); these all have an implicit subject and belong to the
main line.

The main line is left aside in v. 32d, where we come across another
three direct speech clauses. There are three clauses in this direct speech:

x-qatal (y. 32d; because of the retrospective perspective it is on the
secondary line; background); a volitive clause (v. 32e; foreground), and
a descriptive nominal clause (v. 32f; background)3, which like v. 32e
belongs to the main line of direct speech.

The two wayyiqtol clauses of v. 33 continue the narrator's main line;
the second introducing the father' s direct speech. Muraoka remarks on the
first direct speech clause that in 'a response to a question which does not
open with an interrogative pron. or adverb, we often find ellipsis'4; in v.
33c the pronoun (Nlil, 'it') is absent. Verse 33c belongs to the main line
and is a background clause. Verse 33d is an x-qatal clauses - the x-

'
Like in v. 19 I consider *3 a participle, not a form of qatal, because Reuben's

'where am I to go' indicates a longer period of time (likewise GKC, Gesenius'
Hebrew Grammar § 116p, 359-360).
2 ACCording to M. Niehoff this is an example of'collective monologue', a way of
speaking (the terminology is derived from psycholinguistics) that precedes a real
'inner monologue': 'It is characterized by the puzzling fact that the speaker does
formally address his or her peers, yet expresses himself of herself on the other hand
in a way that makes it impossible for anyone to understand him or her. The question
therefore arises, to what extent the speaker really intends to engage in a commu-
nication. It rather seems that he or she is soliloquizing, without being entirely aware
of it' ("Do Biblical Characters Talk to Themselves? Narrative Modes of Repre-
senting Inner Speech in Early Biblical Fiction", Journal  of Biblical  Literature  111
(1992) 577-595,587f.).
  According to Jotion/Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew § 154ea, 566-567,
both the subject and the predicate are known ('this' and 'your son's robe'). The
clause is not an identificatory clause; it would be an identificatory clause if the
brothers would have asked: 'Which of these robes is your son's?'.
4 Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 20.
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element being a nominal phrase ('a wild animal'); v. 33e on the other hand
is an infinitive absolute clause followed by a qatal form - it belongs to the
foreground. The perspective of both clauses is on the past, which make
them belong to the secondary line.

verses 34-36
The narrator' s main line is carried on by three wayyiqtol clauses in v. 34.
Because of the explicit subject (Jacob) a sub-paragraph begins in v. 34a.

The sequence of wayyiqtol forms continues till v. 35. Although in v.
35a there is also an explicit subject ('all his sons and all his daughters')
there is no break, no new syntactic unit. This is, because (1) the suffixes
of the collective subject ('his sons and his daughters') all refer to Jacob in
v. 34, and (2) the object in v. 35a is an implicit object (imn]5, 'to comfort
him'), which is the subject of the preceding clause (Jacob). Verse 35c
introduces Jacob's fifth direct speech in Genesis 37 (v. 35d: 'I will cer-
tainly go down to my son to Sheol, mourning' ).1 The question is whether
Jacob's children did hear his lament, or whether it is an interior
monologue. Jacob's words begin with 'D, so it appears we have an x-yiqtol
clause in v. 35d. I consider 'J a particle that does indeed introduce a direct
speech,2 yet it rather has the function of emphasis, 'an asseverative kf
certainly increases the expressive force  of the sentence'.3 Therefore,  I

' Both GKC (Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar § 157b, 491) and Joilon/Muraoka (A
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 157b) consider a clause preceded by a verburn
dicendi and introduced by ki a substantival object clause, which implies that the ki-
clause functions as the object.
2 Cf. KB, 449: 'D 'leitet wie 6Tt direkte Rede ein'; BDB, 471: "D often introduces
the direct narration (...) in which case it cannot be represented in English (except
by inverted commas)'. It is the question, however, whether this really is a function
of 'D; cf. A. Schoors, 'The Particle 'D", in: B. Albrektson e.a., Remembering All
the  Way. A  Collection  of Old Testament  Studies  Published on the  Occasion  of the
Fortieth Anniversary of the Oudtestamentisch Werkgezetschap in Nederland
(Oudtestamentische Studien 21), Leiden: Brill, 1981, 240-276, 258-259: 'The ki
recitativum, as a specific syntactic category, should be deleted from grammars and
dictionaries'. Also cf. the next note.
3 Schoors, "The Particle 'J", 258; following the sentence quoted above we read: 'in
Gen. xxxvii 35 even an adversative nuance cannot be excluded'. Cf. Walt-
ke/0'Connor: 'The particle 'D is another clausal adverb, this one emphasizing the
clause it introduces' (An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 657); also cf.
Joilon/Muraoka: 'Likewise 'D is sometimes used in order slightly to reinforce an
affirmation; it has the force of a weakened certainly, indeed, and must usually be
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assume v. 35d to be a main line clause which is on the foreground: Verse
35e again belongs to the narrator's main line and is a foreground clause;
despite the explicit subject I do not think there is a break because, as was
the case in v. 35a, the object-pronoun has its referent in a preceding verse
(v. 34c).

The events of which Genesis 37 relates come to an end in the w'x-qatal
clause of v. 36a (secondary line, background); the verse cannot be isolated
from vv. 34-35. Here too, the object-pronoun lnE ('him', i.e. Joseph)
constitutes a tight connexion with the preceding verses, as in v. 35e we
come across lnN which refers to 13 ('son') in v. 34c.2 Because v. 36a is
strongly linked to the preceding verses in a translation the connexion
rnight be represented as: 'The Medanites, meanwhile, had sold him ...'.3

left out in translation' (A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 164b, 617); Jacob's
lament enforces his mourning behaviour (v. 34); it is possible to read an adversative
nuance, as Schoors indicates. In that case v. 35d is closely connected to v. 35b ('he
refused to be comforted'). A. Aejmalaeus holds another opinion: 'Furthermore,
when direct speech is introduced by 'D, this need not be understood as an emphatic
particle. We are often dealing with an answer to a why-question, or 'D may
otherwise be understood as causal' ("Function and Interpretation of 'D in Biblical
Hebrew", Journal of Biblical Literature 105 (1986) 193-209, 208).
' Endo is also of the opinion that yiqtol in v. 35d is in clause-initial position (The

Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 46). 1XX translates '1 in 37:35 by ort.
Aejmalaeus on this matter:  'This is a difficult case of 'D, where it is not at all easy
to define its function. The editions print ort here as 6·rt recitativum. But on what
grounds? Is 'l also recitativum here? Does it have such a function at all? Did the
translator think that 'D was recitative and intend 6·ci in that function? First of all,
I think that the decision to print Ori recitativum is absolutely correct. That is how
it appears to a reader. The translator hardly offered a thought to this problem. He
only used the standard rendering of 'D. The function of'lin this passage does not
determine the function of 6'ri in Greek. As for the possible recitative function of
'D,  I  do not think this case to be an example  of it.  But that is another story';  A.
Aejmalaeus, "Translation Technique and the Intention of the Translator", in: C.E.
Cox, VII  Congress of the  International Organization for Septuagint  and Cognate
Studies Leuven 1989 (Society of Biblical Literature: Septuagint and Cognate
Studies Series 31), Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press 1991, 23-36, here 35 (the
underlinings are in the article itself).
2 The word lrIN in v. 35e and v. 36, however, cannot refer to 13 in v. 35d, because
in his direct speech Jacob mentions 'my son'.
3 The Masoretic text reads 0']1Dil, LXX -as do many translations- on the other
hand translates as 'the Midianites' (Ma61nvaioz). On the occurrences of both
Ishmaelites, Midianites and Medanites, see chapter four.
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The implication is that the narrator does not recount the actual sale of
Joseph:  when his father mourned for him, he had already been sold:

§ 3.3 CONCLUSION
The text-syntactic analysis of Genesis 37 has yielded substantial results,
which I shall not repeat here. The implication of all this is that the
application of Weinrich's theory to Biblical Hebrew as proposed above
has proven itself fruitful.

We have seen that the clauses in Genesis 37 are related to one another
in several ways. The finite verb forms indicate to which text-type the
separate clauses belong. They also provide information about the temporal
perspective of each clause within the text. Tile clauses refer to a textual
present (main line, level zero), past and future (secondary line). Clauses
without any temporal indication (verbal clauses, participle clauses) adopt
the temporal aspect of the clause on which they depend. The linguist
William Frawley has an interesting observation on this representation of
time and this theoretical main and secondary lines: 'Events in linguistic
expressions are located on an unbounded, unidimensional extent that
stretches outward from a central zero-point, the here-and-now (...). In the
expert model of real time, there is no central zero-point because all bodies
are in motion. But we need a central zero-point, the temporal equivalent
of the spatial base-line of Earth, when we say such simple things as I
wrote the letter. The past tense, wrote, is understandable only as projec-
tion from the baseline of the present, "write before the present," just as
will write means "write after the present." Ordinary speakers are
unperplexed by the fact that the present zero-point itself is a moving target
in real time'.2

Finally the tense forms indicate foreground or background, so whether
an action or a situation is being described: foreground indicates continuity,
or sequence; background discontinuity, or non-sequence.

The narrative parts of Genesis 37 show a construction of discontinuity
in six instances: (w')x-qatal in vv. 2b.3a.4d. 1 lb.36a and wex-yiqtol in v.

' 'The clause in 37:36 may be considered a compressed version of its counterpart
in 39:1, or, vice versa, the latter an expanded version of the former', Sh. Talmon,
"The Presentation of Synchroneity and Simultaneity in Biblical Narrative", in: J.
Heinemann and Sh. Werses (eds.), Smdies in Hebrew Narrative Art throughout the
Ages (Scripta Hierosolymitana 27), Jerusalem: The Magnes Press / The Hebrew
University, 1978,9-26, here 19.
2 W, Frawley, Linguistic Semantics, Hilssdale, New Jersey - Hove and London:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers 1992, 337-338.
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18b. Three times these indicate a paragraph ending (vv. 4d.1 lb.36a); twice
a construction starts a paragraph (vv. 2b.3a). In all these cases the explicit
subject plays an important part. In vv. 4d and 11b because the next verse
is opened by wayyiqtol with an explicit subject; in vv. 2b and 3a because
Mtx-qatal itself introduces an explicit object. Wayhi (following v. 36a) in
38:1, followed by a sequence of wayyiqtol is a macro-syntactic signal
indicating a new paragraph.

Something special is the Wex-yiqtol clause in v. 18b. Rather than

introducing a new paragraph it indicates that the paragraph is temporarily
interrupted to present another line of events that is essential to the story.
This is emphasized by the fact that the vfx-yiqtol clause does not have an

explicit subject, in this way the connexion to the preceding clauses is
secured. Both lines of events are brought together in v. 23 by means of the
construction NJ--11DND  'il'1.

Another element that we came across is the function of Mfqataltt, when
this verb form follows (we)yiqtol, it denotes a change in the temporal
sphere, a transition from main line to secondary line. It rather indicates
logical consequence than temporal succession, e.g. in v. 2Od and v. 27d.
As for the one instance of w'qatalti that we saw in v. 3c, here also, the
verb form indicates a logical consequence: '(3a) Israel loved Joseph more
than all his sons ...  (3c) and therefore he had made him a ketonet passim'.

§ 3.4 VISUAL PRESENTATION OF GENESIS 37
Following this verse by verse analysis I present the Hebrew text of
Genesis 37 which represents the syntactic analysis. At the right hand side
of the page we find the narrator's text ('Narrative'), whereas the left hand
side is character's text ('Direct Speech"). So, each half of the page
indicates one of both communication types. However, since it is possible
that a character quotes another character the direct speech section leaves
room for embedded direct speech units ('Direct Speech2,).1

Each half-page consists of several columns. The indentations are from
right to left. Within each category there is a twofold division regarding
perspective: does a clause belong to the main or to the secondary line.

Within each column of the main or secondary line the clauses on the
right hand side are foreground clauses (0, whereas the clauses indented
to the left are background clauses (b). This represents the textual relief.

i Direct Speechz only occurs in vv. 17d.2Of.
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Chapter Three: The TOLEDOT OfJacob
within the Book of Genesis

INTRODUCTION
In Genesis 37 Jacob and his family live in Hebron, a dwelling in the land
of Canaan. The land that was promised to their ancestor Abram, as is told
in   Genesis    12: 1-2.7. This promise   of   land and offspring is found
throughout the Pentateuch. It is encountered in a considerable number of
places. 1 However, at the beginning of the 'Story of Joseph' there is not
much yet that indicates that this promise has been, or is being, fulfilled.
The family of Jacob dwell in a small part of the promised land and
thirteen children do not show even the faintest resemblance to 'a great
nation'. And despite the promise of living in the land of Canaan, we can
see that the tales prior to Genesis 37 are for a considerable part situated
outside Canaan (think for example of Isaac's time in Gerar in Genesis 26,
or of Jacob's fortunes and misfortunes in Haran as they are recounted in
Genesis 29-32). In Genesis 37-50 we also find that for a large part the
story is set outside the promised land.

In this chapter I first have a look at the structure of the book of Genesis
by means of the toledot-formula. Secondly, I will briefly survey the texts
in which Jacob's children are to be found, and in a third section I present
a possible structure of Genesis 37-50.

§ 1 THESE ARE THE TOLEDOTOF...
As indicated in chapter 2, I presume Genesis 37 to start with the formula
41121 ni-1519 il N, these are toledot of Jacob.  This  formula, n77511   ribR,

i Other occurrences of promises in Genesis are the following. Firstly, the promise
ofdescendants: 12:2.7; 13:15; 15:4f.13.16.18; 16:10; 17:2.4-7.16.19f; 21:12f. 18;
22:16ff; 26:3f.24; 28:13f; 35:11; 46:3. Secondly, the promise of relationship:  12:2f;
17:1-11.16.17f; 26:2f.24; 28:13.15; 35:9f; 46:3; 48:21 (cf. Ex. 3:6.12.15f; 4:5.23;
5:1; 6:6ff; 7.16; Lev. 26:12). And finally, the promise of land: 12:1.7; 13:14f. 17;
15:7.13.16.18; 17:8; 22:17; 26:2ff; 28:13.15; 35:12; 46:3f; (cf. Ex. 3:8.17; 6:6ff;
23:23-33; 34:24). Then there are some allusions to these promises as well; these
include (among others) 24:7; 26:3; 28:3.13ff; 35:12; 48:3f; 48:21; 50:24. These
occurrences are mentioned in D.J.A. Clines, 7712 71:eme of the Pentateuch (Journal

for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 10), Sheffield: JSOT Press
1978,32ff.
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followed by the name of a person, is a leitmotiv in the book of Genesis
and its function according to many exegetes is to structure the book: The
word nlbln, which is derived  from  the  verb 75' ('give birth to', 'bring
forth', 'bear') as such 'refers to that which is born or produced. The
expression "These are the generations of' points to the progenitor and the
progeny'.2

When considering the occurrences of this formula we see that it is
found ten times in the book of Genesis: In Gen. 2:4 it points to the
creation of the heaven and the earth,4 whereas the occurrences in 5:1; 6:9
and 10:1 regard the descendants of Adam and Noah; in short, they are
concerned with humankind in general. Not until 11:10 is the scope
narrowed and does the progeny of Noah's son Shem become the focus of

' Cf. for example P. Weimar, "Die Toledot-Formel in der priesterschriftlichen
Geschichtsdarstellung, Biblische Zeitschrijt 18 (1974) 65-93; S. Tengstrom, Die
Toledotformel und die literarische Struktur der priesterlichen Erweiterungsschicht
im Pentateuch (Coniectanea Biblica. Old Testament Series 17), Lund: CWK
Gleerup 1981; E. Blum, Die Komposition der Vtitergeschichte (Wissenschaftliche
Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament 57), Neukirchen-Vluyn:
Neukichener Verlag 1984, 432-446; Th.L. Thompson, The Origin Tradition of
Ancient  Israel.  L  The  Literary  Formation of Genesis  and  Exodus  1 -23  (Journal for
the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 55), Sheffield: JSOT Press

1987, 167-172; B. Dicou, Edom, Israel's Brother and Antagonist. The Role of
Edom in Biblical Prophecy and Story (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
Supplement Series 169), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1994, 126-129; D.
Carr, "B(BAoq yevifoswi Revisited: A Synchronic Analysis of Patterns in Genesis
as Part of the Toi:ah (Part Oney'. Zeitschrift jiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft
110(1998) 159-172.
2 NIDOTIE II, 459 (s.v. 15·). Cf. Weimar, "Die Toledot-Formel", 80, who trans-
lates 'Zeugungen, Nachkommen, Stammbaum'.
3 The expression r117511;·15*0) is found ten times in Gen. 2:4; 6:9; 10:1; 11:10.27;
25.12.19;  36:1.9; 37:2. Outside Genesis  it is encountered  only  once:  Num.  3:1.
Besides, in Gen. 5:1 we find the 710  MT  07*  nibirl, 'this is the book of the
generations of Adam'.
4 Sed contra B.S. Childs (Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture,
Philadelphia: Fortress Press  1979,145), who comments: the formula of 2:4 'serves
as a superscription to the account which follows and can, under no circumstances,
either be shifted  to a position preceding  1.1, or treated as a subscription to  1.1-
2.4a'. E. van Wolde, however, has convincingly shown that 2:4a most certainly
belongs to the preceding section, cf. 'The Text as an Eloquent Guide: Rhetorical,
linguistic and literary features in Genesis 1", in: L.J. de Regt, J. de Waard and J.P.
Fokkelman (eds.), Literary Structure and Rhetorical Strategies in the Hebrew
Bible, Assen: Van Gorcum / Eisenbrauns 1996, 134-151.
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the narrator. The toledot of Shem -which consist of a long list of Shem's
descendants- are found immediately after the story of the dispersion
(11:1-9). They are a partly repetition of the table of nations in Genesis  10:
the toledot of the sons of Noah, which together with  11: 10-26 encloses the
story of the dispersion of humankind over the face of the earth.

From   11: 10 onwards, there appears  to  be an alternation  of a  list  of
descendants on the one hand and a sequence of stories on the other. At the
end of Shem's list we come across people who will return in the following
section: Terah is already mentioned, as are Abram, Nahor and Haran, his
three sons (11:27). After this list, the stories of the toledot of Terah
commence (11:27-25:11 - something similar was the case earlier on in
Genesis: where Noah is mentioned in 5:29-32 and 6:8, whereas his tole(lot
do not begin until 6:9).

In a few verses the narrator tells about Terah's family: his son Haran
dies in Ur, in the land of the Chaldees; Abram and Nahor take wives for
themselves, after which Terah, together with Abram, Abram's wife Sarai
and Lot, son of Haran, departs from Ur and goes on his way to the land of
Canaan. However, they do not reach this land, but stay in Haran in which
land Terah dies at the respectable age of 205 years (11:27-32). The
subsequent stories deal with Abram's (Abraham's) and Sarai's (Sarah's)
experiences and the birth of their son Isaac. One of the motives in this
string of tales is the famine in Gen. 12:10-20, which will recur later in the
toledot sections  of Isaac  and Jacob  as  well  (26: 1-6;  42: 1-47:26):  during
each famine the patriarch leaves the promised land, and starts a journey,
otherwise the toledot will terminate. Interestingly in all three famines
Egypt plays an important  role: in Genesis 12 Abram  goes to Egypt;  in
Genesis 26 God urges Isaac not to go to Egypt (he then goes to Gerar),
whereas in Genesis 46 Jacob goes to Egypt with God on his  side ('I will
go down  with  you to Egypt'; 46:4). In Egypt Abram and Sarai, and also
Jacob and his sons can face the famine: Israel seems to owe its life to
Egypt, which implies that here Egypt is depicted in a rather positive way.

Near the end of this toledot section the reader is told of Abraham's
death, and his burial by Isaac and Ishmael. Together they bury their father
in the cave of Machpelah, in the field of Ephron the son of Zohar the
Hittite, which is before Mamre. After Abraham' s departure God blesses
Isaac, who subsequently goes to dwell by the well Lahairoi (25:7-11).
This story is followed by the list of the descendants of Ishmael,
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Abraham's firstborn - whose history the narrator does not elaborate upon
(25:12-18).'

We encounter a quite similar account towards the end of the toledot of
Isaac (25:19-35:29) - in which Jacob is the main character. In 35:27-29
Isaac dies and is buried by his sons Esau and Jacob. Here the narrator does
not state that Isaac is buried in the cave of Machpelah. However, in
Jacob' s farewell speech Isaac appears  to have found his resting grounds
in Ephron's field as well (49:31). After the report on the death of the
second patriarch,2 we get a short narrative about Esau in which an
announcement of Esau's place of residence is made: Esau goes to live in
the mountains of Seir (36:1-8). The mentioning of Jacob's abode in 37:1
functions to contrast the brothers' dwelling places: one of them is living
in Canaan, the other is not. This contrast is further strengthened by the
catalogue of Esau's descendants in 36:9-43: On the one hand this list
seems to interrupt the narrative about Esau's and Jacob's abodes (36:1-8;
37:1), whereas on the other hand in the entire narrative it seems to connect
the burial scene of Isaac (by both brothers) and the story of Genesis 37-50.
Blum observes that both in the toledot-sections of Ishmael and Esau the
dwelling places of the Ishmaelites and Edomites are mentioned, which
implies that the descendants of the sons on whose history the narrator does

' Blum also draws attention to the fact that the toledot of Ishmael also end with a
passing away; only in the toledot of Esau the mentioning of Esau's death is absent
(Blum, Die Komposition der Vatergeschichte, 433-434). Blum, however, only
regards the toledot in the Vatergeschichte, he starts his analysis in Gen. 11:27.
2 When Esau and Jacob were bom Isaac was 60 years of age (25:26), he dies at the
age of 180 (35:28). Consequently, at that time Jacob is 120 years old. When Jacob
passes away he is 147 years old - he has then lived in Egypt for seventeen years
(47:28). The time span between Joseph's sale and Jacob's coming to Egypt is 22
years (for details: see next chapter). Therefore, at the beginning of Genesis 37
Jacob is 108 years old, which implies that the death and burial of Isaac chronolog-
ically took place after the events of Genesis 37, even though its account precedes
Genesis 37.  Also cf. Redford. A Study  of the  Biblical  Story  of Joseph (Genesis 37-
50) (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 20), Leiden: Brill 1970, 23, n. 2 and M.
Sternberg, 'Time and Space in Biblical (Hi)story Telling: The Grand Chronology",
in: R.M. Schwarz (ed.), The Book and the Text. The Bible and Literary Theory,
Oxford: Basil Blackwell 1990, 81-145, here 117.
3 The mentioning of Esau in this list is the last time we hear about him in the Torah,
Deuteronomy 2, in wich 'the children of Esau' are mentioned, excepted.
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not focus, find themselves outside the land of Canaan: The sons who are
blessed remain to live within the land of Canaan.

Then, finally, in 37:2 Jacob's toledot take a start, and again -when we
move towards the end of this toledot section- we come accross a death
and burial scene: after having blessed his sons Jacob passes away and is
buried in Canaan, in the cave of Machpelah, in the field of Ephron, which
is  before Mamre (49:26-50: 14).  In this section, like the previous toledot
sections, the main actor is not the person whose toledot are told - although
Jacob does indeed play an important part in the reported events.

The way in which the narrator reports the death-scenes of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob is quite similar: and the patriarch breathed his last (1771'7), and
died (rID'l - in Jacob's case the fact that he actually died is not reported,
cf. 49:33), and was gathered to his people (roP  AN 90*7).2 Remarkably
there is no report on the death and burial of Esau, whereas before, in Gen.
25:17, the death of Ishmael was narrated - yet, in the latter case the burial
place was not mentioned.

Although the narrative toledot sections bear some likeness (Gen.  36: 1-
8 excepted), they are nevertheless quite distinct. This not only holds true
for the contents of the stories, but also for an element that is central to the
stories, viz. the birth of the protagonists. So, there is no mention of the
birth of the main character of the toledot of Terah:  Abraham just happens
to be there (11:27, cf. 11:26). Abraham's sons, however, are born during
Terah's toledot (16:15; 21:2-3). During the toledot of Isaac, both Esau and
Jacob and Jacob' s thirteen children are being  born.  It is clear  then,  that
even before the toledot of Jacob begin, all the characters that predominate
Genesis from chapter 34 onwards are present. Nevertheless, Jacob's
toledot do show three episodes in which children are born: 38:3-5.27-30
and 41:50-52. Only the two whose births are recounted the last -Ephraim
and Manasseh- will be back on the stage once more (Genesis 48).
Considering these observations we can draw the following schema of the
toledot-formulae's according to its distribution in Genesis.3

' Cf. Blum, Die Komposition der Vatergeschichte, 431.
2 In 25:17 the same formula is used when Ishmael dies: 1'1011 5* 90*'7 nn'i 1171'7.
This is actually the shortest form; in the cases of Abraham and Isaac it is told that
they died in great age; also are their names inserted (cf. 25:8 and 35:29).
3 It should be noted, however, that the toledot-formulae prior to 11:10 shows some
differences compared to those starting in  11:10.  In  10:1  we see the toledot of the
sons of Noah, i.e. the toledot of three people (in stead of one as in  11:10 onwards).
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Title Contents Place

1:1-4:26 toledot of heaven & earth  creation of heaven & earth heaven & earth'
5:1-6:9 seper totedot of Adam list of Adam's descendants earth

6:10-9:29 toledot ofNoah narrative of Noah and the flood    earth

10:1-11:9 toledot of Noah's sons list of lands and peoples earth
11: 10-26 toledot of Shem list of Shem's descendants the east
11:27-25:11 toledot of Terah narrative of the sons of Terah Ur - Haran -

Canaan
25:12-18 toledot of Ishmael list of Ishmael's descendants east of Egypt

25:19-35:29 toledot of Isaac narrative of the sons of Isaac Canaan - Haran

- Canaan
36:1-8 toledot of Esau short narrative about Esau inside Canaan

36:9-37:1 toledot of Esau list of Esau's descendants outside Canaan

37:2-50:26 toledot of Jacob narrative about the sons of Jacob Canaan - Egypt
- Canaan

From this schema  we can infer  that  as the story proceeds the narrator' s
focus gradually shifts from a broad range to a small area of land. Starting
from 'heaven and earth' (1:1), the scope is narrowed to the entire earth (cf.
1:28; 11:1.9) and finally to the land of Canaan, the land given to Abraham
as an everlasting possession (17:8) - some of his seed will remain in the
land, whereas others will take other regions as their abodes. The seed
remaining in the land is always illustrated by the burial of the patriarch in
the promised land (Abraham in 25:9; Isaac in 35:29 and Jacob/Israel in
50:13).2

In 6:9 the toledot are Noah's, and in the following narrative Noah is the main
character - which is also different from the toledot of  11: 10 and the following.
Also, in 5:1 the expression differs from the other toledot-formulae. The totedot
mentioned in 2:4a do not fit into the pattern described above: they conclude the
preceding section  1: 1-2:4a: the toledot of the heaven and the earth as they were
created.
' In a way  1:1-2:48 are the introduction to 2:4b-4:26, since in  1: 1-2:4a there are no
human protagonists - these only occur in the second creation story. In  1: 1-2:4a the
story of the heaven and the earth is told; God (crnb*, a plural) appears to be both
father and mother (cf. 1:27: 'in his own image... male and female') of the heaven
and the earth, he not only makes them, but also names several of the things created:
God calls the light 'day' and the dark 'night'; God calls the firmament 'heaven', the
dry 'land' and the waters 'sea'; just like Eve calls her third son Seth, Abram calls
his sons Ishmael and Isaac, and Leah and Rachel give their children their names.

2 The book of Genesis is continued in Exodus which starts with a list of names. This

list, however, is not in the form of a toledot-formula, but by means of the
announcement 5NniD' '11  111100 TIAN, 'these are the names of the sons/children of

Israel' (1:la; cf. Gen. 46:8a). The next toledot-formula is in Num. 3: 1.
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Regarding  the main characters  we may conclude  that  in a person' s
toledot (between 11:10 and 50:26; Noah's toledot are the exception to the
rule) it is either his  son or his sons that are the main characters. In Terah' s
the main character is Abra(ha)m, in Isaac's these are Esau and Jacob, and
in Jacob's his twelve sons play the leading parts, despite Jacob's
prominent presence in the section of his toleolot.' His actions are not only
decisive (think of Jacob' s preference of Joseph  and his orders  to  his  sons
to travel to Egypt),  but he is also very  much  'the  man in charge'; e.g.  in
the final chapters (47-49) where he is speaking to Pharaoh and blessing
him (47:5-10) and commanding and blessing Joseph and his sons Ephraim
and Manasseh (48) and all his sons (49). Moreover, it is Jacob to whom
God is speaking in Gen. 46:1-4 and whose funeral is told in the former
half of the last chapter. Consequently, considering these observations one
might conclude that with regard to and on the basis of the toledot-
structuring there is no such thing as 'the Joseph story' in the book of
Genesis. The only appropriate name for chapters 37-50 is, like the Bible
states, the toledot of Jacob. Perhaps we should rather think of the
embeddedness of one toledot-section in another rather than of success-
ivity:

37:2-: totedot of Jacob Canaan - Egypt - Canaan
1

1

25:19-37:1: toledot of Isaac Canaan - Haran - Canaan

(incl. 36:1-37:1: toledot of Esau outside Canaan)
1

1

11:27-25:18: toledot of Terah Ur - Haran - Canaan
(incl. 25.12-18: toledot of Ishrnael outside Canaan)

1
1

11:10-26: toledot of Shem east
1

1

10: 1- 11:9: toledot of the sons of Noah earth
1

1

6:9-9:29: toledot of Noah earth
1

1

5:1-6:8 seper toledot of Adam earth
1

1

Gen.  1:1-4:26: toledot of heaven and earth heaven and earth
1

1

1 However, one should be aware of the fact that both Terah's and Isaac's roles
cannot be ignored: it is Terah who intends to go to Canaan (to which God appears
to agree in  12:1-5) and Isaac (unknowingly) blesses Jacob in stead of Esau. Cf. M.
Fishbane, "Composition and Structure in the Jacob Cycle (Gen. 25:19-35:22)",
Journal of Jewish Studies 26 (1975) 15-38, here 23, n. 36.
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§ 2 JACOB'S OFFSPRING

In Gen. 29:31-30:24 and 35:16-18 -even before the actual toledot of Jacob

begin (in 37:2)- we read about the births of Jacob's offspring. Both his
wives Leah and Rachel and their maids Bilhah and Zilpah conceive of
him. Together they deliver thirteen children:

Leah: Reuben (1; 29:32) Issachar (9; 30:17)

Simeon (2; 29:33) Zebulun (10; 30:19)
Levi (3; 29: 34) Dinah (11; 30:21)'
Judah (4; 29: 35)

Bilhah: Dan (5; 30:5)
Naphtali (6; 30:7)

Zilpah: Gad (7; 30:10)
Asher (8; 30:12)

Rachel: Joseph (12; 30:23)
Benjamin (13; 35:18)2

In this order of births the story is told, although this need not be the
chronological order - cf. the note in the previous section on the death and
burial of Isaac, which is told before Genesis 37, but must definitely have
happened at a later date  than the events told there.  In  Gen.  29:31  the  tale
of the births has its beginning:  'And yHWH saw that Leah was hated, he
opened  her  womb'. Such statement about YHWH's involvement  in  the
conception and birth  of the children is repeated twice,  viz.  in  30: 17  ('and
YHWH heeded Leah and she conceived and bore ...'), and in 30:22 ('Then
God remembered Rachel, and God heeded her and opened her womb'),

' It is rather curious to find that Dinah is often neglected and left out of overviews
of Jacob's children, see for instance T.J. Prewitt, The Elusive Covenant. A Struc-
tural-Semiotic Reading of Genesis (Advances in Semiotics), Bloomington and
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press 1990,45 and 47; and S.D. Kunin, 77:e Logic
of Incest. A Structuratist Analysis of Hebrew Mythology (Journal for the Study of
the Old Testament Supplement Series 185), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press

1995,142.

2 It is remarkable that several conceptions are not mentioned: these are Gad's,
Asher's (the sons of Leah), Dinah's (Leah's daughter) and Benjamin's (Rachel's
second son). Whenever in the above list a child is on its way the Hebrew says: -1;Inl

75ni..., 'she conceived ... and she bore'. Moreover, only Dinah's birth is not told

by way of a wayyiqtol (30:21 reads: no ;175' inNi, 'afterwards she has also born
a daughter'). It is also remarkable that every newborn's name is explained except

Dinah's. On Benjamin (and Dinah) I will return later.
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which means that both Leah's and Rachel's children 'are products of
divine fruitfulness'.'

The chapters following Genesis 29 and 30 do tell us a few things about
the list of thirteen. Below we will have a closer look at some of Jacob's
descendants, because not all thirteen appear on stage, even though their
births are mentioned explicitly. We will see that apart from Leah's and
Jacob's daughter Dinah three of their sons are singled out, and that their
(i.e. the sons') actions are not what one would consider favourable.

The first to encounter after his birth is Reuben. In 30:14-15 he goes
into the fields and happens to find 0'1271-1, dud(tim (often translated as
'mandrakes') and takes those to his mother, who on her turn passes them
on to Rachel  and in the bargain receives Jacob' s nightly services,  but not
after  Leah and Rachel  have  had an argument  (30: 15). Because  of  its
resemblance with 111, 'beloved one' these dudafm may have acquired the
connotation of Liebesapfel as Westermann names them: Indeed, the fruit
makes Leah fruitful again: with it she has hired (730) Jacob to sleep with
her, and so she becomes pregnant (30:16). It is therefore not surprising
that she names her newborn son -IJURD' (Issachar). In other words, by way
of the finding of the dudaim Reuben provides both his mother and father
with another son:

In a second appearance Reuben may have tried to do likewise, although
the son would biologically have been his. In 35:22 the reader is told that
in the time when Jacob was dwelling in the land of Migdal Eder Reuben
went to lie with Bilhah, his father' s concubine.  And his father hears about
this, but he does not take any actions against his son (at least not until
49:3-4; (fthose verses refer to 35:22). No offspring come of this affair. In
short, Reuben seems to have a special talent to disturb family matters. In
30:14-16 it is because of his finding the dudafm that Rachel and Leah
have their first and only (reported) quarrel, and in 35:22 Reuben insults

i Kunin, The Logic  of Incest, 122. Kunin also draws attention to the fact that God's
role is also emphasized in the namegiving of the children (122-123). However, this
does not happen all the time, in the namegiving of Levi, Gad, Asher, Issachar,
Dinah and Benjamin God is not present in the explanation of the names.
2 C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36,2. Teilband (Biblischer Kommentar Altes Testa-
ment, Band I/2), Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag 1981,580.
3 Cf. 'Mandrakes were a plant that resemble the male sexual organ, thus a son
giving them to his mother may represent incest between the two' (Kunin, 77:e Logic
of Incest, 124),
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his father by sleeping with Bilhah. In the next chapters we will return to
Reuben and look at his role in Genesis 37-50.

The second son to be explicitly mentioned is Joseph whose birth previous-
ly  concluded the register of births in Genesis  30.1  It is not until the birth
of Joseph that Jacob takes leave of his family-in-law in Paddan-aram and
departs for the land of Canaan.2 When in Genesis 33 Jacob is going to
meet his brother Esau, he divides his children among Rachel, Leah and the
two maids: the maids and their sons are put in the front, then follow Leah
and her children, and last come Rachel and Joseph (33:2). After the
brothers' reunion the maids and their sons step forward and bow down
before Esau, as do Leah and her children. Finally, also Joseph and Rachel

draw near and bow down (33:7). The order is reversed compared to 33:2.
It is rather remarkable that Joseph is mentioned before his mother,
whereas in the other cases the mothers are mentioned first. By way of the
order in which Rachel and Joseph are being depicted in Genesis 33 Joseph
already seems to have acquired a special position within Jacob's family.

Dinah is the next of Jacob's offspring to play a small yet significant role.
A short tale is devoted to Leah's daughter in Genesis 34. Only once more
does the reader meet her: in Gen. 46:15: In this tale of Genesis 34 Dinah

goes out to see the daughters of the land of Canaan, where Jacob and his
family have settled in the vicinity of Shechem (34:1; cf. 33:18). Apart
from the town that is called Shechem, there is the son of Hamor who is
also named Shechem. Of this Shechem the narrator tells that 'he saw her,
he took her, he lay with and he raped her' (33:2) - as most translations
state. Although I will not pursue the question of rape any further, I must
say that I subscribe to Lyn Bechtel's view that the translation 'rape' may
evoke something else than Hebrewil]P indicates - she translates the verb

as  'humiliate' ;4  the verb  form il]171' is derived from the  verb il ]17°,  'rape,

' Cf. S. Lehming, "Zur Erzahlung von der Geburt der Jakobsohne", Vetus Testa-

menmm 13 (1963) 74-81, esp. 79.
2 Cf. the special construction of 30:25: :173)' -lioN'1 907-rIN brin;175' -IWED  'AV

175-5*, 'and it was when Rachel had delivered Joseph that Jacob said to Laban...'.
3 Although she is not present in the list of Gen. 35:23-26, Dinah is mentioned in the
list of Jacob's children who enter into Egypt (46:8-27).
4 L.M. Bechtel, "What if Dinah is not Raped (Genesis 34)?", Journal for the Study

of the Old Testament 62 (1994) 19-36, here 24.
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humiliate'.' The suggestion of 'rape' is often made on the basis of 'take'
(1175) preceding  ]11. However, to 'take' a wife is a common expression
in the Bible, and there is no violence expressed (cf. 34:9.16; 38:2).
Comparing Genesis 34 to texts in which 'rape' is the central theme (Deut.
22:25-27 and 2 Sam. 13:11-14) Bechtel concludes: 'Without a similar
association of force  in  v. 2, there  is no indication  of rape in Shechem' s
"taking" (lqh) of Dinah.' And she continues: 'Then, the text goes on to
emphasize Shechem's bonding (dbq) with her, his love ('hb) for her and
his speaking to her heart'.2

Bechtel's point that Dinah is not raped is even stronger. When looking
at Deut. 22:23-24 and Deut. 22:28-29 we can ascertain that in the first of
both texts both the (young) woman and the man approve of their act: the
man lies with the woman, who does not cry for help. The order of the
verbs involved is to lie down (DDID) followed by humiliate (il]17). 'Note
that in this case the word 'nh follows skb, which seems to be the case
when rape is not involved'.3 This same order we find in Deut. 22:27-29,
although the lying down is preceded by the male taking (ilIDE)) the maiden.
If they are caught the man is forced to marry the girl.4 The same seems to
be the case in Genesis 34, although Shechem is not forced to marry Dinah,
and the verb for 'take' is not ilIDD, but npb. Also in Gen. 34:2 the order
of the verbs for 'lying' and 'humiliating'  is the same as in both texts from
Deuteronomy: Shechem is lying with Dinah and humiliates her. As for the
Deuteronomy-text in which we encounter a rape, we discern the verbs pril
('overpower') and ODUj, the verbil]P is nowhere to be found. In 2 Samuel
13, where there is a rape indeed, the reversed order is used: Amnon
humiliates Tamar and lies with her, moreover: before this he also over-
powers (prn) her:

' The verb form in Gen. 34:2 is apiel; the verbs 71]111 ('answer, reply') and;1]17'  ('be
occupied, worried') are not attested in the piel conjugation. M]Pn has 'a range of
meanings that covers both the positive and negative aspects of several Eng. words,
namely, humble, oppress, and afflict' (NIDOTI'E III, 450), and is mostly found in
the piel (twothirds of approximately eighty occurrences).
2 Bechtel, "What if Dinah is not Raped", 28.
1 Bechtel, "What if Dinah is not Raped", 25.
46There is voluntary sexual intercourse between two unbonded people' (Bechtel,
"What if Dinah is not Raped", 25).
5 Cf. Bechtel, "What if Dinah is not Raped", 26). One could consequently ask
whether the notion of 'rape' is intrinsic to the verb ;1]17, or whether it is inherent in
the verb succeeding 71]11 in 2 Sam. 13:14: ODUI ('lie'), a verb which, according to
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If we have a closer look at the instances in Genesis where the verb;1]11

is used, it becomes clear that also on that basis there is no indication to
ascribe the notion of'rape' to the verb's occurrence in 34:2. We can hard-
ly assume that Sarai raped Hagar in 16:6 (il]llnl), or that the messenger

of YHWH wanted her to be raped by her mistress (16:9; ']Pnill); likewise
Abram' s  seed  will be oppressed or humiliated  for four hundred years  in

a foreign land (15:13; 11111) and Laban urges Jacob not to humiliate Leah
and Rachel and take (ripb!) other women (31:50; il]1111-ON).

Apart from the fact that Dinah is not being raped, another element

concerning Dinah is of importance, as Bechtel indicates. In her article she
draws attention to Dinah's 'going out' (Nxill, 34:1).' In 34:6 Hamor goes

forth  as  well  -  'on a diplomatic mission  to  talk to Jacob'. In Genesis  34

the verb 'going forth' (NX') might indicate the crossing of a boundary:

'When Dinah goes forth to see, to get acquainted with, the daughters of
the land, she exits and crosses her group/tribal boundary. (...) Dinah is
both a figure who "goes forth" and crosses her group boundaries and a
marginal figure who engages in sexual activity outside the group'.2 In this

perspective she prefigures the roles of Judah and Joseph who will both
marry a woman outside their group (Genesis 38 and 41).3

After Shechem has expressed his love for Dinah, Hamor his father
goes to Jacob  to ask whether Dinah  can  be  his  son' s  wife and whether
they can arrange the marriage: 'And Hamor communed with them, saying:

"The soul of my son Shechem longs for your daughter; I pray you give her
him in marriage. Make marriages with us; give your daughters to us, and
take our daughters for yourselves and live in our land ..."' (34:8-10).

However, and here do the next sons of Jacob enter the scene, Simeon and
Levi are firmly opposed to this marriage, as appears from the final verses

Bechtel, 'is often used as a euphemism for sexual intercourse' ("What if Dinah is
not Raped", 23); the verse then ought to be translated: 'he humiliated her and raped

her'. In Gen. 34:2 it is the other way around:  'he lay down with her and humiliated
her'.  Here the humiliation  is the result of their sleeping together, whereas  in  2

Samuel 13 Tamar is humiliated by being raped.
1

NXIll  may  have a sexual connotation, cf. Leah's going out (NPill)  in  30: 16,  of
which Issachar's birth is the result.
2 Bechtel. "What if Dinah is not Raped", 32.
3 However, are not all Jacob's sons doomed to marry 'outside' their clan? After all,
there are no other 'Israelites' whatsoever.
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of Genesis 34 where they not only kill Hamor and his son, but also the
entire city in which Hamor's people live. Jacob strongly dissaproves of his
sons' behaviour: 'You have brought trouble on me by making me odious
to the inhabitants of the land, the Canaanites and the Perizzites; my
numbers are few, and if they gather themselves against me and attack me,
I shall be destroyed, both I and my household' (34:30). To which Simeon
and Levi respond: 'Should our sister be treated like a whore?' (34:31).'

Their reaction ought to be distinguished from the sons' collective
opinion that was expressed before in v. 7: 'When they heard of it [i.e. of
the fact that Shechem had slept with Dinah], the men were indignant and
very angry, because he had committed an outrage in Israel by lying with
Jacob' s daughter,  for such a thing ought not to  be done'  - also compare
the way the narrator informs the reader of Jacob's perception of what had
happened, v. 5: 'Now Jacob heard that Shechem had defiled (NOD, piel)
his daughter Dinah'. Fortunately, there  is  a way  to undo this outrage,  as
the sons make clear in vv. 14-17, (even though they speak with deceit,
;110-1107, as the narrator states, v. 13): 'We cannot do this thing, to give our
sister to one who is uncircumcised, for that would be a disgrace to us.
Only on this condition will we consent to you: that you will become as we
are and every male among you be circumcised. Then we will give our
daughters to you, and we will take your daughters for ourselves, and we
will live among you and become one people.  But if you  will not listen to
us and be circumcised, then we will take our daughter (sic) and be gone.'
So, despite their initial disagreement on the marriage between their sister
and Shechem, at the end of the day - after their condition is granted - the
brothers have to agree, since Hamor and Shechem accept the proposal (v.
18). The brothers, however, were speaking with deceit (v. 13),2 they were
having a hidden agenda. In Bechtel's view the 'requirement of circum-

' The Hebrew word that is used is a participle of the verb ;117 (qal), which
according to HAL (I, 264) is to mean 'buhlen,  sich m.e. anderen Mann anlassen';
DCH (III, 121) comments: 'be or act as a prostitute' or 'fornicate' and BDB (275)
state: 'commit fornication' and 'be a harlot'. One could ask, however, who did treat
or is treating Dinah like a whore? Moreover, what does;1]T ('whore') in this context
actually mean? An answer to these questions will not be pursued here, they may be
the subject of another study.
2 •••Deceit" frames the whole of the brothers' speech, so that the reader is unable
confidently to posit sincerity in any of it, whether in the specific proposal or in its
ostensible socioreligious motivation', write D.N. Fewel and D.M. Gunn ("Tipping
the Balance: Sternberg's Reader and the Rape of Dinah", Journal of Biblical Liter-
ature 110 (1991) 193-211, here 202).
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cision is only a clever pretext to render the Shechernites defenseless, so
they can take revenge for the shame of the pollution of their group. They
are "saving face"'.' According to the narrator Jacob's sons (so including
Joseph) had the vile intention to get rid of Hamor and his people. All
brothers turn out to be frauds. Two of them, Simeon and Levi, act as
angels of death   and slay Hamor' s  clan. The brothers, and especially
Simeon and Levi, present themselves as rather unreliable and violent.
They are men who do not keep their word, and who act against their
father's wishes and risk the welfare of the family by their rash actions
(34:30).

The last of Jacob's sons to be mentioned here is Benjamin. His birth that
is recounted in Gen. 35:16-19 causes his mother's death: 'when they were
still some distance from Ephrath, Rachel was in childbirth, and she had
hard labour ... and her soul was departing ... So Rachel died, and she was
buried on  the way to Ephrath'. Benjamin is singled out compared  to his
brothers and sister in three respects. Whereas the births of the others are
all told in Genesis 29 and 30, Benjamin's is not told until chapter 35:
This suggests that there is quite a lapse of time between the births of the
twelve and Benjamin - this might implicate that Rachel's death in
childbirth is caused by her old age. A second respect in which there is a
difference between Benjamin and the other of Jacob's children is that
Benjamin is the only one who is born in the land promised to Abraham.3
His sister and brothers are all born in Paddan-aram, during Jacob's service
to Laban.

The third element in which Benjamin is treated differently compared
to his brethren is that the others are all named by their mothers, and in all
cases (Dinah excepted) an explanation for their names is given, e.g. 30:24
where Rachel names her son Joseph (701') saying: 'May YHWH add (90')
to me another son!' (which happens in 35:17).4 Before she breathes her
last Rachel names her newborn Benoni, 'but his father named him Ben-

i Bechtel, "What if Dinah is not Raped", 33.
2 For an historical explanation for the rather isolated account of Benjamin's birth
compared to the birth of the other children of Israel, cf. the interesting 'The Birth
of Benjamin", Journal of Biblical Literature 15 (1956) 195-201,by James Muilen-
berg.

3 As is correctly noted by Prewitt, The Elusive Covenant, 44.
4 Joseph's name might also be linked to 30:23, where Rachel says: 'God has taken
away (9ON) my disgrace'.
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jamin' (35:18). So this is the exception that breaks the rule now that Jacob
names one of his children.

Besides, no explanation for the name (or names) is given. 'Oni' (in
Benoni; ']1*-13) may have anything to do with the noun 11N ('generative
power', 'sexual virility', 'physical strength' - this word is used in 49:3
with regard to Reuben'), but generally it is said to be derived from M ]N

('lament'):  'The nom.  'onf is found as part of the name Rachel gives her
son as she dies in childbirth (Gen. 35:18). This name contrasts neatly with
bin-yani  (son of good fortune)'.2 There is, however, no reason to exclude
the  meaning  'son  of my strength',  or  'son  of my vigor'. Consequently
Benoni could both mean  'son of my sorrow'  and  'son of my 'vigor'. If one
would choose  for the first option ('sorrow'), the namegiving probably
refers to Rachel' s suffering while giving birth to her son, but if one opts
for the second meaning ('vigor'), Rachel could be hinting at her own fruit-
fulness by bearing a second son, hereby playing along with the midwife's
words in 33:17: 'Do not be afraid, for now you will have another son'.3

Jacob, however, does not grant his wife's last wish to name her son
Benoni, in stead he names him Benjamin, which literally translated means
"son of the south" or "son of the right (hand)", which 'auch »Gluckskind«
bedeuten kann'.4 The reason why Jacob did call his son "Benjamin" is not
entirely clear (I do not presume him to be happy about Rachel's passing),

however, Speiser's explanation that Benjamin is the 'one on whom the
father expects to count heavily for support and comfort; or alternatively,
one who promises good fortune, a propitious turn of events,5 is reason-

able, although not satisfactory. Later on in Genesis 43 (and in 42:38 as
well) when Jacob is about to send his sons to Egypt a second time, the

' The construction ']llt-11 resembles Jacob's '],N rl'WRn, 'first of my strength'

in 49:3; in both occurrences ']lit has the same vocalization. Three more times in
Genesis do we come across the word 17*: 41:45.50 and 46:20: Joseph is married
to Asenath, daughter of Potiphera, a priest of On (written as lN or 11N, by which
is meant the city of Heliopolis).
2 NIDOTTE I, 452, cf. DCH I, 333 and HAL I, 22.
3 According to Speiser the orthography supports the meaning "son of my vigor", but
'the context, however, favors (at least symbolically) "misfortune, suffering" (from
a different root), and this interpretation is preferred by tradition (cf. Hos ix 4); it has
furthermore good extra-biblical parallels' (Genesis (The Anchor Bible), Garden
City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1964, 274). Contrary to Speiser I
think the context supports both meanings of']1N.
4 Westermann, Genesis, 2. Teilband, 676.
5

speiser, Genesis, 214.
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name chosen for Benjamin by his mother (i.e. Benoni in the sense of 'son
of my sorrow') appears to be more appropriate, because sending Benjamin
to Egypt does cause Jacob great sorrow indeed (43:14; cf. also 44:30-34
in Judah's speech). Something similar can be said about the brothers'
second stay in Egypt, where Benjamin because of Joseph's false accusa-
tion of having stolen the cup, causes his brothers a lot of distress (44: 12-
13). So, on closer inspection Benjamin never seems to live up to this
name, except perhaps in 45:22 where Benjamin receives three hundred
shekels of silver and five sets of clothes, whereas his brothers only get one
set of clothes and receive no money whatsoever.'

Just before the section on the toledot of Esau (Genesis 36) and the passing
of Isaac (Gen. 35:27-29) the narrator presents a list of all Jacob's male
descendants: 'And the sons of Jacob were twelve. The sons of Leah:
Reuben (Jacob's firstborn), Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun.
The sons of Rachel: Joseph and Benjamin. The sons of Bilhah, Rachel's
maid: Dan and Naphtali. The sons of Zilpah, Leah's maid: Gad and Asher.
These were the sons of Jacob who were born to him in Paddan-aram (Gen.
35:22g-26). As observed above, the narrator's final statement is not
entirely correct, since Benjamin was born in Canaan.

Above we have seen that three of Jacob's sons (Reuben, Simeon and
Levi - incidentally his three eldest sons) did act without taking the family
relations into account: Reuben has slept   with his father' s concubine
Bilhah (Rachel's maid) immediately after Rachel's death,2 and Simeon
and Levi did not only jeopardize the family's sojourning in Canaan, but
they also deprived their sister of a husband (cf. Deut. 22:28-29).

Another thing to observe is Jacob's -to say the least- rather awkward
behaviour. He denies Rachel giving a name to her secondborn son, and in
stead chooses one himself which seems hardly appropriate. In the matter
of the dudabn he willingly follows Leah into her bed, whereas when he
hears that Reuben has stepped into his bed with his concubine, Jacob does
not do anything. And after the massacre committed by Simeon and Levi
he hardly rebukes them.

1 For some other possibilities on the meanings of both names 'Benoni' and
'Benjamin', cf. V.P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis.  Chapters 18-50 (The New
International Commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids, Michigan:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company 1995, 384-385.
z Some commentators interpret this act as a challenge to Jacob's authority (e.g.
N.M. Sarna, 77:e JPS Torah Commentary: Genesis - /7'2/R72 Philadelphia - New
York - Jerusalem: The Jewish Publication Society 5749/1989, 245).
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§  3 THE STRUCTURE OF   'ELLEH TOLEDOT YA 'AQOB' (GENESIS 37-50)
In this section I present a structure of Genesis 37-50. The proposal is
based both on syntactic markers and on considerations regarding content.
Below I will account for this proposal.1

Title 37:2a: These are the toledot of Jacob
Introduction 37:2b-38:30: One brother set apart
Unit I 39:1-41:45: Joseph from servant to second in command
Unit II 41:46-42:5: Seven years of plenty and the beginning of the famine
Unit III 42:6-38: The brothers' first journey to Egypt during the famine
Unit IV 43:1-44:2: The brothers' journey to Egypt in the second year of the

famine
Unit v 44:3-45:15: The brothers' reunion
Unit vi 45:16-47:12: Jacob to Egypt in the second year of the famine
Unit viI 47:13-50:26: Israel in Egypt2

Introduction: 37:2b-38:303
With regard to the position of chapters 37-38 within Genesis 37-50 I am
in agreement with Jan Fokkelman according to whom 'The stories that

1 Different structures which are based on considerations regarding content (not
syntactic observations) are proposed by G.W. Coats, From Canaan to Egypt.
Structural and Theological Context for the Joseph Story (The Catholic Biblical
Quarterly Monograph Series 4), Washington: The Catholic Biblical Association of
America 1976), 7-54 (cf. G.W. Coats, "Redactional Unity in Genesis 37-50",
Journal ofBiblical Literature 93 (1974) 15-21), and R. Longacre, Joseph. A Story
of Divine Providence. A Text Theoretical and Textlinguistic Analysis of Genesis  37
and 39-48, Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns 1989,21-41. Both, however, do not take all
chapters of 37-50 into account. Longacre regards the 'Joseph Story' as being part
of the toledot of Jacob.  As  the  subtitle  of Longacre' s  book  indicates  the Joseph
Story consists of Genesis 37 and 39-48, the peak event according to Longacre is to

be found in chapters 43-45, in which Joseph reveals himself to his brothers.
According to Coats, on the other hand, the Joseph Story consists of Gen. 37:1-
47:27 (excluding Genesis 38, of which he writes:  'It is, of course, clear that Gen 38
is not an intrinsic element in the Joseph Story'. From Canaan to Egypt. 8 note 3).
2 In Joseph and His Family. A Literary Study (Columbia: University of South
Carolina Press 1988), 32-67, W.L. Humphreys makes a seven-part division of
Genesis 37-50: I: 37:1-4; II: 37:5-36; III: 38-41; IV: 42:1-44:34; v: 45:1-15; VI:
45:16-50:21; VII: 50:22-26.
3 A structure in which Genesis 37 and 38 are taken together as well was proposed

by Th.L. Hettema in his monograph Reading for Good. Narrative Theology and
Ethics in the Joseph Story from the  Perspective  of Ricoeur's  Hermeneutics, Kam-
pen: Kok Pharos 1996, 169ff. On the basis of Paul Ricoeur's theories he dis-
tinguishes five acts: act I: 37-38; act II: 39-41:52; act HI: 41:53-45:28; act IV: 46:1-
47:31; act v: 48-50:26.
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together offer the overture of the narrative cycle on Joseph and his
brothers fill chapters 37 and 38 of the book of Genesis'.1

From Genesis 37:2b the focus is on Jacob's sons in general and on
Joseph in particular. The latter dreams two dreams that awaken the hatred
of his brothers, who on their turn try to act against their younger brother.
The chapter comes to an end in 37:36 when the narrator states that Joseph
is sold to Potiphar in Egypt.2

Genesis 38 opens with a structuring syntactic marker; a new textual
unit starts by means of a wayhi construction; it also has a new main
character, Judah. Nevertheless, the wayhi-clause is strongly connected to
the previous chapter because of the very construction it opens with: '61'1
Nlilil n173, 'and it happened in that time' (also cf. the definite article
attached to the pronoun). The narrator ventures into the life of Judah, who
in Genesis 37 also played a small yet significant part.3 Chapter 38 is
concluded by the story of the birth of Tamar's and Judah's two sons

' J.P. Fokkelman, "Genesis 37 and 38 at the Interface of Structural Analysis and
Hermeneutics", in L. de Regt, J. de Waard and J.P. Fokkelman (e(is.), Literary
Structure and Rhetorical Strategies in the Hebrew Bible, Assen: Van Gorcum -
Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1996, 152-187, here  152. B. Green ("What
Profit for Us?" Remembering the Story  ofJoseph, Lanham • New York • London:
University Press of America 1996), on the other hand, considers Genesis 38 and 39
to form a pair - these chapters both focus on a brother going down (Judah and
Joseph); moreover 'As has been suggested above, chapter 39, like 38, seems a
diversion in time and space from the forward moving action of the main Genesis
37-50 narrative' (70). This division is based on semantic grounds (also cf. the role
of the women, and the items used for identification) rather than syntax. Apart from
that, Joseph's descent has already been mentioned twice in Genesis 37.
2 Gen· 37:36 is a Mfx-qatal clause; however, as indicated in chapter two I consider
(w')x-qatal clauses a syntactic marker if x is the subject of the clause and if it
introduces a new element. In those cases it causes a division between textual units.
The x-element in 37:36 is rather problematic, the Hebrew says 0']lail, 'the
Medanites', whereas probably the Midianites (0']'10;1) from  v.  28 are referred to.
If the Medanites would be a new group, or a new element, the definite article
becomes problematic. More on this in the next chapter.
  According to Devora Steinmetz Judah probably takes leave of his brothers in 38:1
because he is not willing to remain with his violent brothers - Judah, after all, was
opposed to killing Joseph in chapter 37 (cf. Steinmetz, From Father to Son.
Kinship, Conflict and Continuity in Genesis (Literary Currents in Biblical Inter-
pretation), Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox Press 1991,45).
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(38:27-30: three wayhi clauses;1 the first of which alludes to the beginning
of 38: nnib Alll 'iT-1, 'and it happened at the time of her delivery'),
where we were told about several births. So, Genesis 38 both starts and
ends with births of Judah's children. All in all, we can see that the
syntactic organisation of Genesis 37 and 38 illustrates the tight connexion
between both chapters. Also it has become clear that the temporal frame
of both chapters are tightly connected. When at the end of Genesis 37 it
is narrated that Joseph is sold to Potiphar, Genesis 38 informs us that 'at
that time' Judah went away from his brothers.

Apart from the connexions that are established by syntax and the time
frame, there are several relations between Genesis 37 and 38 that can be
discerned. In both chapters someone is deceived by means of a garment
(Jacob in 37:32-33, and Judah in 38:15-16 respectively). There are verbal
repetitions as well: N]-7Dil ('pray, recognize') in 37:32 and 38:25;
(il)71'1 ('he recognized') in 37:33 and 38:25;2 and 'goat'/'kid from the
flock' (0'TP 7'7W/C]'TP '11) in 37:29 and 38:17.20 as Robert Alter indi-
cated in  The  Art  of Biblical  Narrative:

Besides the similarities mentioned by Alter we also come across the

verbs 90' ('add') in 37:5.8 and 38:5.26; ilaD ('cover') in 37:26 and
38:14.15; 711 ('tell') in 37:5 and 38:13 and NXD ('run into, find') in
37:15.32 and 38:20.22.23.4 One could also refer to the fact that in Genesis

' As is indicated before, in chapter two, I consider the verb form 'il'l as a text-
syntactic marker. Although it does not indicate a major text-division, it does have
a text-structuring function in helping to structure a larger textual unit.
2 These -together with nbui- were already recognized by U. Cassuto in "The Story
of Judah and Tamar" (written in 1929 in Hebrew) and which was posthumously
published in U. Cassuto, Biblical and Oriental Studies (Volume I: Bible),
Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University 1973, 29-40. Cassuto

explores the chronological order of the events described in Genesis 37-50:  'we are
compelled to conclude that, according to the author [i.e. of the biblical text, RP], all
the incidents related here occurred in the interval between the selling of Joseph and
the immigration of Jacob and his family into Egypt' (32).
3 R. Alter, The Art OfBiblical Narrative, New York: Basic Books 1981,10. Cf. also
E.M. Menn, Judah and Tamar (Genesis  38)  in Ancient  Jewish Exegesis.  Studies  in
Literary Form and Hermeneutics (Supplements to the Journal of the Study of
Judaism 51), Leiden • New York • Koln: Brill 1997, esp. 73-78.
4 There is also the root On] in 37:35 (hitpael: 'comfort') and 38:12 (qal: 'mourn'),
and the nouns 1NX ('sheep') in 37:2.12 and 38:12.13.17 and 113 ('clothes') in
37:29 and 38: 14.19. Perhaps it is a little too far-fetched to discern the consonants
05* both in the words ('Dbrt ('sheaves') in 37.7 and n %5* ('widow') in 38:11.19.
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37 Joseph is set apart from his brothers (cf. 37:13 where Jacob asks
Joseph: 'aren't your brothers tending the flock near Shechem?'), whereas
in chapter 38 it is Judah who is acting on his own (cf. v. 1: 'At that time
Judah  went  down  from his brethren').'  On the basis  of both syntactic
indications and grounds regarding the content of Genesis 37 and 38 it is
in all respects justified to consider these chapters the introduction to the
ensuing narrative.

Unit 1: 39:1-41:45
A major division is brought about by Gen. 39:1 (a waw-x-qaml
construction that is not dependent on a preceding clause), the beginning
of a textual unit in which the reader finds Joseph as its main protagonist.
Joseph's first experiences are situated in the house of Potiphar, the person
who had bought him from the Ishmaelites. Part I consists of three syntactic
sub-units: 39:1-20, 39:21-40:23 and 41:1-45. Syntactically speaking the
first and second sub-units are strongly connected. After a general intro-
duction (39:1-6 and 39:21-23) the subsequent events in both episodes are
continued by the same expression: i:15Ril 0'711;1 (')7MN  '71'1 ('and it
happened after these things';  39:7  and 40: 1), both indicating a lapse  of
time.2 The third sub-unit is introduced by another clause indicating a

I do not include in this list words that frequently occur, like Nll ('come'), 15n
('go'), nbui ('send') and il]il ('behold'). N. Sarna in the JPS Torah Commentary
(Genesis, 263-264) refers also to the occurrences of the root :]711 in 38:17.18.20
and 43:9 and 44:32.
' Some midrashic-talmudic rabbis (from the third century) also noted several
connexions between Genesis 38 and the surrounding chapters: 'in Gen. Rab. 85:2
we read: "What was the text saying a moment ago? 'And the Midianites sold him
to the Egyptians.' Should it not have continued with, 'And Joseph was brought
down to Egypt?' What is this chapter [about Judah] doing here? R. Lazar answered:
'[It is deliberate juxtaposition] in order to connect the one "descent" (38:1) with the
other "descent'"(39:1). R. Yohanan said, 'In order to connect the one "recognition"
statement (37:33) with the other "recognition" statement (38:25). R. Samuel bar
Nachman said, 'In order to associate the Tamar incident (ch. 38) with the incident
of Potiphar's wife' (chap. 39)"' Uudah Goldin, 'The Youngest Son or Where Does
Genesis 38 Belong?", Journal of Biblical Literature 96 (1977) 27-44, here 28-29).
2 The definite article in 'these things' (71512;10'-1:]lil) strongly connects the follow-
ing story to the introduction. The phrase in 41:1 has no such connexion to the
previous episodes; it indicates a new beginning.
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period of time: 0':l' 0'rl]W  1'711  'll'l   ('and it happened at the end of two
full years'; 41:1).1

As for the narrated events we can see that these confirm the syntactic
divisions. Genesis 39:1-41:45 consists of three parts: Joseph's stay in the
house of Potiphar (39:1-20), Joseph's imprisonement in the house of the
captain of the guard (39:21-40:23) and Pharaoh's dreams, Joseph inter-
preting them and suggesting a solution for the problems that the country
is going to face (41:1-45).

In a schema:

39:1 ... 30'710 1777 901'1 ('and Joseph was taken down to
Egypt...'; introduction to 39:1-41:45)

39:2 ... 901'-nN  ;11;1'  '71'1 ('and YHWH was with Joseph...';
introduction to 39:2-20)

39:7 ... 715171  0'7:lin  'lrIN  '71'1 ('and it happened after these
things...'; beginning of the main line events of sub-unit  1)

39:21 ... 901'-rIN  ;1171'  'M'l ('and YHWH was with Joseph...';
introduction to 39:21-40:23)

40: 1 ... ;157;1 0'7:17;1  311£  '71'1 ('and it happened after these
things...'; beginning of the main line events of sub-unit 2)

41:1               ...  0'11'   0'n]U,  1'70   ';1'1 ('and it happened after two years...';
introduction to 41:1-45)

41:8 ... 7722 'il'l ('and it was in the morning...'; beginning of the
main line events of sub-unit 3)

Unit 11: 41:46-42:5
Then follows a transitional part in which more than seven years rapidly
pass, and in which events relating to Joseph's food policy are being
narrated. This small unit is introduced by means of a verbless clause in
which Joseph's age is stated: 'Joseph was thirty years of age (-12  901'1
71]W    0752)  when he entered the service of Pharao,  king of Egypt',  a
clear allusion to Gen. 37:2, the beginning of the toledot of Jacob: 'Joseph
was seventeen years of age' 01]ID  il-liD]7-17319-13  901'). In this unit an
event that intrudes on the main line of actions is told: the birth of Joseph's
and Asaneth's two sons. This event is introduced by a marked syntactic

1 In Genesis 37-50 wayhi clauses are to be found in: 37:23; 38:1.7.24.27.28.29;
39:2(3x).5(2x).6.7.10. 11.13.15.18.19.20.21; 40:1.20; 41:1.8.13.54; 42:35; 43:2.21;
44:24; 47:28; 48:1; 49:15; 50:9.
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construction (a w'x-qatal clause): 'and to Joseph were born two sons'
(0'12 P]uj 75'  907'51; 41:50) - the x-element is an indirect object, so
it does not start a new syntactic unit.

In this transitional part there is a sub-unit which starts in 41:54b: 'il'l
1-112-1Nri-511   :1177  'and a famine came upon all the lands'; in this sub-unit
there are two w'x-qatal clauses in 41:56a.57. These are not indicating a
caesura in the textual unit, since neither the x-element in 41:56 (737771,
'the famine') nor the x-element in 41:57 (rlitil-151, 'all the land' cf.
41:56d) introduce something  new: The statements  on the famine  are
continued by a wayyiqtol chain (42:1-5).

In this literary unit the narrator most clearly shows that thirteen years
have passed by since Joseph's sale to Egypt, and his rise to power. He also
presents information on the way Joseph deals with the food in the years
of plenty, and also tells about the births of the two sons. What is more, we
also see Joseph's interpretation of Pharao's dreams come true: the seven
years of abundance have come to an end. From the following notification
on the famine (41:54-42:5) we can infer that from now on, all the world
is going to suffer because of the famine - just like Joseph had predicted.
All  turn to Egypt, to Joseph to buy  food. An illustration of all the world' s
coming to Egypt is the voyage undertaken by the sons of Israel (42:5).

Unit 111: 42:6-38
This syntactic unit is also opened by means of a verbless clause: 901'1
1'-1*n-ill  D'buin  Nln, 'and Joseph, he was the governer of the land'
(42:6). This is followed by a chain ofwayyiqtol clauses; the unit ends with
Jacob's direct speech in 42:38:

The unity in this part is also strengthened by the twofold occurrence of
a construction which is only found three times in Genesis. The instances
are 42:8 (lil-Oil  Nb Dill, 'and they did not recognize') and 42:23 (Dill
197'  *5, 'and they did not know'). In both verses the subject 0;1 ( 'they' )
is explicitly mentioned to contrast the brothers with Joseph. As a matter
of fact both constructions are of the type w'x-qatal. The clauses do not

' Cf. the lx-qatal clause in Gen. 37:38 and 37:1 lb and the commentary in chapter
two.
2 The wayhi clause of 42:35 need not indicate a caesura; because of the participle
it has a tight connexion with the preceding verses: On'piD  0'7'70  07  '7'7. 'and
it happened in their opening their sacks'.
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indicate a textual division because in both cases the subject does not
introduce something new.'

The contents of the unit validate the syntactic data. These verses form
a unity in themselves; they relate of the coming of Israels sons to Egypt
to buy food, their encounter with their brother whom they do not
recognize, the captivity of Simeon, the brothers' return to the land of
Canaan with their bags filled with food, and the discovery of the money
in their bags.

Unit iv: 43:1-44:2
This next part has the participle clause of 43:1 as its point of departure:

1'7*1   171   :1177;11,  'and the famine was being severe in the land' ;2 the

famine, which for some time has been out of the picture (since 42:5), is
once more focussed upon. The clause is immediately followed by the
wayhi clause of 43:2: 7319;1-rIN   17:)*5   751  -IWND   'il'l,  'and it happened

when  they had eaten  up  the corn', after which by means  of a chain  of

wayyiqtol clauses the narrative is unfolded. There is no marker to indicate
the end of this narrative chain. The first verse of the subsequent unit
(44:3), however, quite clearly indicates an interruption of the narrative
chain and the start of a new syntactic unit.

Because of the enduring famine, the brothers -this time accompanied
by their youngest brother Benjamin- depart for Egypt a second time and
have their second encounter with the Egyptian vizier; they are reunited
with their brother Simeon who was held captive in Egypt for a year, and
are invited to the vizier's house, where there is a lot of merry-making.
Here also the contents subscribe to the syntactic division.

Unit v: 44:3-45:15
The fifth unit of Genesis 37-50 has a rather unusual opening; verses 3 and
4 show remarkable syntactic constructions - I present them below.

' The third occurrence is Gen. 14:13.
2 The syntactic label could also be Mfx-qatal. Because of the continuous famine it
makes more sense to consider 1:10 a participle.
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3a As soon as the morning was light, 11* 7720 3a
b   the men were sent away, they and :00.nbol Mao gnEW o'W]Nol b

their asses.
4a And when they were gone out of 7'110-nk 3*32 Oil 48

the city,
b   and not yet far off, ip'n-In Nb b
c   Joseph said unto his steward:

in'21-532 -IWE5 -1106 90141 c
d            Up, follow after the men ... ...D'uj]NO '-108 9-1-1 Dip    d

The opening v. 3a is a verbless asyndetic clause; it is followed by a wex-
qatal clause (to which 'they and their asses' is an apposition). Then, again
asyndetically, follow v. 4a and v. 4b, both being x-qatal clauses. Finally
comes v. 4c a w'x-qatal clause. 1   This   rather   abnormal   sequence   of
asyndectic and marked clauses gives this part a striking beginning. Its
exceptional character is emphasized by two long stretches of direct
speech, one running from 44:18 to 44:34 and the other from 45:4 to 45:13.
This part is concluced by the wex-qatal clause in 45:15, the x-element
being an adverbial construction (11 '711N, 'after that').2

In Gen. 44:3-45:15 the narrator tells about the brothers' departure from
Egypt, Benjamin being accused of stealing the cup because of Joseph's
dirty trick and Judah's plea to the Egyptian vizier in order to return
Benjamin to his father. After this speech Joseph can no longer controll
himself (7'bp  ('23]n  515  pDErlnb  901'  51'-Nbl, 'and Joseph could
no longer refrain himself from all who were standing by'; 45:1) and makes
himself known to his brothers. The final verse alludes to 37:4 where the
narrator stated that no conversation was possible between Joseph and his
brothers. Now, the brothers do speak to Joseph (45:15). Here we can see
that the exceptional syntactic constructions go hand in hand with the
dramatic events told in the story itself. The asyndetic clauses illustrate the
difficulties the brothers face in leaving Egypt (vv. 3a-4b), whereas the
vfx-qatal clause of v. 4c focuses on Joseph's nefarious plan. After Judah's
long direct speech follows Joseph's disclosure.

' These three x-elements are all subjects, however none of the subjects is a new
element; there is no indication of a new syntactic unit.
2 There is also a Mfx-qatal clause in 45.14:   112']=11 11'1 7'MR-112']] '7*71-517 59'7
7'7*71-59  ;104 'and he (Joseph) fell upon his brother Benjamin's neck, and he
wept and Benjamin wept upon his neck'; there is a chiasm between 13'1 and iII]
that may account for the use of qaml; the clause does not introduce a new syntactic
unit because the subject of this w'x-qatal is not new.
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Unit vI: 45.16-47:12
This syntactic unit consists of three sub-units: 45:16-46:7; 46:8-27; and
46:28-47:12. I will treat the sub-units separately. The first is opened by a
another wex-qatal clause: ;117-ID n'] 17101D] bpili, 'and the rumour was
heard   (in, by) Pharaoh' s house', after which follows a direct speech
section (vv. 17-20). Then follows a wayyiqtol chain from 45:21-46:7,
which at several places is interrupted by vfx-qatal clauses (45:22.23; there
is no caesura because the x-element is an indirect object) or by a direct
speech (44:24.26.28; 45:2-4). This first sub-unit is ended by an x-qatal
clause (46:7), again the x-element being the object.

After Joseph's revelation, the scene now changes to the house of
Pharaoh where the rumour that Joseph's brothers have come to Egypt is
heard. Pharaoh is pleased with their coming and offers the brothers to go
and fetch their father and family and return to Egypt and settle there.
Before the brothers take their leave of Joseph they are provided with
presents and the food they had originally come for. Their journey home
does not take more than half a verse, and as soon as they have arrived in
Canaan they report to their father that Joseph is still alive. Initially he does
not  believe  them, but after seeing the gifts Jacob' s spirit revives,   and
Israel  sets  out for Beer-sheba  (46: 1), where God appears  in a nocturnal
vision and tells Jacob to go to Egypt and see Joseph. There he will become
a great nation (46:2-4). 'Then Israel set out from Beer-sheba ... and they
came into Egypt, Jacob and all his offspring' (46:5-6).

The second sub-unit (46:8-27) consists of the list of Jacob's offspring who
have come to Egypt. It is enclosed by two general statements about the
descendants entering Egypt. The opening clause runs: -']1 n,ZOW  715*1
ill]'-130  D'Nnil  bN-liD' ('and these are the names of the sons of Jacob
who have come to Egypt'). The list is concluded in 46:27: WD]il-51
0'17]W  ill]'-1)10  ilitlil  Jpll'-n']5 ('all the persons of Jacob's house
coming down to Egypt were seventy'). In this list verbless and asyndetic
constructions are predominant; it interrupts the narrative chain, the
narrated events are not carried on.

The third sub-unit, finally, runs from 46:28 to 47:12. It continues the first
section. There are two syntactic reasons to opt for this. Firstly, the clause
that starts this part is a vfx-qatal clause: 907'-bR 7'195 ribui 7177n'-nki
('and he sent Judah ahead to Joseph'). In this clause the x-element is an

object; a clause type not beginning a new syntactic unit. The second
syntactic reason is that the subject of the verb is not stated. The subject,
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Jacob was mentioned last in 46:6d - which implies a strong connexion
between 46:28 on the one hand and 46:6-7 on the other.'

As for content it is clear that the main line events of 45:16-46:7 are
continued in 46:28 onwards. The family's arrival in Egypt is told in 46:6
and on this arrival Jacob sends Judah to see Joseph. There is also a kind
of chiastic pattern to be discerned if this section is combined with the first.
In 45:16-20 Pharaoh speaks to the brothers, a counterpart of this is found
in 47:1-10. After Pharaoh's words and before the brothers' leaving for
Canaan Joseph gives them presents and speaks to them (45:21-24); in
46:31-34 we see that before the brothers meet Pharaoh Joseph speaks to
them once more. In the final verses of Genesis 45 (vv. 26-28) the brothers
tell their father that Joseph is still alive, whereas in 46:29-30 Jacob and
Joseph finally meet. It is hardly surprising to find God's revelation to
Jacob in the centre of the chiastic scheme:

A 45:16-20 Pharaoh's words concerning Joseph's family
B 45:21-24 Joseph and the brothers

C 45:26-28 Jacob is told that Joseph is alive
X 46:2-4 God tells Jacob to go to Egypt
C' 46:29-30 Israel meets Joseph
B' 46:31-34 Joseph and the brothers
A' 47:1-10 Pharao speaks to Jacob and five of the brothers.

Unit vII: 47:13-50:26
This last unit of Genesis 37-50 can also be divided into three separate sub-
units.  In 47: 13 the first is opened by a verbless clause:  -503   l'N   01157
1ND  317-In  11:)-'D  1'7Nn ('And there was no food in all the world; for
the famine was very severe'). This first sub-unit ends in 47:28a; which is
indicated by the beginning of the next unit (47:28b). The second (47:28b-
31) and third (48:1-50:26) sub-units both start with a wayhi clause: Gen.
47:28b: n]Ul nN101 0'13-IN10']Ul 17]19 1-n  9]19 :119'-'10'  '77, 'the
days of Jacob, the years of his  life,  were one hundred and forty-seven',
and  48: 1, which  has  the same opening formula  as  39:7  and  40: 1:  ';1'1
:15*;1  0'7]751  'nriN, 'and it happened after these things'.2 This third sub-
unit consists of a long chain of wayyiqtol clauses; the narrative goes on

' Many translations, such as the New International Version, the New Revised
Standard Version, La Translation Oecumtnique de la Bible and the Willibrord-
vertaling, add 'Jacob' or 'Israel' as a subject in 46:28.
2 Both Gen. 39:7 and 40: 1 actually have lrIN in stead of 9-Ink.
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and on: Nevertheless the narrated events  do not occupy  most  of  the
verses. There are two long sections of direct speech: 48:3-22 (a few
narrator's clauses excepted) and 49:1-27.

It is obvious that the first sub-unit forms a unity in itself. It is primarily
concerned with the passing of time and Joseph's enslavement of all of
Egypt;2 therefore 47:13-28a are outside the time frame of the narrated
events. This is done in a fourfold way. Firstly, verses 13-26 entirely focus
on the way Joseph treats the Egyptian citizens during the famine, and on
how all except the priests become subjugated to Pharaoh. The opening
verses (47:13-17) relate of the first year of the famine, whereas the
remaining verses deal with the second year of the famine: Secondly, these
verses not only report both on the first and second years of the famine, but
also make reference to a law that is founded by Joseph 'to this day'
(47:26). The third way in which it is made clear that a considerable period
of time has passed is presented in 47:26, where Israel is introduced once
more: 121'1 139'1 ill 1TrIN'l 1Wl 1'7N1 0'711] YiNJ 5*7&' ]27

1ND, 'and Israel lived in the land of Egypt, in the land of Goshen; they
acquired property, and were fruitful and increased greatly in number'
(47:27): This is followed in 47:28a, the fourth mode in which the narrator

' In this section there is one peculiar occurrence of a w fr-qatal clause, 48:10, in
which the new x-element (Israel's eyes) is a subject. Considering the division
proposed here, it implies that I do not consider this clause to be the start of a major
syntactic unit, whereas I have done so elsewhere. In this case the context in which
the clause occurs is -on semantic grounds- a literary unit on obvious grounds; so
here the semantic considerations seem to overrule the syntactic indication.
However, even though 'the eyes of Israel' is a new element, the fact that Israel is
looking has been mentioned just before, 48:8: 5*7117'  127'1, 'and Israel saw'.
Regarded in this way 'the eyes of Israel' are not new, actually they are 'failing
because of old age'  (48: 10). A reason for the use of qatat in 48:10 may be the fact
that 7=11 is a stative verb: it describes a situation, it cannot be taken up in the
narrative chain.
2 Except for his relatives, who take the land of Goshen into possession (47:27).
3 From 45:6 where Joseph states that 'for two years there is now famine in the land',
it is clear that the second year of food shortage has already commenced, which
implies that 47:13-17 are retrospective.
4 E.-J. Bae draws attention to the peculiar syntactic structure of 47:27: after the first
verb form with Jacob as an explicit subject (27a), the verb forms in vv. 27bc change
to plural without reference to a subject (A Multiple Approach to the Joseph Story:
with a Detailed Reading of Genesis 46,31 -47,31 :  50,1-11.14 (Excerpta ex disser-
tatione ad Doctoratum in Facultate Theologiae Pontificiae Universitatis Gregori-
anae), Roma 1995,75)
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expresses the passing of time: 71]19  il-liDP  11:123  0'-lYn  1'7N]  11711'   'n'1,
'and Jacob lived in the land of Egypt for seventeen years'.

The second sub-unit is rather short, it consists of three and a half verses
only. These verses illustrate that Jacob's lifetime in Egypt draws to a
close. But there is another thing that these verses reveal: the time of the
famine has long gone by. What are Jacob and his sons still doing in Egypt
one might ask? Why not return to Canaan? On his deathbed, however,
Jacob asks Joseph not to be buried in Egypt.

The final sub-unit of the book of Genesis consists of three chapters, it
constitutes the longest part of Genesis 37-50. The chapters are connected
by Jacob's blessings, his death and funeral and the death of Joseph. In
Genesis 48 Jacob blesses Ephraim and Manasseh, his grandsons (48:20),
whereas in Genesis 49 Jacob blesses (49:28) his own sons. Both blessing-
ceremonies appear to have occurred one after the other: as soon as Jacob
has finished talking to Joseph (48:22) he calls upon his sons (wayyiqtoh
and talks to them (49:1). At the end of this session, after a remark by the
narrator on the blessings, Jacob addresses his sons once more (DillN  13'1
0571/N 7TOR'l, 'and he charged them and said to them' - no explicit
subject) to tell them the exact location where he wants to be buried. When
he has finished his instructions Jacob 'breathed his last and was gathered
to his people' (49:33). This scene is immediately followed by the
mourning of Joseph, and the balming of Jacob's body and his burial. The
chain of wayyiqtol forms is not interrupted till the end. Not until Ex. 1:1
does the narrative come to a standstill.

§ 4 CONCLUSION
To conclude this chapter, there are two elements I would like to draw
attention to. The first is the agreement between the episodes indicated
above and the time that passes in these units. After the introduction, in
which a considerable amount of time is involved -and which is best
illustrated in Genesis 38-, in unit I it becomes clear that thirteen years
have  gone by during Joseph' s imprisonment.  In the rather short Unit II  We
are confronted with the rapid passing of the seven years of plenty and the
beginning of the famine. Unit III shows several events related to the
brothers' journey to Egypt in the first year of the famine, whereas in unit
Iv the narrator focusses on the brothers' second Egyptian journey in the
second year of the famine. Then, in unit v one scene only -and this is a
central scene- is depicted: Judah's speech and Joseph's subsequent reve-
lation. Unit vi again shows several events that occur during the second
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year of the famine: the invitation to settle in Egypt, Jacob's descent to
Egypt, and the arrival in Egypt. In unit VII, finally, we see quite a number
of years pass swiftly by - which is illustrated by three subsequent sub-
units: Joseph's policy during the remaining years of the famine, Jacob's
lifetime in Egypt, and the blessings of the sons of Joseph, and the sons of
Israel, concluded by the death and burial of Jacob (and Joseph).

The second point of attention, is that in a way the toledot of Jacob do
not come to an end in Genesis 50:26. Although the book of Exodus begins
with a syntactic marker of discontinuity:   O'N:lil   brentv'   ']3  111TJW   ilb*i

7110'7710, 'and these are the names of the sons of Israel, who came to
Egypt' (1:1), the story of Jacob's offspring is nevertheless continued in the
second book of the Bible. This first verse is a verbal repetition of Gen.
46:8 - so it establishes a strong connexion between the stories of Genesis
and Exodus. Whereas in the toledot of Jacob the narrator focusses on
Jacob's twelve sons, in the book of Exodus and beyond he keeps up with
the sons of Israel's sons who have grown in number quite substantially.
They form the scope of the narrations to come. In this respect the toledot
of Jacob certainly do not come to an end in the book of Genesis. The
section only seems to have its beginning in Genesis. Where it finds its
conclusion is hard to say, although it may well extend as far as the second
book of Kings, the book in which the narratives, the stories about the
children of Israel finally come to an end.

The structuring of Genesis 37-50 as presented in the third section
confirms the result of the first section of this chapter: one can hardly
speak of a 'Story of Joseph', the chapters are actually about 'the toledot
of Jacob', of which Joseph  is only one.



Chapter Four:  All in the Family. A Semantic and Literary
Analysis  of Genesis  37

At least they hadn't put the lid back on. They
would soon be back to let a rope down. Fairly

soon. They wouldn't want anyone else to hear
his  calls for help1

INTRODUCTION
In "Parallels", an episode of the television series Star Trek: The Next
Generation, Lieutenant Whorf is returning in a spacecraft to the starship

Enterprise. However, before reaching his ship something has gone wrong.
Due to a state of 'quantum flux' Whorf begins to jump between different
'quantum realities': he appears to be travelling from one universe to the

next, never being at home anywhere, whereas the people inhabiting the
different universes are not aware of Whorf s fluctuating from one quan-
tum state to another. This episode is based on the 'quantum measurement

theory' in quantum-mechanics, and which is rather illogical to ordinary

common sense:  'one of the most remarkable features of quantum mechan-

ics is that objects observed to have some property cannot be said to have

had that property the instant before the observation. The observation

process can change the character of the physical system under consider-

ation. The quantum mechanical wavefunction of a system describes

completely the configuration of this system at any one time, and this
wavefunction evolves according to deterministic laws of physics. How-

ever, what makes things seem so screwy is that this wavefunction can

encompass two or more mutually exclusive configurations at the same
time'.2 Every single quantum particle can have all possible histories - as

' Kerstin Ekman, Black Water, London: Vintage 1996, 29.
2 L.M. Krauss. Tile Physics  of Star Trek, New York: Basic Books 1995,151. Cf.
also StephenHawking, A Brief History of Time. From the Big Bang to Black Holes,

Toronto etc.: Bantam Books 1988; cf. also Black Holes and Baby Universes and
Other Essays,New York etc.: Bantam Books 1993. In quantum mechanic theory
it is accepted that the observer has a determining influence on that which is

observed, which is illustrated by the paradox of SchrOdinger' s cat: 'Imagine a box,
inside of which is a cat. Inside the box, aimed at the cat, is a gun, which is hooked

up to a radioactive source. The radioactive source has a certain quantum mechanical

probability of decaying at any given time. When this source decays, the gun will fire
and kill the cat. Is the wavefunction describing the cat, before I open the box, a

linear superposition of a live cat and a dead cat?' (The Physics of Star Trek, 152).

With regard to the observer determining the observation one might also think of the
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long as it does not contradict physical laws -, or as Lieutenant-Com-
mander Data in the episode says: 'All things which can occur, do occur'.
As a kind of analogy - although less extreme, of course - words or texts
can have several possible histories, or in this case: interpretations. These
interpretations are always dependent on the reader, yet they cannot be
random interpretations.

'Can an interpretation ever lay definitive claim to correctness?', starts
Paul  Armstrong' s Conflicting Readings,1 a book in which he breaks a
lance for multiple and even conflicting interpretations of literary works.
So, if there are conflicting readings these ought to be founded on solid
assumptions and have to be coherent and verifiable by others. Although
literary criticism is a rational enterprise, the interpretation of a text can
probably never be entirely conclusive or correct, which implies that
interpreting a text is always tantamount to giving an interpretation that is
as valid as possible. It is this question of interpretation that I will deal with
in this first section. In the remaining sections I consider a number of
issues to which Genesis 37 gives rise, following the method described in
the first section. The questions dealt with in this chapter and the next are
strongly related to the objective mentioned in the introduction to this
study: why has Joseph disappeared, why does he not share in the
inheritance of the promised land?

§ 1 MEANING AND INTERPRETATION
The most basic requirement for attaching meaning to a text and
interpreting a text is the reader of the text in question. The text itself
functions in a process of communication. To interpret it, is trying to
discover the message that is communicated to the reader via the text.

Gestaltpsychology's principle 'the whole is different from the sum of its parts' -
although in another way than is the case in quantum mechanics: 'Gestalt is a word
that has no exact English translation, though "form," "configuration," or "pattern"
comes close. The word helps to emphasize that the whole affects the way in which
the parts are perceived; perception acts to draw the sensory data together into a
holistic pattern, or Gestalt' (R.L. Atkinson, R.C. Atkinson, E.R. Hilgard, Intro-

duction to Psychology. Eight Edition, New York etc.: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc. 1981,138).
' P.B. Armstrong, Conflicting Readings. Variety and Validity in Interpretation,
Chapel Hill and London: The University of North Carolina Press  1990,1.
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This section is about the scholarly reader and the way she or he is able
to attach meaning to a text and comes to an interpretation of the text. The
influence of the reader cannot be overestimated when we talk about

establishing meaning and interpretation. There are, of course, many
possible readers: someone from Western Europe will read differently from
someone from South-Eastern Asia, and a twentieth-century reader will
interpret a text in a different way than a fourteenth-century reader will do,
or a reader from the third century BC or a reader who -since that is the text
we are dealing with here- is a contemporary of the author/editor of
Genesis  37-50:  And many more circumstances affect the  way  a  text  is
read and understood. As van Wolde remarks: 'A reader of a text attach[es]
meaning to the linguistic signs by connecting them to the language code
and also by relating these signs within the text both to each other as to his
or her own knowledge or experience'.2 A reader, therefore has to acquire

both knowledge of the language, and knowledge of the cultural situation
in which the text was written.

In this study I understand the reader to be someone who has read
Genesis 37-50 many times, which means she or he can take the
perspective of the whole story. Beginning, middle, and end coincide as it
were. So, the reader remembers both the textual past and the textual
future. She or he is able to see and study two fields of attention at once:
one related to a limited moment or episode inside the story, yet the other
field encompassing the entire story.3

Since a text consists both of linguistic elements and of literary patterns a
textual analysis requires both a linguistic and a literary component. In my
opinion a thorough study  of a  text' s syntax  and the words constituting  it
is necessary to come to a sound and reliable interpretation. As for the
linguistic part, in chapters two and three I have extensively treated syn-
tactic data regarding Genesis 37-50. The text-syntactic analysis in chapter
two has yielded several insights with regard to the grammatical unity of

1 In case of the biblical texts it is clear that the language and (historical) context of
the biblical text enter into dialogue with the language and situational context of the

present-day reader.
2 E. van Wolde, "Semantics and (Ana)Logic", in: E. van Wolde, Words become
Worlds. Semantic Studies OfGenesis 1-11, Leiden • New York • Koln: Brill 1994,
149-159, here 156.
3 The implication is that I do not present the reading of an 'implied reader' - it is
too easy for a biblical scholar to have the implied reader read all kinds of things into
the text which the scholar actually read her- or himself.
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Genesis 37. These illustrate how the reader is steered through the text.
One can distinguish between narrator' s   text, and discursive   text;    it
becomes clear which textual parts belong to the foreground (and present
actions) and which parts are part of the background (and show situations).
And also one can make a distinction between main line textual parts and
secondary line textual parts.

Apart from those syntactic analyses, I will -in this chapter and the
next- also present some semantic analyses. The meaning of a word is
dependent on its position within a specific language system, yet it is also
determined by the context in which it occurs. That is why -in this study-
individual words receive a lot of attention, both lexical and contextual.
The context of a word is not restricted to the level of the sentence in
which the individual words appear, but goes beyond the sentence. There-
fore -again in this study- I consider the entire textual unity in which a
word occurs to  be the scope  of the examination of that particular word.'
Both the syntactic and semantic analyses lead to a coherent interpretation
of the text under consideration. It is not possible to study all words
extensively. In the following analyses a number of words are selected
because of their importance with regard to existing studies on Genesis 37-
50, and also because of the importance the present writer ascribes to them,
in order to come to a coherent interpretation of Genesis 37-50.

Since words have a range of possible meanings, a dictionary alone is
not enough to tell what a word means. Words are sensitive to context:  'In
any  sentence,  a  word' s precise meaning is established  by its interaction
with other words, all of them "continually modifying" each other.'2 The

' Cf. E. van Wolde, "A Text-Semantic Study of the Hebrew Bible, Illustrated with
Noach and Job", Journal of Biblical Literature 113 (1994) 19-35; idem, 'Text-
semantics: A Bridge between Linguistics and Literary Theory", in: I. Rauch and
G.P. Carr (eds.), Semiotics around the World: Synthesis in Diversity. Proceedings
of the Fifth Congress of the International Association for Semiotic Studies, Berkeley
1994, Berlin • New York: Mouton de Gruyter 1997, 267-270.
2 P.B. Armstrong, Conflicting Readings, 63. Cf. 'Words typically have more than
one meaning, as a quick glance at a dictionary will show. Which meaning is in force
will vary according to the situation in which the word is applied. In a reciprocally
defining manner that recalls the workings of the hermeneutic circle, the meaning of
a sentence is built up out of the words that belong to it, but those words acquire
their meaning only by virtue of their position and use in that sentence' (Armstrong,
Conflicting Readings, 72). Cf. also T. Longman HI: 'Words are the building blocks
of texts; texts are the place where words find their meaning' ("Literary Approaches
and Interpretation", in: NIDO'ITE I, 103-124, here 103).
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process of discerning meaning is dependent on the context in which a
word or verse is found.' Therefore  I will frequently refer to this context.

The  problem  then, of course,  is:  What is 'context' ?,  and 'How large  a
context  must we establish in order to interpret  a text correctly?'2

Context
The word 'context' has a broad range of meanings. In order to avoid
confusion I must explain what is meant when I use this notion in this
study. I primarily understand 'context' in a literary sense: when speaking
about the context of Genesis 37 I refer to the surrounding texts: in
particular the narratives dealing with Jacob and his sons;3 however, in
view of a literary and semantic analysis these narratives offer a too limited
scope. Therefore I will consider the Torah the context of my analyses. The
Torah, the Pentateuch or the Five Books of Moses, has of old been
considered a work on its own. 'Of old' here means at least from the
second century BC, and probably even earlier, since the division is known
to Sirah, Philo and Josephus, and is also found in the Septuagint.4 Besides,
not only is the Torah considered a work on its own, it has also functioned
as one book since its redaction during the Babylonian Exile, or shortly
after.5 There are two reasons for taking this textual unit (i.e. the text of the
Torah) as point of reference in this study. One is that the context of a
narrative is one of the primary means to discover its function,6 in other
words a narrative is elucidated by its context. The second reason for

' Cf. P. Cotterell & M. Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Inte,pretation, London:
SPCK 1989, 41-42.
2 K. Vanhoozer, "Introduction: Hermeneutics, Text, and Biblical Theology" to:
"Guide to Old Testament Theology and Exegesis", in: NIDOTIE I,  14-50, here 36.
3 The relevant surrounding text is often also called co-text; cf. J. Lyons, Linguistic
Semantics. An Introduction, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1995, 271.
4 T.E. Fretheim, The Pentateuch, (Interpreting Biblical Texts), Nashville: Abingdon
Press 1996, 19. Maybe the literary form of the Pentateuch is even older. David
Clines in his 1978 Tlze Theme of the Pentateuch writes that he is 'prepared to go
along with the majority of scholarly opinion and locate its definitive edition in the
fifth century B.C.' (11).
5 Cf. 'Die bucher Esra/Neh setzen »die Tora des Mose« als normative GrOBe voraus

(vgl. Esra 3,2; Neh  10,30; 13,1: Neh 10 kommentiert Texte aus Ex - Dtn, setzt also
den Pentateuch voraus)', E. Zenger, "B. Die BUcher der Tora/des Pentateuch", in:
E. Zenger u.a., Einleitung in das Atte Testament (Kohlhammer Studienbucher Theo-

logie 1,1), Stuttgart, Berlin, Koln: Verlag W. Kohlhammer  1995,34-75, here 39.
6 Cf. V.P. Long, 77:e Art OfBiblical History (Foundations of Contemporary Inter-

pretation, 5), Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House 1994,66-67.
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taking the Torah as my point of reference is because in another context,
e.g. the book of Psalms or Jeremiah, the same word may have different
meanings.'  This  can  be  the  case  in a temporal perspective: through  the
years a word may have acquired a different meaning; and it is dependent
on the particular literary context, in which a word may have a different

-meaning, e.g. the antonymous Greek word-pair &va aivco - Karapaivw
in the Gospel according to John functions in a specific way, and has a
special meaning,2 which is different from its meaning and function in the
synoptic gospels.

A second meaning of 'context' is the historical context in which the
texts of Genesis 37 and of the entire Torah came into existence.3 As
indicated in the general introduction of this study I will not elaborate upon
the problems regarding the origin and dating of Genesis 37-50. And a
third meaning of 'context', which we must bear in mind,  is the context in
which the reader of today finds him- or herself: a Western context which
differs in many ways from the world that is presupposed by the biblical
accounts. Moreover, it is a context in which the Bible has had a pre-
dominant  role  over  the  last 1500 years (although its influence is rapidly
declining). This latter element implies that the reader is aware of the fact
that the Torah is part of the Bible, and therefore is conscious of the po-
sition that it takes in the Scriptures: it is situated both in place and from
a chronological point of view before the conquest of the promised land.
It is impossible to neglect this knowledge when studying or analysing one
of the texts of the Torah: When in this study the word 'context' is used,

' This restriction to the Torah is based upon a diachronic argument: the editing of
the Torah in probably the fifth century BCE. Perhaps it would be better to consider
all narrative texts of the Hebrew Bible, for not until 2 Kings do the narratives of the
children of Israel (tordot ya·aqob) come to an end (see the previous chapter).
Whenever the textual data of the Torah is too scarce or inconclusive I will extend
the scope to the books of Joshua to 2 Kings.
2 Cf. G.C. Nicholson, Death as Departure.  77ze Johannine Descent-Ascent Schema
(Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series 63), Chico, California: Scholars
Press 1983; W. Weren, "Mozes, Jezus en het manna. Een intertextuele studie van
Johannes 6", in: id., Intertextualiteit en Bijbel, Kampen: Kok 1993,93-132, esp.
100-101.

3 The historical context can actually both refer to the time in which the text was
written, but also to the time in which -if any- underlying historical events took
place; cf. V.P. Long, 77te An of Biblical History, chapter 2: "History and Fiction",
58-87; cf. also Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Interpretation, 44.
4 However. as Cotterell & Turner indicate, we must be aware of the danger of the
interpreter reading his own world into the world of the text because of the
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it will mostly refer to the meaning mentioned first, i.e. context in a literary
sense, the Torah.

Biblical Hebrew
In the analysis of Genesis 37 in the next sections it will become clear that
the individual words receive a lot of attention. I assume the meaning of a
word not only to be restricted to its lexical meaning, but also to be
established by its usage in the text: by its narrator and its characters.1 This
implies that the context in which a word occurs is of primary importance,
and that the usage of a word in one context is compared to its usage in
another. On the basis of this comparison several inferences may be drawn;
these have results for the interpretation of a part of the text. Therefore,
several remarks on the Hebrew language system must be made.

The relatively small lexical stock of the Biblical Hebrew language  is

based on a still smaller number of roots.2 The meaning that is attributed
to these roots in the dictionaries -although they in themselves carry no
meaning3- is based on the way in which the lexemes, that are based upon
these roots, function in their contexts. Ellen van Wolde argues that,
because

1. Biblical Hebrew has a limited lexicon that consists of a restricted number of lexemes
and of an even more restricted number of roots;
2. lexemes can often be derived from more than one root, because consonants may have
dropped out in inflected forms;

differences between both worlds (Linguistics & Biblical Interpretation, 69-70).
1 Cf. Armstrong, Conflicting Readings, 72: 'If words could not mean several things
at once, we would need a new term to convey each nuance of thought and feeling,
to capture every different experience, and to report on all new objects we encounter.
Polysemy allows words to be used in different, unforeseen situations. It also
enables  us to extend a word' s meaning'.
2 According to B.K. Waltke and M. O'Connor there are 1565 verbal roots (An
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1990,
361).
3  The ordinary speaker is unconscious of much of the structure of his or her
language. In ancient Hebrew this may well have been the case with much of the
element we call "root". It was, after all, well on in the Middle Ages before the

principles of the Hebrew root were worked out by Jewish grammarians themselves,
and this  is so especially of the triliteral  root', J. Barr, "Three Interrelated Factors  in
the Semantic Study of Ancient Hebrew", Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 7 (1994) 33-
44, here 243. Also cf. J. Barr, "Did Isaiah Know about Hebrew 'Root Meanings'?",
Expository Times 75 (1964) 242.
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3. lexemes often correspond with miscellaneous and sometimes even contradictory mean-
ings,

the Hebrew paradigm is more general and less specified than. for example, the English
paradigm. Besides, these data explain why the syntagmatic or contextual relations in the
text are neccessary to specify the manifold paradigmatic possibilities. The specification
in the syntagmatic textual relations is done by way of language-markers. Which means
that similarities are being created between different words, and that use is being made of
the fact that words can represent different meanings at the same time. They become,
technically speaking, 'iconically' motivated. 1

Meaning, however, is not restricted to the interaction of the Hebrew
language system and the realisation in the Hebrew texts. It is the reader
who is a determining factor in the process of establishing meaning. The
reader attaches meaning on the basis of markers that he or she is able to
discover in the text. According to van Wolde it 'is the reader's job to
discern markers in the text or, rather, to single out elements in the text as
markers',2 the reader actualizes the possiblities  that are dormant  in  the
text.

Another important point to be mentioned here is the rather special
place the biblical texts have acquired through the ages. I do not mean that
they are considered 'holy Scriptures' or 'word of God' or something like
this, but the fact that the texts have become part of the cultural history of
our times. There is hardly a reader to be found who is not acquainted with
the contents of quite a few biblical narratives. Everybody who starts
reading a gospel, or perhaps I should say: until now almost everybody
who starts reading a gospel, knows that Jesus will be crucified and rise
from the dead, and a reader of Exodus knows beforehand that the people
of Israel will in the end reach the promised·land. Such facts are part of our
cultural heritage, just as everybody knows about the French Revolution or
the Second World War. Facts like these make that biblical narratives
cannot be treated in the same way as novels or short stories. Before she or
he starts to read a particular biblical text the reader is already 'heavily

1 Ellen van Wolde, Aan de hand van Ruth, Kampen: Kok  1993,  14. Van Wolde also
gives an example of a specific sort of iconicity (paranomasia) from the garden story
in Genesis. The phonetic similarity between the words 01711 ('cunning') and
0'01711 ('naked') suggests a relation concerning content between 'cunning' and
'naked', a relation that subsequently becomes syntagmatically elaborated. Cf. also
E. van Wolde, "A Text-Semantic Study", 26-29.
2 "A Text-Semantic Study", 30, cf. van Wolde, Aan de hand van Ruth, 15-16.
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burdened' with the knowledge he or she carries with her- or himself.1 This

knowledge, however, will become less and less in the years to come, so
the gap between the biblical texts and literary texts will probably be

bridged more and more.

In the remainder of this section I give a step-by-step description of the
way in which I will proceed in the semantic analysis of Genesis 37; the
first unit is concerned with lexical meaning (a semantic analysis), the
second with contextual meaning (a combination of a semantic and literary
analysis)  and the third with connotative meaning as derived from  a text' s
literary context (a literary analysis). In the actual analyses from section
two onwards, these three steps are more or less integrated and combined
into one; therefore the heading of this chapter is 'a semantic and literary
analysis of Genesis 37'.

Lexicon and meaning
The first step in the semantic analysis of a particular text is of a more
general character. It is not restricted to the text itself and its context. It
starts on a rather basic level, and is mainly lexicographical. To find out
about a particular  word' s meaning (or meanings) several dictionaries
could be consulted: In this lexicographic investigation one is provided
with  a wide range of information,   such as information about  a  word' s

etymology and its cognates in other Semitic languages, its development
through time or whether it is Classical Hebrew or only found in Late
Biblical Hebrew.3 One also finds information about a word's relationship

' Cf. van Wolde, Aan de hand van Ruth, 9: 'The last decade people have become
aware of the fact that a reader is not an autonomous individual who produces mean-
ing, but that he or she is also determined by his social and cultural surroundings, of
ideological, economical, racial, sexual, educational and other codes. Both codes and

experiences influence the reader,  who is determined  by both'.
2 Cf. Cotterell & Turner: 'Most words have several senses; and dictionaries compile
the various possible senses of each word, by indicating each sense in terms of
synonymous words or expressions' (Linguistics & Biblical Interpretation, 18).
There is always a problem as concerns terminology. Although Cotterell and Turner
speak of'sense' in dictionaries, I use the terminology by J. Lyons in his Linguistic
Semantics, and will refer to the 'lexical meaning(s)' of a word in stead of its
'sense(s)'.
3 It is important to be aware of  1) the fact that most language-users are unaware of
the etymology of the words they use; and 2) 'that many words have evolved over
time in such a way that their current meaning is only vaguely related to their

original meaning' (J.H. Walton, "Principles for Productive Word Study",
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to other parts of speech or the distribution of a particular word among the
several parts of the Bible.

A  next step regards  a  word' s syntagmatic relationships  in the strictest
sense: in which way does the word occur? There are variations of meaning
depending on the collocations in which a word is used, e.g. there is quite
a difference between 5 700 (qal, 'sell to') and bN -IDD (qal, 'sell into').'
The presence of a certain preposition or noun rather than another with the
verb can add a nuance or a difference to the meaning of the verb. Or, now
and then,  a word is part of an expression (e.g. 11-11   31D,  'good and bad',
a merism), by which the words used have another meaning than the sum
of its parts.

A further point is concerned with the question of semantic fields: to
which semantic field does the word under investigation belong?2 The
meaning of a word in a text is not only determined by its position in that
text and its syntactic relations within that text, but also by more or less
similar words in the language system. According to VanGemeren the
determination of a word is 'contingent on its relationship with other

NIDO'ITE I, 161-171, here 163). The first point is stated even stronger by J.H.
Hospers: 'etymological, i.e. diachronic, information should always be irrelevant in
a synchronic analysis of language, as genetic relationships in the language are not
part of the competence of the native speaker' ("Polysemy and Homonymy",
ZeitschriAAir Althebraistik 6 ( 1993) 114-122; here  118). One should also avoid the
trap of anachronism: explaining words in terms of meanings which developed later
(cf. Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Inte,pretation,  133f.).
1 Information of this particular kind is given structurally in 77:e Dictionary of
Classical Hebrew (DCH), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1993-.
2 Cf. J. Lyons, Linguistic Semantics, 75: 'But how does one define or identify what
a word stands for? Is it possible to say what one word stands for without employing
other semantically related words in doing so and without saying in what respect
these semantically related words are similar to one another in meaning and in what
respects they differ?'. And in the same vein, but with regard to future Hebrew
lexica, cf. J. Barr, "Semitic Philology", in: G.W. Anderson (ed.), Tradition and
Interpretation.  Essays  by  Members  of the  Society for Old Testament  Study, Oxford:
Clarendon Press 1979, 54: 'Since meanings are not really stated by glosses in
another language such as English, and actually reside in the differences from other
words in Hebrew, and since much emphasis has recently been laid on word-pairs
and vocabulary groupings, ways for displaying the relationships of groups of words
will have to take a larger place, in comparison with the traditional word entry'. Both
DCH and NIDOTTE register a word's semantic fields.
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words': In other words:   what  is the special meaning   of  this   word
compared to other words belonging to the same semantic field? In what
way does the word 717] ('youth', 'assistant', 'helper') differ from words
like 15' ('boy') and 71rl] ('young man' ) and from 1311 ('servant')? Or
what exactly is the difference between a n]nl ('robe') and clothes like
112 ('garment') and nbrOID ('mantle') - if the difference can be clarified.
In this stage the Theologisches Worterbuch zum Alten Testament
(THWAT) and the New International Dictionary of Old Testament
Theology & Exegesis (NIDOTTE) are often very enlightening. Important
in this respect is Walton's remark that a 'word should be understood in
recognition of other related words  that were not selected by the author'.2

For example, for 'tell' one might both encounter the verb 711 (hifil) and
the verb 710 (piel).

Context and encyclopaedia
The next steps are determined by the context in which a particular word
is found. 3 Nevertheless they are still of a general character. In this stage
it is also important to notice the difference between denotation and
reference: 'The crucial difference between reference and denotation is that
the denotation of an expression is invariant and utterance-independent: it
is part of the meaning which the expression has in the language-system,
independently of its use on particular occasions of utterance. Reference,
in   contrast, is variable and utterance-dependent'.4 A lexeme   like  1'17

' And he continues: 'This relation may be synonymous (with an absolute, near, or
partial overlap), homonyrnous (lexemes that have the same spelling and lexical
form, but are unrelated in sense), polysymous (lexemes that have multiple related
senses), antonymous (difference in spelling and form and opposition in meaning),
or hyponymous Ca lexeme that has a different meaning, but shares in some aspects
the boundary limits of another lexeme, ...)', W.A. VanGemeren, "Introduction" to
the "Guide" in NIDOTTE I, 5-13, here 8. As J. Lyons remarks: 'The sense of an
expression may be defined as the set, or network, of sense-relations that hold
between it and other expressions of the same language' (Linguistic Semantics, 80).
Cf. also Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Inte,pretation,  154f.
2 Walton, "Principles for Productive Word Study", 164; and also: 'Whenever words
with overlapping meaning exist, we have a right to ask: Why did the author choose
this one instead of another?'  (162).
3 Cf. Lyons, Linguistic Semantics, 294: 'One cannot generally determine the
reference of an expression, then, without regard to its context of utterance'.
4 LyonS, Linguistic Semantics, 79; see also Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Bibli-
cal Interpretation, 139f.
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('tree')  in a dictionary denotes a class of entities  in the external world.  It
is not until it is used in a text or utterance that it has a referent (from this
specific class).

The denotation of a word reflects the cultural knowledge of the world
in which it occurs; it belongs to the encyclopaedia of a certain language
community: what does the world look like.' Trying to find the denotation
of a word requires knowledge of this encyclopaedia,2 which differs from
one language community to another (e.g. lexically the word 'mountain' is
a very high area of land with steep sides; however, the word 'mountain'
in England or Ireland denotes something rather different than the word
'mountain' in Tibet or India does). This encyclopaedic knowledge needs
to be elucidated by careful research: historical, archeological and socio-
logical.3 It is one thing to know that the word 1510 means 'king' (the
lexical meaning), but another to know what a king looked like in biblical
times (or rather: in one particular biblical time), or what were his func-
tions. The denotations of words in texts are bound up with a particular
time, with a particular society; the 'reality' they represent is historically
and geographically determined: Obtaining such encyclopaedic knowledge
of a Hebrew language community must be done by examining the context
of the text in which words occur, both literal -we come across a cir-
cularity here- and historical.

Connotations and alluvial meanings
In this stage  of  a  word' s investigation  the  aim  is to study the meanings
which are added to the word by the actual context (immediate or larger)
in which it functions. Is it possible that something unique is added to the

general meaning of the word, in other words: does a word get a particular

' Cotterell & Turner refer to this as 'supposition pool', Linguistics & Biblical Inter-
premtion, 94-102.
2 Cf. J.I. Saeed, Semantics, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers 1997,
6-8.

3 Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Inte,pretation, 102.
4 See S. Sykes, "Time and Space in Haggai-Zechariah 1-8: A Bakhtinian Analysis
of a Prophetic Chronicle", Journalfor the Study of tile Old Testament16 (1997) 97-
124, esp. 99-101.
5  I think that Cotterell's and Turner's "discourse concepts" (Linguistics & Biblical
Interpretation, 151- 152) are much alike to what I call the connotations that can be
attributed to words in texts.
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connotation' or is a particular meaning attached to it.2 .Here we move
away from objectivity to subjectivity, away from cold grammar to flesh-
and-blood utterances. Words are not, in fact, the neutral entities we might
intuitively assume them to be.'3 What I refer to here partly agrees with
Cotterell's and Turner's "specialized sense", 'which could either be an
idiolect sense, or a sense specific to a particular group, arising out of its
distinctive interests. Paul's teaching on baptism, righteousness, charis-
mata, etc., will gradually build up in his churches generally accepted
senses of the respective words which are neither lexical senses (for they
are not yet sufficiently widely established to be labelled such), nor are
they purely Paul's personal usages, or special discourse senses, because
they have become part of the general linguistic usage of the Pauline
congregations'.4 Their focus, I think, is too much on the individual author
or the receiving community in the past, whereas the actual reader or inter-
preter remains out of the picture. And it is here, I think, that their view can
be expanded. By way of analogy I quote Armstrong on metaphor:

If a metaphor results from an interaction, the meaning of the figure is not a concealed
substance but a process and an event. Metaphorical meaning is not something "there,"
independently awaiting discovery, but is cocreated by the reader and depends on him or
her to make it exist by resolving the incongruity of the figure.5

Armstrong's point with regard to metaphor also holds true for the meaning
of words in a text: attaching meaning to a word is a process in which the
reader has an important role to play. He or she expands a word's lexical
meaning by relating it to its context and usage within this context; this is
what I would like to call alluvial meaning. Here a semantic and a literary
analysis indeed almost merge, but although connotative or alluvial mean-
ing is not an 'objective entity' as is lexical meaning, it can nevertheless be

explained and substantiated.

' In the Lexicon voor literaire termen (Groningen: Wolters-Noordhof 1993,84),
connotation is defined as the entirety of associations that can be evoked by a word,
but which do not belong to the denotation of this word. The connotation of a word
is often strictly personal. However, connotations may become part of the
encyclopaedia and/or the dictionary.
2 Cf. J.F.A. Sawyer, "Root-Meanings in Hebrew", Journal of Semitic Studies 12
(1967) 37-50, esp. section 4: "Overtones", 46-50.
3 Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Inte,pretation, 46. The above quotation
refers to connotation in general, not to a connotation evoked in a text.
4 Cotterell & Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Inte,pretation,  166.
5 Armstrong, Conflicting Readings, 73.
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I am aware of the fact that a clear-cut procedure is hardly possible.
Nevertheless, the kind of approach I have in mind may be like this. To
begin with, one has to look whether there are any 'regularities' or
'nuances' to be discerned when the same word is encountered in several
texts (e.g. the Torah), in other words: is there a sort typical usage? These
nuances may give the word a special connotation in certain contexts. And
if there are any nuances to be discerned, one must ask whether these are
applicable to the text under consideration. Do the contents allow for the
'newly uncovered' alluvial meaning?

Interpreting a text like Genesis 37, or -for that matter- Genesis 37-50
requires several skills from a scholarly reader. She or he not only has to
have a certain amount of knowledge   of the world ('encyclopaedic
knowledge'),  she  or  he  also  has to analyze  the  text  (in a syntactic  and
semantic way). And finally, such reader has to combine the results that the
analyses have yielded - here the actual literary analysis starts. It is in the
selection of the elements and the combination of the results into a coher-
ent interpretation, that various readers may reach different conclusions.

Based on the method described above, in the next sections I will deal with
important topics with regard to the protagonists of Genesis 37. In section
two I focus on the way the narrator introduces Joseph into Genesis 37-50.
In section three I will consider the relationship between Israel and his son
Joseph, whereas in section four Joseph's dreams will be my point of
interest - in this section we will also have a look at the dream-pairs of
Genesis 40 and 41. Section five is devoted to the brothers. We will regard
their reaction to their father's preference for Joseph and to Joseph's
dreams. Also their actions relating to the maltreatment of their brother will
be treated in this section. A special section is devoted to the problematic
nature of the sale of Joseph. Section seven, finally, summarizes the main
results.

§ 2 JoSEPH AND THE ART OF TENDING SHEEP (VERSE 2)
In the beginning of Genesis 37 Joseph is being introduced. His
introduction in v. 2b is brought about by a rather peculiar combination
1NX] 7'TIN-ilk illjn, which requires some attention. It may be translated:
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'he used to tend the sheep with his brothers', or: 'he used to tend his
brothers  with the sheep'.1

Besides v. 2b the verb ;1377 is used twelve times in Genesis,2 six of
which are combined with an object.3 In all these cases the object is intro-
duced by the nota accusativi (Ille), except in 30:31 where there is no nota
accusativi. Apart from 37:2b ;7311 is four times combined with the

1 Both interesting and curious is the following remark by Ehrlich: 'TIP-1 kann hier
nicht bedeuten weiden. Denn erstens weidet niemand Schafe, der eine O'DE)  11]rID
tragt, wie es Joseph nach V. 3 tat, und zweitens zeigt die folg. Erzahlung, dass
Joseph bei dem Vater daheim blieb, withrend die Bruder mit den Herden im Felde
waren. Das Verbum heisst in diesem Zusammenhang wie Ofter verkehren,
besuchen, 1 'IN ist nota acc. Und lN)1 ist Ortangabe und = wo die Schafe sich
befanden' (A.B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebrdischen BibeL Textkritisches,
Sprachliches und Sachliches, Erster Band: Genesis und Exodus, Hildesheim: Olms
Verlagsbuchhandlung 1968 (1908), 184). Also compare B. Jacob: 'M';1  1*Il ilill
konnte nach IS 161, 1734 heiBen: er weidete die Schafe, betatigte sich an ihnen als
Hirt, dann hieBe l'nN-rIN mit seinen BrUdern, aber hier sind scheinbar sie, nicht die
Schafe, das Objekt von Josephs Weiden. Dies ergabe den Sinn: er betreute sie bei
den Schafen. Aber beide Auffassungen haben Schwierigkeiten' (Das erste Buch der
Tora: Genesis, New York: KTAV Publishing House, Inc. 1974 (1934), 695). N.
Sarna too mentions this possibility (The JPS Torah Commentary: Genesis -
n 'EN13, Philadelphia - New York - Jerusalem: The Jewish Publication Society
5749/1989,255: 'it can also be translated, "he used to lord it over his brothers.").
Somewhat different from B. Jacob en Sarna is the translation by E.I. Lowenthal
(The Joseph Narrative in Genesis. An Interpretation, New York: KTAV Publishing
House, inc. 1973, 15): 'The sentence does not mean "he shepherded with his
brothers ...," but "he shepherded (advised) his brothers," after having been an
apprentice'.
2 I here follow the assumption of the existing translations of and commentaries on
Genesis 37 that the verb in question isiIP-V ('pasture, tend'). However, one could
assume ;111-1 to be derived from the verb ;1117" ('have dealings with'). The qal
participles of both verbs have the same vocalisation. Only a couple of places in the
Hebrew Bible appear to mention the latter verb: Job 24:21; Pr. 13:20; 28:7; 29:3;
Is. (8:9?) 44:20; Hos. (9:2?) 12:2 (Ps. 37:37?), all qal; Judg. 14:20, piel; Pr. 22:24;
Is. 11:7, hifil. The qal meaning of the verb is 'sich einlassen mit' (HAL, IV,  1176-
1177),  so  'to have dealings  with, to associate  with:  If  ;1111  in  Gen.  37:2  is
translated in this sense, a translation might be: 'He used to have dealings with his
brothers/to associate himself with his brothers/to be with his brothers with the
flock' (cf. my quotation of Ehrlich in the previous note).
3 Gen· 30:31.36; 36:24; 37:12; 48:15. Gen. 36:24 it is about grazing the donkeys,
the other three occurrences are about the tending of flocks; in 48:15 Godis the  ;1111
of 'ilN ('me'), Jacob says.
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preposition 1; in these cases the preposition indicates a place.' However,
in 37:2, 57117 is combined both with rIN and 7.

The option to interpret AN in v. 2b as a nota accusativi involves several
problems, as can be seen in the LXX, in which the translators understood
rIN asa preposition: 'with his brothers' (if they were in the possession of
the same Hebrew text as we are in today): In this case one decides that
the object (the flock) is being introduced by the proposition J (which
remains untranslated): LXX regards nN as the preposition p€rd and the
flock as the object of the verb: I(,)049 66Ka tlrr& t'c(I)v liv Trolpaivev
pET& T&v &6€Aq) v o:OroO Ta Trp613a'ra: At seventeen years of age,
Joseph tended with his brothers the flock/sheep.

A striking phenomenon in the series of prose texts in which 71117
occurs, is that the verb only occurs twice in combination with both rIN and
1. Even more striking is that both places are to be found in Genesis 37,
viz. in  v. 2b and v. 12a ('His brothers went to tend their father's flock at
Shechem', DJUin Oil'JN  1NX-rIN  n111-15 l'nk 115'1). In v. 12 there is
no other way for nk than to function as nota accusativi, just as 2 cannot
be interpreted otherwise than as a preposition: 'His brothers went to tend
(nk) the sheep   at   (3)   Shechem'.4 With regard to these characteristics
-both combinations occur only in Genesis 37 and the function of AN and
3 in 37: 12- and because of the grammatical structure, it is on the margins
of possibility that v. 2b can be read conformable to v. 12: Joseph used to

' This is the case in 37:12.13 (the brothers are tending the sheep in Sichem) and in
41:2.18 (the cows graze among the reeds). The remaining places are 29:7; 37:16
and 49:24, all of which without either the nota accusativi or a preposition.
2 The combination;1177 followed by 1NX ] is encountered in three places. Besides
Gen. 37:2 these are 1 Sam.  16:11 en 17:34, in both of which David is tending the
flock of his father. The combination;1111 together with  l'IN in narrative texts has
a slightly higher frequence. Beside the places already mentioned in Genesis, these
are: Ex. 3:1 (flock); 1 Sam. 17:15 (flock); 25:16 (without nota accusativi, however
with 1£7); 2 Sam. 5:2 (my people); 7:7 (my people). Both last mentioned places
show that 'being tended' is not restricted to animals only.
3 The preposition J may introduce the object: 'When the object is an instrument, the
construction with 3 is sometimes found instead of the accusative' (Jotion/Muraoka,
A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, % 125m, p. 448); compare also Waltke/0'Connor,
An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax. p. 198-199.
4 The translation: 'His brothers went with the flock to shepherd Shechem' does not
make sense.
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tend his brothers with the sheep'. However, if tending the sheep only
means to provide the sheep with sufficient food, than Joseph in v. 2b
seems to take care of the nourishment of the brothers: He used to bring
food to his brothers, who were to be found among the flocks. The
distribution of food to people as a meaning of;197 may be the reason for
the use of this verb in places like 2 Sam. 5:2 and 7:7 -although in these
places ;1177 is usually read as being led by a leader: Joseph's commuting
between his father and his brothers in v. 2d becomes more understandable
if he provides for his brothers' food.

In  v.  2c we come across another rIN:  'He was a youth/assistant (see
below)  1-IN   the   sons of Bilhah   and  RN   the  sons of Zilpah, his father' s
wives'.  In this verse rIN  must be a preposition, there is no other way to
translate or interpret  it:  'with the sons  ...'. But, contrary  to  v.  2b  (and v.
12), we have to keep in mind that in v. 2c we only come across nk, there
is no mention of the preposition J, as there was in v. 2b ('with the sheep').

In the light of what is written above, I think it likely that v. 2b on first
reading reads: 'he was shepherding the flock with his brothers', whereas
on second (or further) reading -when the reader knows about Joseph's

' Some commentators notice a case of anticipatory paronomasia in 37:2, like D.L.
Christensen ("Anticipatory Paronomasia in Jonah 3:7-8 and Genesis 37:2", Revue
Biblique 90 (1983) 261-263) or V.P. Hamilton, Die Book of Genesis. Chapters 18-
50 (The New International Commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company 1995, 406: 'The syntax of
the Hebrew allows for the translation "Joseph was shepherding his brothers", if 'a
is understood as the sign of the accusative rather than as the preposition "with". So
understood, this verse would provide an excellent introduction to the Joseph story
in the form of anticipatory paranomasia. What Joseph is doing during his teen life
is exactly what he will be doing in his adult life - caring and providing for those
who are dependent on him'. Regarding this one might refer to 49:24, where Joseph
is called a ;111-1 of Jacob.
2 This translation of ;IP-1 is found in the Statenvertaling and the King James Version
of Gen. 48:15: 'the God which fed me all my life long ...'. In LXX it is no
exception for;1117 to be translated by 'feeding'; 22 times the verb in use is BacK€tv
(cf. THWAT VII, 568); it does not however occur in 37:2, where the verb
TIOittaiv€lv is used. In 37:12.16 on the other hand LXX translates ;1317 by

BacK€tv, whereas in 37:13 Irotpaiv€tv is used again.
3 Also compare a text like Ezekiel 34, a chapter which is strongly determined by
shepherds and sheep in a metaphorical way, but in which nevertheless 'eat' and
'food' are explicitly present.
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food policy and the salvation of his relatives- the feasibility of reading 'he
was shepherding his brothers with the flock' urges itself upon the reader.

Youth or assistant?
In Gen. 37:2 Joseph is depicted as -117]  Nlill (he is a 111]). The meaning
of 3111 one most frequently encounters is 'youth', 'young man'.1 Apart
from this 717] may also mean 'servant' or 'assistant' or it can refer to a
military function.2 This latter meaning does not apply to Genesis.3 The
question is how we have to interpret 7171 in 37:2. Therefore I will inves-
tigate the word -117] in the book of Genesis, in which it occurs twenty-
seven times. When examining the places in which it is attested several
interesting observations can be made.

In eighteen out of twenty-seven times the singular of 717]in combina-
tion with the definite article is found: 111]il: In these cases the relation-
ship between the -117] and the person(s) taking care of him (often the
parents) seems to be focused upon: In the contexts in which 711]il is
found  the  word  does  not  only  seem  to mean 'youth' or 'young  man';
moreover it appears to bear a connotation of care and concern. This is
most lucidly illustrated in Judah's speech to the Egyptian vizier (Genesis
44) in which he is at pains to depict Jacob's attachment to Benjamin.

There are two other cases in which this notion of care and concern is
central as well. In these we find 717] in the plural with the definite article.
The first is Gen. 25:27, where it is told of Jacob and Esau that they
(0'-IF]n, 'the youths') are growing up (...), to which 25:28 adds: 'And
Isaac loved Esau ... and Rebekkah loved Jacob'. The second occurrence
of 0'711]il in which the notion mentioned is present is 48:16 in which
Jacob blesses both Ephraim and Manasseh, and speaks out his wish that
'the Angel who has redeemed me from all harm - may he bless these boys
(0'711]); and in them let my name be perpetuated, and the name of my an-
cestors Abraham and Isaac; and may they increase greatly upon the earth'.

1 Cf. the concordance of 11/119-12£, 766-767.
2 Cf.  THWAT v, 507-518 and NIDOTTE III, 124.
3 The cases in which this sense is prominent are not found in the Pentateuch.
4 These are 18:7; 21:12.17.17.18.19.20; 22:5.12; 34:19; 43:8; 44:22.30.31.32.33.
33.34.
5 Gen. 18.7 is an exception: Abraham either asks his son (Ishmael) or a servant to
prepare a lamb to serve to YHWH and his fellow visitors. However, considering the
context the most reasonable interpretation is that Abraham asks a servant to prepare
the lamb.
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There is a third occurrence of this same syntactic form, 0'717]A, in
14:24. However, it is not clear whom the ones referred to might be - but
obviously it is not a context in which parenthood or care and concern are
focussed   upon. The people in question probably belong to Abram' s
household.

The remaining six cases fall outside this parental and care category as
well. In the first of these, Gen. 19:4, 717] is found as a part of a merism:
'both old and young'.1 After that lP] three times refers to Abraham's
servants (22:3.5.19); the form in question is 1'3171 ('his servants'); the
relation of the servants to their master is emphasized by the pronominal
suffix.2 The two remaining cases are in the Joseph story. Both occur
without any suffix or affix (3171): 37:2 and 41:12, and in both cases neither
a connotation of (a parent's) care and concern nor a merism is in view.
The question is whether in these places -Ill] might refer to the notion of
servanthood or apprenticeship. Therefore I will have a closer look at
41:12.

After Pharaoh has had two dreams, and there is no one to be found
who interprets them, the cupbearer informs Pharaoh: 'And there was there
with us a young man, a Hebrew servant ('-1:117  -1171) to the captain of the
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man
according to his dream he did interpret' (41:12; KJV). In this context -IP]
'7:117 could -at first glance- both be understood as 'a Hebrew youth' and
as  'a Hebrew assistant'. On second thoughts the latter might be preferable.
There are two arguments in favour of this view: 1) while being in prison
Joseph was appointed to serve (the verb used is n-119; 40:4; cf. also 39:4)
the cupbearer and the baker; and 2) when Joseph is released from prison
(41: 14), he turns out to be thirty years old (41:46). This implies that in
Genesis 40 during the dream-episode in the house of the captain of the
guard, which happened two years before his release (cf. 40: 1), Joseph was
twenty-eight years old, which is probably too old to be called a 'youth'.3

' In Gen. 19:4: both old and young huddle together in Sodom and besiege the house
of Lot in which he provides accomodation for God' s messengers (cf. THWAT v,
512 and NIDOTTE III, 125). Two more merisms are to be found in Ex. 10:9 and
Deut. 28:50.
2   According to THWAT   v,   513    'ist   der   na'ar ein freier   Mann,   der   ein
selbstgewahltes Dienstverhaltnis eingeht'.
3 The trouble with 711 -when looking at all places- is that it is applicable to all
kinds of age groups: Moses is three months old (Ex. 2:6), just like Samuel who (as
a baby) is called a 711] in 1 Sam. 1.22, whereas Ephraim and Manasseh in Gen.
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Against this interpretation (i.e. Joseph being an assistant) one could put
forward that after '7311 717] Joseph is being called 0'11ZIDil  ntub 7111,
'servant to the captain of the guard'. And this could lead to the conclusion
that one cannot decide which interpretation in this clause has to be chosen.

However, considering the data regarding 1317, who is a servant "der nach
R. de Vaux unter der Gewalt eines anderen steht",1 it is reasonable that

(both the baker and) the cupbearer perceived Joseph's service to them (he
was not in their service) in another way than Joseph's service to the
captain of the guard. So the reason why the cupbearer used the word 79]
('assistant') was that Joseph  was an 1111 to the captain of the guard:

Looking at the occurrences of 717] in Genesis, one might infer that 711]
indicates a relationship of someone to somebody else; this relationship,
however, does not always point in the same direction. Whenever the
notion of care and concern is involved there is a person (mostly a parent,
in the case of Ishmael it is YHWH - Genesis 21) who takes care of or is
concerned about the 111]. If on the other hand the notion of apprenticeship
or attendence is the central issue, it is the 717] who takes care of someone

else (as is the case in Genesis 22:3.5.19 and 41:12). The only exception
so far is the merism 'both old and young' in 19:4. So, in the book of
Genesis the range of possible meanings with regard to the word 711] is
restricted to two - not considering the merism (which is a special category
in itself): a 717] is someone who is taken care of, or a 7111 is an assistant.

48:16 are probably in their late teens or early twenties. Ishmael is at least fourteen
years old (cf. 16:16; 17:1)when Isaac is born in Genesis 21; in this chapter Ishmael
is called a -111]. Both Ishmael and Joseph (in 37:2, being seventeen) are somewhere
in between infancy and early manhood, but in 41: 12 Joseph is quite some years
older. This might indicate that 711] does not always refer to a specific age.
1 THWAT v, 513. Cf. also THWAT v, 994ff.: the noun -1311 means someone who

is subjected to someone else: 'Diese Unterordnung kann sich aber auf verschiedene
Weisen realisieren, entsprechend hat 'tebted mehrere Bedeutungen: Sklave, Diener,
Untertan, Beamter, Vasall, „Diener" oder Verehrer eines Gottes ...' (994); only the
first two categories are found in Genesis. 'Sklaven werden in „Besitzformeln"
neben  Vieh,  Gold und Silber als Eigentum eines Mannes erwahnt  (Gen   12,16;
20,14; 24,35; 30,43; 32,6 ...)' (995).
2 It is clear then, that I do not agree with J. MacDonald who concludes that the use
of 71] in this text should be seen in a military context (cf. J. MacDonald, "The
Status and Role of the Na'ar in Israelite Society", Journal of Near Eastern Studies
35 (1976) 147-170, particularly 152-153.157).
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When we try to establish the most probable meaning of 717] in 37:2, we
have to make a selection out of the range of possible meanings in the book
of Genesis, which in this case means one of the options given above.
Therefore we have to pay attention to the verse's literary context. In 37:2b
we read that Joseph is a seventeen year old. Taking this clause into
consideration, interpreting or translating -1111 as a 'youth' in v. 2c seems
to be a doubling of information, and therefore superfluous, it does not add
anything new, there  is  no new information:

A further consideration regards v. 2b-c - in the first of both clauses

Joseph is accompanied by his brothers, whereas in v. 2c he is mentioned
together with the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah:

2b  'Joseph, a seventeen year old, was iTJW illill/-1119-112 901' 2b
shepherding the flock with his brothers, 1 ] 1.UN-nli n» il'A

c   and he was a na'ar with the sons of nobl '13-nk: 71 1 Ngnl c
Bilhah and the sons of Zilpah, his 1':10  ,U/] ;1357  73-nkl
father's wives'.

In v. 2b we see Joseph together with (nN) his brothers. In the second
clause we encounter Joseph 'rIN' the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, in which
the word rIN most reasonably ought to be understood in the same way as

' 'Die nun folgenden Worte 7171 Nlill waren als selbstandiger Satz »und er war
(noch) jung« nach der Altersangabe sinnlos und konnten nur als Glosse verstanden
werden, die aber schwer zu erklaren ware' (C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50.
Teilband 3 (Biblischer Kommentar 73), Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag
1982, 26). In the same vein are the comments by B. Jacob (Das erste Buch der
Tora, 695-696) and J. Skinner (A Critical and Eregetical Commentary on Genesis

(The International Critical Commentary), Edinburgh: T&T Clark 1980 (1910),
443-444). Cf. also F. Delitzsch: 'Mit der Bed. Jungling ist hier nichts angefangen'
(Neuer Commentar fiber die Genesis, Leipzig: DOrffling und Franke 1887,438).
Ehrlich on the other hand writes: 'Ebenso wenig kann -Ill] hier ein Dienstverhaltnis
bezeichnen und das Ganze so viel sein wie: Bursche bei den Sohnen Bilhas u.s.w.;
denn dafur ist 11*  711] unhebraisch' (Randglossen, 184). Ehrlich argues in favour
of a meaning like 'unverheiratet'. The entire clause would then be: 'Joseph hatte als
unverheirateter junger mann keinen eigenen Haushalt. Seine Mutter war tot, ...
Unter diesen Umstanden blieb ihm nichts anderes Ubrig, als abwechslend im Hause
der andern Frauen seines Vaters zusammen mit ihren SOhnen zu wohnen. Diese

Fassung passt auch fur den Zusammenhang sehr gut' (Randglossen, 185).
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in v. 2b: 'with'.1 This means that 37:2c makes clear that the narrator
depicts Joseph at one and the same level as the four sons: 'he was a na'ar
with (rIN) the sons ...'. Joseph as well as the maids' sons appear not to
belong to the same group as the six sons of Leah (and Rachel's second-
born Benjamin). Both clauses focalize on different relationships. The first
clause focuses on the similarity between Joseph and his brothers: they are
all shepherding. Within this larger company of brothers, Joseph in v. 2c
finds himself together with the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah. Moreover, he
is a na'ar with them. This second clause has the similarity between Joseph
and four of his brothers as its central focus. He is explicitly portrayed as
a na'ar: 711] N1711. The fact of Joseph being a na'aris emphasized. This
implies that Joseph together with four of his brothers is in a different posi-
tion; they appear to have another task compared to the remaining seven
while they are tending the sheep.

Since, in Genesis,  a na'ar is either taken care of by somebody, or is
himself taking care of someone, and in this verse Joseph is not being taken
care of, we have to assume that both Joseph and the sons of Bilhah and
Zilpah are assisting the others.

As a conclusion on the basis of the above mentioned considerations I
would suggest that 'he is an assistant' is the more correct interpretation of
-Ill]  Nlill in Gen. 37:2c.2 This, however, does not exclude the meaning

'young man'. 'Young  man' and 'assistant'  do not exclude one another:
they are not two opposing poles: Although they are not exclusive, I think

' Unless one prefers the alternative interpretation and considers nE in v. 2b as the
nota accusativi.
2 Speiser and Hamilton interpret -117] as 'helper, assistant, attendant' as well:
Speiser:  'he was assisting the sons of his father's wives' (Genesis (The Anchor
Bible), Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1964, 287); Hamil-
ton: 'Joseph ..., an assistant with the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, his father's wives'
Crhe Book of Genesis. Chapters 18-50 (The New International Commentary on the
Old Testament), Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Com-
pany 1995,403). With regard to this sense of -111] they refer to Ex. 33:11. The not-
ion of apprenticeship is also present in E.I. Lowenthal, The Joseph Narrative, 15.
  That is why Buber's and Rosenzweig's "Jungknecht" is a lucky strike (Die fiinf
Bucher der Weisung. Verdeutscht von Martin Buber gemeinsam mit Franz Rosen-
zweig, Heiderberg: Verlag Lambert Schneider 1976 [1954'], 108). The word 'Jung-
knecht',  however,  does  not  occur  in  the  present-day  German dictionary Duden
Deutsches Universalworterbuch (G. Drosdowski und B. Alsleben, Hrsg.), Mann-
heim [etc.]: Bibliographisches Institut 1983. It is, however, to be found in the Deut-
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that in Gen. 37:2c it is the notion of apprenticeship that is emphasized, not
the fact that Joseph is a youngster. 1

Support for this interpretation of Joseph being an assistant can be
found in the remainder of the chapter. For then, after Joseph's telling of
the dreams, his brothers' outrage becomes more understandable. In their
interpretation of Joseph's dreams he is going to rule over them - a thing
they obviously cannot swallow from their assistant. In this respect the
irony of the brothers' 11719/nil  5173, 'lord of the dreams' in 37:19 becomes
more bitter as well.

Slander and gossip
In v. 2d the reader is confronted with two problems. Firstly, what is one
to understand when reading ;1177  Oil]-1 ('their bad report'), and secondly,
who are supposed to be the 0- (their) or Oil- (of 'their father')? To begin
with the latter, the most obvious choice seems to be 'the group of four':
Dan, Naphtali, Gad, and Asher - the brothers who were mentioned last.
However, this conclusion is not obligatory. It is by no means impossible
that 'their' in v. 2d reaches out over v. 2c to the brothers (including
Joseph) in v. 2b. The text as it is cannot provide the reader with a definite
conclusion. The narrator may be making the most of the ambiguity of the
Hebrew language: A more or less similar remark can be made on on]-1
71117:3

sches Warterbuch von Jacob und Wilhelm Grimm, Band 10 (Vierten Bandes Zweite
Abteilung: H-Juzen. Bearbeitet von Moriz Heyne), Munchen: Deutsche Taschen-
buch Verlag 1984 (1877), 2395: 'in Berlin heisztjungknecht der jiingste backer-
knecht in einem backhause, welcher das holzhacken und andere geringe arbeiten
verrichten musz', but it has quite another meaning than the one Rosenzweig and
Buber intended.
1 Perhaps one could also refer to the social context in which the younger brother is
always subservient to the elder.
2 Westermann (Genesis. Teilband 3,26) chooses  for  one  of the options:'Wenn
Joseph dem Vater etwas hinterbrachte, bezieht sich das nicht auf alle Bruder,
sondern allein auf die Gruppe der vier SOhne der Nebenfrauen Jakobs'.
3 The nounil:11 does not occur too often in the Old Testament. Except for 37:2 it
it used in Num. 13:32; 14:36-37; Ez. 36:3, Jer. 20:10; Ps. 31:14; Pr. 10:18; 25:10.
According to HAL. 1,200 the meaning is 'Gerede, Nachrede'. Possible translations
according to Tlze Dictionary of Classical Hebrew. volume II, 383 are: 'evil report,
gossip, defamation'. Wilhelm Gesenius' Hebraisches und Aramaisches Hand-
warterbuch Uber das Alte Testament (18. Auflage, 2. Lieferung 1-') translates 37:2
like: 'Joseph brachte ihre able Nachrede vor ihren Vater (d.h. er denunzierte sie)'
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Dibbatam-their slander- is remarkably ambiguous. Considering the Narrative's other-
wise so masterly stylistic competence, such ambiguities are deliberate and call for all the
possible interpretations: "Their slander" can mean the slander by or about them. More-
over, "them" can refer to all ten brothers, to the sons of Leah and to the concubines's
sons. Consequently, the verse seems to say that Joseph reported the defamations of the
two "parties" about each other and by all Ten about himself.'

Because the narrator refrains from every kind of judgement, there are
quite a few ambiguities that come to light. Therefore I follow the above

quoted suggestion of Lowenthal's and do not make a decision concerning:
1. Which of the brothers are referred to; and 2. What 'spoke ill about
them' or 'their slander' exactly means. In this perspective, 71117  01'1312 can

be understood in different ways (beside one another): a. Joseph takes the
slander which is uttered by others to his father,3 b. Joseph takes the
slander which is brought about by the brothers themselves to their father;
c. Joseph takes the slander which he himself trumpets about4 to his father:

(p. 236). The combination 51177 andil:17 is also found (besides 37:2) in Num. 14:37.
Here it sounds rather negative: 'these men responsible for spreading the bad report
about the land were struck down and died of a plague before the Lord' (NIV).
' Lowenthal, The Joseph Narrative, 16. Also compare J.P. Fokkelman, who
indicates that ;1117 is being used predicatively, not attributively (as is the case in
many translations:'he brought the evil reports...');  in the latter case the definite
article should have been placed before ;1117. 'That the talk about the brothers is bad
is not an objective fact. Instead, the text says: "Joseph brought the rumours about
them to their father as bad", which is unpretty English for: he brought this gossip
to his father [and presented it] as bad. This means that the text leaves open the

possibility, if it does not say so unequivocally, that Joseph himsel f is the source of,
and is responsible for, the negative import of his message' ("Genesis 37 and 38 at
the Interface of Structural Analysis and Hermeneutics", in: L.J. de Regt e.a. (eds.),
Literary Structure and Rhetorical Strategies in the Hebrew Bible, Assen -Winona
Lake: Van Gorcum - Eisenbrauns 1996,152-187, here 156). See also Jouon'
Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew %126a, 455: attulit Ioseph rumorem de

eis (ut) malum (= spoke ill of them).
2 It is curious that Fokkelman discerns a 'wordplay'  in ;1171  Drill by means of -1,
3 and 1 with -01 in v. 4d. v. 8d en v. llb ("Genesis 37 and 38", 156-157).
3 ACCording to B. Jacob the 'haBlichen Reden' were about the sons of Bilhah and
Zilpah. When talking about the ones spreading the rumours 'liegt (es) am nachsten,
an die andern Brtider, die Sohne der Lea zu denken' (Das erste Buch der Tora,
696).
4 Sarna translates 'And Joseph brought bad reports of them to their father' (Genesis,
255), which not only implies an active role for Joseph with regard to the
transmitting of the reports, but may also imply an active role with regard to the
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It is questionable whether Joseph's brothers are aware of his behaviour
towards them. The narrator reports of Joseph's messages to his father in
a neutral way and does not inform the reader about the brothers' reaction
to Joseph's commuting between them and their father.'

A phenomenon that leaps to the eye in v. 2 is the fact that the consonantal
string resj, ayin, he, occurs twice: Joseph is ;1177 (tending; 2b), and he is
bringing a report 71117 (bad) to his father (2d), which at least suggest a
connexion between the phonemes of the tending of the flock/brothers and
the telling of tales.2

reports' content. The same is applicable to Speiser's 'bad reports about them'
(Genesis (The Anchor Bible), Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company,
Inc. 1964,287).
5 Cf. B. Jacob: 'Zu tibersetzen »uble Nachrede ilber sie«, nahmlich von ihm selbst
ausgehende, ware eine uble Nachrede uber Joseph selbst, est ist undenkbar, daB
dieser von Grund aus edle Charakter hierzu fahig gewesen ware' (Das erste Buch
der Tora, 696). Hamilton (The Book Of Genesis. 18-50, 406) on the other hand
writes:  'For some undisclosed reason, Joseph maligned his brothers to Jacob'.  Yet
another interpretation is given by J. Peck ("Note on Genesis 37:2 and Joseph's
Character", Erpository Times 82 (1970/71) 342-343); this, to bring Joseph's actions
more into accordance with the following chapters: 'A slightly different rendering
could restore unity to the story, by rendering the words as "Joseph brought their (his
brothers') slanders against him to their father". This takes the hebrew dibbatham
as carrying a subjective rather than an objective genetive' (343). Without any
grounds is Brown, Driver and Briggs' suggestion sub voce;127: 'evil repon, specif.
a (true) report of evil doing' (BDB, 179).
1 Although G.W. Coats appears to descry some hatred of the brothers in  v. 2, as can
be derived from his statement that 'The reason for the brothers' hatred is different
in vs. 2 from the ones noted in the following verses' (From Canaan to Egypt. Struc-
mral and 77:eological Contextfor the Joseph Story (The Catholic Biblical Quarterly
Monograph Series 4), Washington D.C.: The Catholic Biblical Association of
America 1976,12).
2 According to early Jewish exegesis the bringing of evil reports must have had
sometliing to do with Joseph's brothers' tending the sheep. One tradition, as 'found
in the Tesmments Ofthe Twelve Patriarchs and, in a somewhat different version in
rabbinic sources- Joseph reported that his brothers were guilty of eating the animals
they were supposed to be caring for', cf. Test. Gad  1:6-7:  'Gad says there "And
Joseph said to his father, the sons of Zilpah and Bilhah are killing the best animals
and eating them against the advice of Judah and Reuben. He saw that I had set free
a lamb from the mouth of a bear, which I then killed, but that I had killed the lamb
when I was saddened to see that it was too weak to live; and we had eaten it". See
J. Kugel, 'The Case Against Joseph", in: T. Abusch, J. Huehnergard, P. Steinkeller
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This  first line of the  story  of Jacob' s toledot shows Joseph to be in the
position   of an assistant, together  with   the   four   sons   of his father' s
concubines. This job as an assistant probably allows him to commute
between his father and the brothers pasturing the sheep. On these errands
he transmits negative reports about his brothers to his father - it is not
clear what was exactly Joseph's role in the reporting of the gossip.

However, on the whole he does not seem too reliable.

§ 3 FATHER AND SON (VERSES 3-4)
In the syntactic analysis of vv. 3-4 presented in chapter two I showed that
both verses constitute a syntactic unity, which at the same time consists
of two parts. This slight caesura is confirmed when one examines the
perspectives from which the contents of both verses are being described.

In v. 3 the situation is described from the point of view of Israel (cf.  the
indication  'more than all his sons'; 173-5DD, v. 38; compare 7'rIN-5DD,
'more than all his brothers' in v. 4b), whereas in v. 4 the point of view
appears   to be mainly the brothers'.1 When, however, an explicative
subclause is put forward both in v. 3b and v. 4b, Joseph is being mention-
ed. This is obvious from the nominal clause in v. 3b: 'because he was a
son of his old age'; Joseph is both the predicate (0']pT-13) and the subject

(Nlil) of the clause;2 Israel emerges in an indirect object (15, 'him'), which
keeps the point of view to Israel.

In the 'J-clause in v. 4b on the other hand Israel is the subject; Joseph
acts as a direct object (111N, 'him'; I will return to this below), and the part
'more than all his brothers' refers to Joseph, because of the pronoun (his)
and of the noun 'brothers'. This makes v. 4b rather odd: in the first part
of the clause the perspective is the brothers' (their father), whereas the

final part is seen from Joseph's perspective (than all his brothers). This is

(eds.), Lingering over Words. Studies in Ancient Near Eastern Literature in Honor
of William  L Moran, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press 1990,271-287, here 276.
' 'The perceptual point of view shifts in the next verse to the brothers' (A. Berlin,
Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical Narrative (Bible and Literature Series 9),
Sheffield: The Almond Press 1983,48). The perspective lying with the brothers is
perhaps a little too rash: the text does not say 'the brothers', but 'his brothers'. The
use of the possessive pronoun in this context shows that the perspective strictly
speaking is Joseph's: the narrator appears to share Joseph's point of view.
2 Like v. 2 the personal pronoun Nln refers to Joseph; the same pronoun is used in
v. 27 by the brothers - again to refer to Joseph.
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indicated by the affix (his), which because of 'brothers' can only refer to
Joseph. If the clause had been described from the perspective of the
brothers, the last part of the clause should have been 'more than all his
sons' (as is the case in LXX); in the latter case his no longer refers to
Joseph, but to their father, to Israel.

The remarkable construction of the clause causes Joseph to have a
prominent part in it. Apart from the use of 'his brothers' instead of 'his
sons' this also appears from the syntactic construction of v. 4b. The direct
object (lnN, 'him') has a special place in the clause, which makes it a 'D-
0-V-S construction (an object-verb-subject construction preceded by 'D),
which is not the most widespread in Biblical Hebrew: This construction
topicalizes Joseph, which means that he is explicitly presented in the
narrative chain.2 Just like v. 2d, v. 4b has On'JN ('their father'); in view
of the context this implies all the brothers, including Joseph.

An interesting observation, at first sight, is made by Meir Sternberg.
He writes that the brothers never mention Joseph by name; even in this
verse by the narrator -in which the perspective is the brothers'- his name
is not mentioned. 'To Jacob, the favorite is "Joseph," an intimate and
specific figure opposed to the amorphous mass of "all his sons" (cf. v. 3,
RID; to the brothers, it is a nameless "him"'.3 Sternberg, however, forgets
that Jacob's sons always consider Joseph their brother. They call him 'our
brother' (v. 27d), 'he is of our flesh' (v. 27e), and 'your son' (v. 320.4

' In Biblical Hebrew the order V-0 is found in 97 % of the texts, whereas the order
0-V is in 3% of the texts. Cf. T. Givdn, 'The Pragmatics of Anaphoric Reference",
in: id., Mind Code and Context. Essays in Pragmatics, Hillsdale, New Jersey -
London: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers 1989, 205-235, here 229.
2 In ordinary terms one may say that the construction puts emphasis on Joseph; cf.
B.L. Bandstra: 'Word order in Biblical Hebrew narrative must first be defined in
terms of unmarked constituent order, namely V-S-0 and V-0. (...) Emphasis is a
function of non-V-S-0 word order and can better be termed topicalization.
Topicalization takes what is normally nonsalient information, fronts that
constituent, and places it in a position of informational prominence' ("Word Order
and Emphasis in Biblical Hebrew Narrative: Syntactic Observations on Genesis 22
from a Discourse Perspective", in: W.R. Bodine (ed.), Linguistics and Biblical
Hebrew, Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1992, 109-123, here: 123).
3 M. Stemberg, The Poetics  of Biblical Narrative.  Ideological Literature and the
Drama of Reading, Bloomington: Indiana University Press 1985,403.
4 Cf. also the words spoken by the brothers on the occasion of their first meeting
with the Egyptian vizier:  'We, your servants, are twelve brothers, the sons of one
man ...' (41:13).
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Sternberg neither takes into account that the opposite is the case as well:
like them, Joseph never calls his brothers by their names. Moreover,
Joseph may be Israel's favourite, but the latter only once calls Joseph by
name, and this is where he thinks Joseph no longer to be alive (v. 33).

Closely connected to this I mention the use of the nom accusativi with
the third person masculine suffix (lrIN, 'him'). In Genesis 37 this word is
found not less than twelve times' (a coincidence?), eleven times of which
it refers to Joseph. The only case excepted is v. 9b, in which it refers to
the second dream (remarkable, however, is its absence in v. 10a, which is
a partial recapitulation of v. 9b).

The robe
The alternating use of the names 'Jacob' and 'Israel' for the brothers'
father is noticeable. In 37:2a the toledot of Jacob were mentioned,
whereas in the beginning of v. 3 the father's name appears to be Israel;
this also happens a little further on in v. 13. Verse 34 on the other hand
again mentions Jacob: Besides the variation in the names in Genesis 37-
50 one often comes across the designation :1N (father). In his commentary
on Genesis Wenham observes that the name 'Jacob' always refers to the
individual, whereas 'Israel' sometimes also refers to the people (cf. 46:8;
47:27; 48:20). Also 'when Israel is used of the individual, it seems to
allude to his position as clan head (43:6, 8, 11; 46:1; 48:2), whereas Jacob
seems to be used where his human weakness is most obvious (e.g. 37:34;
42:4,36; 47:9: cf. Longacre, Joseph, 149- 151). This fits with the ety-
mology of the names ("Jacob" = "struggler, deceiver" and "Israel" =
"prevailer with God") given earlier in Genesis. So Jacob turns into Israel
when his strength revives (45:28; 48:2):3 Wenham also observes that in

i In verses 4 (2x),5,8,9, 18 (2x), 22 (2x), 24, 35,36.
2 The name Jacob may come as a surprise, since both in Gen. 32:28 and 35:10 God
has given Jacob his new name Israel. 'Jacob' is used (from Genesis 37 onwards)
in: 42:1.4.5.29.36; 45:25.27; 47:7.8.9.10.28; 'Israel' is encountered in: 42:5:
43:6.8.11; 45:21.28; 46:29.30; 47:27.29.31; 50:2. From this we can infer that the
name  'Jacob'  is  used more frequently than 'Israel'. According  to G.J. Wenham
(Genesis 16-50 (Word Biblical Commentary 2), Dallas, Texas: Word Books,
Publisher 1994, 351) because Jacob is the normal form., 'it is the exceptional
appearance Israel that needs to be explained'.  It is, however, the question whether
Israel is exceptional. After Jacob's change of name to Israel, I think Israel to be the
normal form.
3 Wenham. Genesis 16-50,351.
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the scenes where Joseph is present,  the name Israel seems  to be preferred.'
Although Wenham's observations are correct, I am not satisfied with his
conclusions. For example, I can see no connexion between the appearance
of the name 'Israel' as a clan head, and its appearance whenever Joseph
is present. Another solution is presented by Coats in his monograph From
Canaan  to Egypt. According to Coats the name 'Israel' is always used
when the move to Egypt is in view, whereas this is not the case when
'Jacob' is encountered. However -to mention but one example-, I think
it a little far-fetched to consider 37:3 a text related to the move to Egypt,
even though Coats asserts that verse 3 'is a part of the exposition, intro-
ducing the name Israel into the flow of the narrative. But in addition, that
introduction provides a motif that motivates the brothers' treachery and is
thus fundamental for the account of Joseph's move to Egypt'.2 I cannot
think of an alternative solution - perhaps it is not possible to provide a
satisfying solution in a synchronic study of these chapters.

Verse 3 mentions Israel's making a robe for Joseph. Israel's, or
perhaps better, Joseph's robe not only caused a lot of trouble to Joseph,
but also to quite a few commentators and translators, who have racked
their brains on the question of what a O'CD n]rID might be. The word
rl]ni is found twenty-nine times in the entire Old Testament (the root is
known from Mesopotamia to Greece; the consonants might indicate a
connexion with 'cotton'3).   It  is both translated   as   'coat' and 'robe'.4
According to THWAT the word n]rll designates two possible pieces of
garment; on the one hand it indicates the 'archaische' ketonet passim, and
on the other the 'einfache' ketonet, 'ein Leibgewand oder Hemd' (IV,
398). The editors of HAL have made a tripartite division with reference to

1 Gen. 37:3.13; 46:29.30; 48:2.8.11.14.20.21; 50:2.
2 Coats, From Canaan to Egypt. 71.
3 Cf. THWAT Iv, 397-401. Also cf. 'The kaonet was probably the forerunner of the
Greek chit01 and Roman tunic, and was worn next to the skin (...) or over the 'ezor;
it often had sleeves' (77:e Anchor Bible Dictionary (volume 2 D-G), New York etc.:
Doubleday 1992,233 s.v. 'dress and ornamentation').
4 Other clothes arenx'brl (what is ripped of a slain; not in Genesis), r170:) (clothing;
not in Genesis) 199:15 (garment; a lot of occurrences, but only one in Genesis:
49:11), 5'Prl (sleeveless coat; not in Genesis), 1110 (garment, a hapax; only in Gen.
49:11), Tirl 7ui (mantle: not in Genesis), rle:15n (raiment; not in Genesis). Several
clothes, however, are frequently encountered in Genesis: ;1050 in Gen 9:23; 35:2;
37:34; 41:14; 44:13; 45:22,22, and 712 in Gen. 24:53: 27:15.27; 28:20; 37:29;
38:14.19; 39:12,13,15,16,18; 41:42. Both 113 and 71105<U appear to be ordinary
clothes, in contrast to a 11]n:).
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the people wearing a garment like this. It is worn by laymen, by women,1
and by priests.2 With regard to the combination 0'09 n]rID one often
points to the circumstance that it could indicate a garment 'das nicht zur
Arbeit taugt und deshalb nicht filr einfache Menschen geschaffen ist.
Konigstochter trugen solche Gewander - Tamar zum Beispiel, Absoloms
Schwester'.3 The odd thing in derivations like these is that despite the fact
that 0'09  11]nl is found only in Genesis 37 and in 2 Samuel 13, the main
indication of its meaning is looked for at a royal court, and consequently
0,09  rl]rID is supposed to refer to a royal garment (cf. 2 Sam. 13:18: 'for
this is how the virgin daughters of the king were clothed, with sleeveless
coats [c]'5'1111]'). So, if a 5'pa is a sleeveless coat (girmelloses, mantel-
aniges Obergewand, HAL, II, 579) a 0'09  11]nD may be a sort of sleeve-
less coat as well. With regard to 2 Samuel 13 however, one might ask
whether this garment, this sleeveless coat, is perchance a special pastoral
dress, which Tamar (being a virgin daughter) wears in 2 Samuel 13. It is
exactly the explicit mentioning of this robe that might indicate the
exceptionality of her wearing it, and so prove it not to be a royal garment.
Or would she and the other daughters of the king when they are married,
and when nothing is told of her garments, never wear any royal dresses?

The LXX and the Vulgate have introduced the well-known translation
(in 37:3):  'coat of many colours'; LXX: %1'c6va 7[011<flov, and Vulgate:
tunicam polymitam. Beside this translation one also encounters the
meaning: 'long robe with sleeves', in which translators base their case on
the post-biblical word OD, which is connected to 0'09, and which means
the flat of the hand or feet. The robe is supposed to reach down to the

'
E.g. Westermann: the robe 'ist nach 2S 13,18 die Tracht einer Prinzessin. Dieses

Kleid ist dann nicht nur ein schones Geschenk des Vaters fur seinen von ihm
geliebten Sohn, sondern es hebt Joseph tiber seine Brilder hinaus; aus der Vorliebe
wird das Vorziehen. Die Vorliebe wird Offentlich, und damit wird der Vader
mitschuldig an dem Streit, der daraus entsteht (...) Nicht erst in den Traumen, auch
schon bei dem Geschenk des Kleides geht es um die Stellung Josephs zu seinen
Brudern' (Genesis. Teilband 3,27).
2 HAL, II, 480-481: 'Laientracht'  (Gen. 3:21; 37:3.23.31.33; 2 Sam. 15:32; Jes.
22:21 en Job 30:18), 'Frauentracht' (2 Sam. 13:18f.; Song 5:3) and 'Priestertracht'
(Ex. 28:4.39f.; 29:5.8; 39:27; 40:14; Lev. 8:7.13; 10:5; 16:4; Ezra 2:69; Neh.
7:69.71 and Sir. 45:8).
  W. Dietrich, Die Josephserzoihlung als Novelle und Geschichtsschreibung (Bib-
lisch-Theologische Studien 14), Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag 1989,72;
also Westermann, Genesis. Teilband 3,27; G. von Rad, Genesis. A Commentary
(The Old Testament Library), London: SCM Press LTD 19703,346.
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ankles and wrists (which of course contradicts the above mentioned
'synonymity' with 5'170).1 According to Speiser both translations are
'sheer guesses from the context; nor is there anything remarkable about
either colors or sleeves'.2 He poses a new solution by referring to Mesopo-
tamian cuneiform inscriptions on which the words kitil pi&annu appeal.
'The article so described was a ceremonial robe which could be draped
about statues of goddesses, and had various gold ornaments sewed onto
it ... the Heb. phrase, i.e. passin, would be an adaptation of Akk. pi&annu,
a technical term denoting appliqu6 ornaments on costly vests and
bodices'.3

Perhaps we can notice that the consonants of the word O'CD -apart
from the final mem- show the inverse order of those of Joseph's name:
901'; and perhaps this might suggest a connexion with the verb 70' (qal:
'add'; hitil: 'increase'), which is due to appear shortly (vv. 5c.8d)? Since
the robe is not only made by Israel for Joseph, but may also be connected
to Joseph's name and the above-mentioned verb 90', one might detect a
link between Joseph's robe and the increasing hatred of the brothers. Their
hatred is caused by Israel's love for their brother (stated explicitly so in v.
4cd), but also -as the narrator mentions- by Israel making the special
robe:

My final observation with regard to Joseph's robe is brought about by
the text of 2 Sam. 13:18, which states that a 0'09  rl]ill was being worn
by the daughters of the king when they were as yet unmarried. So, here we
have a similarity between Tamar and Joseph: both are unmarried. Perhaps
the robe should be understood in this respect: its wearers are not married. 5

1 HAL, III, 892. Hamilton gives a second possible explanation for the 'long robe
with sleeves':  'Another attempt has been made to connect Heb. passim with 'epes,
"end, extremity," and with 'ops*im, "ankles" (cf. Ezek. 47:3). Thus, a VIOnet
passbn is a garment extending to the extremities of one's body (hands and feet).
Support for the equation ofpas and 'epes may be found in the place name Ephes-
dammim (1 Sam. 17: 1), which is called Pas-dammim in 1 Chr. 11 : 13)' (77ze Book
of Genesis. 18-50, 407-408, cf. 408-409).
2

speiser, Genesis, 289.
3 Speiser, Genesis, 290.
4 A striking phenomenon with regard to both ketonet passims in the Hebrew Bible
is that both Joseph and Tamar are done wrong by brothers respectively a brother,
who are/is no full brother(s); they only share the same father (Jacob respectively
David).
5 Cf. Genesis 41. where Joseph is finally married to Asenath, the daughter of Poti-
phera, a priest of On.
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A convincing preference?
The narrator presents Israel's clothing Joseph as a consequence of his love
for  his son: Twice  the  verb in question  is  Ji'IN  ('love';  in  v.  38  the
narrator says that Israel loves Joseph more than all his sons; in v. 4b the
brothers' observation affirms the narrator's statement from v. 3a). In the
book of Genesis the narrator employs the very same verb to describe the
love of a man and a woman for each other, and the love of parents for
their children: It is, by the way, striking that in this small piece of the
text, we four times come across a verb which does not express an action,
but a feeling: besides the already mentioned ZIN, these are 71Nl (see; in
combination with the object of seeing [by means of a 'D-clause], v. 4b)
and N]ID (hate).

One reason for Israel's love for Joseph is because Joseph is a 0,]PT-11
to him; which is usually translated as  'a son of his old age'. The narrator
expresses himself with a verbless clause: 15  Nlil 0']pT-12-'D; usually
translated as: 'because he (was)  a son of his old age', in which  'a son of
his old age' is the new element. It is a rather curious reason, especially
since the differences in age between Joseph and his brothers in Genesis
30 appear not to be great.3 Moreover, Benjamin is quite a few years
younger than Joseph. This implies that Israel has several sons to whom the
designation 0'] T-13 (son of his old age) is applicable: Israel loving

'
Israel adds (90') his love to Joseph. Joseph receiving more than his brothers is

indicated by his name.
2 See 24:67: Isaac loving Rebekka; 29:18.20.30: Jacob loving Rachel; 34:3:
Shechem loving Dinah; 25:28: Isaac loving Esau, and Rebecca loving Jacob. In all
these cases one might say that the love of one for the other has had considerable
consequences, the love of Isaac and Rebecca excepted.
3 Maybe Joseph is even older than Zebulon and of the same age as Issachar
(Lowenthal, 77:e Joseph Narrative, 161).
4 In Gen. 44:20 Judah calls Benjamin a 0 ]pr-75'(a child of his old age; in the
same utterance he mentions the father's fondness of Benjamin (37*). However, this
does  not make Benjamin a 'youth';  only a short while after Judah's speech,
Benjamin appears to be the father of no less than ten children (Gen. 46:21). In Gen.
21:2.7 Sarah, respectively the narrator, says that she (Sarah) has given Abraham a
son 'in his old age' (1']pr5 13). Abraham was 100 years old when Isaac was born

(21:5). In his analysis of the ages of Jacob and his sons, Lowenthal shows that
Jacob was 91 years of age when Joseph was born (according to Gen. 47:28 Jacob
died when he was 147 years old; he spent 17 years in Egypt; 22 years passed
between Joseph's sale and the reunion with his family; cf. 45:11: 'five years of
famine are still to come'; Gen. 37:2 states that Joseph is 17 years old, so: 147-17-
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Joseph because he is a son who was born to him when he was old, is not
entirely impossible, but rather unconvincing. But the way in which the
narrator presents the reason of Israel's love for Joseph appears to be
compelling to such an extent, that it becomes almost inescapable - or so
it is to the majority of commentators who accept this reason unthinkingly:
The information in this clause is given in a verbless clause, a background
clause; a type of clause which has a strong influence on the reader.2

It is noteworthy to observe that in v. 3b Israel is referred to as 15
('him').  In the next clause,  v.  3c, we again come across 75; here however
it does not refer to Israel, indeed, it does refer to Joseph. In this way the
narrator illustrates Israel's strong attachment to Joseph, he uses the same
word for both persons involved.3

In v. 4 the narrator reports on the feelings of the brothers as regards

Joseph, because their father provides Joseph with a special position within
their family. Whereas the unusual relationship between Joseph and his
father may have been invisible for the brothers in v. 2d, now in v. 4 it is
told that they are aware of the fact that their father loved him (lrIN) more
than he loved them.4 Therefore, the verse continues, they hated him (lnE)

22-17=91). According to Lowenthal Benjamin was born when Joseph was
approximately fifteen (since Dinah is of about the same age as Joseph, there have
to be a fair amount of years between their birth and Dinah's liaison with Shechem,
after which incident Benjamin was born); this implies that Jacob was 106 years old.
And besides: the difference in ages between Judah and Joseph is no more than three

years! See Lowenthal, The Joseph Narrative, 161-163.
' Westermann's 'Der Erzahler nimmt dieses Phanomen hin ohne jedes Urteil'
(Genesis. Teilband 3, 27), is overstepping the mark. This would imply that this
verbless clause is 'neutral' or impartial'.
2 Another interpretation is presented in Targum Onqelos, where 0'] T is not
understood as to refer to  'old age', but to 'the elders'  who are supposed to sit in the
gate, judge and be wise (although such a meaning for 0']pT is nowhere to be found
in Genesis); in this targum v. 3b is translated: il'17  Nln  O'Drl  -1:1  'lle, 'for he was
a wise son to him' (A. Sperber (ed.). The Bible in Aramaic. Volume 1: The Penta-
teuch According to Targum Onkelos, Leiden: E.J. Brill 1959,61). Lowenthal inter-
pretes 0']PT-1:1 as 'a born leader':  'Ben is not only "the son of" but also introduces
a word of quality, characteristic etc. (...). Also zaqen is not only "an old man," but
can connote "sage, elder, authority" (77:e Joseph Narrative, 167). This interpreta-
tion appears to be opted for by Josephus as well (Antiquitates /udaicae, book II, 9).
3 Interestingly, 75 only occurs four more times in Genesis 37; it refers to Joseph

three times (vv. 8.10.14) and once to Israel (v. 13).
4 See also H.C. White, Narration and Discourse in the Book OfGenesis, Cambridge
etc.: Cambridge University Press 1991, 241.
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and were unable to communicate with him in the normal course. Usually
one reads 'him' in v. 4c (and v. 4d) as referring to Joseph: the brothers
reject Joseph. This is confirmed by the continuation of the chapter in
which they pose a cynical question to him (v. 8bc, cf. 4d) and try to kill
him, which results  in  the  sale to Egypt.1

Finally, there is another element that needs to be kept in mind. In Gen.
25:28 we read the following: ;173-11  1'91 -1'X-'D  11Dll-Ilk  pllY'  37IN'l
opy'-nK 11=Ink ('Isaac loved Esau, because he was fond of game; but
Rebekah loved Jacob'). Here we can see that Isaac, the father, has a
preference for his son Esau (and there is a reason given for this
preference; like in 37:3 there is a reason given for Israel's love for
Joseph), whereas Rebekah prefers Jacob (without the mention of any
reason whatsoever).  In the end,  it is the father' s favourite  who is  left with
the short end of the stick and who is tricked by his brother. This might
warn the reader of Genesis 37 not to think too much of Joseph being the
apple of his father's eye.

At the end of the introductory verses to Genesis 37 we notice that
Joseph is in the possession of a particular type of robe that was especially
made for him by his father. The reason for the father's tailoring is that he
did love Joseph more than his sons, and the reason why the father loved
him more than his sons is that Joseph was a 'son of his old age'. The robe
is the material representation of Israel's love for Joseph, and it is this
quality of the robe that is of importance. It does not really matter what the
robe looked like -whether it was multi-coloured or whether it had long
sleeves-, its function is to depict the love of Israel. The subsequent hate
among Joseph's brothers finds its very cause in their father's favouritism
of the son of his old age. Israel's behaviour causes the disturbed
relationship among the brethren.

' At first glance  it is possible  to read 711*  as to refer to (;I'lle ('their father'),  to
Israel: the brothers reject the behaviour of their father (cf. Hamilton, The Book Of
Genesis. 18-50, 409). Considering their conversations to their father one can see
that these are not quite friendly indeed: when they send Joseph's robe to their father
they keep aloof and moreover tell a lie (v. 32). In v. 4 then, it is possible to read the
text as if the brothers were hating their father. The text allows for different
readings. However, when a little further on v. 5d states that: 1nk  N]ID  7111  1901'1

('and they hated him even more'), it turns out that the hate in v. 4c was probably
directed towards Joseph, which cuts off one way of reading.
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§ 4 A TALE OF TWO DREAMS (VERSES 5-11)
In this section I will treat Joseph's dreams. To have a good understanding
of his dreams however, I will also pay some attention to the other dream-
pairs in Genesis 37-50. As was clear from the syntactic analysis in the
previous chapter, the narrative chain starts in v. 5 when the narrator
describes how Joseph imparts his dreams to his family. The narrator also
gives the main characters the opportunity to say something themselves.
Their direct speeches deserve our attention, since this is the first time that
we hear them participate in a conversation:

The dream episode consists of several repetitions that constitute a strong
coherence between the verses. One could think of v. 8d, the first half of
which is a literal repetition of v. 5c ('and they hated him even more'). In
Israel's words in v.  1Oe-f ('What dream is this, which you have dreamed')
we again meet Joseph's announcement from v. 6b-c (cf. also v. 9e). A
third repetition is caused by the fivefoldillil(1) in vv. 7a.c.f; 9d.f. Another
element that contributes to the coherence of these verses is the prominent
presence of the brothers (1'llk; vv. 5b; Ba; 9a;  108.f;  lla). A fifth element
to be mentioned is the threefold occurrence of the verb ilnul in direct
speech clauses (vv. 7h.9g.10.f). And one could also think of the
connexions that appear to be constituted by the succession of the
consonant combination 0 and D: 910' (Joseph; v. 5a), 1101'1 (they in-
creased; v. 5c.8d2), 710'1 (he told; v. 9b. 108); also think of 0'09 (the
robe; v. 3c). However, the unity is established most firmly by the ubi-
quitous root 0511 (dream), which is met with no less then eleven times in
vv. 5-11. Apart from these elements that constitute a strong coherence
among these verses I also refer to the prominent presence of several words
containing the consonants 5 and D: 05N (bind; v. 71)), O15N (sheaf; v.
7b.d.g.h),3 15D (be king; v. Bb), 5WD (rule; v. 8c). The numerical value of
those consonants taken together is 70; this may be a coincidence and a
little far-fetched perhaps, but it happens to be equal to the number of
people going to Egypt with Jacob in Gen. 46:27.

'
Jacob, Simeon and Levi excepted.

2  'The use of the verbal form wayy6siptl for added in the clause "but added to their
hate for him" in vv. 5 and 8 is a play on the name Joseph (YOS*)' (Hamilton, The
Book of Genesis. 18-50, 409-410).
3 Remarkably there are both male and female sheaves present in the dream; v. 7b
has a plural masculine, whereas v. 7g presents a feminine plural.
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Before turning to Joseph's dreams I will first have a look at the role of the
narrator in vv. 5-11. Immediately after his communication of Joseph
having a dream, which Joseph tells to his brothers, the narrator disrupts
the chronological flow by making a statement on the brothers' response
to the dream: 'so they hated him even more' (v. 5c). Before the narrator
has Joseph tell his dreams, he already informs the reader about the
brothers' state of mind. This anticipating of the events gives the
impression of a deliberate strategy on the part of the narrator:'  not to drive
a wedge between Joseph and his brothers (this is something the brothers
do themselves), but to impose a judgement on the reader beforehand, so
that the reader will probably not reject Joseph's dream but the brothers'
reaction to the dream. In vv. 4c-d we saw that the brothers' response was
due to Israel's favouritism of Joseph; here in v. 5c the situation becomes
different: due to the brothers the tension is mounting:

The first dream and the brothers' answer to it are bracketed between
two statements by the narrator in which he characterizes them. Verse 5c
is the above mentioned 'so they hated (N]ID) him even (1111) more', and
v. 8d comes as a refrain of this:  'so they hated (N]W) him still (11P) more
because of his dreams and because of his words'. A rather suspect element
is the word l'nr0511 ('his dreams') because Joseph has only dreamt once.
Is the narrator just being careless, or did Joseph dream more than the
narrator is willing to communicate to the reader? Or, is the narrator

1 See for example Gen. 22:1 where the narrator informs the reader that God is about
to test Abraham. By letting the reader know, the narrator puts her or him on the
right track to read the following story.
2 I think remarks concerning Joseph's dreams like the one following rather
incredible and untrue: 'In terms of the reader's experience, it shapes a pattern of
expectations and helps uS to formulate questions such as: will Joseph indeed
become a ruler? Will his next of kin really get in a position of having to bow before
him? How can this happen to someone who is a slave in Egypt, a despised Semite
at that? In this sense the dream sequences embody a veritable narrative program for
the fourth and final section of the book of Genesis' (J.P. Fokkelman, "Genesis 37
and 38", 154). I have asked several readers whether they had any questions like
those after reading Joseph's dreams. None of them had; the questions they had
didn't even remotely resemble Fokkelman's. Why? Because every reader (even
those who are not particularly well acquainted with the biblical stories) can literally
dream them: from their childhood they have heard these tales over and over. I think
Fokkelman's questions highly forced, which implies that he doesn't treat the reader
seriously. I wonder whether a reader ever asked her- or himself Fokkelman's
questions.
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already referring to the brothers' reaction to the second dream, just as he
did before in v. 5c?

In this section on Joseph's dreams I would like to examine two things.
The first is to have a closer look at the interpretation of Joseph's first
dream, as -according to the narrator- is given by the brothers: 'Do you
intend to be king over us, and indeed rule over us?' (v. 8bc). The second
point of attention is concerned with Israel's answer to Joseph's dream:

'Shall we, I, your mother and your brothers indeed come and bow down
to the ground before you?' (v. 100. I would also like to inspect this

interpretation of the second of Joseph's dreams. Before examining the
brothers' and the father's interpretations I will consider several other
dreams in Genesis.

The dreams prior to Joseph's
A thing one has to keep in mind is that before Joseph's dreams, the reader
of Genesis has already encountered several dreams.

For describing Joseph's dreams the narrator uses the noun 01511

('dream') and the verb obrl ('dream'). Other dreams that are described
with this noun and verb are to be found in Gen. 20:3-7 (God talking to
Abimelech); 28:12-15 (God talking to Jacob at Bethel); 31:10-13 (Jacob
telling a dream in which God has spoken to him) and 31:24 (God talking
to Laban). Apart from these dream-reports there are several occasions in
which people have had a vision in the night during which God talks to
them:' 15:12-16; 26:2-5,24 and 46:2-4. The overall connection between
these places is the fact that God makes his appearance in the dreams and
is talking to the one dreaming. Both these elements are lacking in Joseph's

dreams, but also in the dreams following Joseph's, like those of the
cupbearer, the baker and Pharaoh.2

Another point, which is observed by Turner,3 is the non-symbolic
nature of the dreams prior to Genesis 37, which means that they do not

1 I leave out places in which God manifests himself to Abraham (such as  12:7;
15:1-5; 17:1-22: 18).
2 Although Joseph says that by means of the dreams God is showing what he is
intending to bring about (40:8; 41:16.28.32), suggesting God having control over
the dreams (L.A. Turner, Announcements of Plot in Genesis (Journal for the Study
of the Old Testament Supplement Series 96), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press

1990, 146).
3 Turner, Announcements of Plot, 145.
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need any interpretation, such as is needed by the symbolic dreams of
Genesis 37-41. This makes the dreams before and after Genesis 37 not
strictly comparable.

The dreams of Joseph
Before I have a look at each dream separately, I first consider both dreams

together.
Joseph's dreams appear to constitute a kind of chiasm with vv. 3-4. In

v. 3 the narrator describes the relationship between Israel and Joseph
whereas in v. 4 the relationship between the brothers and Joseph is
focussed upon. Corresponding to the latter are vv. 5-8: Joseph's first
dream, and the brothers' reaction to it; and analogous to v. 3 are vv. 9-10
which show Joseph's second dream and his father's answer (although the
brothers are part of the audience as well). A little further in the chapter we
come across the same phenomenon:' vv. 12-14 depict Joseph and his
father, whereas vv. 17e-27 show the relationship between Joseph and his
brothers reach a dramatic rock bottom. In v. 11 the narrator is talking
about the father and the brothers, which has its counterpart in vv. 29-33
and vv. 33-35.

THE SECOND DREAM THE FIRST DREAM

inN 0750 7117 0501 98 0750 9074 050'1 5a
7'UNb ink -150'1 b 1'0*5 713 b

:ink N]W 7117 9901'1  c
-IDN'l c Do,50 -IDN'l 63

M 30 d nfo 011700 N]-3171*    b
7711 0750 'i:lipilo e : 'm, 0   7WM                 c

illal    f                naill   73
1061 07:01 WO= g 0'105£ 0'1*ND 3]01k    b

:'11 0'10EluiD O'413 -* Al.Wn linm
il3.ill   c

'npbR nap    d

rl=]-Dll e
n Bal   f

01'nabN Mi'mon    g....:..

:'n*ki  3,108*.11        h

' The same happened a little earlier: vv. 2bc regard Joseph and his brothers,
whereas in v. 2d the attention is focussed upon Joseph and his father.
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7'ON-5*1 1'18-5* 790'1 108
1'38 13-7121'1  b

15 70*1 c l'ON  15  1-110*,1 83
ATO 01500 no    d

%,50 319ti    e
31PN) ']N Ntt] NlbE' f 3]'br 151]Fl -15Do     b

:2370 3* niOBOO  3'nal 3]1 bWIR 5724-DE     c
7'ON 17-gN]2'1 lla   7'Cb50-511 ink N 312 7117 790741 d

:7730-nk nQW 1'1Nl b :1'-1]1-1/Fl

The schema not only shows Joseph's dreams to have a parallel pattern, but
also shows some differences between them. Most striking is the difference
in length between both dreams. Nothing but the participial clause from the
first dream (v. 7g) is to be found in the second (v. 9g);1 this second dream

lacks further participial clauses and the yiqtol andwayyiqtol clauses. This
makes the second dream less dynamic.

A second distinction is the way in which the narrator introduces
Joseph' s dreams. When presenting the first dream he says: 'Joseph dream-

ed a dream, and he told (11]) it to his brothers'. This is being followed by
a comment upon the brothers, and not until then is Joseph allowed to tell
his dream. The second dream is introduced in another way: 'He dreamed
yet another dream and told (790)  it to his brothers and said'. When Joseph

has told his dream, the narrator repeats a part of the verse just quoted:
'And  he  told  (it)  to his father  and  to his brothers'.  In this verse Israel
appears to be an auditor as well. This is the first time we meet Israel (in
the narrative chain) when he is about to rebuke Joseph because of his
dream in vv. 1Ob-f.

I would like to draw attention to the different verbs which the narrator

uses to introduce Joseph's dreams: 11] (h*l 'tell') versus -IE)0 (piel 'tell').

Both verbs share the meaning   'tell, make known, declare',   but  they
function in a different way. This is seen when examining the places in
which both verbs occur in Genesis. Whenever the verb 1 11 is found, its
meaning is plain:  'to tell', which has to be understood as the passing on

' One could argue to place v. 9g next to v. 7h (instead of next to v. 7b), because

both verses have a verb form of the verb nrIW ('bow down') in common; however,
from a syntactic point of view both verses share the participle. As was illustrated
in the previous chapter, a participle clause presents a situation, so v. 7b and v. 9g
both describe a situation, whereas in v. 7h an action is being described.
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of (neccesary) information (cf. a little further, in v. 16c, in which Joseph
asks   'the man': 'Please  tell  me,  '5 N]-;11'1;1, where  are  they   [my
brothers] tending their flocks?').'

Something different is the case when we consider the verb 790, of
which we come across the qal, nifal, and piel conjugations. To start with
the latter, this conjugation is found eight times, six of which in combin-
ation with a dream (37:9,10; 40:8,9; 41:8,12); the two remaining occur-
rences are 24:66 and 29:13. All attestations of 390 (piel) have the
meaning  'tell'.  The  qal and nifal conjugations of -190 occur five times
(15:5,5; 32:13; 41:49, qal and 16:10, ngal); the meaning being 'count'.2
When we look at those places, we read in 16:10 and 32:13 about the seed
(of Abraham respectively Jacob) that cannot be counted; 15:5 belongs to
these category as well: 'Count the stars (C]'I)1Jil), if you can count them
...  This  is  how  your seed  will  be' (the 'stars', 0'3011  are to be found  in
37:9 as well). And Gen. 41:49 is about counting too: the Egyptians
stopped counting the grain because of its abundance. As noted above,
there are six cases in which 790 (piel) is combined with a dream, and in
four of them the notion of 'counting' appears to be present (40:8,9;
41:8,12). In these dreams we see numbers to play an important role. The
cupbearer and the baker respectively behold a vine with three branches
and three baskets, whereas in Pharaoh's dreams we find seven lean and
seven fat cows and ears. So, in the piel conjugation of 790 -besides its

meaning  'tell'-  it also seems  to  have a connotation of 'counting'.  This
might account for the presence of -IDC) in Joseph's second dream, in which
numbers undeniably have a prominent part: 'The sun, the moon and
eleven stars were bowing down before me'. The importance of the figures
and the choice for the verb -100 are evident in comparison with the first
dream, in which there is no indication of numbers and the verb 710 is
absent. Contrary to the second dream the first is not clear about the
number of brothers (sheaves) involved: I will return to this near the end
of this section.

' Cf. NIDOTI'E m, 16: 71] (huio occurs fourteen times in Genesis 37-50: 37:5.16;
41:24.25; 42:29; 43:6.7; 44:24; 45:13.26; 46:31; 47.1; 48:2; 49:1.
2 Cf.  'teller': 'a teller is a someone who works in a bank and who customers pay
money to or get money from' (Collins Cobuild English Dictionary, London: Harper
Collins Publishers 1995, 1717).
3 Although M . Sternberg supposes there were eleven. When writing on the broth-
ers' voyage to Egypt, he states: 'Eleven bowing sheaves foreshadowed, but only ten
appear before him' (The Poetics OfBiblical Narrative, 292).
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Another observation is concerned with the characters portrayed in the
dreams. The first dream presents Joseph and his brothers binding sheaves;
next the dream focusses on the sheaves themselves; your sheaves and my
sheaf. This first dream maintains a relationship between the images in the
dream and the characters of the story (Joseph and the brothers: my sheaf
and your sheaves). The second dream presents something completely
different: 'the sun, the moon and eleven stars were bowing down before
me'.1 The only character appearing both in the dream and in the story is
Joseph himself. The dream makes no connexion between the heavenly
bodies and the characters (even though Joseph is present in both). The
linkage of the dream to the world of the characters is made only by Israel,
who connects the celestal bodies to his family.2

Both dreams are being followed by the reaction of the characters to whom
Joseph tells his dreams. The brothers give their response in v. 8, and Israel
rebukes his son in v. 10. Both reactions convey the impudence of the
dreams as it is perceived by the father and the brothers. This dreaming is
outrageous! Both rhetorical questions show a similar structure. The
brothers pose two questions by means of an infinitive absolute followed
by yiqtol, and Israel makes use of a similar construction after his
exclamation 'What dream is this,  that you have dreamed?'. The brothers'
question is succeeded by the narrator's statement that 'they hated him
even more'. This has a parallel after the second dream when the narrator
says that Israel rebuked his son,3 although one could argue that 'they hated
him even more because of his dreams and because of his words (1'7:174),

' Wildavsky's remark may seem a bit too strong: 'The most damaging is that this
is an idolatrous dream in which Joseph takes the place of the Almighty, thereby
worshipping himself. Self-worship is a characteristic of the Pharaoh, who is called
the very incarnation of the sun god Ra' (A. Wildavsky, Assimilation versus
Separation.  Joseph the Administrator and the  Politics  of Religion  in Biblical  Israel,
New Brunswick and London: Transaction Publishers 1993, 78).
2 A.L. Oppenheim does not share this opinion: '... the sheaves and the stars "sym-
bolize" the brothers, while the luminaries refer in the same way to his parents. Their
reactions show this' (7'lie Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East. With
a Translation of an Assyrian Dream-Book (Transactions of the American Philos-
ophical Society 46), Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society 1956, 206).
3 Cf. B. Becking, "'They hated him even more'. Literary Technique in Genesis
37.1-11", Biblische Notizen 60 (1991) 40-47,43.
4 1-131 might be reffering to Joseph's ;1117 011 11 in v. 2d; cf. A. Ben Yoseph,
"Joseph and His Brothers", Jewish Bible Quarterly 21 (1993) 153-158, who writes
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has its counterpart in v. 11: 'His brothers envied him, whereas his father
kept the matter (737;1) in mind (7019)." By means of these statements the
narrator makes a (succesful) try to undermine the comments by the
brothers and Israel, in which they express the outrageousness of the
dreams, by ascribing negative feelings to them: hate (N]iD) and envy
(N]p).2 The narrator explicitly relates this to the dreams by way of the
terms 'his words'  and 'the matter',  both of which are expressed  by  the
same Hebrew word 711.3 A question that arises is which of both verbs
(le]ID of Nlp) is the strongest: is the hatred intensified,4 or is the brothers'
reaction at the end of the dream sequence softened compared to the
beginning?5 The section of the dreams is concluded by the note that 'his
father' kept the matter in mind.6

§ 4.1 THE FIRST DREAM: WE WERE BINDING SHEAVES IN THE FIELD
'Listen to this dream which I have dreamed' are Joseph's first words
spoken. If somebody's first words are directive or illustrative, then we
must say that the brothers' designation of Joseph in v. 19 as 'lord of
dreams' is appropriate. Another important point is Joseph urging the
brothers to listen to his dream: N ]-117DW: 'please listen ! ' . The particle N]

that among others Rashi and Rambam are of that opinion (157).
1

The verb -11019 qal has as its primary meaning 'bewachen, behuten, beobachten,
erfullen. halten, Wache halten, ausspahen' (THWAT vm, 286).
2 'The various usages [ofN]p, RP] share the notion of an intense, energetic state of
mind, urging towards action' (NIDOTTE III, 938).
3 Thus suggesting a relationship with both v. 2d (01111) and v. 8d (1727).
4 I am inclined to agree with Fokkelman: 'The line of fracture starts with :1712,
passes three occurrences of N]ID (the first in v.4b, next 5c = 8d), and culminates in
the  final  Nlp  of v.  1 la,  as if punning  on the synonymity of sin'ah U qin'ah'
("Genesis 37 and 38", 157-158).
  Cf. I. Lewin, 'The Psychological Theory of Dreams in the Bible", Journal of Psy-
chology and Judaism 1 (1983) 73-88,78.
6 I do not agree with Berlin, who translates Israel's reaction in v. 1 lb: "'but his
father kept the matter to himself." This means that while the brothers were disturbed
enough to act on their feelings (as they do in vv. 19ff), the father, after his rebuke
in v. 10, would do nothing further about the matter. Understood thus, the verse is

both a summary and a foreshadowing' (A. Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of
Biblical Narrative, 49). Contrary to Berlin I think that Israel -like his sons- does
react to the dream. Moreover, he does it sooner than his sons, viz. in v. 13. See
chapter five.
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indicates an urgent request.'  Here in 37:6 it appears to be an express wish
to be listened to. In exactly the same way he will address 'the man'
(W'KIT) in v. 16, who finds him wandering in the fields around Shechem:
95 N]-77'in, 'please tell me' (where to find my brothers).

And Joseph was seeing (il];11): 'We were binding sheaves in the field,
and my sheaf had arisen and kept standing upright, and your sheaves
gathered round and bowed   down   to my sheaf!' The first clause,   a
participial clause, gives a description of the situation. Suddenly a change
has come about, 71]ill: Joseph's sheaf has arisen and keeps standing
upright (two participial clauses); they continue the image from v. 7b. The
following clauses -after another M Jill- give a description of the action on
a narrative level: your sheaves gathered round (yiqtol) and bowed down
(wayyiqtol) to my sheaf! The thrice repeated particle il]il might indicate
the enthusiasm of the young dreamer - he urges his brothers to look at the
dream images.

Bowing down and subjection
From the brothers' reaction we can see that the shoe pinches where Joseph
describes their sheaves gathering around his, and bowing down to his. The
change from 'we' (we were binding sheaves) to the sheaves themselves
(your sheaves, my sheaf) will presumably not have caused any problems,
the same can probably be said about Joseph's sheaf standing up: this does
not say anything about the other sheaves. But their bowing down before
Joseph's sheaf goes beyond the pale. The brothers identify bowing down
with being in a position of subordinance:  'Do you intend to be king over
us, and indeed rule over us?' (v. 8bc), is the brothers' ironic question.
They extrapolate the narrative thread of the dream to their own present
and future: However, it is the question whether the brothers' inter-
pretation of the dream -which is apparently accepted by everyone,3-is

' Joilon/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew § 114b, 374. Cf. also § 105c,
350: 'It is mostly used for the purpose of adding a usually weak entreating nuance,
which is roughly equivalent to a stressed and lengthened Please in English'.
2 On Joseph' s motivation to tell his dreams von Rad says: 'A vision was for the
ancients so important and obligatory that a demand to keep it tactfully to oneself
would not have occurred to them' (Genesis. 346-347). However, he does not give
any evidence to support this claim.
3 E.g. Westermann: 'einer Deutung oder gar eines Deutefachmannes bedarf der
Traum nicht; was er bedeuten soll, ist sofort jedem der Beteiligten klar' (Genesis.
Teilband 3,28). Cf. Wildavsky: '... dreams so self-evident in their desire for
domination that require no further interpretation' (Assimilation versus Separation,
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correct. Looking at the places in Genesis in which the verb ilrIW ('bow
down') is found may prove fruitful.1

In the Hebrew Bible we come acros the form hiftah"wal 170 times.
The Theologisches Worterbuch zum Alten Testament presents these
meanings: 'sich (huldigend, hoflich) verneigen', 'sich (anbetend) nieder-
werfen', 'niederfallen' (TrpOCKUV€iv), 'sich (ehrfurchtsvoll, anbetend) tief
beugen',  'und zwar vor Menschen zur BegruBung, Huldigung oder Unter-
werfung'.2 THWAT also mentions histah"wib to be used for 'Huldigung
vor dem KOnig'; the places involved indicate  that  it is about 'einen
Unterwerfungs- oder Auslieferungsgestus'.3 Most places, however, refer
to the cult.4 In sum, the basic meaning of ;1112 is bow down.

70), and J.  Katz: 'To boast arrogantly to his brothers of dreams with such obvious
meanings is to be either stupid, or to invite a most certain retaliatory display of
hatred, ...' ("The Joseph Dreams Anew", The Psychological Review 50 (1963) 92-
118, 98).
1

I use the root Mr119, even though it is not entirely certain to which root 'to bow
down' belongs: 711119 or ;1111; this however has no consequences for the root's
meaning. 'Bis vor nicht allzu langer Zeit wurde die Bildung hiftah'wah als hitpalel
von ilrIW (fabah) erklart (...) und in Beziehung zu Avh und &hh gesehen (...). Ein
hitpatel von sBiah muBte aber eigentlicht hiftahah lauten, so daB die Erklarung des
eingedrungenen w schon immer Schwierigkeiten bereitete' (THWAT II, 785). Since
the discovery of the Ugarite verb hwj the editors of THWAT designate the Hebrew
verb to the rootilln (THWAT II, 785); NIDOTIE (II, 42) also prefersillrl to be the
root. Another opinion is found in Jotion/Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical  Hebrew
§ 79e, 211: 'The original root is 11M, hence 7"5 (...). The conjugation is hitafel (....
not Hitpa'lel). The form expresses the causative reflexive action to bow down, to
prostrate  oneself . This opinion is shared by Emerton, 'The Etymology of
hiftah°wah" , in: H.A. Brongers e.a., Instruction and Interpretation. Studies in
Hebrew Ianguage,  Palestinian Archeology and Biblical Exegesis,Leiden. E.].Brm
1977,41-55; cf. the concordance of luiltlmt, 1129-1130.
2 THWAT H, 786. 'Man verneigte sich vor einem Menschen, um ihn ehrfurchtsvoll
zu begrlIBen oder seine hohere Stellung anzuerkennen' (788). On the 'story of
Joseph' THWAT H, 788 remarks: 'In der Josephsgeschichte ist die Frage, wer sich
vor wem huldigend verneigt oder neigen wird bzw. soll, eine Art Leitmotiv. Was
in Gen 37,7.9.10 (E) getrliumt wird, wird spater realitat (42,6 E; vgl. J beim Wesir:
43,26.28). (...) Selbst „Israel" verneigt sich dann vor Joseph (47,31 J), aber auch
Joseph vor Israel (Gen 48,12 E), so daB also Joseph nach E nicht hochmutig bleibt.
Der von Gen 37,7ff. nach 48,12 von E gezogene Spannungsbogen wird durch letzte
Aussagen dieser Art mit hiatah°wah nicht unabsichtlich zu diesem Ende gefuhrt:
3 THWAT 4 788. The occurrences mentioned are to be found in the books of
Samuel, Kings and Chronicles, in several Psalms and in Esther.
4 THWAT II, 789-794.
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If one restricts oneself to Genesis (23 occurrences) it seems highly
unlikely for nrIW to have a connotation of 'submission to someone'.'  The
majority of occurrences in Genesis show that this is not the case: There
are two exceptions: Isaac's speech to Jacob in 27:29: 'Let peoples serve

you, and nations bow down to you. Be lord over your brothers, and may
your mother's  sons bow down to you!', and maybe also Jacob talking to
Judah in 49:8: 'Judah, your brothers shall praise you; your hand shall be
on the neck of your enemies; your father's sons shall bow down before
you'. One should however be aware of the fact that the meaning of i'111Ui,

which occurs twice in 27:29 is strongly determined by the verb 1117
('serve'), which precedes the first of both occurrences, and which forms
a parallel construction with ilrIW. Another important element in this verse
is the presence of the noun -1'31 ('lord, master'). The point now is, that a
connotation of submission is not part of the verb 7111Ui, but that this is a
notion that is added by the explicit mentioning of the words 1:111 and
7'31. Concerning 49:8 it should be observed that the entire context is
determined by Judah's kingship.

With regard to Gen. 27:29 it seems that for Jacob it would not have
been awkward to establish a link between ilrIW and submission - a thing
he actually does not do in his rebuke of Joseph after the second dream.
The fact is that a notion of submission is in no way present in Joseph's
dreams. In the larger part of the occurrences of ilrIUi in Genesis, it has a
connotation of respect, and sometimes fear. This is undoubtedly applica-
ble to 42:6 and 43:26 and 28, in which Joseph's brothers prostrate them-
selves before the Egyptian governor (cf. 50:18) - although fear may have
played a part as well. One shows respect for another country's sovereign,
submission is out of the question. The reader must keep her- or himself
from the wrong conclusion drawn by the brothers. It is especially in view
of Genesis 33, in which Jacob and his family prostrate themselves before
Esau (7111W occurs four times) and Esau and Jacob are reconciled, that the
reader ought to know that bowing down and submission are not
necessarily the same. Jacob calling Esau 'my lord' and calling himself
'your servant' do not restrict his freedom and are by no means expressions

' These are: 18:2; 19:1: 22:5; 23:7.12; 24:26.48.52; 27:29.29; 33:3.6.7.7; 37:7.9.10;
42:6; 43:26.28; 47:31; 48:12; 49:8.
2 In Gen. 22:5; 24:26.48.52 iIMID has a cultic meaning. Setting aside Genesis 37 one
bows down for others as a mark of respect, as is customary according to THWAT
(see above).
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of  subservience, let alone  that  Esau is going  to  rule over Jacob:  To
summarize, in Genesis we cannot find a clue to establish a link between
7111W ('bow down', meaning 'be subjected'), 1571 ('be king') and 5WD

('rule'), as did the brothers:
Nevertheless, the brothers' reaction to Joseph's dream illustrate their

disapproval of the dream. Their younger brother - their 711], 'assistant'
(37:2)- expresses a reversal of positions in his dream, and this is some-
thing they cannot stomach. Which might be the reason why this first
dream is bracketed by the narrator's comment 'they hated him even more'
(vv. 5c.8d).

In the first dream we come across the rather odd phenomenon of both
male and female sheaves (0'1*N, 7b and OD'nobN, 7g). A possible
solution for this riddle may come from v. 7d: 'nobN  ilop: 'my sheaf had

arisen', in which the verb 017 ('rise') may put us on the right track, but it
is not just because of the verb. It also occurs in 37:35:  1']:1-51  1Dp'l
lan]5 7'11]3-511 ('all his sons and daughters came to comfort him').
Here 017 is being combined with both male and female offspring of
Jacob. So v. 35 makes us aware of Jacob having both sons and daughters.
Could it not be that, despite the fact that Joseph tells his dreams to his
brothers, his dream expresses the idea that Jacob's daughters (or
daughters-in-law) bow down before his sheaf as well?

§ 4.2 THE SECOND DREAM: THE SUN, THE MOON AND ELEVEN STARS

Joseph' s second dream is being introduced by the narrator when he  says
that Joseph had another dream (v. 94: 111£  075ri  719 obn'i, 'and he
dreamed yet another dream'. The word 1111 seems a little superfluous, or
pleonastic. By dreaming another dream, it is clear that Joseph dreamed
once more. Therefore I think that the word lrIN does not simply mean
'another, following', but rather indicates that Joseph dreamed a dream

'
My analysis of bowing down to refer to respect (or even gratitude) rather than to

subordinance is supported by Benno Jacob: 'DaB die Garben der Brader die seinige
umringten und sich vor ihr verneigten, hatte fur ihn nicht besagen wollen, daB er sie
einst beherrschen oder gar tyrannisieren werde (es geschieht ja auch spater
durchaus nicht), sondern daB er wie ein idealer Herrscher fur sie sorgen, sie
schutzen und am Leben erhalten werde, sie es ihm danken werden' (Das erste Buch
der Tora, 766).
2 In Gen. 45:8 Joseph tells his brothers that he is a 5070 ('ruler') over Egypt; his
brothers repeat this when seeing their father in 45:26. However, Joseph is never a
5010 over his brothers.
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which is completely distinct from the first. The second dream's intent is
different. I will return to this later (§ 4.3).

As for Joseph' s first dream,   I have given my doubts whether   the
brothers' interpretation was correct; the same goes for this second dream.
For a start we observe that Israel's reading of the dream deviates from the
brothers'. They interpret  it in terms of kingship and domination.  This
element is lacking in Israel's exegesis, although it cannot be excluded. His
rhetorical question, however, rather exhibits his astonishment about the
dream. But, being the receiver of a dream twice himself (28:12-15; 31:11-
13 - the latter only according to himself, the narrator does not mention it),
he should be able to asses a dream at its true value.

When Joseph has told the dream to his father and his brothers, he is
being rebuked by his father (12-7111'1): 'What dream is this that you have
dreamed? Do we -I, your mother and your brothers- have to come and
bow down to the ground before you?'.  In his reading he also emphasizes
the fact that Joseph's family has to come (infinitive absolute construction:
Nll]  Nl:lil') and bow themselves down to earth before Joseph. This act
of coming is lacking in the dream: the dream described a situation, a
situation that may have lasted a while -because of the participle. An
element that is not present in the dream, and which Israel adduces is the
earth (;137N).

A problem in Israel's interpretation is that both Joseph's mother and
eleven brothers are supposed to be present in the dream:2 in Gen. 35:19
Rachel died while delivering Benjamin: Therefore it is physically im-
possible that both she and eleven brothers come and bow down before

' Cf. also Coats, From Canaan to Egypt, 14.
2 Gibson observes that 'It is not so commonly pointed out, however, that the second
dream is not fulfilled in the epic' (J.C.L. Gibson, Genesis. Volume II (The Daily
Study Bible), Edinburgh - Philadelphia: The Saint Andrew Press - The West-
minster Press 1982,230). The interpretation as given by Israel is nowhere realized:
'In the received story, Joseph's father does not bow down to him, and Joseph's
mother is long since dead, and has no place in the story whatever' (T.L. Thompson,
The  Origin Tradition of Ancient  Israel.  I. The  Literary  Formation  of Genesis and
Exodus  1 -23 (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 55),
Sheffield: JSOT Press 1987,118).
3 One cannot assume that Rachel's death will-chronologically- occur later than the
events told in Genesis 37, because in 43:29, Joseph knows that Benjamin is his
brother, the son of his mother. Also, Benjamin has ten sons when Jacob and his
family enter into Egypt in Genesis 46.
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Joseph: If one, nevertheless, wants to stick to eleven brothers, one has to
assume that Benjamin is one of the brothers who are going to bow down
before Joseph (and perhaps is among the brothers who envy Joseph, v.
11).  In  the  case  of the stars representing the brothers,  the moon might
depict Leah, Bilhah or Zilpah. One should keep in mind, however, that
such explanations for 'the moon' are contradictory to Israel's words 'your
mother'.2 To this  I  might  add that there  is a difference compared  to  the
first dream. In the first dream the brothers' sheaves were bowing down
before Joseph's, .hereas in the second the stars are bowing down before
Joseph himeelf. 'fhis indicates another difference between both dreams:
Joseph is the only one who is physically present in the second dream ('5,
'before me'), the sun, moon and stars are natural objects. In the first
dream Joseph and his brothers are all present as themselves (7b), but also
as sheaves (7egh). This too might indicate both dreams having different
readings.

In relation to Israel's interpretation of Joseph's second dream, we must
also be aware that in Genesis he never bows down before Joseph. It rather
is the other way around. In 48:12 we see Joseph bowing before his father.3
Here again, I think, we have an element that forces us to think Israel's
reading of Joseph's second dream rather unlikely. At the end of this
section   (§   4.4)   I will present an alternative interpretation of Joseph' s
second dream.

§ 4.3 FOUR MORE DREAMS
The combination Dibn obri ('dream a dream') occurs  only on three
occasions in the book of Genesis: in Joseph's dreams (37:5,6,9,9,10), in
the cupbearer's and the baker's dreams (Gen. 40:5,8; 41:11) and in

' Cf. Turner (Announcements of Plot, 153): 'taken as a whole, it is an impossible
dream', and B. Jacob (Das erste Buch der Tora, 700): 'Wie gewohnlich ist dem
Traum, der ja selbst schon Unmogliches vorstellt, ware es auch nur, daB Sonne,
Mond und Sterne nie zusammen auftreten, insofern Falsches beigemischt, daB die
Mutter Josephs nicht mehr lebt, und es ist unnOtig, darunter die Pflegemutter Bilha
zu  verstehen'.
2 Unless one, as does Lowenthal, regards Israel's reading as ridiculising the dream:
'He ridicules it by pointing out that "the moon" can only refer to Joseph's mother
who is already dead' (77:e Joseph Narrative, 20).
  See D.J.A. Clines, "What Happens in Genesis", in: David J.A. Clines, What Does
Eve Do to Help? and Other Readerly Questions to the Old Testament (Journal for
the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 94), Sheffield: Sheffield Aca-
demic Press 1990), 62-63.
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Pharaoh's dreams (41:15), to which must be added that the construction
of a wayyiqtol form of obrl together with oibri is to be found in 37:5a and
37:9a only. All other occurrences are a qatal form of obrl combined with
01511. The latter are always part of a direct speech. This causes the three
dream-pairs to be tightly connected.

The second dream-pair is encountered in Genesis 40. In prison, one
morning Joseph detects the cupbearer and the baker to be highly upset.
They have both had a dream. Both dreams are in the scheme below.

Gen. 40,9-11.16-17

(9a     So the chief cupbearer told Joseph 0'pMFO-712 79911 98)
his dream 9095 ibbo-nk

b      and said to him:) (77 nON,1  b
c      In my dream, '117503  cd        I saw a vine in front of me

:'2# 2  119-77301       d108   and on the vine there were three
01'714 ilw'741 191.23 101

branches

b       as soon as it had budded
no-iDD N,;11  bc       it blossomed

d       and its clusters ripened into Fi,&1 nobp  c
grapes. :0'2132 0,0 WN 15'w@il  d

'7241 AP-19 0131 liatla   Pharaoh's cup was in mijn hand
b      and I took the grapes 0'3]90-nk nlkl b
c       and I squeezed them into AD-19 01'3-58 orlk Dottlkl  c

Pharaoh's cup
d        and put the cup in Pharaohg hand.      :;137-19  93-517  0130-n* 119*1  d

(168 The chief baker saw that... 0'0&0-712 N-1,1 168)
b       and he said to Joseph:) (9014-512 nr:Nil- b
c      Me too, in my dream, .01503 ']N-98. c
d       I saw that there were three baskets  -lin 'ho n©U' 2301 d

of bread upon my head, :'ullth-511
17a   in the top basket were all kinds of

53  1741FDO 54119 178baked goods for Pharaoh,
:IDN AIDgio ;11739 51410b      but the birds were eating them out

DON 53* 91Dol bof the basket on my head. :'WRh  bpro  beo-lrl

According to Joseph this is how the cupbearer's dream is to be under-
stood: three branches are three days. Within three days Pharaoh will
restore the cupbearer to his former occupation. Syntactically the dream
looks like this. The beginning is constructed by means of three verbless
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clauses (v. 9d; 10ab), followed by tWO qaml clauses (v. 10cd), to which
another verbless clause is attached (v. 1 la). The dream is concluded by
three wayyiqtol clauses. The dream shows a steady progression from a
situation to actions.

The above schema shows the baker's dream to have nearly the same
structure. Following the introductory remark ('It was in my dream.  I saw
. . . ' ) there are verbless clauses ('Three baskets of bread  were  on  my  head,
etc....'). The dream is not continued. There are neither qatal nor wayyiqtol
clauses. There are no dynamic elements in the dream. The baker's dream
presents nothing but an image: Both the cupbearer and baker find them-
selves in their dreams (like Joseph and his brothers in the first dream).
Joseph's interpretation of the baker's dream hardly causes any surprises:
three baskets are three days. After three days Pharaoh will hang the baker,
so the birds can eat him. Syntactically we see that there is no sequence in
the baker's dream, there is no succession, no progress. Syntax and seman-
ties go hand in hand: there is no change for the better for the baker.

To conclude this part on the dreams of Genesis 40, I want to point to
the verb 'tell' (790 in v. 9a) and to the numbers that are both present in
the dreams and in Joseph's explanations of them.

The final dream-pair are those of Pharaoh in Genesis 41. They are being
told twice: by the narrator (41:1-7) and by Pharaoh himself (41:17-24).2
I will present Pharaoh's account of his dreams below.

As can be seen in the schema Pharaoh describes his situation by means
of verbless clauses (participial clauses and the particle illil:  'in my dream
I was standing on the banks of the Nile, and look ...' - Pharaoh is present
in his dreams). This initial situation is succeeded by several actions, as is

1 See also W. Richter, 'Traum und Traumdeutung im AT. Ihre Form und Verwen-
dung", Biblische Zeitschrift 1 (1963) 202-220, here: 204-205. Richter however is
not correct when he states that the cupbearer's dreams consist of 'einem Bild' as
well.
2 The narrator both presents more and less action in Pharaoh's first dream. The
narrator has the lean cows stand beside the fat cows, whereas Pharaoh remarks that
he had never seen such ugly cows in the land of Egypt (cf. v. 3c and v. 19c).
Pharaoh also adds that it was not visible that the lean cows had eaten the fat (v. 21).
On differences between the narrator's and Pharaoh's accounts of Pharaoh's dreams,
see e.g. J. Licht, Storytelling in the Bible, Jerusalem: The Magnes Press / The
Hebrew University 1978, 176; B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora, 746; R.D.
Redford, A Study of the  Biblical  Story  of Joseph (Genesis 37-50) (Supplements to
Vetus Testamentum 20), Leiden: Brill 1970, 79-80.
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indicated by wayyiqtol clauses. These wayyiqtol clauses give Pharaoh's
dreams, contrary to the cupbearer' s dream, a development from a pleasant
and rural scene to a rather dead alley.

Gen. 41:17-24

178 Then Pharaoh said to Joseph 9014-5* AD-s -137'1 17a
b     In my dream .0503  b
c      there I was, ']]il        c
d       standing on the banks of the Nile; :7kro notu-br 1017  d
18a  and what I saw

n301 18ab     seven cows, fat and sleek, came up
ni-9 1731# nb]7 -IN'0-110  bout of the Nile
1819 nb'17123 nlk'-13c      and fed in the reed grass.

:,MN; n]#pnml  c
19a  And what I saw, n)01 19a

b seven other cows came up after nibl, nihnht nl-9-1771U  b
them, 10'70*

c      poor, very ugly, and thin. 1ND igh niP-11 nih  c
d      Never had I seen such ugly ones in 7193 nip-11

all the land of Egypt. rlk-57& ilinl 'n'NTNb  d
:p'75 0.'-ga2Oa  The thin and ugly cows ate up the

first seven fat cows,
nipno nreo n]5*kh) 208

ningO 1731(  nk nly)01
:nk'130 nl]IDNno2 la   and when they had come into them

b     no one would have known Apip-bE n]Nb81 2la
c      that they had come into them, Plu *171  b
d      for they were still as ugly as ninip-bE lk@-.1  c

before. n 83 3ZUR  113 lil'N301  d
e      Then I awoke.

:72'El  e22a  And I saw in my dream, .Di703 N-IN1228b     I saw,
n301 bc        seven ears of grain growing on one

stalk,
n?2& nYD O'5#W PJW c

d      full and good, 7ON
:nlibl nkbo d

23a  I saw, i1301 238
b     seven ears, withered, thin, and nipl nibl# O,520 p#W b

blighted by the east wind, 0'1  nibl.W
c sprouting after them; :Co'noB ninlox c
24a  and the thin ears swallowed up the »7-0 0.53*. 31? 81 243

seven good ears. ni']IDD 0,5790 17019 n£b      But when I told it to the magicians, 0'ap-Irin-bE -Inkl b
c      there was no one who explained it

6'-5- 7',6 1-'Ni  eto me.
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Both in Pharaoh's dreams and in his representation in 41,14-24 we come
across a lot of food (e.g. blk,  'eat' ; and 1753,  'devour')1 and -even more
prominent- numbers. According to Joseph these numbers have to be
understood as indicating time. Seven fat cows and seven fat ears on the
one hand, and seven lean cows and lean ears on the other represent seven

years of abundance and seven years of shortage.2 As before the baker and
the cupbearer, Pharaoh is terribly upset by his dreams.

§ 4.4 NUMBERS IN DREAMS

As said before, I have some reservations about Israel's interpretations of
the second dream. Therefore I would like to propose another solution, a
solution in which numbers play a prominent role.

In the dreams of Pharaoh, the cupbearer and the baker the numbers,
three and seven, indicate units of time: days and years. In general it is
perhaps neccesary to consult a professional dream-interpreter to know
whether such a numerical unit is supposed to refer to days or to years: In
the case of the cuperbearer's and the baker's dreams the unit of time being
'days' was rather evident, because Pharaoh's birthday was to fall in that
three days (40,20): The referring to years in Pharao' s dreams, however,
was not self-evident.

'
Cf. Sternberg, 77:e Poetics Of Biblical Narrative, 397: 'Unlike the arbitrary

signification of Moses' burning bush, for example, the Nile, reed grass, cows, and
ears are all natural symbols of food, and corpulence and leanness, of plenty and
shortage'.
2 'It is not that seven fat cows followed by seven lean cows symbolized good and
bad years, which was the suggestion of Freud, but that they represented seven good
and seven bad years because cows and corn represent, in terms of succes and
failure, meat and vegetables, protein, the difference between life and starvation and

death' (J. Berger, "New Views on the Biblical Joseph", 7'lie American Journal of
Psychoanalysis 41 (1981) 277-282, here: 281).
3 Richter, "Traum und Traumdeutung", 206; to this he adds: 'Naher liegt hier aller-

dings die Vermutung da13 die Zeitdauer durch den Fortgang der Erzahlung bestimmt
wird'.
4 I do not agree with Jeffers who calls Joseph's dream a 'simple message dream'

and the cupbearer's and the baker's dreams (and Pharaoh's) 'symbolic dreams'.
According to Jeffers a simple message dream is 'self-explanatory, i.e., it does not
need  the  help  of a professional interpreter to understand it', whereas a symbolic
dream 'can be solved by professional interpreters only'. A. Jeffers, "Divination by
Dreams in Ugaritic Literature and in the Old Testament", Irish Biblical Studies  12

(1990) 167-183, here: 168-169; cf. also 170-172.
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Another explicit mentioning of numbers in Joseph's second dream:
eleven stars. In one and the same breath the sun and the moon are
mentioned. These celestial bodies are both one of a kind. In other words,
it is possible that numbers do play an important part in this second dream.
If the symbolic images like the sun, the moon and the stars do not refer to
Israel, Rachel and the brothers, what then is their function? What do they
refer to? Again we take the whole of Genesis into consideration and look
at what role the sun, moon and stars might play. The sun (wow) indicates
dawn or sunset.' Whenever the  sun is shining it appears to function  as a
marker of passed time. This confirms the function given by God to the
lights in Genesis  1. God makes the  sun,  the moon  and the stars to illu-
minate the earth, but they have another function as well: to seperate the
day from the night, and to serve as signs for seasons and days and years
(1:14-17). So besides being a source of light, the celestial bodies function
to indicate the passing of time.

Above I compared Joseph's dreams and drew attention to the different
verbs the narrator used to express the way in which Joseph told his dreams
(71] vs. 790). There I also showed that the verb 790 (pieD might have a
connotation of counting. This verb is found twice in relation with the
second dream (vv. 9b. 10a). Just like the twofold presence of the verb N ]iD
bracketing the first dream gives a hint with regard to the brothers'
interpretation of this first dream (the reversal of positions: Joseph the
assistant going to rule over his brothers), so the twofold presence of the
verb -IDD might give a clue for the interpretation of the second dream.

I would like to suggest that we try to understand Joseph's second
dream in such a way that it could be interpreted as referring to a period of
time. The sun, the moon and the stars (1 +1+ 11) indicate thirteen years:
the exact number of years that Joseph spends in Egypt before he is
promoted ruler of Egypt (see 41:46: Joseph was thirty years old when he
entered the service of Pharaoh, king of Egypt): And also in another way
may the numbers indicate years. In Genesis 1 the sun and the moon are
treated apart from the stars; together they make a couple. If this couple is

multiplied by eleven (the stars) we get a number of twenty-two. And this
again is the number of years passing before Joseph and his brothers meet

i The sun is met in Gen. 15:12,17; 19:23; 28:11; 32.32 and 37:9. The moon (117')
only occurs in 37:9.
2 The suggestion of Joseph's second dream to refer to thirteen years is also made

by  B. Green (What Profit for us?. 123). However, she does not give any reasons
why this could be the case.
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again as brothers, and a little later Joseph is reunited with his father. 1 It
is in the second of seven lean years that Joseph and his brothers are united
(45:6; 47:18), the twenty-second after his sale to Egypt (thirteen years in
Egypt + seven fat + two lean years).2 The celestial bodies represent the
passing of time before Joseph; that is why he is the only person present in
the dream.

'Bowing  down' in Joseph' s dreams, then, appears to denote  to  two
distinct activities. The first, literally 'bow down', is done by the sheaves
of Joseph's brothers. Later, the brothers themselves will indeed bow down
before him3 - however, this bowing down has no connexion with their

'
When Joseph and his father meet, Joseph is 39 years old. Interestingly, not

counting the summarizing conclusion (50:22-26) the overall narrated time of
Genesis 37-50 lasts 39 years.
2 This conjuring with figures is not uncommon in the Bible. See for instance C.J.

Labuschagne, Deuteronomium. Deel IA (De Prediking van het Oude Testament),

Nijkerk: Callenbach 1987 (cf. also part IB - 1987, and part II - 1990), on numerical
patterns in the book of Deuteronomy. The ages of the partriarchs are highly
interesting with regard to numbers: Abraham's age is 175 years (7 x 52); Isaac's 180
years (5 x 62) and Jacob's 147 years (3 x 72). Joseph's age (110) is the sum of the
squares of his forefathers (52 + 62 + 72); see L. Ruppert, Die Josephserzah[ung der
Genesis:  Ein Beitrag zur Theologie der Pentateuchquellen (Studien zum Alten und
Neuen Testament  11), Munchen: Kosel-Verlag 1965, 178-179; S. Gevirtz, "The
Life Spans of Joseph and Enoch and the Parallelism. fib'2ayim-fib'int waib'Ah",
Journal  of Biblical Literature 96 (1977) 570-571. J.G. Williams adds that Joseph
(whose age is 1 1 0 years = l x 5 2+6 2+ 72) also fits the pattern 7-5-3-1, that
seems to be at work at the patriarchs' ages ("Number Symbolism and Joseph as

Symbol of Completion", Journal of Biblical Literature 98 (1979) 86-87).

Lowenthal mentions  the  fact  that  the  sum  of the multiplications of Abraham' s,
Isaac's, and Jacob's ages is  17 (the sum of respectively 7 x 5 x 5,5 x 6 x 6 en 3 x
7 x 7 is 17 each time), like Joseph's age in 37:2 and exactly the number of years
that Jacob spent in Egypt (Lowenthal, The Joseph Narrative, 193). More numbers
are presentend by I. Caine, "Numbers in the Joseph Narrative", in: R.A. Brauner
(ed.), Jewish Civilization: Essays and Studies, Philadelphia: Reconstructionalist
Rabbinical College 1979, 3-17.
3 Occassions on which the brothers themselves bow down are: 42:6; 43:26.28;
44:14 and 50:18. In 42:6 there are only ten brothers in the company, whereas in
43:26 they have also brought Benjamin (and Simeon has just been released from
prison; 43:23). The verb used in 44:14 and 50:18 is 59] (not ;InID). Especially in
44:14, after Benjamin is exposed as the one who has taken the cup of the Egyptian
lord. the verb 591 might refer to subjection or surrender; the same might be the case

in 50: 18 (see next chapter). Whenever 5D] is encountered all eleven brothers are

present.
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own interpretation of Joseph's dream: being subservient to Joseph; when
they do bow down it is out of respect for the unknown Egyptian ruler. The
second activity -the bowing down of the sun, moon, and stars- ought to
understood figuratively. In the second dream Joseph is the only human
being present. The celestal bodies' bowing down before him refers to a
certain period of time. This happens to be that period of time that will go
by before the first dream comes true. Or perhaps it is not the 'bowing
down' of the sun, moon and stars that indicate the passing of time. Just
these celestial bodies do. The occurrence ofilritti, 'bowing down'  in the
second dream, suggests a strong connexion with the bowing down of the
sheaves in the first dream. So, when this specific period of time (twenty-
two years), which the second dream might indicate, has passed by, the
first dream comes true: after twenty-two years all brothers bow down
before Joseph. The presence of the verb ;lnw establishes the connexion
between the first and second dreams. In the next chapter (§ 1.3) I will
once again return to the verbilrIW and its presence in Joseph's dreams.

The six dreams of Genesis 37-50 show the following pattern in
retrospect. Pharaoh's dreams are oneil both the cupbearer's and the
baker's dreams refer to the same time span, but are at the same time each
other's reversal: one dream points to life, the other to death. Finally,
Joseph' s dreams are completely different with regard to their contents:
they are not one.2 The second dream really is 311N ('different'; 37:9) from
the  first;  they  are most certainly  not 111N  ('one';  41:25), like Pharaoh's
dreams. In this way the pattern emerges that one person has two different
dreams (which appear to be interwoven); this is being followed by two
people having both one dream with a common element, until at last one
person dreams two dreams that are one.

Coming at end of this section I would like to draw attention to several
small features of the dreams in Genesis 37-50. The cupbearer's and the

1 So Joseph explains to Pharaoh in 41:25; a little before Pharaoh seems to be of the
same opinion: in 41:15 he says to Joseph: 'I have dreamed a dream Colbn), and
there is no-one to interpret it (lrIN)' (cf. 41:8: 'Pharaoh told them his dream (irobn),
and there was no-one to interpret them (0 11N) to Pharaoh'); see Stemberg, The
Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 398-400.

2 Contra D.A. Seybold ("Paradox and Symmetry in the Joseph Narrative", in:
K.R.R. Gros Louis with J.S. Ackerman (eds.), Literary Interpretations of Biblical
Narratives. Nashville - New York: Abingdon Press 1974,59-73): 'Joseph's two
dreams are one' (66).
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baker's dreams shared one element: 'three days', and also did Pharaoh's
dreams appear to be one. Just like these dream-pairs do Joseph's dreams

appear to be interwoven: at the moment in which the second dream comes

true (the passing of twenty-two years), all brothers bow down before him

(43:26)' - gthe first dream is about eleven sheaves.
As was pointed out a little earlier, 'eat' and 'devour' or more general

'food' has a central position in Pharaoh's dreams: cows are eating cows
(41:7.24), and ears are devouring ears (41:4.20). Joseph' s explanation of
the dreams shows that the time span in both dreams has got everything to
do with the production of food and the storage of Egypt's food and 'all the
lands' during the years to come. Looking back at the previous dreams by
the cupbearer and the baker, it is not hard to detect the motive 'food' as
well. The cupbearer is dreaming about vines and presenting the cup to
Pharaoh, and the baker is seeing birds eating baked food. Looking a little
further back one might even find a first indication for the food-motive in
Joseph's first dream in the binding of the sheaves in the field: If one does
not reject this suggestion, one can discern the two motives, food and time,
in  Joseph' s dreams seperately,   and   see them reappear together   in   the

dreams of chapters 40 and 41. Food, that most substantial element for
human being to survive, will be taken care of by Joseph, starting to do so
exactly thirteen years after his sale to Egypt.

1 Ackerman too, thinks the first dream to be fulfilled in 43:26: 'With this statement,
the narrator stresses that the first dream has been completely fulfilled' ("Joseph,

Judah, and Jacob", in: K.R.R. Gros Louis with J.S. Ackerman (eds.), Literary
Inte,pretations OfBiblical Narratives. Volume /I, Nashville: Abingdon Press 1982,
85-113, here 92). Another opinion is held by E.-J. Bae, according to whom the first
dream is fulfilled in 45:5-8, whereas the second dream finds its fulfillment in 50:19-
21 CA Multiple Approach to the Joseph Story: with a Detailed Reading  of Genesis
46,31-47,31; 50,1-11.14 (Excerpta ex dissertatione ad Doctoratum in Facultate
Theologiae Pontificiae Universitatis Gregorianae), Roma 1995, esp.  90 and 97).
2 See Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. 18-50,410. Turner (Announcements 4Plot,
148 n. 1) does not appear to be unsympathetic towards this. E.L. Ehrlich however
makes no bones about it: 'In diesem Garbentraum einen Hinweis auf den spateren
Kornhandel in Agypten sehen zu wollen (Gunkel), ist zwar verlockend, geht aber
zu weit' (Der Traum im Alten Testament (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur die alttes-
tamentliche Wissenschaft 73), Berlin: Verlag Alfred Topelmann 1953,59). A. da
Silva points to the high frequence of words related to food in Genesis 37-50, of
which the sheaves in this agricultural dream belong too (La symbolque des reves
et des vetements dans  l'histoire de Joseph et de  ses»res (Hdritage et project 52),

Quabec: Fides 1994,68).
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§ 5 TEAMWORK (VERSES 4, 11-27)
Until the eleventh verse Genesis 37 makes the impression of being a
rather static chapter. Apart from Joseph's travelling in v. 2d (if he is
travelling indeed) there is not much physical activity to be seen. From v.
12 onwards the picture is changing. Firstly the narrator mentions the
brothers' going to Shechem to tend the flocks,1 after which follows
Israel's sending Joseph from the valley of Hebron (v. 14e) to Shechem
(some seventy-five kilometres north of Hebron). He wants Joseph to bring
him word (v. 14(i, 1172) about the brothers and the flock: Undoubtedly
Israel will have remembered this assignment for a long time. It was to be
the last time he talked to his beloved son. How ironic it is, that Joseph
didn't say anything but: 911;1 ('here am I', or; 'I am ready' - or would he
have   intended   to   say:   '[they   are over there]   I   am  here' ?).   The   next
conversation between father and son is to take place 22 years after...
Jacob's remorse -and grief- is shown in v. 34 where he wraps himself up
in mourning garments. Over twenty years later, in Gen. 42:36, Jacob
appears to have gotten over the shock -at least as far as his own role in the
incident is concerned- because he blames his sons as the cause of
Joseph's death or absence. This of course is a rather unjust accusation,
since in the brothers' version of the events (vv. 32-33) they did not,
moreover they coutd not, know that Joseph was coming to visit them; they

' Says v. 12. The nota accusativi I 'IN in this verse is suspect 'according to the punc-
tuators' (Wenham, Genesis, 348),because ofthe dots above rIN (oneof 15 puncta
extraordinaria; vgl. GKC, Genesius' Hebrew Grammar  §  5n,   31). This might
indicate that part of the verse ('their father's flocks') was a later addition; this
reading was supposed to be harmonious to v. 13b (Hamilton, The Book of Genesis.
18-50, 412).
2 Israel's 'word' (717) 'becomes a dark prediction of the near future. A dabar, not
a word but a thing, will return: a coat soaked in the blood of a goat from the flock'
(Th.L. Hettema. Reading for Good.  Narrative Theology and Ethics in the Joseph
Storyfrom the Perspective OfRicoeur's Hermeneutics, Kampen: Kok Pharos 1996,
177).
3 DoeS Israel's question in v. 13 imply that he is trying to communicate his
solicitude about his sons to Joseph, or is the question intended as a reproach, as
White supposes it to be: '[The question] conceals another, more painful question,
"Why are you not with your brothers?" But Jacob knows the answer to this question
as the narrator has been careful to tell us in the previous verse. Jacob's utterance is
thus fateful and shrouded in ambiguity and is made in disregard of the danger for
Joseph which it entails' (Narration and Discourse. 247). Whether Jacob really
knows the answer, is the question.
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only found his blood-stained robe (on their way home?). They could not
have known anything about Joseph's mission. So Jacob's accusation is
unjust. Unless, of course, he suspected his sons to be pulling his leg.

So, according to v. 12 the brothers went on their way to Shechem to
pasture the flock. In vv. 13-14 Joseph has a mission of peace to fulfill: he
has to look after the shalom of his brothers and the shalom of the flock.
It can hardly be coincidental that Joseph is travelling both to Shechem and
to Dothan. In his journey to both places one may see a wink to Ephraim
and Manasseh, Joseph's future sons whose tribes one time will occupy the
region in which Shechem and Dothan are found:

The brothers dominate a substantial part of Genesis 37. In the sections
above I have mainly focussed upon Joseph; here I will have a closer look
at the brothers.

Peace and well-being
A first element to reflect upon with regard to the brothers' behaviour is v.
4d: obui5 7-11-1  151' Nb,2 (as a rule translated as 'and they could not
speak friendly/peaceably with him' or 'they could not address him
civilly'3). What exactly do the final words of the clause mean? Cannot the
brothers really speak to their younger brother in a peaceful manner, or are
they really unable to address him civilly?

1 Not unimportant either is the mentioning of Hebron in this chapter, which belongs
to Judah's territory. For the relationship between the tribes of Joseph on the one
hand and Ephraim and Manasseh on the other, see C.H.J. de Geus, The Tribes of
Israel. An Investigation into some  of the Presuppositions  of Martin Noth's Amphic-
tyony Hypothesis (Studia Semitica Neerlandica 18), Assen/Amsterdam: Van
Gorcum 1976, chapter II: 'The System of the Twelve Tribes", esp. 70-96 ('The
House of Joseph').
2 Instead of 1-111 LXX has 15  711 : Kai oux todvavro AaA€ iv aur(D 006&v €ipn-
vil<ov: 'and they could not speak to him peaceably'. Cf.: 'Targ. Onkelos renders
"could not" by "did not wish to" (wl' sbn) to indicate that the brothers were able to
speak to Joseph but chose not to' (V.P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. 404).
3 Translation by Redford, A Study of the Biblical Story OfJoseph, 43. He lists the
verb -131 with direct accusative of the person among 'Words and Expressions
Occurring in Late Hebrew or Aramaic' (55).
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The word 1721 is, as Sarna indicates, unique: Besides 'talking to him'
it is possible as well to understand 170-1 in the sense 'his speech' (Sarna).
This is why v. 4d has a certain equivocality. One could read the verse:
'His brothers could not speak 05195 with him', but also: 'His brothers
could not abide his speech obrob'. Both possibilities indicate a distur-
bance in the communication among the brothers. However, the narrator's
description shows that the brothers are the ones to blame. No blame
attaches to Joseph. Just as the expression ;1Pl Ort:17 in v. 2d could have
different interpretations, we see that the same holds for 0525  7737 inv.
4d.

The word that concludes v. 4d is obuib; this notation is only en-
countered twice in the Hebrew Bible: besides Gen. 37:4 in Jer. 15:5.2 The
spelling olbulb is found more often. One might distinguish two ways in
which oibwb is being used. Nine cases show a combination with a verb
of movement:  'go in peace'  or  'get up in peace'.3 In the remaining cases
it is combined with a verbum dicendi: 'they asked about the well-being of
,-,: In Gen. 37:4 obuib is combined with a verbum dicendi  as well.  This
might be a clue not to emphasize the notion 'peaceably' or 'friendly
(amiably)', which the brothers could not summon towards Joseph (in case
one applies 17:11 to the brothers). I am aware of the fact that although this
is not an ideal way of communication, it nevertheless presents a more
favourable reading towards the brothers. The impossibility to enquire after
someone's well-being is more kind than 'they could not speak peaceably
to him', which implies the brothers' permanent negative attitude towards

1 Sat'na (Genesis, 256): 'Hebrew dabbero is unique. Usually the suffix attached to
this verb carries a possessive sense, meaning "his speech". The passage would then
be translated, "They could not abide his friendly speech". In other words, they
rebuffed every attempt by Joseph to be friendly.'
2 The New Revised Standard Version translates: 'Who will have pity on you, 0
Jerusalem, or who will bemoan you? Who will turn aside to ask about your
welfare?'.
3 Gen· 44: 17; Ex. 4: 18; Judg. 18:6; 1 Sam. 1: 17; 20:13.42; 25:35; 1 Kgs. 20:18; 2
Kgs. 5:19. It is possible for Deut. 20:10 to belong to these places (if 11*77 is not
read as a verbal form of Nlp', but of Nnpu).
4 Gen· 43:27; Ex. 18:7; Judg. 18:15; 1 Sam. 10:4; 17,18.22; 25:5; 30:21; 2 Sam.
8:10; 11:7; 2 Kgs. 10:13. In this respect one could note places like Gen. 29:6 and
43:27 (075Wn as a question: everything well?) and Gen. 29:6; 37:14; 41:16;
43:23.28. In these cases it is always the well-being of someone or something that
is focussed upon.
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Joseph and their continuous treating him bluntly: Israel's favouritism of
Joseph causes negative feelings towards Joseph to steal in upon the
brothers.

The result of all this is the violation and disruption of the shalom
(07519), the unity and plenitude of Jacob's toledot. This disruption of the
family-ties becomes more manifest when Joseph tells his dreams to his
brothers and his father. His brothers consequently accuse him of trying to
rule over them (1]1  bwion  57911-0*; v . 8). The shalom being disrupted
is evident in the word 51wn. in which the consonants of olbui are com-
pletely confused.

It is not clear whether the tensions in the family were latent or manifest.
Whether they were or were not, the fact remains that Israel commissioned
Joseph to go on a mission of peace to his other sons. Not conscious of or
anxious for any danger he sends Joseph on his way.2 Even the brothers
appear to have paid no thoughts to this matter. Only when they become
aware of their brother approaching them, they start plotting. The question
is whether the emotions that the narrator ascribes to the brothers (hatred
and envy) are the reason for their intention to kill him, or whether there
are any other causes.

Hatred and envy
It is rather remarkable that the narrator ascribes emotions only to Israel
and to the brothers (as a collective - there are no statements of individual
feelings, Reuben's exclamation in v. 29 excepted). Even more remarkable

1 The brothers' unwillingness to communicate to Joseph is also to be seen in the
preceding clause, where the verb N]ID is used. According to (NIDOTTE IV, 1257)
the verb 'may express the most intense hatred of the enemies of God (Ps 139:21-
22), or that of a violent enemy (25:19), but it may simply express that which is to
be avoided, such as serving as a guarantor for a debt (Prov 11:15),...'. This latter
meaning could apply to Genesis 37. It is probably no coincidence that the brothers
leave Joseph  in v. 12.
2 Cf. Sarna, Genesis, 258: 'Clearly, the brothers had hitherto successfully disguised
their true feelings and, indeed, there is no record of their having uttered any threats

against  Joseph'.  Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. 18-50,413 writes something
similar: 'One must conclude that Jacob is unaware of the simmering rage of the
brothers toward Joseph, that the brothers have not in any way, either through
language or conduct, conveyed to their father the rancor they feel toward Joseph'.
I wonder whether at this spot words like 'rage' and 'rancor' are not too strong to
describe the brothers' feelings.
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is the total absence of emotions as far as Joseph is concerned. The most
remarkable thing, however, is that both the brothers' and Israel's emotions
are described in relation to Joseph, the apparently emotionless main
character  in the story: We should,  by  the  way,  keep  in  mind  that  the
narrator does not state that Israel's feelings for Joseph were mutual.

The brother's hatred of Joseph is mentioned three times (vv. 4c.5c.8d).
This strongly contrasts with Israel's love in v. 3a and v. 4b (N]ID versus

IliIN), which appears to be the first cause of their hatred. In verses 5c and
8b, however, the increase of their hatred against their brother is caused by
Joseph's dreams (lrIN N]ID 71P 1901'1; vv. 50; 8(1). The verb N]ID
indicates an emotional condition of aversion and dislike.2 It implies a
growing apart of the one who hates and the one who is hated.3

The second verb used by the narrator to inform the reader of the
brothers' state of mind is N]p ('envy', v. 11), combined with the pre-
position J.4 The source of envy is the fear to lose someone or something,5

' It willlast till Genesis 42 before the reader hears about Joseph's inner life.
2  The  verb 'is often  used  ...,  and  in an antithetical function  with  1;IN'   (R.D.
Branson, A Study of the Hebrew Term NJIP, Boston University Graduate School
1976, vi).
3  •Das Verb iane' „hassen" bezeichnet einen emotionalen Zustand der Aversion,
der Abneigung, der durch die at.liche Anthropologie „im Herzen" (leb, Lev 19,17)
oder in der nen-Rk  (2  Sam  5,8;  Ps  11,5)  lokalisiert  wird.  Es legt nicht  not-

wendigerweise boshafte Absichten hinsichtlich des HaBerfalltseins nahe, dennoch
impliziert es eine Distanzierung vom GehaBten, seine Entfernung aus der
Umgebung des Hassenden in sich. So spricht Isaak zu Abimelech, Ahussat und
Pichol: „Warum kommt ihr zu mir? Ihr habt mich gehaBt (ine'la:m) und aus

euerem Gebied ausgewiesen" (Gen 26,27)' (THWAT VII, 829).
4 According to HAL, III,  1037 the meaning of N]p cum J is 'neidisch sein auf.
Examples given are 37:11 and Pr. 24:1. Another possible meaning is 'sich erhitzen,
sich ereifern uber/gegen';Gen. 37: llis given in this category as well; together with
30:1; Ps. 37:1; 73:3; Pr. 3:31; 23:17 and 24:19. To restrict myself to Gen. 30: 1: it
is rather remarkable that this occurrence is not mentioned together with the
examples given with the meaning 'neidisch sein'.
5  'Im zwischenmenschlichen Bereich druckt qn' vor allem eine heftige Gemilts-
bewegung aus, die durch die Angst vor dem Verlust eines Gegenstands oder einder
Person ausgelOst wird' (THWAT VII, 53). A slightly different meaning does B.
Jacob ascribe to the verb: ';IN]7 ist nicht dasselbe wieiIN]111, und 0  Nlp (...) heiBt:
seine Gelassenheit gegenuber jemandes unverdientem Glucksstand verlieren  und
diesem Gefuhl in Reden Luft machen, wahrend der HaB auch schweigen kann'
(Das erste Buch der Tora, 700).
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or to be in want of something: The brothers' envy is not Joseph's
dreaming but rather their feeling to lose the relation with their father. The
brothers also want the thing Joseph possesses: the love of the father. This
is indicated before in v. 3 when the narrator twice uses the verb Jil N,
which 'erscheint zugleich als Oppositum als auch als Voraussetzung (les
extrdmes se touchent) von qn" (THWAT VII, 53.). I think this is the reason
why the envy is both mentioned after the dreams, as a summarizing
statement, and also why it is combined with the statement that 'his father
kept the matter in  mind'. The brothers'  envy of Joseph finds its roots  in
their father' s relationship  with  them.

The fear of losing someone or something is confirmed by the occur-
rence of Nlp in Gen. 30:1. As in 37: 11 it is a wayyiqtol combined with the
preposition 3. According to the narrator Rachel envies her sister because
she could not have children, whereas Leah had already given birth to four
sons. The barrenness is the source of her envy, it is not Leah who is the
cause, or the circumstance that Leah does have children. Rachel fears to
lose her husband: she wants to die if she is not going to conceive any
children (30:1).2

We encounter the verb N]ID in Gen. 29:31 and 33. Because of these
verses Branson writes: 'The opposite of N]11) is ZIN. Leah wanted her
husband to love her (v. 32), to be joined to her (v. 34). Speiser suggests
that N]W indicates rejection, not being loved,3 and notes the similar use of
the term in Dt. 21:15. It seems best to accent this suggestion under-
standing the term to signify in this context a lack of emotional commit-
ment on the part of Jacob to Leah'.4 When Branson discusses Genesis  37
he regrettably concludes that 'the term signifies hostility or enmity based

According to Muraoka the meaning of Nlp plus 3 is 'to envy (somebody's
succes)', T. Muraoka, "On Verb Complementation in Biblical Hebrew", Vents Tes-
tamentum 29 (1979) 424-435, here 429.
2 'Etwa die Halfte aller Belege handelt von der Eifersucht Gottes' (THWAT VII, 58);
vgl. Ex. 20,5; 34,14; Deut. 4,24; 5,9; 6,15. Maybe is it not improbable to think that
the 'Eifersucht Gottes' (like the 'Eifersucht der Rachel' in relation to Jacob) is
caused by the fear to lose Israel to 'the other gods'. In view of God's words about
a punishment into the third and fourth generations, the brothers' reaction against
Joseph (the departure to Shechem) is rather mild. Not until his arrival to their camp
do they take radical measures.
3 Speiser, Genesis, 230. He also refers to Gen. 26:27, in which one should rather
understand 'rejected' than 'hated'.
4 Branson, A Study  of the  Hebrew  Term  NJUP, 45.
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on jealousy''. In his conclusion he states that 'The basic meaning of the
Hebrew root N]0 is "hatred, enmity, hostility;" however, it has a wide
range of connotations expressing both negative emotions and disruptions
of relationships'.2 The aversion sensed by someone regarding somebody
else leads to a total lack of contact (cf. Gen. 37:4). It is a pity that Branson
does not think the meaning he finds in the case of Leah to be present in
the case of Joseph's brothers. Just like Leah sensed a lack of love on her
husband' s  part,  so the brothers experience their father' s  lack  of love  for
them (cf. v. 3b). This, as can be seen from the narrator's statement in v.
4d, has repercussions on their relationship with Joseph,  and on the way
they react to his dreams.

The separation between the brothers and Joseph which on the emotional
level is expressed by the verbs N]ID and Nlp, is in v. 12 by the brothers
transferred to a physical separation. Their absence may prevent an
escalation. Israel, who may not have read his sons' minds, causes un-
knowingly the situation the brothers sought to avert: another confrontation
with the 'lord of the dreams' (v.  19). For the brothers the dreams appear
to be the straw that breaks the camel's back. After Joseph's dreaming the
situation is no longer endurable. So when the brothers finally spot the
haughty dreamer from afar, and have no idea about his mission, they plot
to kill him (v. 18c). The motivation for killing him now is primarily found
in the dreams: 'Behold, this3 lord of the dreams approaching' (37,19bc).
The  appearance of the dreamer urges  them to a murderous conspiracy:
'Come4, let us kill him and throw him into one of these pits and say that

' Branson, A Study ofthe Hebrew Tenn N.;24 46.
2 Branson, A Stu* ofthe Hebrew Tenn R.124 135. In his conclusion he also writes:
'The emotional content of the root N ]ID swings from aversion of an object or the
disliking of an action to the loathing of some person, even the hating of one which
leads to murder. Within the family context it represents a range of emotions from
a lack of proper affection (Gen. 29:31,33) to violent rejection (2 Sam.  13:15) or
hatred (2 Sam. 13:22)' (136).
3 'This' is represented by the uncommon form ;Trbil, that is also found in 24:65.
According to Joilon/Muraoka it is a reinforced demonstrative CA Grammar of
Biblical Hebrew § 36b, p. 115).

4 I do not agree with Deist, who suggests that by means of the particle 7111171 the

'narrator instrudes on his characters' in 37:20. According to him a conclusion that
is introduced by Milpl needs a substantiated motivation, as happens always in
Genesis when ilnlll is found. The motivation, according to Deist, is not found in
the characters' speeches, but in the narrative itself. 'Thus, even though ilnlll forms
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a ferocious animal has eaten him. Then we shall see what comes of his
dreams'. This final  part  of the brothers' speech again underlines  how
much the brothers were troubled by the dreams. They twice refer to the
dreams (vv. 19c; 2Oh); like the narrator they do not breath a word about
the cause of their hatred in vv. 3-4. As was the case with the brothers'
reaction to Joseph's dreams ('and they hated him even more', v. 5c), here
again the narrator informs the reader of their plans before they can speak
them out themselves: 'they plotted to kill him' (v. 18c).1 The narrator does
not want any doubts to arise as to how the reader should appreciate the
brothers' conversation. So, vv. 3-4 illustrated that the seed of the brothers'
hatred is in Israel's preferential treatment of Joseh, now, from the
conversation, we can infer that the dreaming causes his death sentence:

On an earlier occasion in Genesis we read about a fratricide. So it is
hardly surprising to come across words like 01 (blood; vv. 22.26), ;13]
(smite; v. 21) and 17;1 (kill; vv. 20.26) that were encountered before in
Genesis 4, in which chapter the one who is described as a ;19-1 (shepherd,
4:2) loses his life. The events in Genesis 37, however, will not lead to
another fratricide. The brothers no longer turn out to be the close unit they
appeared before. Their plans are hardly articulated when Reuben) tries to

part of the characters' speech, it actually concludes the narrator's argument' (F.
Deist, "A Note on the Narrator's Voice in Gen 37,20-22", Zeitschrift fiir die
alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 108 (1996) 621). However, everywhere in Genesis
where we find ilnlll, it is always in a dialogue between two characters, two
occurrences excepted; both belonging to the same category as 37:20. In 3:22 and
11:6 there is a soliloquy by God, whereas in 37:20 there is a collective saying by the
brothers. It is not neccessary for them to give a motivation, 'the reason' for the
:Irl]11-clause. The reason (obviously) is the situation of seeing Joseph approaching.
It  is  particularly the designation nlobilil-5111  ('lord of the dreams') that speaks

volumes, and which is sufficient reason to motivate the following actions.
''The narrator summarizes for us the essence of this conversation before relating
it in direct discourse ... It also dispels any remaining sympathy for the brothers'
(H.C. White, "Reuben and Judah. Duplicates or Complements?", in: J.T. Butler,
E.W. Conrad and B.C. Ollenburger (eds.), Understanding the Word. Essays in
Honor of Bernard W. Anderson (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Sup-
plement Series 37), Sheffield: JSOT Press 1985,73-97, here 90).
2 Contra THWAT II, 490: 'Die Bevorzugung Josefs vor seinen alteren Brudern
durch den Vater Israel/ Jakob erregt deren Neid und HaB, und sie fassen einen Plan,
um ihn zu tOten (Gen 37,20)'.
3 To displace Reuben for Judah in v. 2la, as is proposed by BHS, and is indeed
followed by the Dutch Willibrordvertaling, not only gives witness to lack of respect
to the textual tradition, but also shows a failure to understand narrative develop-
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temper their bloodlust and to change the course of action. And Judah puts
his oar in as well.

Reuben and Judah
Two brothers break loose from the collective by talking to their brethren.
Except for Reuben's (vv. 21-22.29) and Judah's (vv. 26-27) monologues
the   brothers have three direct speeches   (vv. 8. 19-20.32). Below   are
Reuben's and Judah's proposals.1

21c and he (Reuben) said: -IDE'l  21 c
d          Let us not take his life. :WDZ 9331 Nb    d
22a Reuben said to them: 1:19121  anbtf  7DN'l 22ab          Do not shed blood, 07-9/5198-56 bc          throw him into this pit 111* 9 1,500    cd    that is in the wilderness

ard nino-ziN
e          but lay no hand on him

77143 724    df     that he might rescue him out of 11-ln:Flqv)- /6 13    etheir hand
g     and restore him to his father. 073 ink 5'*0 lp©  f

:7'11$-5* 11'005  g

26a Judah said to his brothers: 7'ON-512  21.7n' 71912'1 262
b What profit is it 17-Yl-/11/        b
c            if we kill our brother 1]'06-nk 1-10] '3     c
d          and conceal/cover up his blood? :fal-nN 3]'031     d27a come,         :16'7 27ab          let us sell him to the O,5*VT@W.'  917;pTR]7     b

Ishmaelites, 12-'08-58 911'1     cc           and not lay our hands on him,
71'118-'D        dd          for he is our brother, *971 3]-11DJ     ee          our own flesh.

'Reuben's proposal is defeated by Judah. Of all the words spoken in
Dothan Judah's speech carries the day. His proposal to sell Joseph instead
of letting him rot in the pit is approved by his brothers; "they listened" in
v.27d  means  that they complied', Fokkelman states.2 I wonder whether it

ments.
1 In redactional critical studies Reuben's and Judah's proposals not to kill Joseph
are considered major indications of the conflation of sources in Genesis 37.
2 "Genesis 37 and 38", 161. In a note on the same page Fokkelman writes:
'Complying with Judah implies disregarding Reuben's proposal. Note how Reu-
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is  justified  to  use  the word 'defeated', 'defeated'  is  not the issue  here;
when Judah makes his proposal the conditions happen to have changed.
Nor is it certain for Judah's speech to carry the day and the brothers'
endorsing his proposal. Reuben's suggestion not to kill Joseph and throw
him into a cistern is followed by the brothers in v. 23, whereas it is the

question whether it is them who sell Joseph. Both speeches, however,
show some remarkable differences; these prove to be of importance when

trying to establish Reuben's and Judah's characters.

Reuben is the first to address his brothers. The reason is given by the
narrator in two verses, in v. 21b: 01'11 1;752'7 ('and he delivered him
from their hands'),'  and  in  vv. 22fg: 77'19;15    07'0    711N    5'Yn    111125
1'312-1712 ('to rescue  him  from  them  and  take  him  back  to his father').2
Nothing, however, is told about Reuben's motives. Some cornmentators
refer to Reuben acting as should be done by the eldest son: An interesting

ben's speech to the father in ch.42:37 is once more overruled by Judah (speaking
to Jacob in the beginning of ch.43)'.
' P. Saydon suggests to read v. 2 lb like this: 'he tried to deliver him from their
hands'. The conative (or volative) character is not represented by means of the verb
Uipnora synonomous verb followed by 5, but by wayyiqtol. 'In these cases it is the
context not the grammatical form, which determines the correct meaning of the
verbal form' ('The Conative Imperfect in Hebrew", Vetus Tesmmentum 12 (1962)

124-126). It is not neccessary to translate the verse in the way Saydon does. The
narrator informs the reader that Rueben succeeds in saving Joseph's life, even
though he cannot -as can be seen later- pull Joseph out of the pit. A situation like
this also occured in vv. 5-8, where the narrator told the reader that Joseph had a
dream that he recounted to his brothers, which caused them to hate their brother (v.
5). Not until this statement does Joseph actually tell the dream.
2 Here the narrator directs the reader straighforwardly. The content makes it clear
that Reuben is talking no longer, because it is impossible to communicate this to his
brothers. Nevertheless the word 111nb may be indicating a direct speech (see the

syntactic analysis in chapter 2).
3 E.g Westermann: 'Damit nimmt Ruben die Funktion des altesten Bruders wahr.
Wenn in der Familie der Vaterzeit Gruppen oder Teile der Familie vom Vater
entfernt waren, hatte der jeweils alteste, wenn es notwendig wurde, die Rolle des
Vaters zu ubernehmen; fur diese begrenzte Zeit hatte er die Verantwortung. Wenn
die Gruppe nach Hause kam, hatte er auf die Fragen des Vaters zu antworten'
(Genesis. Teilband 3,32-33). See also Hamilton (7lte Book OfGenesis.  18-50,418).
Hamilton gives another possible reason: 'We know that Reuben has been out of
favor with his father ever since the scandalous affair with Bilhah (35:22). Is
Reuben's magnanimity to Joseph an attempt to rebuild some broken communication
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observation is the following: 'The scrupulous reader, however, will ob-
serve that verse 21 also bears the seeds of ambiguity. First, it states that

"Reuben heard" (of the brother's plan), which might imply that he had
somehow been absent from the brothers' deliberation. Second, it relates
that Reuben "rescued him [Joseph] from their hand", which could mean
that the brothers had already laid hands on Joseph'.1 At first glance, the
second part of his remark might have some importance regarding a
problem that arises when reading Gen. 42:21-22. On second thoughts,
however, the clause 'he delivered him from their hands' can only be inter-
preted anticipatorily,2 because not until v. 23 does Joseph arrive at his
brothers' camp. He cannot have fallen into their hands before. Another
reason why it is anticipatory is made clear by v. 22f: 'to deliver him from
their hands'. Here the narrator gives the motivation for Reuben's speech,
which consists of the same keywords as v. 2lb: 'he delivered him from
their hands' (01'ZO 1;15::'1) - 'to deliver him from their hands' (11105
07'13 in* 5'Vil). Deliverance emerges in v. 24b: the brothers throw
Joseph into the pit, they did not smite life (v. 2ld).

Reuben's suggestion amounts to several changes in comparison with
the original plan, the most striking of which is his turning away from
murdering their brother. A further alteration regards the spot where they
intended to leave Joseph behind. The brothers were tending their flocks
near Dothan. From their conversation in v. 20 we can infer that there are
several pits in their vicinity ('Let us throw him into one of these cisterns').
Neither the narrator, nor one of the characters mentions anything about the
chance of a dead body to be discovered in a pit that is to be found in fields
used for pasturing. If the brothers agree with Reuben's suggestion not to
kill Joseph and let him pine away in a pit, they cannot leave him behind
in one of the intended pits, viz. near the grazing grounds. For if they did,
Joseph's initial crying for help, or otherwise his dead body would soon
have attracted the attention of other shepherds. And this, then, is the
reason why Reuben suggests to throw Joseph into a pit 'that is in the wil-
derness'  (v. 22d).3 Moreover, if the pit is near the place where he and his

with his father?' (The Book OfGenesis. 18-50,418).
' E.L. Greenstein, "An Equivocal Reading of the Sale of Joseph", in:  K.R.R. Gros
Louis and J.S. Ackerman (eds.), Literary Inte,pretations OfBiblical Narratives,
Volume II, Nashville: Abingdon 1982, 114-125, here: 118.
2 Likewise Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation. 118.
3 There is no 'intrusive narrator's voice' here either, which there is according to
Deist. With regard to Reuben's words 'the well which is in the wilderness', he
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brothers find themselves, he cannot excecute his plans to rescue his
younger brother, whereas a pit in the wilderness facilitates the carrying out
of his intentions.

Here we must devote a few lines to two words in the text that can
easily put a reader on the wrong track, i.e. 'wilderness' and 'pit'. The
word 'wilderness' (7270) we encounter in Reuben's speech does not only
denote 'the barren deserts of sand dunes or rock that colour the popular
imagination of a desert, but also steppelands and pasture lands suitable for
grazing livestock'.'  The pit (cistern) the brothers are talking about (713)
is not a well (7NJ); the latter are found in Genesis as well (e.g. 21:25;
26:19 and 29:2). Cisterns are subterranean reservoirs for the storage of
water, 'and were filled by drainage from roofs, streets, or the surface of
a slope, or by water channeled from some other source. Wells, on the
other hand, might be fed directly from underground springs'.2 Cisterns are
'usually pear-shaped with a small opening at the top which can be sealed
to prevent accidents'.3 In this respect, we can refer to Ex. 21:33-34: 'The
Book of the Covenant assumes the owner's responsibility for covering
cisterns and prescribes damages in case animals fall and are injured'
(NIDOTTE I, 620).

The events related to Joseph's sale are situated in the vicinity of
Dothan. Dothan is only mentioned in the Bible, it is not known from any
other written sources: During the Early Bronze Age (3200-2400 BC) it

states: 'the information about the location of the well seems superfluous from the
point of view of the characters in the narrative. They know exactly where they are
and need not to be reminded' ("A Note on the Narrator's Voice", 621). The
designation 'in the wilderness' only serves to give the reader some information
according to Deist. From what I wrote above it is clear that the indication of the
pit's location is functional and not superfluous. Also see B. Jacob, Das erste Buch
der Tora, 705: 'Ruben setzt hinzu: die in der Wilste ist, also entfernt von Men-
schen, so daB seine Hilferufe nicht zu horen sein werden. Fur Rubens Absichten ist
der Umstand notwendig, damit er Joseph unbemerkt von den Brudern retten kann'.
Cf. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis.  18-50.419.
  New Bible Dictionary (second edition), Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press
/ Wheaton, Illinois, USA: Tyndale House Publishers 1982, 1251.
2 The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (Volume one • A-D), Grand
Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company 1979, 702 s.v.
*cistern'.
3 NeW Bible Dictionary, 210; cf. the illustration on page 211.
4  The  New  Encyclopedia  of Archeological  Excavations  in  the  Holy  Lzind  (volume

1), Jerusalem: The Israel Exploration Society & Carta, 1993,372, s.v. 'Dothan'.
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was a major city state. The site appears to have been abandoned during the
latter part of the Early Bronze Age and the beginning of the Middle
Bronze Age (2400-1800 BC). From the subsequent Middle Bronze Age
period (1800-1500 BC) there is hardly anything known.' Dothan was
situated at the old caravan-route leading from Damascus down to Egypt;2
which accounts for the sudden appearance of Midianites and Ishmaelites
in vv. 24 and 28. The Midianite traders in Dothan approaching the cistern
then hardly comes as a surprise: they come and look for water. So here we
see that certain encyclopaedic information is of importance to understand
the events that are being described by the narrator.

It is not quite clear whether the brothers rejected Reuben's proposal and
indeed swapped  it for Judah's,  as is presumed by Fokkelman. Their
actions in v. 23 imply that they at least partially agreed.

Whoever' s  plan the brothers  may have executed,  it is clear that there
are several differences between the way both Reuben and Judah express
their proposals. I will make a comparison between them. A first thing to
notice is the rather authoritative way in which Reuben expresses himself:
he uses imperative forms, which cause a distance between him and his
brothers: 'don't shed blood', 'throw him into that pit', 'do not smite him'.
Judah' s reaction, although  in the perception of the reader of lesser nobility
than Reuben's, presents a better understanding of his brothers' psyche:
'What will we gain if we kill our brother (13;1, by using these words
referring to their common speech in v. 2Ob, while at the same time taking
the edge off them) and cover up his blood?', which is followed by the
suggestion to sell Joseph. Closely related to this proposal, and which we
should not forget, is that Judah is the only one who really turns his back
to Joseph's death. In Reuben's proposal -as it is perceived by Judah and
the other brothers- Joseph still kicks the bucket: he wouldn't have lasted
for a long time in the cistern.3

1 Cf. 77:e Anchor Bible Dictionary (volume 2 D-G), New York etc: Double Day
1992, 226 s.v. Dothan.
2 Cf. Archdologisc/les Lexicon zur Bibel, Munchen • Wien • Zurich 1972,132 s.v.
'Dothan'.  Also  according  to Johan Negenman (Geografische gi(is bij de bijbel,
Boxtel: Katholieke Bijbelstichting 1981,103), there were many caravans that used
to pass Dothan. The plain of Dothan 'provides easy pass for travellers from
Bethshan and Gilead on their way to Egypt' (New Bible Dictionary, 289).
3  Hamilton  may be correct in stating that 'Judah' s motives, however,  are  not  as
noble as those of Reuben', but I think his 'Judah is primarily concerned that he and
his brothers not shed innocent blood' drifts too far from the text. Reuben's
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There are two words in Judah's speech that deserve close attention: 'gain'

(PX]) and 'cover up' (5101). The root 171:1 occurs 39 times in the Old

Testament; the primary meaning of the verb is 'abschneiden' and 'zwar
vermutlich schon Mihzeitig als terminus technicus beim Teppichweben
gebraucht' (THWAT I, 733). Two derivations come from this meaning:

'den Lebensfaden abschneiden' and 'ein Stuck abschneiden, d.h. seinen

Schnitt, Gewinn machen' (THWAT I, 733). The meaning of the noun is
derived from the latter. Originally it was value-indifferent, which is
supported by occurrences like 37:26 that 'nicht im materiellen Sinne von
Gewinn sprechen' (THWAT I, 734). Several commentators who empha-

size that Judah was motivated by material gain' is not supported by the

Theologisches Worterbuch.
The verbilOD means 'to cover up' 'entweder um das Bedeckte unsicht-

bar zu machen oder um es zu schutzen oder zu erwarmen' (THWAT IV,
273). In Judah's speech it points to the first: 'what do we gain if ... and

cover  up his blood?'. In other words  hide  his  (dead)  body  in a cistern?
Murdering their brother may be a tricky bussiness that is better avoided.

Distinct from Reuben's words are Judah's, when he talks about 'our
brother', 'his blood' (7111; cf. Reuben's 01), 'our brother' and 'our flesh'
respectively.2 Apart from referring to the family ties Judah's speech

sounds more friendly and less authoritative. Contrary to Reuben's
imperatives (do not shed, throw him, do not smite), which place him
opposite his brothers,3 Judah uses cohortatives (what do we gain if we...

willingness to restore Joseph to his father does not exclude Reuben himself to be

primarily concerned not to shed innocent blood. Hamilton is right when he writes:
'There is no indication that Judah really desires to rescue his brother, as there was

with Reuben'. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis.  18-50, 421.
1

E.g.: 'This cleverly sets in motion the motivation of material gain as a counter pole
to the motive of jealous vengeance. Through a simple transaction they may

exchange Joseph for silver, thereby ridding themselves of Joseph permanently (as
in death, they think), while not acquiring blood guilt' (White, "Reuben and Judah",

92; idem, 'The Joseph Narrative: A Narrative which 'Consumes' its Content",
Semeia 31 (1985) 49-69, here 64). Cf. also '... Judah, observing a caravan
approaching, appeals to his brothers' self-interest, urging that Joseph be sold as a

slave, ...' (Wildavsky, Assimilation versus Separation, 81).
2 The same observations ('our brother' and 'our flesh') are made by J.J. Lamprecht
in his dissertation Karakiensering in Gen. 37-50, s.1.1990 (dissertation Universiteit
van Stellenbosch), 94.
3 'Indeed, there is a shift in Reuben's speech [between v. 2ld en v. 22, RP]; he now
eliminates himself from the verbal forms (...), giving the others full responsibility
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, come on, let us sell...) - these make him share his brothers' position,
which is confirmed by the foUIfold occurrence of 'our' (1]-; vv. 26c.
27cde) in the non-verbal forms. The only time Reuben makes use of a
cohortative -in v. 2ld ('let's not take his life')- is in a rather absolute
formulation: the particle Nb expresses a prohibition,' which again empha-
sizes the authoritative nature of his speech. It remains possible that
Reuben is talking to himself in v. 2ld, and only in v. 22 addresses his
brothers: in v. 22a both the subject 'Reuben' and the addressees 'the
brothers' are being mentioned explicitely:

The narrator makes an attempt to give a positive description of Reuben
by adding noble-minded motives for his suggestion in vv. 22fg. By doing
so the narrator attempts  to  make the reader see Reuben' s words  in  this
perspective of noble-mindedness. Yet, I think, he does not succeed in his
attempt. This is caused by the fact that here (vv. 22fg) too Reuben takes
a position opposite to his brothers. In v. 2lb and v. 22f the narrator states
that he delivered Joseph 'from their hand' (01'D); the narrator here shares
Reuben's point of view. But again, like Reuben's direct speech, we see
the brothers on the one hand ('their hand') and Reuben on the other: In
v. 22g, 'to return him to his father', a similar observation can be made.
Although it is not conclusive in this clause: 'His' father can both refer to
Joseph and to Reuben. If the latter is the case Reuben takes position at his
father' s side, whereas the brothers  are on the other.4

As said above, both Reuben and Judah talk about blood: 'blood' and
'his blood'. Reuben says: 'Do not shed blood'. Here we may observe that

for carrying out his suggestion' (Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation, 118).
1 Cf. Wenham, Genesis, 354.
2 Possibly the second indication of Reuben's direct speech is introduced to
accentuate the differences between his and Judah's speeches. Cf. Revell: 'redactors
who did repeat introductions presumably did so because of the linguistic or literary
purpose which such repetition served' (E.J. Revell, "The Repetition of
Introductions to Speech as a Feature of Biblical Hebrew", Vetus Testamentum 41
(1997) 91-110, here 91). Reuben's direct speeches are introduced by -IDN'l. In v.
21c it already appears from v. 21a that it is Reuben who is the subject, -ION'l is
found here without direct subject and also without object, which might indicate that
Reuben is addressing himself. His second direct speech in v. 22a on the other hand,
both the subject and the object are being mentioned: 'Reuben said to them'.
3 I think White erroneously remarks that 'The reader finally finds in Reuben a hero
with whom he can identify' ("Reuben and Judah", 91).
4 We could see Reuben acting in his father's stead before in chapter 35, where he
slept with Bilhah.
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the verb 190 could allude to Genesis 9;1 the verb is absent in Judah's

words: 'What do we gain if... and cover up his blood'. The verb used by
Judah GIDD, 'cover up') might point to the fact that Judah not only by the
contents of his words, but also by the words he uses, wants to expel every
reference to the killing of a fellow human being.2

From the way the brothers act from v. 23 onwards they appear to agree
with  Reuben' s proposition: they seize Joseph,  take  off his clothes  and
make him disappear  into  the pit. 'Through Reuben' s words, Joseph   is
alive but waiting in the pit with knowledge that would be disastrous to the
brothers if related to Jacob',3 White comments. However, heedful of the
history of Esau and Jacob, in which Jacob cheats Esau out of his right of
primogeniture and blessing, it is highly questionable if it were so 'disas-
trous' to the brothers if Jacob should come to know that his sons had
thrown Joseph into the pit. Compared to the things he did himself,
throwing someone into a cistern is hardly more than a prank that has
gotten slightly out of hand. Leaving Joseph behind alive and well could
bring the danger that he might get out in one way or another - which once
again might lead to a confrontation with his brothers. It is a good thing
that a caravan happens to come along. This provides Judah with another
option which he opens to his brothers.

The narrator mentions nothing of their reaction but 1'11N 1171]Ul'l, 'his
brothers heard' (v. 27f), which does not imply their agreement4 or their
thinking it a good deal. In v. 2la we come across the same formulation:
'Reuben heard' (131*7 11DUi'1).Here however, it appears to be the cause
of Reuben's action against his brothers' intention to kill Joseph. This

1 Reubeng 07-11Dwn-bN calls Gen. 9:6 to mind: 'whoever sheds the blood of a
human, by a human that person's blood shall be shed' (1101  01*1  011t;1  07  19117
1910-).
2 Judah also refers to Genesis 9; not like Reuben to v. 6, but v. 4, in which the
words -11D1 ('flesh') and 101 ('his blood') appear (cf. 37:22): 'you shall not eat
flesh with its life, that is its blood'. Indeed, the brothers are not guilty of this: in
37:25 they sat down to eat some bread. Also, Gen. 9:4 is not about the killing of a
human being.
3 White, "Reuben and Judah", 93.
4  Hettema' s 'The narrator now makes mention  of the approval  of the brothers'
indicates that his reading is strongly determined by a translation of Genesis 37 (like
the Dutch Willibrordvertaling: 'Zijn broers stemden daarmee in', or the New Inter-
national Version: 'His brothers agreed') instead of the Hebrew text. The conclusion
'Clearly, Judah is superior to Reuben in actual rank' finds no support in the text.
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means that 'and he heard' is supposed to have a meaning opposite to
agreement. Although it is possible that the same words are used to express
an opposite reaction -nothing can be excluded- there is no proof what-
soever that 'and they heard' in v. 27f points to the brothers' approval of
Judah's proposal to sell Joseph:

In this section on the brothers I have tried to show that two brothers

distinguish themselves from the others. Despite his noble intentions
Reuben in a way disqualified himself by positing himself opposite to his
brothers. Judah on the other hand, although his purpose to act is not
entirely clear, bore his fraternal relations in mind - both towards Joseph
and the others: All eleven of them, however, showed themselves to be

unable to cope with their father's attachment to their younger brother. This
impelled  them to avoid Joseph, and leave  the  area.  But then, Joseph' s
sudden appearance in the vicinity of Dothan, offered them the opportunity
to get rid of him for once and for all. The initially attractive idea of killing
Joseph was abandoned soon, and possibly replaced by the decision to sell
him.

From v. 28 the camera switches position, leaving the brothers behind
and focussing on the Midianite traders. Reuben will be in the spotlight
once  more  when  we come  to talk of Joseph' s  sale.

§ 6 AN UNEXPECTED PARTY (VERSES 28-36)
Verse 28 presents two problems. Firstly, we meet Midianite merchants (v.
28a), whereas v. 25e and v. 28d are about Ishmaelites, and secondly, the
question arises by whom and to whom Joseph is actually sold: On the
first problem mentioned above White comments that it is 'one of the most
certain contradictions in the Pentateuch' which has lead to a 'perplexing

' Cf. Gen. 35:22 - after Reuben has slept with Bilhah, we read: bE-liD'  DOW'l

('and Israel heard'); I do not suppose Israel to have approved?
2 Judah, according to Berlin (Poetics and Interpretation. 121), 'is the practical one
in the family (this comes out later in the story as well)', yet we also see that 'Judah

can hardly be accused of having a soft spot for Joseph' (121).
3 I do not understand why 'The sudden appearance of the Midianites breaks the
flow of the narrative and points to an element of disunity in the section' (Coats,
From Canaan to Egypt, 17). I do not see any difference between the 'sudden

appearance of the Midianites' and the appearance of 'a man' in v.  15, who appar-
ently does not break the  ' flow of the narrative'.
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array of contrary and contradictory viewpoints' in major works: With
regard to the second problem B. Jacob writes this: 'An dieser Stelle ist ein
fur das Verstandnis der ganzen Josephsgeschichte verhangnisvoller Irrtum
begangen werden, indem man (...) annahm, die Bruder hlitten Joseph
verkauft'.2 Both problems are tightly interwoven as will be shown below:

I start by presenting the text of v. 28; I refer to chapter 2 in which I
have shown that v. 28 is an autonomous paragraph that is syntactically
neither dependent on the preceding clauses nor on the following.

28a There passed by Midianite 0']:70 O'W]lf 17=11 '7 283
merchantmen, 0-nob

b      they drew 9/WIR'7- b
c       and lifted up Joseph out of the pit ni=10-]10 907'-nle 95921  cd      and sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites 907'-nk 77310'1  dfor twenty pieces of silver, 997 0'3*99 0'5NDIW.6e      and made Joseph come to/in Egypt.

:341130 901'-11* lk'721  e

To decide how the matter stands exactly with regard to Joseph's sale, we
must beside v. 28 also consider several other places. From v. 27f ('his
brothers heard'), for example,  we must conclude  that the subject  in  the
clause are not all brothers: Judah is not included. The question then is
whether it is possible that in v. 28b or v. 28d 'the brothers' do act as is
supposed by a number of exegetes (see below). One also has to take vv.
29-30 into account, which indicate -if the brothers did sell Joseph- that
Reuben was not part of the brothers who are supposed to have sold Joseph
either. Do we have to conclude that both Reuben and Judah were absent?

Which now are the arguments to think the brothers sold Joseph?

' White, "Reuben and Judah", 79.
2 B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora, 706.
3 Like Reuben's and Judah's efforts to keep Joseph alive have been considered a
textbook case of the documentary hypothesis, the sale of Joseph has been
considered a classic example to confirm this hypothesis as well. Such points of
tension in the text that could only be explained by the documentary hypothesis
urged J.  Scharbert to write  Die  Erzahlung  von Josef und  seinen  Brudem wie  sie
nicht in der Bibel steht, the subtitel of kh bin Josef, euer Bruder (St. Ottilien: EOS
Verlag Erzabtei St. Ottilien 1988), a book in which he presents two Joseph-stories:
the Yahwist's and the Elohist's. These are accompanied by priestly additions. Also
compare H. Schweizer, Die Josefsgeschichte. Konstituierung des Textes (2 Teile)
(Textwissenschaft, Theologie, Hermeneutik, Linguistik, Literaturanalyse, Infor-
matik 4) Tubingen Franke Verlag 1991.
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1. After the brothers spotted a caravan of Ishmaelites in v. 25, Judah
proposed to sell Joseph to them (vv. 26-27).

2.  In Gen. 40:15 Joseph informs the cupbearer: 'For in fact I was stolen
out of the land of the Hebrews' - out of tactical considerations Joseph
would not have told anything about a sale by his brothers.

3. In Gen. 45:4-5 Joseph makes himself known to his brothers: 'I am
Joseph, your brother, whom you sold to Egypt. Now, do not be
distressed, ... because you sold me here, because God sent me before

you to preserve life'.
4. The fact that there is a change of subject in v. 28 (merchants -+

brothers) without the explicit mentioning of the new subject is not
unusual in Hebrew according to some commentators, as can be seen
from the following quotation by Longacre.

On first reading, the phraseology of 37:28a implies to the reader who is a speaker of an
Indo-European language that a new group of people is being introduced, distinct from
the Ishmaelites which are referred to in 37:25. (...) To begin with (...) Biblical Hebrew
is extremely circumspect in the identification of new participants (especially minor ones)
who are brought into a narrative. Having specifically studied the device of participant
introduction, I find it hard to believe that a new group of people (appearing startlingly
and unexpectedly on the scene) would be introduced and named in v 28a ('and there
passed by Midianites, merchantmen') and not be made subject of the next verb. We
should expect,  'and they  drew out the Midianites and lifted up Joseph out of the  pit',  or
even, 'and the Midianites sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites' - in that the preceding context
has led us to expect that the brothers were to sell him. I assume therefore, that according
to normal devices in Hebrew participant reference, the brothers remain the subject of the
verbs 'draw out'. 'lift', and 'sell' in v 28.'

I want to comment on these arguments, and after that add another text,
which I already referred to in the previous section. This text (Gen. 42:21-
22), I think, is of eminent importance to have a good understanding of the
passages   that are concerned with Joseph' s   sale.   I   start by discussing

Longacre' s quotation.

' R. Longacre, Joseph, a Story of Divine Providence, Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns
1989,  30-31;  also see id.,  "Who Sold Joseph into Egypt?", R.L. Harris e.a.  (eds.),
Interpretation and History. Essays in honour of Allan A. MacRea, Singapore:
Christian Life Publishers 1986, 75-92, and Fokkelman: 'After v.28a there is an
unmarked shift of subject, something which is not rare at all in Hebrew narration.
It is unnatural to assign the second and third narrative forms to other persons than

the brothers, one reason being that v.28 clearly is the fulfilment of what Judah had
just proposed to his brothers' ("Genesis 37 and 38", 164). The Dutch Willibrord-
vertaling and the New International Version shamelessly insert 'the brothers': 'de
broers trokken Jozef omhoog', 'his brothers pulled Joseph  up'.
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Hebrew is extremely circumspect in the identification of new participants,
he states, and that is why 'the Midianite merchants (...) are simply not
introduced and integrated into the story as they should be if they are meant
to  be new participants moving  onto the stage'.1  That is why there  is  no
change of subject, so that the brothers remain the subject of the wayyiqtol
clauses in v. 28. As an example against this opinion of Longacre's I would
like to draw attention to 2 Kgs. 1:1-2.

la  Then Moab rebelled against Israel 58*,p   7410   Fop.'1    la
after the death of Ahab. :i*rlk nin 'noN

2a And Ahaziah fell down from a lattice ...;13@190 11?3 71 706 59'1 2a
50,7 b

b   and was sick (·D#*M nbei  cc   and sent messengers ...0754 -IRE 1  dd   and said to them...

All five verbs are wayyiqtol forms. I think it is obvious that the one fallen
ill and sending messengers is Ahaziah, not Moab. The second verse of 2
Kings 1 starts a new syntactic unit, like v. 28 in Genesis 37. I do not deny
that Longacre's statement is at least partly correct, but as can be seen from
2 Kgs. 1:1-2 it is by no means the rule. There is no reason to presume why
the subject of v. 28a would not be the same as the subject in v. 28b-e. This
implies that the brothers are not the subject of the trading party. Moreover,
I cannot think of a reason why the passing by of the Midianite merchants
would be mentioned if they were not the subject of the next clauses. If the
brothers pulled Joseph out of the pit and sold him, v. 28a has no function
at all. And besides, as I said above, if the brothers were to be the subject
of 37:28b both Judah and Reuben are not included.

Another element in Longacre's quotation, which also considers the first
argument, is that the preceding context had prepared the reader that
Joseph was to be sold by his brothers. One has to affirm that Judah had
indeed just proposed to sell Joseph indeed, but one also has to affirm that
the narrator did not say a word about the brothers' consent. The clause
'his brothers heard' (v. 271') by no means implies that the brothers
approved of Judah's proposal. The idea of the brothers not having sold

'"Who sold Joseph into Egypt", 85. According to Longacre one can only speak of
participants when they 'are made focal by multiple representation' ("Who sold
Joseph into Egypt", 85); cf. chapter 6 from his Joseph. A Story of Divine Provi-
dence.
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Joseph is much more provoking: First there was no reason to accept the
brothers' interpretation of Joseph' s dream, an interpretation   that   was
strongly influenced by their emotions. Then, their efforts to get away
from Joseph and to avoid him are obstructed, now their plan to sell him
is being obstructed.2 The paradox in all this is that it is the brothers'
attempt to get rid of Joseph, therewith preventing his dream from coming
true, whereas their efforts to sell him are frustrated by the Midianite
merchants, and it is exactly this frustration of the brothers'plan that will
result in the dream coming true.

One more reason why the brothers did not sell Joseph can be inferred
from v. 25: 'they sat down to eat bread', v. 29: 'Reuben returned to the
pit'  and v.  30: 'He (Reuben) returned to his brothers'. Verse 29 implies
that -at least- Reuben after the casting of Joseph into the cistern, went
somewhere else. From Reuben's proposal to throw Joseph into 'that
cistern which is in the wilderness' (72703 7WN  ilril  n:lil-bR), it is clear
that the pit is not near to their encampment. After the brothers threw
Joseph into the pit, they sat down to eat their bread. This was not in the
vicinity of the cistern, because if it was, Reuben could not have returned
to the cistern, after which he again returns to his brothers (v. 30). So, his
brothers were not staying at the pit either, and therefore cannot have
pulled Joseph out of the pit, or have sold him:

Who sells to whom?
There are several passages more that play a part when considering
Joseph's sale. Among these are Gen. 40:15 and 45:4-5.

40:15 For I was stolen out of the 0'7@]70 Yllerl 'BPia nbj-'3 15

land of the Hebrews

' Cf. N.R.M. Poulssen: 'De verteller, die naar believen dromen laat opwellen, houdt
kennelijk ook anderszins van plotselinge presenties, van vonkende effecten' (Brood
en Speten. Over de werking van het oudtestamentische Jozefverhaal (Genesis 37-
50), Tilburg: Tilburg University Press 1992,10.
2.

... de broers, meer weerloos dan verlegen, [hebben] de greep op de gebeurtenissen
totaal verloren' (Poulssen, Brood en Spelen. 12). Cf. I Willi-Plein, "Historio-
graphische Aspekte der Josefsgeschichte", Henoch l (1979) 305-331, esp. 313.
i Cf. Rudolph, "Die Josephsgeschichte", in: P. Volz und W. Rudolph, Der Elohist
als Erzahler ein Irrweg der Pentateuchkritik, (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift filr die alt-
testamentliche Wissenschaft 63), Giessen: Alfred TOpelmann 1933, 143-183, esp.
154.
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45:4a     'I am Joseph, your brother, 01'11  901' ']14 43
b           whom you sold into Egypt. :MD'-1.,il 'nk 0Frl;NA-lwk  b
5a         Now do not be distressed, ... 13¥111:1-58 TIFIpl 53
b           because you sold me here, ;lin    'nE    on-114-'3       bc            for God sent me before you to c,nbE  ]11'>W Amob '9 c

preserve life'
Op' 14117

In the first of both passages Joseph not only tells the cupbearer and the
baker about his guiltless imprisonment, but also about his involuntary
Egyptian journey. He does not mention any sale, instead he states that he
has been kidnapped from his country. He does not say by whom:

In the second text on the other hand, Gen. 45:4-5, where Joseph is
talking to his brothers, he is more explicit: 'I am Joseph, your brother,
whom you sold to Egypt. Now, do not be distressed, ... because you sold
me here, because God sent me before you to preserve life'. In these verses
Joseph twice uses the verb  'sell', -1310.

This impels us to consider all texts that are concerned with Joseph's
sale. Three times the  verb 710 ('sell') occurs, whereas the purchase is  the
central issue  once ('buy', il]p).  At  the  same  time this investigation  will
shed some more light on the Ishmaelite-Midianite issue. These, according
to Genesis 37, are two distinct groups:2 the Ishmaelites are a caravan (v.

i Despite the vagueness  we can nevertheless discern a reference  in  40: 15  to  the
events of Genesis 37. According to Redford Joseph's designation of his home
country as 0'731171  1'-IN ('land of the Hebrews') is rather odd: 'The writer of the
present verse has merely suffered a lapsus mentis and introduced an anachronism
into his text' (D.B. Redford, "The 'Land of the Hebrews' in Gen. XL 15", Vetus
Testamentum 15 (1965) 529-532, here: 530-531). It may however be possible that
the narrator by letting Joseph use the word O'-cron, refers to 37:28 where the
narrator mentions that Midianite merchants came passing by (1731'1); 'and they
passed by' is a wayyiqtol of the verb 7:117, in which we can detect the same root-
consonants as in 0'7=111;'1 ('the Hebrews'). The narrator, in Joseph's words, may be
alluding to this event: 'I have been kidnapped from the land through which people
(merchants) pass (literally: 'of the passers-by').
2 'In Judg. 8:24, however, the Midianites are said to be Ishmaelites too, because
they wear gold nose-rings. Thus the two texts (Judg. 8:24 and Genesis 37, RP)
clearly contradict each other', see: E.A. Knauf, "Midianites and Ishmaelites", in:
J.F.A. Sawyer andD.J.A. Clines, Midian,  Moab and Edom. The History and Arche-
ology  of Inte  Bronze and Iron Age Jordan and Nonh-West Arabia gournal for the
Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 24), Sheffield: JSOT Press  1983,
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25e), whereas the Midianites are 'men, merchants' (v. 28a).' On the basis
of these data, Hamilton reaches another conclusion. With regard to Judg.
8:22-24 he concludes that Midianites and Ishmaelites partly concur, in
other words, the two names were used interchangeably to refer to North
Arabian caravaneers who branched off through Gilead (...) The inter-
change of "Ishmaelites" and "Midianites" in Gen. 37 suggest that at one
time the Ishmaelites were the most prominent confederation of nomads in
southern Palestine, and that their name might be attachted to and linked
with other groups'. A further conclusion by Hamilton is that "'Ishmaelite"
is the more generic term (Bedouin nomad), while "Midianite" is the more
specific and ethnic term'.2 I cannot agree with Hamilton. His solution has
a fair look, but concluding on the basis of Genesis 37 that 'at one time the
Ishmaelites were the most prominent confederation of nomads' is too
rash. Besides, Hamilton does not take the Medanites of v. 36 into
account.3

Apart from Joseph's words in 45:4-5 there are four texts which explicitly
deal with his sale and Egyptian journey: 37:27.28.36 and 39:1.

147-161, here 147.
' So E.L. Greenstein, "An Equivocal Reading of the Sale of Joseph", 116. M.
Anbar, on the other hand, writes: 'nous nous sommes proposd d'expliquer le
changement des noms dans le rdcit de la vente de Joseph, par l'emploi de trois noms
servant 8 designer le mEme groupe de nomades, et les changements de noms dans
la lettre de Mari, dans Jg 6-8, 1 Ch 5, Jos 22, Nb 32, Jg 4-5 et les inscriptions
assyriennes, par l'emploi de diffdrents nom de tribus pour ddsigner l'ensemble du
groupe auquel elles appartiennent' ("Changement des noms des tribus nomades
dans la relation d'un mBme 6vdnement", Biblica 49 (1968) 221-232; here 232).
2 Hamilton, 77:e Book of Genesis.  18-50,423.
3 According to the Masorete text one has to read 'Medanites' (0']lD) in v. 36;
LXX, Targum Onkelos and Neophyti read 'Midianites', Targum Pseudo-Jonathan
on the other hand reads 'Medanites'. According to HAL one must assume the
Medanites to be Midianites (0']'lD, HAL, H. 521). Although I do not think it a
good idea to insert a yod now and again - whenever it appears to be convenient, and
although 'This is a counsel of despair' according to Y.T. Radday ("Humour in
Names", in: Y.T. Radday and A. Brenner (eds.), On Humour and the Comic in the
Hebrew Bible (Bible and Literature Series 23), Sheffield: The Almond Press 1990,
70), I think the Medanites in v. 36 to be Midianites (see below). Attributing the
distinction between Medanites and Midianites to different traditions, Radday calls
'too easy a way out, I think', to which I am in heartfelt agreement.
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37:27b (Judah)   :    'let's sell him to the Ishmaelites (O'5Npow·5):
37:28de : they sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites (0.5*potti·5) for

twenty shekels of silver' and made Joseph come into
Egypt (710'7111).

37:36 : the Medanites (01-ID;11) sold him to Egypt (0·irr:-5*),
to Potiphar (79,0195)...

39:1 : Joseph was taken down to Egypt (;ID'-11:10), and Potiphar

(...) bought him from the hand of the Ishmaelites
9'5*17,ourn), who had taken him there.

Also, there are two ways to denote '(in)to Egypt'. In 37:25.28; 39:1 and
45:4 we come across Mn'3XD ('into Egypt'), whereas in 37:36 0'-IXD-bN
('to Egypt') is used. In the verses, where it says i'ID'-130, this designation,
'into Egypt', means nothing but the direction in which people are traveling
for: 37:25 shows the caravan heading for Egypt; 37:28 illustrates that the
Ishmaelites take Joseph into Egypt; in 39:1 it is clear that Joseph was
taken down into Egypt. In 45:4 Joseph says: 'I am Joseph, your brother,
whom you sold into Egypt' 2 - here the direction is the issue as well: And
according to 37:36 'Medanites sold him (lrIN) to Egypt' - here Egypt is
the direction into which Joseph was sold too; the receiving party is
mentioned next: 'to Potiphar' (79'I]795).

As for the verb 7110 ('sell'), it is clear that when somebody (or some-
thing) is sold to someone else, the verb is complemented with the pre-
position 5: v. 27b:  'to the Ishmaelites'; v. 28:  'to the Ishmaelites'; v.  36:
'to Potiphar'. In 45:4 the verb is not complemented: Joseph does not
mention the receiving party.4

' Cf. Lev. 27:5.
2 The same is the case in 45:5: 'because you sold me here' (il]71  'rIN  On-132  'J)
3 Cf. 1110.-IXil in Genesis 12:10.11.14; 26:2; 41:57; 46:3.4.6.7.8.26.27; 48:5; 50:14.
4 For an etymological point of view, cf. 'Die Zusammenstellung von mkr mit einer
Ortsangabe, wohin jemand 'ubergehen'  wird (Gen 45,4f. Jo 4,7;  ...), oder mit  'ad
und Ortsname (Gen 37,36) zeigt an, daB dieses Verb ursprunglich nichts mit
Kauf/Verkauf zu tun hatte, obwohl diese Bedeutung nicht selten konnotiert werden
muB. (...) Nur Personen oder Guter, die b'kesen (Gen 37,28; ...) ... ubergeben
werden, werden sicher verkauft. In diesem Zusammenhang erst hat mkr die echte
Konnotation des Verkaufens, wobei das Verb als solches aber nach wie vor "uber-
geben, aushandigen" bedeutet'(THWAT IV, 872). Cf. also p. 870: 'Eine Uberpru-
fung der iilteren Belege von mkr zeigt jedoch, daB dieses Verb sich nicht spezifisch
in das Wortfeld ,,kaufen/verkaufen" einordnen laBt'.
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From these observations, there is nothing but to conclude that Joseph
was sold to Ishmaelites (37:28d; 39: lb), who took him down to Egypt
(39: lc), and subsequently sold him to Potiphar. Above, I did already pay
attention to the question of who sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites: the
Midianites pulled Joseph out of the pit and sold him to the Ishmaelites.
There are two problems left. Firstly, in 45:4-5 Joseph mentions neither
Midianites nor Ishmaelites - he does not refer to the people who have sold
him; he only remarks that -in his perception- his brothers had sold him to
Egypt. This contradicts the narrator' s statements we considered above.
And secondly, 37:36 poses a problem because the verse says that 'the
Medanites (0'110) sold him to Egypt, to Potiphar', a completely unex-
pected, and seemingly new party - never again to appear in the biblical
texts.

I will deal with the Medanites first. The most easy solution, like most
translations, commentaries and exegetes do, is to insert a yod, and turn the

Medanites into Midianites. In that case Gen. 37:36 sounds like: 'The
Midianites  had sold Joseph to Egypt...', which  is  to be understood  in  a
way such as 'the doing of the Midianites made Joseph arrive in Egypt,
because of the trading activities of the Ishmaelites'. This solution not only
looks nice, but is also in accordance with the text: Midianite traders pull
Joseph out of the cistern (v. 28bc), sell him to the Ishmaelites (v. 28d),
who take him to Egypt (v. 28e). So in the end the Midianites did cause
Joseph to get to Egypt and be sold to Potiphar. In Genesis 39 the story is
continued by the statement that Potiphar bought Joseph out of the Ish-
maelites' hands - the perspective having changed from the selling to the
buying party. One could however wonder with Radday 1 whether this is not
too large a simplification.

A rather ingenious, yet not satisfying either, solution which puts a stop
to the three-party system of Midianites, Ishmaelites, and Medanites is
given by the same Radday. His suggestion is not to read 0710 asahypo-
thetical tribe, that is mentioned nowhere else in the Bible, but to under-
stand it as a plural of 111TO, 'strife, dissension' (like Prov. 6:19 and 10:12).
Joseph consequently is not sold by Medanites, but by 'dissensions'
(among his brothers). Understood like this both the narrator's texts, in
which Joseph  is  not  sold  by the brothers, and Joseph' s own words,  in
which he states that his brothers did sell him to Egypt, are given their due.
While the brothers were arguing about what to do with their brother,

'
Radday, "Humour in Names", 70.
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Midianites came along, pulled Joseph out of the pit and sold him to
Ishmaelites who took him to the south. So the 'strife' among the brothers
eventually took him to Egypt.1

Although I am not too keen on inserting a yod into 0']110, so that the
Medanites turn into Midianites, I think this to be the best solution.2
Moreover, the word used in 37:36,0']1DM has the definite article. So it
has to refer to something (i.e. a group of people) that has been mentioned
before - and therefore Radday's 'dissensions' cannot hold, and besides,
we should keep in mind that the word 0']lrOM ('dissensions') is the subject
of v. 36. It is hardly conceivable that Joseph was sold to Potiphar by dis-
sensions. In sum, the Midianites sold Joseph to Egypt (via the Ishmaelites)
to Potiphar.

The remaining problem to be dealt with is Joseph's remark about his
brothers selling him to Egypt. Both Joseph and the reader know that
Joseph' s brothers did not deliver him in Egypt. This, however,  does  not
exclude the possibility that Joseph thinks his brothers to be involved in his
Egyptian sojourn. His account of the events in the region of Dothan give
the impression that he (initially) had not the faintest idea of what had
really occurred as can be seen in 40:15:  'I have been kidnapped from the
land of the Hebrews'.3 The character Joseph does not seem to know any
more than that he had been thrown into a cistern by his brothers, after
which other people pulled him out - although, of course, it is not im-
possible that he supposed his brothers' involvement; the text leaves the
reader guessing.

Between 40:15 and 45:4-5 Joseph hears his brothers talking to one
another a few times. One of these conversations is of particular impor-
tance. After Joseph has accused the brothers of spying and has put them
into prison for three days, they again come before the Egyptian lord.
Joseph summons them to bring their youngest brother to Egypt, while one

'
Radday, "Humour in Names", 70.

2 B. Jacob sees regarding the Midianites/Medanites problem the same phenomenon
as was the case with regard to the two alternative names of Dothan in Genesis 37.
Verse 17d hasill'nl ('to Dothan') and 17f lr112 ('in Dothan'): in one form occurs
a yod, in the other there is none (cf. Das erste Buch der Tora., 709).
3 Hamilton's suggestion that Joseph tells the cupbearer that he was stolen and there-
fore 'deliberately adjusted the story' because 'To have mentioned that he was sold
by his brothers would make the cupbearer suspicious, rather than trusting' is not
convincing (Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. 18-50, 424).
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of them is to remain in custody. According to Gen. 42:24 Joseph spoke to
his brothers by means of an interpreter, so the brothers could not know
that Joseph was able to hear their conversation in 42:21-22.

2 la They said to one another: 1'111$-512 19'N 9110*'7 218
b          Alas, we are paying the 9191-8 ('DWN 17#ti   b

penalty for what we did to our 71'nN-br
brother; 1(DDl n-14 91'N-1 71DE     c

c          we saw his anguish  ]'58 ihonal
when he pleaded with us, 9]PDW Nbl   d

d           but we would not listen.
n140 31'17* n*3 13-59.    ee          That is why this distress has

:nwro
come upon us.

22a Then Reuben answered them and -bkb 00* 119£-1 117'1 228
said: 01'118 'FInDN Nlbil   b

b           Did I not tell you 1*5
c           not to wrong the boy!, lz/:1 iNPOB-58.   c
d          But you would not listen. OFIPDW £51   d
e           And also his blood, 1111.-DA.) e
f          behold, it is required. :ID-11 ] n 30   f

When hearing his brothers talking like this, Joseph put two and two
together and concluded that his casting into the pit was not the only ride
his  brothers had taken  him for.' Reuben' s words  may  have  led  him  to
conclude that the sale was their idea, to which Reuben had opposed
himself. This is expressed by the dissension among them: 'Didn't I tell
you ... but you paid no heed' (42:22b-d). Because this is what he guesses,
Joseph cannot be more explicit in chapter 45 when he makes himself
known to his brothers. Moreover, Joseph as well as the reader remains in
the dark about the moment on which Reuben may have uttered the above

words. Were they part of his speech (before, during or after, 37:21-22), or
did he not say these words until Judah had done his proposal (while
Midianites were busy selling Joseph to Ishmaelites), or may the words be
his restatement of 37:21-22 (one cannot Reuben expect to remember the

precise wording after a period of twenty years)? Whoever may have sold
Joseph, Reuben was not involved.

As  for the narrator' s  text the reader sees that Joseph  has been  sold by
the Midianites to the Ishmaelites, who again sold him to Potiphar. As for

'
'Joseph konnte wirklich glauben, daB die Midjaniter ihn im Auftrage der Bruder

aus der Grube gezogen und an die Ismaeliter verkauft haben' (B. Jacob, Das erste

Buch der Tora, 813).
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Joseph' s direct speech the reader might  draw the conclusion that Joseph
suspected the brothers to have sold him -via the two parties- to Egypt.

A striking thing, by the way, is the narrator's (and the brothers')
mentioning of Joseph' s state  of  mind in Genesis  42. In Genesis  37  the
narrator apparently could not resist emphasizing the brothers' negative
feelings towards Joseph, and Jacob's disposition with regard to Joseph
(his love in v. 3 and his grief in vv. 34-35). Joseph's state of mind was
kept out of consideration. 1 So it is rather remarkable that retrospectively
Joseph appeared to be a feeling human being as well. Even more striking
is that after hearing his brothers talk about his fear in Dothan (42:21c), he
lets his tears running down (42:24), and not for the last time!

Before discussing the brothers' and Reuben's words in 42:21-22 quoted
above, I wind up the discussion concerning Joseph's sale. The texts
discussed show, be it a little unequivocal, that the brothers did not sell
Joseph. Joseph is hauled out of the cistern into which he was thrown by
his brothers, by Midianite merchants. These in turn sell him to Ishmael-
ites2 who take him to Egypt, where he is bought by Potiphar.

Once more: Reuben and his brothers
In the previous section we examined Reuben's speech in 37:21-22; now
we will have a closer look at his words spoken in 42:22. What leaps to the
eye is the apparent lack of change in Reuben during the twenty-one years
that have passed,  or,  I should rather  say, the narrator' s  way of presenting
Reuben shows no significant difference. As before, he takes a position
opposite his brothers: 'I warned you then!'.3 In v. 21 the brothers were
speaking collectively:  'we  did  not hear'. Reuben  on the other  hand  is

saying: 'you did not hear' (cf. 37:2la.270. Preceding these words he
addresses his brothers and says: 'didn't I tell you?: By stating this he is

i Apart from Genesis 37 the same goes for chapters 39 to 41. although in Genesis
41 several clues concerning Joseph's feelings may be detected. In the next chapter
I will return this this.
2 Ishmaelites being involved in the sale once more emphasizes the lack of true
family-relations in Genesis. According to Gen. 25:12-18 the Ishmaelites are the
sons of Joseph's great-grandfather Abraham. The same can be said about Midian
and Medan, both mentioned as sons of Abraham in 25:2. Ishmaelites, with Hagar
as Ishmael's mother, have a more tight connexion with Egypt.
3 Likewise W.L. Humphreys, Joseph and His Family. A Literary Study (Studies on
the Personalities of the Old Testament), Columbia, South Carolina: University of
South Carolina Press 1988,83.
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pleading to keep himself free of any responsibility regarding Joseph's
adventures. He also makes use of an imperative whilst addressing his
brothers (v. 22c), as he did before in Genesis 37. He does not make a
passionate plea for his younger brother either, even though the usage of
'the lad' (75'7) -which is new compared to Gen. 37:21-22 (where he
could not say any more than calling Joseph 'him' twice: 11-IN en 11) but is
not new in comparison with 37:30c- may have the looks of it. There is,
however, a strong contrast between Judah's 'our brother, our flesh'
(37:26-27) and the brothers' 'our brother' (42:21) on the one hand, and
Reuben's designation of Joseph on the other. The way in which Reuben
acts and talks matches his talking in Gen. 37:22. With regard to his actual
words only the word 07 ('blood') is used in both places. Reuben's
behaviour in Genesis 37 is more or less repeated in Genesis 42, even
though several new elements come to light (like the verbs ND11, 'sin', and
1911, 'seek'), which might indicate that the things that had happened had
not left him untouched. To try to create a distance between himself and his
brothers again -after all these years-, and his attempt to plead himself free
is no credit to Reuben: No indeed, one might even blame him for this,
especially because it was his suggestion to throw Joseph into the cistern
alive:

As in Genesis 37 in the brothers' words (41:21-22) Genesis 9 comes
to mind, which is mainly due to the verb Uill combined with 'blood', all
the more so since the brothers were talking about TUE)] ('soul') and MN
('brother'). Gen. 9:5 shows that there is a close relationship with Reuben's
and his brothers' speeches:

9:5a And surely your blood of your 00'nwp* 0243-nK 181 5a
lives will I require; 071*

b         at the hand of every beast will I 13©18 nm-53 73 b
require it, and at the hand of man; 0781 7'107c          at the hand of every man's brother trrIN 1'08 u'N 1210 cwill I require the life of man. :07.150 Tvpi-nk

'
Contra R. Syrdn, The Forsaken Firstborn. A Study of a Recurrent Motif in the

Patriarchal Narratives (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement
Series 133), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1993,132.
2 A more or less similar analysis of Reuben's direct speech in Genesis 42 is given
by Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Reuben", 101.
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The brothers apparently suppose Joseph to be dead -like Jacob in 37:34
(cf. also 42:38 where Jacob says: 'his brother [Joseph] is dead InD]').
Their earlier statement to Joseph in Gen. 42:13 111'R  711Nill ('and the one
is no more') left this possiblity open. By the occurrence of words in
42:21-22 that may be read as referring to Gen. 9:5, in which God demands
the blood of every man who has killed his brother, Reuben may be
declaring himself (and his brothers) guilty of Joseph' s death.  The  way  in
which the narrator presents both Reuben's words in 37:22 and 42:22
suggest a connexion to Genesis 9. '

The brothers' collective statement in v. 21 that the awkward situation
they find themselves in is their own fault, is in agreement with God's line
of reasoning in Genesis 9 of his requiring the blood of those who have
killed someone else. The brothers' conjecture of why this is happening to
them is, I think, Joseph's assumption as well. In 45:8 he acts according to
the same principle, but he uses God to explain his royal situation: it was
God who send me here, not you (cf. 50:20 even though you intended evil
for me, God intended it for good).

In 37:29 Reuben opens a new syntactic unit2 by returning to the cistern on
his own and discovering much to his dismay that Joseph has disappeared:

71:11 907.-1'N il]ill ('and look, Joseph was not in the pit'). In this
observation 'the pit' 013) has its seventh (and final) occurrence; at the
same time it is the twelfth mentioning of Joseph's name in Genesis 37. It
is  exactly  on this occasion  that  one of Jacob' s twelve  sons  is no longer
present. Struck by grief Reuben tears his robe (1'113-nit   Pnp'l; v. 29d),
as Jacob is about to do shortly3 (1'ribatu  21117'  17-17'1; v. 348) after receiv-

' The words 01, UID] and 7' (9:5) also appear in Reuben's speech in 37:22.
2 Verse 28e appears to have taken much more time than is allowed for by the
temporal frame of Genesis 37 (37:36 excepted): 'This is perhaps to indicate that
there is a break between the events of v. 28 and the following verses' (Berlin,
Poetics and Interpretation, 120). The syntactic argument to start a new unit in v. 29
is supported by Berlin who presents an argument concerning content.
3 Together with 44: 13 these are the only occurrences of the verb 1177 in Genesis.
When used in combination with the tearing of clothes it may indicate terror, dismay,
bewilderment and sorrow 'uber ein unheilvolles Ereignis, das den die Handlung
Ausfuhrenden direkt oder indirekt betroffen hat oder zu betreffen droht' (THWAT
VII, 190).
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ing Joseph's ketonet passim: After expressing his distress Reuben returns
to his brothers and informs  them:  11]'N   15'rl  ('the  boy  is  not  there').2
From the continuation of his words, which resemble a lament, we can
again observe Reuben's self-directedness. He does join his brothers, but
he is not wondering about what they have to do. He only seems to be
concerned about himself: NI]-']R-il]N  ']Nl ('and I, where am I to go?').

If the brothers did sell Joseph, they did not inform Reuben about the
ins and outs of the matter. This may perfectly fit the idea people have
about such 'brother-selling rogues', but the implication is that one has to
add two essential things to the text. These are the sale by the brothers
(Reuben excepted) and their keeping it concealed from Reuben. However,
as I showed above, it is highly unlikely for the brothers to have sold
Joseph. The verses concerning Reuben are another indication of the
brothers' innocence with regard to the sale of Joseph; in his ignorance
Reuben acts as a pars pro toto.

How or what the brothers were thinking of Joseph's disappearance does
not really seem to matter because the narrator keeps silent about it in the
text. The brothers, however, may understand Reuben's words (1]]'N 75'7)
in a way in which a similar verse is often understood and translated. The
final clause of Gen. 42:13 in the New Revised Standard Version for
example, is translated: 'and one is no more', which I presume to mean that
the person involved is dead. The Hebrew word representing 'no more' is
1]]'*.3 The very same word is used by Reuben in 37:30c. So, his brothers
may understand him to say that Joseph had died in the pit, which urges
them to take Joseph's robe and dip it into the blood of a goat and send it
to their father. 907'  97D TID, 'Joseph has surely been torn to pieces', is
Jacob's exclamation in v. 33, after recognizing his son's garment. This
appears to be the only thing a blood-stained robe might evoke. Taking
some steps and going to look for a possibly wounded son is not something
Jacob can think of. His innbDN  71171 ;1'11 ('some ferocious animal has

' Jacob tears his ribloID (often translated as 'mantle') and Reuben his 712 (some-
one's ordinary clothes). What specific garment is being referred to is hard to detect.
2 This expression in a way resembles Gen. 42:13: 11]'R  1Mkl (andone is no more).
The fact that Joseph 'is not there' does not neccesarily imply him to be dead; cf.
Gen. 42:36 ('Joseph is not there and Simeon is not there', two times 111'N) and also
44:26.30.34.
3 Cf. Judges 4:20 where Sisera tells Yael to say to anyone coming to her tent that
no one (1 'N) is inside.
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devoured him'; which beautifully corresponds to the original murder-plan,
v. 2Of) does not leave any shadow of doubt on Jacob's opinion: Joseph is
no longer among the living. The robe, stained by the blood of a she-goat,'

is clear enough for Jacob: it implies a Joseph torn to pieces (v. 33de).
Jacob subsequently prefers to tear his clothes, put on sackcloth and mourn
for many days. He refuses any consolation from his sons2 and daughters3

(v. 35ab) - his attitude towards them appears not to have changed

compared to vv. 3-4; he expresses his attachment to Joseph by lamenting

over him: ilbNW 5=IN ']=1-bit 7-IN-'D , 'I will go down4 to my son, to

Sheol, mourning'5 (v. 35c). The participle is from the verb b:]N. The grief
this verb expresses is not primarily a state of mind, it rather indicates an
'auBeres Verhalten', which is determined by laid down mourning-rituals
that are often mentioned - like v. 34.6 The narrator's final remark on
Jacob for some time (Jacob does not enter the stage again until 42:1) is
7'lle  11-IN  11'1 ('and his father wept forhim'; v. 35e).7

' 'It is ironic that Jacob, who earlier deceived Isaac with 'ara ha'izzim ("skin of the
kids") in 27:16, is now deceived by a garment dipped in the blood of a goat (4' ir
izzim)' (Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. 18-50, 426).
2 In v. 358 one might detect an echo of v. 3a: in v. 3a we read about Israel loving
Joseph more than all his sons (7'11-5DD) and v. 358 that all his sons (1'17-51) and
daughters are coming to Jacob to comfort him.
3 Jacob having more daughters than one (Dinah) can also be seen in Gen. 46:7.15.
4 Coats observes that dry  'has a significant parallel in 45:9, a description of Jacob's
descent to Joseph in Egypt', he also refers to 45: 13 and 46:3-4. Cf. Coats, From
Canaan to Egypt, 18.
5 The Sheol. suddenly appearing in Jacob's words (and also in 42:38, cf. 44:29.31),
shows that -even though nothing is told about it- behind the textual world,
communicated by the narrator, there appears to be another world that gives depth

to this textual world. Something similar can be said about the Egyptian words that
the reader will come across shortly. There is 'a sense that the author knew more
than he was telling, that behind this immediate story there was a coherent,
consistent, deeply fascinating world about which he had no time (then) to speak'

(T. Shippey, The Road to Middle-earth, London: George Allen & Unwin 1982,
171).
6 See THWAT I, 47. To put on ©'ID) sackloth (piD) belongs to the mourning-rituals,

as also do 'das Bestreuen des Kopfes mit Staub oder Asche, das Sitzen auf der
Erde, das Scheren von Bart und Kopfnaar. 53: ist offenbar terminus technicus fur
die Gesamtheit dieser Brauche, die bei einem Todesfall zu beobachten sind' (47).
7 Cf. Gen. 27:38 where Esau wept (1=1'1). There are fifteen occurrences of the verb
333 in Genesis; ten of which are in chapters 37-50. Joseph weeps seven times:

42:24; 43:30; 45:14.15; 46:29; 50:1.17. In 37:35 Jacob weeps for the supposed
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§ 7 CONCLUSION
In the beginning of Genesis 37, after announcing that the toledot of Jacob
have begun, the narrator presents Joseph as the first subject of this
unfolding toledot-section. Before summarizing the results of the above
analyses, I would like to have a closer look at the presence of Joseph in
Genesis 37.

Although Joseph is being depicted in a rather detached way, and the
things told about him are described in a rather uninvolved fashion, which
is an impediment for the character to become a human being of flesh and
blood, the emphasis is on Joseph throughout the chapter. Apart from the
contents there are several more indications for this. Often the perspective
of the narrator's text coincides with Joseph's, even in those places where
it is not quite evident, as can be seen in vv. 4a.8a. 1Ob. 11ab. 12a.35e. This
is caused by the way the narrator depicts the other characters: his brothers
saw / his brothers said / his father rebuked / his father kept in mind / his
brothers envied / his brothers went / his father wept.

Apart from this perspectivist aspect (when the designations 'his father'
and 'his brothers' are the subject of the clause) Joseph is also extremely
prominent in the third person masculine suffixes and the notae accusativi
with suffix. As noted in section three lrIN ('him') occurs eleven times, ten
of which refer to Joseph. As a suffix Joseph is found in a great number of
places; whereas he is the only one in the narrator's text who is referred
to by means of a personal pronoun, viz. in vv. 2b.3b (Nlil). Furthermore,
Joseph's name is the most mentioned, fourteen times, thirteen of which
are  in the narrator' s text;2  it is probably no coincidence  that a designation
of the character Jacob/Israel/his father is found as often: In this light, it
is remarkable (to say the least) that when we look at the grammatical
subject, Joseph is not the most frequent. The reason for this is that from
v.  18 onwards, it is only in v. 23b that Joseph is the subject of the clause.4

death of Joseph, whereas Joseph in 50:1 weeps for the actual death of his father.
' In total 32 times, the brothers and Jacob together account for 25 suffixes. Joseph's
are in verses: 2bc.3c.4abd.5b.88(2x)d(2x).9b.10a(2x)b(2x)c.lla(2x)b. 128.14ae.
15ad. 17e. 18c.2lb.22g(2x?).23bd. 24a.35e). There are also a few common suffixes
between Joseph and the brothers: 'their father'.  v.  2d.4b. 12a.
2 The only character mentioning Joseph is Jacob (v. 33e).
3 Israel, in v. 33.138; Jacob, in v. 34a; JN, father, in v. 2cd.4b. 1 Oab.llb.128.22g.

32b.35e. The opening formula 'These are the toledot of Jacob'  from v. 2a I consider
the title of Genesis 37-50; it does not belong to Genesis 37 (cf. chapter 3).
4 Eighteen times Joseph is the subject: v. 2bc.3b.5ab.6a.9abc. 103.13e.14f. 15c. 16a.
17ef. 18b.23b; Jacob sixteen times: v. 3ac.4b. 10bc.llb. 13a. 14ae.33ab.34abc.35bc.
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The most occurring subject are the brothers. They are the subject in 25
clauses (not counting Reuben in v. 21 abc and Judah in v. 268).1

These data make it clear that although Joseph is not the most present
subject, he certainly is the character towards whom the entire chapter is
directed. Hardly anything is happening without affecting him in one way
or another.

Apart from these formal observations concerning Joseph and the way his
father and brothers are related to his presence in the text, there are also
some remarks concerning the characters to be made.

In verse 2b we saw that Joseph used to shepherd the flock together
with his brothers. Next to that the narrator informed us that Joseph made
;1177 Drill ('their bad report, their slander') reach their father.   Even
though the nature of these 'bad reports' is not entirely certain -is it slander
by or about the brothers, or is Joseph slandering his brothers?- the fact
remains that it is Joseph who brought them to the attention of their father.
And this, whichever way you look at it, makes Joseph a telltale. No less,
and perhaps even more.

As for the brothers, it is obvious that they do not know how to deal
with the special position Joseph has in the eyes of their father. Their initial
reaction is hatred. This hatred pervades their contacts with their younger
brother (v. 4). The hatred also has a strong influence on the brothers'
response to Joseph's dreams. If they hear him talk about their sheaves
bowing down before his, they cannot but interpret the dream in terms of
dominance and suppression: 'do you want to be king over us and rule over
us?'.  It is not possible for them to consider the dreams from a detached

perspective. A dream in which a 7371, an assistant, is bowed down before
seems to imply no less than a reversal of the present situation: the last
expresses his wish to be first, the servant of all to be lord (5PJ).

In section four, however, I showed that the brothers' interpretation of
Joseph's first dream is untenable. The dream is not about subservience or
dominance. In the context of Genesis 37-50 -ifthe dream refers to a future
event- it only shows that one day the brothers will bow down before their
younger brother. They will do so out of respect, not because their brother
is ruling over them. Joseph will never be ruling over his next of kin - quite
the  reverse !  In  the same section  I  made it clear  that the father' s reaction
to Joseph's second dream is not correct either. It is not possible for eleven
brothers together with Joseph's mother to appear before Joseph, as Israel

i
In v. 4acd.5c.Sad. 1 la. 128.(17c.)18ac.19a.23c.24ab.25abc.27f.3 labc.32abc.35a.
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suggests (v. 10). And despite his rebuke, Israel kept the matter in mind.
Perhaps one day, the meaning of the dream may reveal itself. By com-
paring Joseph's dreams to the dreams of the cupbearer, the baker and
Pharaoh, I suggested a meaningful interpretation of Joseph's second
dream: the sun, the moon and the stars refer to time. To be more specific
these celestial bodies not only refer to the time that Joseph will spend in
prison (thirteen years), but they also refer to the time that will go by
before Israel and Joseph will be reunited (twenty-two years). Perhaps this
is also the reason why it is that the father interprets the second dream.

Another result of the analyses in this chapter is that we have had a
closer look at both Reuben and Judah. According to the narrator Reuben
is willing to take his responsibility: he does not want Joseph to be
murdered and is determined to bring him back to his father. This
disinclination of killing is adopted by Judah, even though the latter does

not express much concern for Joseph: 'what profit for us..., let us sell
him'. At first glance, Reuben's motives for not killing Joseph appear more
noble than Judah's. On closer inspection, however, it has become clear
that Reuben's actions originate in his self-centeredness, whereas Judah's
proposal takes all brothers into account.'  And,  this is important  as  well,
Judah's proposal will keep Joseph alive, whereas Reuben's proposal to
throw Joseph into a pit in the wilderness, will result in a possible death.

During the brothers' deliberations a group of Midianite traders pass by,
and pull Joseph out of the pit, and sell him to the Ishmaelites. In section
5 I argued that the common opinion that Joseph is sold to Egypt by his
brothers is not defensible. The texts relating to Joseph's sale do not allow
for such a conclusion. There is only one instance where one might read
Joseph being sold by his brothers (45:4), where it is Joseph who expresses
this opinion. The texts in which the narrator makes mention of the sale
indicate something quite different. As, by the way, did Joseph in 40:15.
The non-involvement of the brothers is also evident from Reuben's
reaction when he returned to the pit in which Joseph had been cast. On
arriving there to 'return him to his father' he finds it empty: the lad has
gone. To account for the sudden disappearance of Joseph the brothers

send Joseph' s robe, stained with blood, to their father and make him draw
his own conclusions. At least, we can say, that they have the decency to
make their father draw his own conclusions: they might have kept their

' Cf. Lowenthal: 'His [Judah's, RP] use (cf. v. 26) of the word bets'a -profit- as
equivocal in Hebrew as it is in English is a good example: He appeals to the nobler
instincts of some and the baser of others' (The Joseph Narrative, 26).
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mouths shut on what had happened all along: it was impossible for them
to know that their father had sent their brother to them, was it not? They
express their ignorance on Joseph's quest by asking their father: 'This is
what we found, is it your son's tunic?', after which their father concludes
that Joseph must have been torn apart by some ferocious animal while
being on the journey to his brothers.

And as for the father, Jacob/Israel altogether plays a rather curious part
in Genesis 37. He highly favours Joseph which causes dissensions within
the family, and raises the subsequent problems between the brothers and
Joseph (vv. 3-4). Next, even though he ought to have sensed the tensions
among his sons (like a true father should), he nevertheless sent Joseph
after his sons, whereas they might actually have tried to avoid Joseph.
And finally, after recognizing the robe, he knows nothing better to do but
mourn for his lost son during many days (v. 34c).

The analyses have shown that Genesis 37 is deeply anchored in its
context. One cannot analyse the chapter without taking its surrounding
context into account; otherwise one will undoubtedly overlook a lot of
data and results that are provided by the context. Every single word or
verb has strong relationships with and is strongly determined by other
places in which we come across the same word or verb.

The end of Genesis 37 leaves the family in despair. The brothers did
loose their grip on the situation before they could get even with Joseph.
He, in turn, was neither killed nor sold - he just vanished into thin air. His
disappearance makes his father mourn; he does not want any comfort
from his sons and daughters. And besides, the brothers' unity has been
shattered; we saw that they became divided among themselves: Reuben
spoke on his own behalf, whereas Judah tried to speak on behalf of all of
them. Only for a short period, after the vanishing of Joseph, are they able

to act as one body once more. The fellowship does not last for long, for
Judah is about to depart (38:1).



Chapter'Five:   Israel in Egypt:
The Literary  Context of Genesis 37

All other men are specialists, but his special-
ism is omniscience:

INTRODUCTION
After the detailed analysis in the previous chapter I will now elaborate
upon the further adventures of the main protagonists of Genesis 37,
Joseph and his brothers. In the first section I mainly focus upon Joseph,
and the way he deals with his sale into Egypt. In the second section I will
discuss Israel's sons, the toledot of Jacob -both those responsible for
Joseph' s descent into Egypt and Joseph himself-  as   well   as   the   old
patriarch's farewell address to several sons. We left the brothers when
they tried to console their father (37:35) and Joseph was traded from one

party to another in Egypt (37:36). Here I will consider the brothers'
movements in the remainder of Genesis 37-50. In both sections I will
primarily pay attention to the characters' direct speeches. In their words,
as they are presented by the narrator, we can detect information on how
and why they act as they do. This will shed new light on the last part of
the book of Genesis.2

1 A. Conan Doyle, 'The adventure of the Bruce-Parrington Plans", His Lnst Bow.
Some Reminiscences of Sherlock Holmes, London: Penguin Books 1981 (1917), 85.
2 I will not delve into recurring motifs in Genesis 37-50, like the function of
garments (cf. 37:3.23; 39:12.13.16; 41: 14.42 and 45:22) or the pit (711) into which

Joseph is cast (37:24) and which is found again in 40: 15 and 41:14 -unless they
have a function in my argument-, since these have been noticed before; amongst

others by E.I. Lowenthal, The Joseph Narrative in Genesis, New York, KTAV
Publishing House, Inc. 1973, 49, D.A. Seybold, "Paradox and Symmetry in the
Joseph Narrative", in: K.R.R. Gros Louis with J.S. Ackerman and T.S. Washaw

(eds.), Literary Interpretations of Biblical Narratives, Nashville: Abingdon Press
1974, 59-73; W.L. Humphreys, Joseph and His Family. A Literary Study (Studies
on Personalities of the Old Testament), Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press 1988, 96, V.H. Matthews, 'The Anthropology of Clothing in the Joseph

Narrative", Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 65  (1995) 25-36,  and  B.
Green. "What Profitfor Us? -  Remembering in the Story of Joseph.1.anham • New
York • London: University of America Press 1996. More resemblances between 37
and 38 on the one hand and 39-50 on the other include the traders' merchandise

(37:25) and the brothers' presents (43:11), Judah's and Pharaoh's rings (38:18 and
41:42 - although different words are used), and the marriages of both Judah and

Joseph (38:2 and 41:45).
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§ 1 JosEPH IN EGYFr
In this first section I concentrate upon three issues: the way Joseph inter-
prets the dreams of the Egyptians (§  1.1), the meaning Joseph attaches to
the births of Manasseh and Ephraim (§  1.2), and the way Joseph links the
things that have happened to him to God (§ 1.3).

Genesis 39 takes up the last verse of Genesis 37: Joseph is taken down
to Egypt, and bought by Potiphar, a servant of Pharaoh, captain of the
guard,' out of the hand of the Ishmaelites who had taken him there (39:1).
The first part of Genesis 39 (vv. 2-6) shows Joseph living in the house of
his master, in which he prospers because 'YHWH was with Joseph' ('77
901'-nN illil'; 39:28, cf. v. 5). YHWH's presence with Joseph is discerned
by Joseph's master Potiphar (v. 3). From v. 7 onwards things start to go
really  bad for Joseph (where did  YHWH  go?), and because  of his master' s
wife' s voice  he ends  up in prison  (39:20). No sooner has Joseph arrived
in the place where the king's prisoners are kept, than YHWH again is with
Joseph (39:21; 901'-rio illil' ';197; cf. v. 232): Joseph's subsequent
release from prison of which Genesis 41 relates finds its cause in his
ability to interpret dreams. And it is this ability that I will discuss first.

§  1.1 THE INTERPRETATIONS OF THE DREAMS
When discussing the dreams in Genesis 37 (chapter 4) I drew attention to
the fact that both dreams were interpreted by Joseph's brothers (the first)

' 'Captain of the guard' (C]'D31;1  liD) is one possible translation; the expression
could also be translated 'chief of the butchers, chief of the slaughterers' - this
translation is rather ironic when applied in 37:36: whereas the chief of the
slaughterers had bought Joseph, a little before Joseph's brothers slaughtered a goat.
I owe this observation to D. Steinmetz, From Father to Son. Kinship, Conjlict and
Continuity in Genesis (Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation), Louisville,
Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox Press 1991,44.
2 Both in v. 3 and v. 23 the nat:rator uses the hifil participle of the verb n51. 'make
prosperous, make succesful' (NIDOTTE III, 804).
3 It is interesting to note that the reasons why both Joseph and the cupbearer and the
baker are put in prison are related to *Drl (qal, 'sin'): 39:9; 40:1; a verb that is
found only seven times in Genesis (five of which in Genesis 37-50: 39:9; 40:1;
42:22; 43:9; 44:32; the remaining two cases are in Genesis 20, vv. 6 and 9). The
verb unites both episodes in which Joseph is a servant (in Genesis 39 to Potiphar
and in Genesis 40 to the chiefjailor, who may be the very same Potiphar; cf. 37:36;
39:1; 40:3-4; 41:10.12). Cf. V.P. Hamilton, The Book  of Genesis.  Chapters  18-50
(The New International Commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company 1995,475.
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and by Jacob (the second); I also showed that the brothers' interpretation
as presented by the narrator is probably not correct -because Joseph is
never and nowhere going to rule over them-, and that Jacob's inter-
pretation is not correct either, since it is impossible that both Joseph's
mother and eleven brothers can bow down before him. Joseph did not give
an interpretation of his dreams - perhaps he did not know how to read
them himself. During his stay in the Egyptian prison he appears to have
acquired the art of interpreting dreams.

One night the cupbearer and the baker have both dreamed a dream, and
on seeing them in the morning Joseph asks them why they are troubled.
After they have told him about their dreams - which they do not know
how  to read (lnE   l'N -InDZ 'there  is  no  one to explain  them';  40:8),
Joseph says to them: 95  N]-1780  0']711D  0'75Nb  Nlbnt ('Do not inter-
pretations belong to God? Please tell them to me'; 40:8). 'Do not inter-
pretations belong  to God', Joseph  asks  and then, after the cupbearer has
told his dream -quite amazing- Joseph interprets the dream: 1]71"ID ilT

('this is the interpretation'; 41:12.18). How is one to read these twin state-
ments of Joseph's: 'Do not interpretations belong to God?' and 'this is the
interpretation'. I will return to this below (page 25Of.). Near the end of the
episode the cupbearer is restored to his former position, and the baker is
executed,2 'just as Joseph had interpreted (lrID) to them' (40:22).
Whomever interpretations belong to, here in Genesis 40, Joseph's inter-
pretations are obviously correct.

In Genesis 41 another two dreams are dreamed, this time by Pharaoh
(vv. 1-7). On his awakening he turns out to be rather disturbed by these
dreams, and he sends for all the magicians of Egypt and the wise men. He
relates his dreams to them, 'but there was no one interpreting them to

1 *7571 may also be emphatic: 'Interpretations belong to God, don't they'; cf. Joilon/
Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical  Hebrew § 161c, 610, Waltke/O'Connor, An Intro-

duction, 648 note 48.
2 Although the narrator does not state why the baker is executed and the cupbearer
is restored to his former position, we still may detect a reason. On the occasion of
his birthday Pharaoh summons both the baker and the cupbearer. He also throws :.
banquet for his servants (40:20). The Hebrew word for 'banquet' is IlrIWD, literal,y
'drinking'; the word is derived from the verb ;IrIW, 'drink'. Now it may become
clear why Pharaoh did not restore the baker, but did restore the cupbearer. On the
occasion of drinking one needs one who holds a cup, not one who bakes all kinds
of bread.
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Pharaoh' (7117195  OnlN  71119-1'Nl; 41:8).'The impasse is broken by the

cupbearer who all of a sudden remembers Joseph interpreting his and the
baker's dreams two years before (41:9-13). Joseph is immediately sent
for: he is taken out of the pit (711;1-1D; 41: 14, cf. 37:24), he has his
clothes changed (cf. 37:23), and is brought before Pharaoh who tells
Joseph about his dream (singular) and also says that there is no one who
interprets it (lrIN  l'N  lr'191; 41:15).He continues to say: 'I have heard of
you:  "you hear a dream to interpret it"'. Joseph replies:  'It is not I, God
will give Pharaoh a favourable answer' (Dibui-nE  n ]17,  0,;15*  971152
ill/nD; 41:16). Pharaoh then recounts his dreams (41:17-24) and repeats

his statement that there is no one to explain it to him ('11 1'10   l'Nl;
41:24),2 after which Joseph again takes the floor: 'Pharaoh's dream is one
and the same, what God is about to do, he has told (1'lit)3 Pharaoh'

(41:25). To his subsequent explanation he adds: 'this is the word I have
spoken to Pharaoh, what God is doing he has shown to Pharaoh' (41:28).
After the explanation of the second part of the dreams he once more intro-
duces God into his speech: 'And the doubling of Pharaoh's dream means
that the thing is fixed by God, and God will shortly bring it about' (41:32).

Joseph then cleverly shows to have a solution for the problems that
Egypt is going to face during the next decade and a half (41:33-36). 'This
word was good in the eyes of Pharaoh and in the eyes of his servants'

(41:37). Joseph's words result in Pharaoh putting him in charge of all
Egypt (41:40-45).4

' Most translations and commentaries translate 'and there was no one who could
interpret them to Pharaoh'. However, there  is no modality expressed in the verse.
It only says that no one is interpreting the dream, it does not say that the magicians
and wise men are unable to interpret them. It probably is not unreasonable to
assume that they actually were able to interpret the dreams. but were unwilling to
be the bearer of bad news. Also cf. Pharaoh's words in 41:15; like the narrator he
does not say anything about people being unable to interpret the dreams. The
remark that in 'both Genesis and Daniel non-Israelite magicians and astrologers are
incapable of giving an interpretation of the dream (Gen 41:8,15...)' in NIDOlTE
(v, 723) consequently is not correct as far as Genesis is concerned - nothing is said
about their incapability.
2 Instead of the verb -InD (41:15) Pharaoh now uses the verb 111 (hi:At; 41:24).
  Once more the verb 711 (hijil). We see here that Joseph picks up the word Pharaoh

used just before to make his point.
4 Barabara Green offers a characterization of Pharaoh in "What Profit for us?",
106-111. Also cf. B. Green, "The Determination of Pharaoh: His Characterization
in the Joseph Story (Genesis 37-50)", in: P.R. Davis & D.J.A. Clines, The World
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This overview of Joseph's direct speeches in the dream-episodes in Egypt,
as the narrator presents them, reveals two things. The first is that in
Joseph's opinion the interpretations of the dreams are God's (40:8) and
that God makes known what he is about to do in the two dreams of
Pharaoh which are one (41:28.32). And then, despite saying that the
interpretation of dreams belongs to God, it is Joseph who interprets these
dreams. And it is Joseph too who makes known to Pharaoh what is going
to happen during the years to come - not God. Joseph here ventures onto
thin ice. His remarks are straightforward, but there is quite some
ambiguity here on how to read them. Even though the narrator indeed does
not deny Joseph's claims, he also does not confirm them. The second
finding, which is closely connected to the first, is that Pharaoh designates

Joseph as someone in whom he discerns the spirit of God (41:38) - which
is different from 39:3, where it is the narrator who informed us that
Potiphar saw that YHWH was with Joseph. The subsequent question here
is: how did Pharaoh arrive at this conclusion?

The answer to this can be found in the manner in which Joseph
addresses Pharaoh. As appears from the above quotations from Genesis
41 Joseph repeatedly refers to God while he is speaking to Pharaoh: 'God
has made known to Pharaoh' (v. 25), 'God has shown' (v. 28), by means
of the twofold dream 'God has fixed' (v. 32), and 'God is going to bring
about' (v. 32). Four times Joseph asserts that God has done something or
is   about  to  do  it.'   In  the way Joseph presents the interpretation  of  the
dream, he tries to make Pharaoh see the things the way he does. To put the
matter more bluntly: he imposes his view on Pharaoh, and yet even
stronger: from the way in which Joseph formulates the dream's meaning,
it is obvious that he manipulates Pharaoh in such a manner that Pharaoh
considers both dreams as Joseph wants him to understand them: To do

of Genesis.  Persons,  Places,  Perspectives  Uoumal for the Study  of the Old Testa-
ment Supplement Series 257), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1998, 150-171.
' J. Baines, in a study on magic and divination in ancient Egypt writes: 'Prophecy
in which someone is inspired to foretell the future generally lies outside the capacity
of someone who does not receive divine guidance. It would have been unwise to
depend on it even if it came directly from the gods, because they were less than
omniscient' (J. Baines, "Society, Morality, and Religious Practice", in: B.E. Shafer,
Religion in Ancient Egypt. Gods,  Myths, and Personal Practice,London: Routlegde
1991,122-200, here 170).
2 Aaron Wildavsky reaches similar conclusions in the chapter 'The Dreamer Is the
Dream', in his Assimilation Versus  Separation.  Joseph the Administrator and the
Politics ofReligion in Biblical Israel, New Brunswick (U.S.A.) and London (U.K.):
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this Joseph introduces the highest authority to support his interpretation:
God has made known, God has shown, God has fixed and God is going
to bring about.

If we look at Pharaoh's reaction to Joseph's explanation it becomes
clear that Joseph has succeeded in convincing Pharaoh of the correctness
of his interpretation of the dream and solution to the crisis. According to
the narrator Pharaoh  very much approves of Joseph' s words - as do  his
servants (41:37), and hereafter Pharaoh twice relates Joseph's ability to
read the dreams to God: 'Can we find a man like this, one in whom is the
spirit of God?' (41:38), and: 'After God has all this made known to you,
there is no one as disceming (111]) and wise as you' (41:39) - here
Pharaoh repeats Joseph's words 'discerning and wise' from 41:33. The
occurrence of the word 111] (nakon) is noteworthy. Apart from the
occurrences in Genesis 41:33 and 39 it is only found two more times in
the Torah,' but here it seems to allude to 111] (nabon; 'fixed'), which
Joseph had used just before in 41:32 to refer  to  God' s decision to bring
things about soon. To answer the immediate future which is fixed (173])
by God, Joseph proposes to look for a man who is disceming (111]) and
wise. This man -at least in the eyes of Pharaoh- is Joseph himself.2 So,

just like the coming years of plenty and the years of famine are -according
to Joseph- fixed by God, Joseph has -for himself- fixed a secure position
in the house of Pharaoh.

Interestingly, Pharaoh also seems to refer to Joseph's words from 41:25
where Joseph said: 'what God is to bring about, he has told (1'lil)
Pharaoh', even though he modifies and enforces the phrase somewhat, for
in 41:39 Pharaoh says: 'After God has all this made known (31'1157) to

you...'. By this change it becomes clear that Joseph has wrapped Pharaoh
around his finger. Initially Joseph explains that God has told Pharaoh what
he  is  about to do - whereas after Joseph' s explanation and proposal  for a
solution Pharaoh more or less reverses Joseph's initial remark, and also
enforces Joseph's position by stating that it is not himself to whom God

Transaction Publishers 1993,69-92; see also pp. 107-109.
1 Deut. 1:13; 4:6; outside the Torah it is found another seventeen times, nine of
them occurring in Proverbs.
2 Both words are nifal participles of the verb 111 resp. 1'7.
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has told what is going to happen, but that it is to Joseph that God has
made known  'all this'.'

Joseph's supposed knowledge of God's intentions could already be dis-
tinguished in Genesis 39. To fend off the caresses and advances of
Potiphar's wife Joseph called upon his acquaintance with God's wishes:
'how could I do this great evil and sin against God?' (;1317;1  ilWPN  l'Nl
o'nbkb  nEDni nkrn rib-tin; 39:9).

From the dream-episodes as told in Genesis 40 and 41 it has become
clear that during his imprisonment Joseph has both acquired the art of
reading dreams, and the art of making people see things the way he does,
or making them see the things the way he wants them to. Or to put it more
positively: 'Joseph is able to convince people to trust him and depend on
him'.2

§ 1.2 MANASSEH AND EPHRAIM

Following the account of Joseph's rise in Egypt, Gen. 41:46-42:5 presents
a picture of seven years passing swiftly by. During these years Joseph
develops a special agricultural policy, by which Egypt ought to be able to
face the imminent famine. In this very same period two major events in
Joseph's life come about. The narrator describes these like this:

Before the years of famine came, Joseph had two sons, whom Asenath daughter of
Potiphera, priest of On, bore to him. Joseph named the firstborn Manasseh (AW]D), 'For,'
he said, 'God has made me forget GIUI], piel) all my hardship and all my father's house.'
The second he named Ephraim (0'-IDE), 'For God has made me fruitful (il-ID, h(/it) in
the land of my misfortunes (']P)' (Gen. 41:50-52).

' In Genesis 40:22 the narrator explicitly states that things happened just as Joseph
had interpreted. In Gen. 41:53 we see that the seven years of abundance have
ended, and the seven years of famine are about to begin. In the remainder of the
story, however, we do not hear whether the famine did last for seven years. From
the information of the story itself, it may never have ended. The point I would like
to raise is that it will take another five years (after Jacob's arrival in Egypt) before
there is any certainty about the fulfillment of the second part of Pharaoh's dreams
- to speculate (like J.S. Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Jacob", in K.R.R. Gros
Louis with J.S. Ackerman (eds.), Literary  Interpretations of Biblical Narratives,
volume 4 Nashville: Abingdon 1982, 85-113, here, 88) about Joseph already trying
to bring true his dreams from Genesis 37 in Genesis 42 because his interpretations
of the dreams of Pharaoh and the cupbearer and the baker have come true is rather
prennature.

2 J. Hadda. "Joseph: Ancestor of Psychoanalysis", Conservative Judaism 37 (1984)
17-21, here 19.
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In these verses several important points are made: 1. Joseph and Asenath
become the parents of two sons; 2. this happens before the years of famine
start, so Joseph is fruitful in the years of fruitfulness, in the years of
plenty; 3. like in the past Rachel and Leah did give their sons names while
referring to God, so does Joseph. It is this element of name-giving that I
would like to comment upon. Therefore I examine both the verbs from
which the names are derived as well as the verbal objects.

Manasseh
Unfortunately, we cannot say much about the verbillti]. Apart from 41:51
it is only found once more in the Torah (Deut. 32:18),' its remaining
occurrences are in poetic texts, and apart from these sparce occurrences,

Gen. 41:51 is the only attestation ofilIZil piel ('cause to forget'). There

'the name Manasseh is explained in terms of God's causing trouble to be
forgotten'.2 If, however, we examine the reason why Joseph named  his
firstborn Manasseh, we can observe that there are two things that Joseph
mentions  that  God  has  made him forget: his hardship  and his father' s
house (which, of course, he could not have literally forgotten, since if he
had he could not have mentioned them both). As for the first (his hard-
ship), since it is stated in 41:46 that Joseph is thirty years of age, it is clear
that Joseph has spent at least thirteen years in Egypt before his first son
was born. That he presumes God to have helped him to leave his situation
of servitude -also considering the statements in 39:3 and 21 that YHWH
was with Joseph- is in all respects understandable. However, his pre-
sumption  that  God  has  made him forget his father's house  is  hard  to
comprehend:  he was, after  all, his father' s favourite. This remark  on  the

forgetting of his father's house sheds a not entirely favourable light upon
Joseph. All the more so, since Joseph has been the man in charge for at
least a year now - and he has not made any attempt to contact his family
in the land of Canaan, nor will he for the next years to come!3 Attributing

' According to the concordance of luiltrllt. 785. According to THWAT v, 663-
664, there are only seven attestations of ;119] in the Hebrew Bible, among which
they do not mention Deut. 32:18. Of the same opinion is BDB, 674.
2 NIDOTTE III, 185. Of TIW] qal (in Lam. 3: 17) THWAT writes that '„Vergessen"
wiire fast mit „nicht erfahren" gleichbedeutend' (v, 664). If the piel is a causitive
of this, the implication would be that -in Joseph' s perception- God has caused him
not to be aware of his father's house.
3 perhaps Joseph understood his assignment in 37:14 (Go and look at the shalom
of your brothers)  as a continuation  of his father' s rebuke after his second dream.
Perhaps that is why once he has risen to an unprecedented height he refrains from
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his own neglect of his father's house to God is not what one would call
respectable.

Ephraim
The name of Ephraim (0'-IDN) is related to the rootil79. Joseph using this
root is rather awkward if compared to the root's usage in Genesis and in
the rest of the Torah. Apart from 41:52 there are only another five
occurrences of the verb in the h(Al conjugation, viz. in Gen. 17:6.20; 28:3;

48:4; Lev. 26:9: Four of those express a modal nuance: 17:6: 91-17Dill ('I
will make fruitful', w qatal); 17:20: '11'79;11 (idem); 28:3: 1-ID'l ('may he
make you fruitful', Mfyiqtol), Lev. 26:9: 'rl']Dl ('and I will make fruitful',
weqatal). Although  Gen.  48:4:  1-IDTO  ('I am making you fruitful', parti-
ciple) is not a modal form itself, its context is directed to a future to come
by means of the three following vfqatal clauses. These occurrences
contrast Joseph's ']-IE)il, 'he has made me fruitful', a qatal clause,
referring to a past event. Also, in the places mentioned above it is God
who uses the verb illD, whereas in 41:52 it is Joseph who uses the verb.
However, the act of making somebody fruitful is restricted to God - as
Joseph indeed confirms.2

'God has made me fruitful in the land of my misfortunes (or:
affliction)' - the phrase 'land of my misfortunes' ('131 77*; 41:52)
appears to confirm the hard times Joseph has had, and which he referred
to when naming Manasseh. The word']17 'expresses the condition of pain,
suffering, and anguish resulting from affliction' (NIDOTTE III, 451). In
41:52 it is the fourth time that the reader encounters the word ' ]17 in
Genesis. It is the second time that it is used by a character to describe her
or his difficult sojourn in a foreign land: in 31:42 it was Jacob who said
to Laban that God had seen his aflliction and the labour of his hands. Yet

entering into contact with his father. He both keeps distant from his brothers and
his father. It is indeed an intriguing question why Joseph did not contact his father.
For several possible reasons, cf. A. Ages, "Why Didn't Joseph Call Home?", Bible
Review 9 (1993) 42-46.
' Another occurrence falls outside the corpus of narrative texts: Ps. 105:24.
2 The occurrences in the qal conjugation of 71-ID appear to agree with the use of the

h(lit conjugation. In most places God is the one who is talking: Gen. 1:22.28; 8:17;
9:1.7;  35:11; Ex. 23:30,  and in Gen. 26:22 Isaac observes that they have become
many - thanks to YHWH. The narrator uses the verb twice: Gen. 47:22 and Ex. 1:7.
The verb is used in a different way in Deut. 29:17, whereas in Gen. 49:22 Jacob
uses it twice (if the forms are derived from the verbil-ID) - of whom but Joseph?
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it is also the third time that it is used in the context of a birth. In 29:32,
after she had delivered her firstborn, Leah named her child Reuben and
said: 'Because YHWH has looked on my affliction; surely now my husband
will love me'.  As was the case in 41:52 the birth of the son seems to
indicate a new era - the period of affliction comes to an end when the son
is born (and indeed does Leah conceive six more children). In this pattern
the very first occurrence of ']11 in Genesis fits as well. The messenger of
YHWH tells Hagar that she will bear a son, whose name shall be Ishmael
'for YHWH has given heed to your affliction' (16:11).

As is seen above, the word']17 is always used by a character - not until
Ex. 4:31 is it employed by the narrator (cf. the use of the verb il]17°, piel,

'oppress', in Ex. 1:11-12). The characters refer to a situation of affliction
or oppression in which they find themselves. Apart from indicating a new
era for the character him- or herself, the word also appears to have a
geographical connotation (except in Leah's case). Hagar and Ishmael
leave (must leave) their oppressive surroundings (Genesis 16; cf. Genesis

21), and Jacob departs from the land of his father-in-law, Haran, to
Canaan. Joseph on the other hand does not leave the country of his
misfortunes. On the contrary, after his elevation from prisoner to vizier,
as well as after the period of the famine, he remains in Egypt.'

In the naming of his sons Joseph expresses the opinion that he has
forgotten his labour  and his father' s house   as   soon   as   the   land  of  his
affliction has become a land of good fortune. By saying so, however, it is
clear that he  has not forgotten about his father' s house -might he be  will-
ing to forget it?-, and that he only consideres his sojourn in Egypt prior
to his rise as unfortunate. He interprets the change of his fortunes as the
work of God:  'God has made me forget'  and  'God has made me fruitful'.

We meet Manasseh and Ephraim once more near the end of Genesis,
in chapter 48, where Jacob adopts both of Joseph's sons (48:5): and
makes his statement to Joseph that 'progeny you father after them belong
to you. By their brothers' name their heritage shall be recorded' (48:6):
The implication of these words is that if Joseph begets any more children
(which according to Genesis he does not) these children will not be

1 This geographical notion is also present in the book of Exodus, where Israel's
God gives heed to his people who are in misery (4:31) and takes them out of Egypt;
cf. also Deut. 16:3 and 26:6-8.
2 Apart from the children of Judah's unnamed Canaanite wife we see that also the
children of an Egyptian woman become a substantial part of Israel.
3 Translation by Hamilton. The book OfGenesis, 627.
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Jacob's but Joseph's. Their name, however, will be among the descen-
dants of Manasseh and Ephraim. Manasseh and Ephraim have become
Jacob's sons - they are no longer Joseph's, as is confirmed by Israel's
words  in 48: 16: '(the Angel  who has delivered me  from all harm - may
he bless these boys.) May they be called by my name and the names of my
fathers Abraham and Isaac, and may they increase greatly upon the
earth'.1 As sons of Jacob they share in Israel's inheritance,2 and although
Manasseh is the elder, Ephraim is destined to dominate: One might
wonder whether Jacob's adoption of Joseph's Egyptian sons should
actually be be considered a positive deed towards Joseph.4

Instead of a large portion of the land -as do his brothers and sons-,
Joseph only inherits a piece of land (near Shechem?,5 48:22). If, then, it
is near Shechem, it is probably where he is going to be buried (Josh.
24:32).

1 When the land is divided among the tribes Manasseh and Ephraim each receive
a part, Joseph is not mentioned (Josh. 15:1-19:48; cf. 14:3; also cf. Numbers 2). In
1 Chronicles (chapters 4 to 8) the descendants of Jacob's sons are listed, instead of
Joseph's offspring we encounter the children of both Manasseh and Ephraim.
2 On the basis of F. Steiner's observations in his article "Enslavement and the Early
Hebrew Lineage System: An Explanation of Genesis 47:29-31; 48:1-16" (in: B.
Lang (ed.), Anthropological Approaches to the Old Testament (Issues in Religion
and Theology 8), Philadelphia: Fortress Press / London: SPCK 1985, 21-25)
Wildavsky suggests that Jacob adopts Joseph's sons because of his sale to Egypt
Joseph is legally no longer Jacob's son.
3  'The occasional references to "the house of Joseph" in the Book of Joshua clearly
pertain to these three related tribes -Ephraim/Benjamin and Manasseh (see Josh.
17:14-18). After the death of Solomon, the territory of these same tribes became the
core of the northern kingdom, which in turn is referred to interchangeably as
"Ephraim," "Israel," and "Samaria" (after the capital city)', J.M. Miller and J.H.
Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah, Philadelphia: The Westminster Press
1986,97.

4 The common interpretation of Jacob adopting Joseph's two sons as positive for
Joseph is also seriously questioned by R. de Hoop, Genesis 49 in its Literary and
Historical Context (doctoral dissertation Theological University of Kampen),
Leiden • Boston • Koln: Brill 1998, 338. He also draws attention to the fact that
both Manasseh and Ephraim are compared to Reuben and Simeon - two sons of
Jacob who were not treated too favourable by the narrator.
5 The Hebrew 012 can both refer to Shechem and to a pair of shoulders. In 48:22
this is to be understood metaphorically: a shoulder of mount (KB, 970). Because of
the numeral lrIN, 'one', the mountain-like interpretation seems preferable.
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So far we saw that in Joseph's perception God played a prominent part
during Joseph's time in Egypt after his release from prison; this element
is most obvious in the namegiving of his sons.1 This confirms the results

of §  1.1, in which  I  illustrated that Joseph granted God an essential  role
in the interpretation  of the dreams - which resulted in Joseph' s  rise  in
Egypt to second in command. It was by means of his presentation of God
that Joseph placed himself in the centre and acquired a special position at
Pharaoh's court.

§  1.3 'AM I IN THE PLACE OF GOD?'
It has been noticed by many that in Genesis 37-50 the narrator presents
God speaking to someone only once, 46:2-4, where he addresses Jacob in
a nightly vision. It has been noticed also that contrary to the stories about
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob God is hardly ever present in Genesis 37-50.

Only when Joseph is a servant (both in Potiphar's house and in prison)
does the narrator mention YHWH (Mlil'; 39:2.3[2x].5[2x].21.23[2x]) -yet
also in Genesis 38 do we come across YHWH (vv. 7[2x] and 10)-; the final
and twelfth occurrence of the divine name in the book of Genesis is in
Jacob's words,  in his farewell speech  (49: 18).  In the vision mentioned
above (46:2-4) do we find the narrator speak about 'God' (0'nblt). All
other occurrences of (the word) 'God' are in direct speech. The character
using 'God' most is Joseph: no less than twenty times.2 He is followed by
Jacob, who uses it nine times (seven if we exclude '1Uj  bN), and Pharaoh
and Joseph's servant two times each.3 Judah and the brothers mention God
a few times in their speeches: In this section I will pay attention to the
relationship between God and Joseph, of which we have already seen
some glimpses before.

During the brothers' second trip, after the long speech of Judah to the

Egyptian vizier (to which we will turn our attention in § 2, pages 26lff.),
Joseph makes himself known to his brothers (45:2-4). After his revelation

' In 48:9 Joseph says to his father that God has given him his sons.
2 In 39:9; 40:8; 41:16.25.28.32.32.51.52; 42:18; 43:29; 45:5.7.8.9; 48:9; 50:19.20.
24.25.
3 Jacob in 43:14 ('110 5*); 48:3 ('119 5*).11.15.15.20.21.49:25 (bN); 50:17
(according to the brothers); Pharaoh in 41:38.39, Pharaoh's servant twice in 43:23.
God also mentions 'God' twice (both times in 46:3).
4 The brothers in 42:28; in 44: 16 Judah mentions God, and 50:17 the brothers quote
their father.
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he continues: 'And now do not be distressed, or angry with yourselves,
because you sold me here; for God sent me before you to preserve life.
For the famine has been in the land these two years; and there are five
more years in which there will be neither plowing nor harvest. God sent
me before you to preserve for you a remnant on earth, and to keep alive
for you many survivors. So it was not you who sent me here, but God; he
has made me a father to Pharaoh, and lord of all his house and ruler over
all the land of Egypt' (45:5-8). Thus, in his speech he expresses his belief
that everything that has happened to him was intended by God. It was God
who turned one thing into another. In 50:20 he explicitly repeats this
opinion: 'Even though you intended to do harm to me, God intended it for
good, in order to preserve a numerous people, as he is doing today'. There
seem to be no hard feelings toward his brothers on Joseph's part:

With regard to Joseph's interpretation of God's activity White makes
an interesting observation and links this to the 'goblet-episode'  (44: 1-12,
where Joseph ignominiously treats Benjamin by having his goblet placed
in Benjamin's sack). He talks about an interplay between 'hidden and sur-
face meaning'. Despite the fact that they acted in an honourable way the
brothers were accused of stealing the goblet. Their acting honourably
results in evil consequences. This contradiction between intention and
effect

corresponds to the larger pattern of events which Joseph sees. Due to the actions of the
divine,  the evil intentions of the brothers against him are producing good effects.  For the
brothers to experience the evil effects of their actions, which contradict their good
intentions, thus prepares them to accept the reverse proposition which Joseph offers them
in the next scene regarding the meaning of the larger course of events. Nowhere can
Joseph be more clearly seen to assume the role of God'.2

Although  I  am  not in complete agreement with White (e.g. Joseph' s
intention to prepare his brothers for 'the meaning of the larger course of

1 There is, however, no forgiveness as can be seen from 50: 17 where the brothers
twice ask to be forgiven. In his reply Joseph does not forgive: 'do not fear, am I in
the place of God?' (50:18). Cf. W. Brueggemann, "Genesis L 15-21: A Theological
Exploration", in: J.A. Emerton (ed.), Congress Volume Salamanca 1983 (Supple-
ments to Vetus Testamentum 36), Leiden: E.J. Brill 1985,40-53, esp. 46-47, and
B. Green: 'Some suggest that Joseph needs to see that the brothers are ready to
receive his forgiveness-but in fact that is scarcely so even by the end of the story'
("What Profitfor Us?", 169).

2 H.C· White, Narration and Discourse  in the  Book of Genesis, Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press 1991, 265.
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events'), there   are two elements   from this quotation   I   would   like   to
elaborate. Firstly, Joseph's reversal of good and evil; this will be linked
with observations relating to Joseph and to the brothers ('Good and evil',
below), and secondly, White's remark about Joseph assuming the role of
God ('The part of God', page 249).

Good and evil
Is it honourable to deceive people? Is it good to maltreat one's brother(s)?
Is  it justifiable to drive someone into a corner? Or are these questions that
should not be applied to Genesis 37-50? If they are not, one can neither
blame the brothers for their maltreatment of Joseph nor blame Joseph for
his degenerated scheming against Benjamin. If, however, they are, and I
think such questions do matter indeed, it becomes difficult to tell good
and evil apart. Throwing one's brother into a pit -to use an under-
statement- can hardly be considered good (all the more so if one sells his
brother), but neither can false accusations of spying and theft - no matter
which deed was done first. Judging the characters of Genesis 37-50 on the
basis of their behaviour is rather tricky. A lot depends on whose side one

opts for.  If one considers Joseph the most righteous character of the story,
then the brothers' deeds against Joseph (and Jacob) are low and mean.
Joseph's subsequent actions are seen in the light of his earlier ill-treatment
and therefore understandable and pardonable. If, however, one is not too
fond of Joseph -and this might well be the first impression one gets (cf.
37:2d)- the picture becomes blurry. Of course, the brothers' throwing
Joseph into a pit is barely praiseworthy, but then, Joseph's tale-telling and
dream-telling  (not to mention his father' s favouritism)  do  ask  for  some
kind of reaction on the brothers' part. Do the brothers, when coming to
Egypt and having suffered of the famine, need to be dealt with so hard,
and moreover, does Joseph's old father deserve to be treated this bad (both
by Joseph and by the brothers)? And should not Joseph have informed his
father about his being alive? I consider neither Joseph nor his brothers
behaving entirely well or entirely badly. It would be convenient if the
narrator had presented some more information about Joseph's and the
brothers' behaviour toward one another. This, unfortunately, is not the
case. Nevertheless I will make several remarks on this issue.

THE BROTHERS

As for the brothers, in the fifth section of the previous chapter I have
already focussed upon their evaluation of the Dothan-episode (42:21-22;
cf. 42:28). In these verses they relate the uneasy conscience they have
because of what is happening to them in Egypt, to their actions against
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Joseph (and his disappearance) in Genesis 37. Their reasoning is that their
deed (from twenty years before!) now evokes some kind of punishment:
'that is why this distress has come upon us' (42:2le). A second instance
where Judah expresses some kind of guilty feeling regarding something
they have done in the past is 44:16, where the same kind of reasoning can
be detected:  'God has found the misdeed (119) of your servants'.  What it
is the word 1117 ('misdeed') refers to is not clear, though it may refer to
their doing in Genesis 37. The occurrences of the word 1111 in Genesis do
not shed much light on this matter (neither do the occurrences elsewhere
in the Torah). Its first occurrence is in chapter four, where Cain answers
God: 'My crime (1117) is greater than I can bear' (4:13), which implies that
Cain can hardly bear the consequences of killing his brother. 1 Gen.  15: 16
shows YHWH talking to Abram, saying that Abram's descendants  will
return to Canaan in the fourth generation, for only then will the 11P, the
iniquity of the Amorites, have run its course. From its context it is not
clear what YHWH might be hinting at, or what 1117 actually stands for: The
next occurrence (prior to 44:16) is 19:15: Lot is urged to leave the city
because it will be destroyed for its iniquities. There too, it is not clear
what kind of 'sin' 11P actually is. This is confirmed in NIDOTTE (III,
351) that remarks that  1lp 'has predominantly religious and ethical  func-
tion' and that the plural form 'sometimes serves as a summary word for
all sins against God' (351). In Leviticus 16 the word 11P functions as the
"key term" in the confession of sins - in the summation of Lev.  16:22 it
includes the other two common terms (NDrl, 'sin' and PiDD, 'trans-
gression') in the immediate context (351). The word 11P is apparently a

' If one does not agree with my analysis in the previous chapter that the brothers did
not sell Joseph to Egypt, one could see a similarity in Cain's killing of Abel, and
the brothers' sale of Joseph - even though killing and selling are something
completely different. Some translations (like NRSV) translate 11P as 'punishment';
in that view 1117 appears to become the act of God towards the offender.
2 Hamilton: 'Only when the iniquity ofthe Amorites (...) has run its full measure
will the Israelites enter Palestine to claim it and possess it. Only when the iniquity
of the Amorites has reached the point of no return will they forfeit the land. This
last half of the verse articulates the idea that the fixing of times is conditioned not
on necessity but on morality' (77ze Book ofGenesis. Chapters 1-17(The New Inter-
national Commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company 1990,436).
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generic term for acting against God (or against a fellow human being'),
without explicitly stating what kind of transgression or sin is actually
commited:

A final statement on their deeds toward Joseph do the brothers make
in 50: 15-17:  'What if Joseph bears a grudge (1]DDID')3 against us? He will

certainly pay us back all the wrong (literally 'evil', :IP-lil) with which we
treated him.' And they inform Joseph: 'Your father has given this
instruction before he died: Say to Joseph: please, forgive the crime (PIDD*)
of your brothers and their wrong (DrINDri) because they treated you badly

(71177). Now therefore please forgive the crime (PUiD) of the servants of
the God of your father'. The above texts show that the brothers feel guilty
about their past behaviour toward Joseph. That is an obvious fact. Yet, the
brothers' last words also express something else: they do not share

Joseph's view of God having turned evil into good - a notion that, by the
way, is not yet present in Genesis.5 This makes it understandable that
'Joseph wept when they spoke to him' (50:17).6 The brothers, however,
picked up the importance that Joseph attributed to God in 45:5-8, so they
do mention God in their request (50:15-17) to their brother.

But it is not only the brothers who do not share Joseph's view. In the
words by which Jacob has instructed his sons, it is clear that Jacob all the

1 Cf. ThWAT v, 1164: 'In der Mehrzal der Falle (in the older historical narratives,
RP) bezieht er sich auf das Vergehen von Menschen an Menschen, das seine
unabwendbaren schlimmen Folgen for den Tater nach sich zieht'.
2 However, according to B. Green 'Judah's strategy indicates that he may well think
Benjamin guilty' ("What Profit for Us?", 151).
3 The activity the brothers here ascribe to Joseph is in Gen. 49:23 ascribed to
Joseph' s enemies by Jacob.
4 'Crime' (PUiD), according to Hamilton, 'is a word whose use originated in the
political sphere. where it referred to the rebellion of a vassal against an overlord'
(The  Book of Genesis. 702) - the brothers' usage of it here could refer to their
rebellion against their father  by not accepting Joseph as their father' s favourite.
Also cf. NIDOTTE II, 88.
5 White also remarks that the brothers did not share their brother's 'theory of a
cosmic plot' (Narration  and Discourse. 274).
6 In this respect Westermann's 'Aber der neue Einsatz mit 50,15 ist unmotiviert und
eigentlich unbegreiflich' (Genesis 37-50 (Biblischer Kommentar zum alten Testa-
ment I/3), Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag 1982, 231) is actually 'unbe-
greiflich'.
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time did not share his son's view either.' As did Judah in 44:18-34 (see

page 269ff.), the brothers collectively emphasize their father's role when
they address Joseph, and in their words they make clear that their father
has the same point of view with regard to the relationship between Joseph
and the brothers as the brothers have themselves. By using the expression
'their wrong' (DrINDM) it is obvious that Jacob (as well as the brothers) is

by no means convinced of Joseph's interpretation of his Egyptian ad-
venture. On ilkull, ThWAT states that 'GemaB demfurdas Hebr. selbst-

verstandlichen Tun-Ergehen-Zusammenhang bedeutet hatta't nicht nur die
bose Tat, sondern auch eine entsprechende Tatfolge. Die Untat stellt man
sich als eine Sphare vor, die unsichtbar am Tater haften bzw. in seiner

Nahe bleibt, so daB sie im Laufe der Zeit sich unheilbringend an ihm
auswirkt'.2 This  is, of course, also expressed by the brothers themselves
when they say that 'he will certainly pay us back with all the wrong with
which we treated him'  (50: 15). Beyond the grave there now seems to be

' A possible reason why Jacob and the brothers do not share Joseph's view can be
found in the stories in which Jacob's ancestors play a part and of which the book
of Genesis relates. We can see that in a number of stories YHWH punishes people

who commit evil deeds, e.g. Gen. 6:5 says that God saw the wickedness (;1177) of
humankind; therefore humankind is swept away by the flood. Or take Gen. 18:20.
where YHWH states that the sin (NDrl) of Sodom and Gomorra is grave (cf. the use

of the word 317, 13:13, and the verb 17177, 19:7.9, with regard to Sodom and

Gomorra); consequently both cities are destroyed by sulphur and fire from heaven.

Or, on a much smaller scale, in the eyes of YHWH both Er and Onan acted wickedly

(17177; 38:7.10), and therefore they had to die. As said above, these examples serve

to illustrate that the notion of God (YHWH) turning evil into good is not (yet) present

in Genesis. In Jacob's saying to Rachel and Leah that 'your father has cheated me
and changed my wages ten times, but God did not permit him to harm (11117) me'

(31:7), Jacob expresses that God has averted the evil to happen, which is of course

different from turning evil into good. Consequently, I disagree with the first part of
Soggin's statement that 'one could summarize the main thesis of the story [Genesis
37-50, RP] with the words of the Nicene fathers: things happened hominum

confusione, sed Dei providentiia rather unusual thesis, by the way, in the Hebrew

Bible' (J.A. Soggin, "Notes on the Joseph Story", in: A. Graeme Auld (ed.), Under-
standing Poets and Prophets. Essays in Honour Of George Wishart Anderson

(Journal  for the Study  of the Old Testament Supplement Series 152), Sheffield:

Sheffield Academic Press 1993, 336-349, here 344).
2 ThWAT n, 860.
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another separation (or rather: a great chasm) between Joseph and his
father. 1 Small wonder he weeps once again.2

From the brothers' words one thing, at least, is clear: they are not too
confident about their future now their father has passed away. They
appear to feel guilty about what they did to Joseph (which is by now over
thirty-nine years ago); they are full of fealf and apparently do not trust
their brother. Therefore, they now approach Joseph to make their

interpretation of Joseph's first dream come true and subject themselves to
Joseph. 'And his brothers also came, fell down4 before him, and said:
"Here, we are to be your slaves"' (50:18). Although Joseph tries to
comfort his brothers ('do not fear'; 50:19.21) and promises to sustain his
family (50:21), he nevertheless appears to share in his brothers' distrust,
because when he is about to die he does not ask his brothers to bring up
his bones out of Egypt on that future day when God will take care of the
sons of Israel, but he makes them swear (173Ui; 50:25) to do so:

1 I do not understand why commentators doubt the truth of the brothers' message

to   Joseph. ' [A]mong modern commentators this interpretation (viz. thinking
favourably of the truthfulness of the message, RP) is rare' (Hamilton, 77:e Book Of
Genesis, 703) since 'such an instruction from Jacob is nowhere earlier recorded'
(703). This is awkward because when Jacob reports about God speaking to him
(31:10-13) this 'is nowhere earlier recorded' either, yet Hamilton believes it to have
happened just like that (cf. The Book of Genesis, 289); see also Stemberg, The
Poetics Of Biblical Narrative, 379 who considers the message 'a desperate

fabrication', and Vawter: 'They [the brothers, RP] must invent -for surely it was
an invention- a safe conduct uttered in their favor by a dying father' and Joseph
'does not even remark on the brothers' thin story' (B. Vawter, Genesis. A New

Reading, London: Geoffrey Chapman 1977,474).

2 So, he does not weep because he finds out that the brothers' distrust has once
more arisen, or because of his memories of the past (Westermann, Genesis. 3. Teit-

band, 232), but because he has not been able to convince his father of his 'divine
mission'.
3 In the same vein G. Josopivici, 77:e Book of God.  A  Response to the Bible, New
Haven and London: Yale University Press 1988,79-82. Cf. 50:15: 'and they saw'
(1£7'1) is from the root 71*7, the consonants could also be read as 'and they

feared', from the verb Rn' (like in 1 Sam. 4:7; 7:7); see Hamilton, The Book of
Genesis, 699.
4 The verb is 59] instead of ;11119 (as in 37:7). As I showed in chapter four;Int does
not indicate subjection. Cf. Brueggeman, "Genesis L 15-21", 46.
5 Just like Israel made Joseph swear to bury him in the grave of his fathers (47:31).
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JOSEPH

I would like to start this paragraph by returning to White's remark (quoted
on page 241) in which he expressed his view that Joseph offered his
brothers the 'meaning of the larger course of events'. If it really were
Joseph's intention to show his brothers the larger meaning of the course
of events by letting them experience the evil consequences of their
actions, and in this way show them that the things they had done to him
were intended by God, this would excuse his own maltreatment of his
brothers (and father) as well. However, I do not share White's opinion that
Joseph intended to  show his brothers this 'larger meaning'. Moreover,  I
think there were no such intentions on Joseph's part. In my opinion
Joseph's actions toward his brothers were not conceived beforehand. To
mention but one example: there was no possible way that Joseph could
foresee the things Judah was going to reveal to him in his speech (44:18-
34; see pages 26lff.). Joseph's scheming against his brothers was
conceived on the spot. On meeting his brothers in Genesis 42, it seems
that on that occasion he did use the first thing that occured to him: accuse
his brothers of spying. 'You are spies' is a rather preposterous charge
when all the world is coming to Egypt to buy food (41:57): As soon as he
hears about his younger brother he drops his charge and demands
Benjamin to be brought down to him. Perhaps only his final trick, the
placing of his divining cup in Benjamin's bag, may look more thought
about. Yet, on the 'why' of this the narrator does not say anything.

A second element that needs attention here, and which is closely
connected to what was said above, is Joseph's statement to his brothers in
45:5-8 and 50:20. Joseph appears to be of the opinion that the evil that his
brothers schemed against him was turned into good by God. It is by all
means possible that Joseph has gradually developed this view on the basis
of what happened to him in Egypt, but he did not express this view before
45:5-8, and it did not appear to be his view when he was in prison and
asked the cupbearer to remember him to Pharaoh (40:14-15). I do not
doubt that Joseph's interpretation of his past is sincere; however, his
sincerity is not the issue. Yet, it should be noted that it is his interpretation

' The accusation does not seem 'wise' at all; contra G. von Rad, "Josephsgeschichte
und Wtere Chokma", Gesammette Studien zum Alten Testament (Theologische
Bucherei. Neudrucke und Berichte aus dem 20. Jahrhundert • 8), Munchen: Chr.
Kaiser Verlag 19653, 272-280, who discerns in Joseph the ideal young man of
wisdom literature, esp. pp. 274-276; also cf. G.W. Coats, "The Joseph Story and
Ancient Wisdom: A Reappraisal", Catholic Biblical Quarterly 35 (1973) 285-297.
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of the events; the narrator nowhere denies nor confirms it. 1 There is
another element that also occurs in Joseph's words to his brothers: he does
not only try to reassure his brothers but his reassuring words function to
prove his own status and position in Egypt as well. Both elements are
divided equally in 45:5-8. Three times Joseph claims that not the brothers
but God sent him to Egypt (45:5.7.8), and three times he says that God has
put him in a special position: as a father to Pharaoh (45:8d), as a lord over
Pharaoh's house (45:8e), and as a ruler over all the land of Egypt (45:80
- his use of the word ruler (5UiD) here probably alludes to the brothers'
711 buion  511 0-ON ('do you want to rule over us?', 37:8 - at least for
a reader it does). For Joseph himself, however, it appears that his rise to
power -by divine consent- is the most important, for in 45:9 he mentions
this a fourth time by saying his brothers to tell his father that 'God has
established me as lord over all of Egypt'.

The first time Joseph expressed his opinion that God sent him 'ahead
of you', the reason  was that God had sent him ahead of his brothers  'for
preservation of life'. This element returns  a few times. He elaborates  upon
it in 45:7, where he comments that God has sent him ahead 'to ensure for
you a remnant on earth and keep alive for you many survivors'.2 In 50:20
Joseph picks up this theme once more: '(You have done something ma-
licious against me;) God has done something beneficial in order that he
might do what has now happened - the survival of many people'.3 In this
latter utterance Joseph modifies his statements from Genesis 45. He
reduces his own activity in the 'survival of many people' - all of it was
God' s doing.

Before concluding this section, I would like to return to 45:5 once more,
and present the following suggestion. The narrator makes Joseph say: 'For

1 'The speech tells much of Joseph's character and his development in theological
awareness, but it does not necessarily say that God did actually intervene in past
events. Joseph certainly believes it; the reader can, but does not have to. The
narrator does not affirm Joseph's interpretation nor does God himself appear in the
narrative to confirm it' (P.D. Miscall, "The Jacob and Joseph Stories as Analogies",
Jountalforthe Study ofthe Old Testament 6 (1978) 28-40, here 31).
2 The translation is Hamilton's (77ze BookofGenesis, 572). What could this mean,
one wonders. Would the family die if they were unwilling to go down to Egypt? Is
Canaan completely bereaved of its inhabitants? It indicates that Joseph's image of
God is still a long way from the image of a universal God. It appears to be a god
who takes care of one group of people only, cf. Deuteronomy 7.
  Translation by Hamilton (Tlie  Book of Genesis, 701) as well.
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preservation of life God has sent me ahead of you' (']nbe n,nob  'D
01']95 0'715*). In this verse 00']95 is usually translated as 'ahead of
you'. If we would understand it literally as 'before your faces', the verse
would refer to God sending Joseph before the brothers, not chrono-
logically but geographically. Perhaps Joseph does not refer to the present
situation in Egypt, but to Genesis 37. Let me explain. In 37:14 Joseph has
been sent to Shechem, where he is not able to find the brothers. Then, all
of a sudden a man (Ul'N) appears - Joseph does not come upon the man,
rather 'a man came upon him'. This man, subsequently, tells him how to
find his brothers. Would it be too far-fetched if Joseph understands this
man to be God? After all, in Gen. 32:25 'a man' (19'N) wrestled with
Jacob all night long. This man, as Jacob ponders in 32:31, is God: 'for I
have seen God face to face'. So, when in Genesis 32 Jacob supposes this
'man' to be God, could not Joseph -not on the spot- have interpreted the
man who found him in 37:15 to be God? I am not saying that W'Nil is
God, but that Joseph may -on long reflection- have understood him to be
God. In this way, by showing him the right direction to his brothers,
Joseph arrived in Dothan, and only there did the events occur that led to
his  life in Egypt,  and to 'the preservation of life'.  If we understand 44:5
like this, 44:7 is not a repetition of v. 5; it is an expansion: in Joseph's
perspective God initially sent him before his brothers (to Dothan), which
resulted in his arrival in Egypt,i so God indirectly sent him to ensure for
them a remnant on earth, in Egypt - where Joseph became a father to
Pharaoh and a ruler all over the land (v. 8).

The part of God
Above I have emphasized the fact that in Joseph's opinion God's hand can
be discerned in the things that happened to him before and after his
release from prison. This is obvious in the namegiving of his sons. In his
revelatory speech to his brothers Joseph appears to have elaborated upon
the opinion about God making him forget his father's house and hardship,
and making him fruitful. In 45:5-8 he seemed to interpret his trials and
tribulations as being transformed by God into something positive, into
something good - both for himself and for his family, as is illustrated by
50:20. Apart from Joseph developing a theology of his own that can be

1 Gen· 45:6 describes the situation in Egypt at the time of Joseph's speech; it is
followed by the wayyiqto! of n172 ('send') in 45:7, which implies that 45:7
continues 45:6 - 45:7 also describes the moment Joseph is talking. 01'195 ('befure
your faces') here seems to have a more chronological nuance: 'ahead of you'.
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reconstructed by the places mentioned, there is yet another thread present
in Genesis 37-50, which I will try to demonstrate.

In section  1.1, on Joseph's interpretation of the dreams in Genesis 40
and 41, I have stressed that Joseph claims to have divine knowledge: 'do
not interpretations of dreams belong to God?' (40:8), he says to the
cupbearer, after it is he who presents an interpretation of the dreams. The
claim appears to have been accepted by those with whom Joseph is

dealing - as is most clearly expressed in Pharaoh's 'Can we find a man
like this, one in whom is the spirit of God?'  (41:38) and 'after God has all
this made known to you, there is no one as discerning and wise as you'
(41:39). If one were to read these verses in combination with Joseph's
'Am I in the place of God?' (']N  o';717*  nrInil; 50:19): there could be no
answer but  'Yes'.2 Yet, there are some more indications that might lead
to an affirmative answer to Joseph's question to his brothers - these,
however, can be detected by a reader only.

When the brothers, on returning from their first Egyptian journey, stay
at an inn and one of them discovers the money in his sack, they allloose
heart and start trembling, saying: 'What is this that God has done to uS?'
(42:28): On their homecoming the others empty their sacks as well, and
they also find the money in their bags, 'and they were afraid (1*7'91)'
(42:35). It is true, the reader knows that it was Joseph, not God, who put
the money in their luggage, but -and this is not insignificant- during their
second journey one of the Egyptians confirms their view. After Joseph has
invited the brothers to join him in his house, the brothers go there together
with Joseph's servant and tell him about the money in their bags. To
which he answers: 'Rest assured, do not be afraid (1Nl'11-1/N); your God
and the God of your father must have put treasure in your sacks for you;

1 In 30:2 Jacob posed the same question to Rachel ('D]N  o'i·15* Ilnnn). There, as
is confirmed in 30:22, the answer must be 'no'.
2 Brueggeman ("Genesis L 15-21", 47) also mentions the option to read an
affirmative to Joseph's question: 'all through the narrative the brothers perceive him
as acting as though  he were  God, or as though he thought he was God'.
3 On this passage A. Wildavsky comments: 'We as readers know that it is Joseph

who has done this to them, not the God of their fathers. Joseph is acting like a god.
Joseph has now done more than just become an Egyptian. As a high-ranking
Egyptian official, he has assumed, on his own, the position of God, which the
brothers acknowledge verbally, if unknowingly' (Assimilation Versus Separation,
116, note 18).
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I received your money' (43:23).' So, after Joseph's initial suggestions of
his knowledge of the divine there are now elements to be found that allow
for an identification of Joseph and God.

A further clue, which is of a different kind than the one mentioned
above, for a possible identification is found in the vocabulary that is used

with regard to Joseph. In 50: 19.21, when Joseph comforts his brothers, we
read him say 1*7 n-5* ('do not be afraid'). The expression ren,n-bR
(either to an individual or to a collective) is to be found several times in
Genesis - most times of which it is God (YHWH) who utters it. 2 Because
of this one might say, quoting Brueggeman,  'who is Joseph to speak such

a word? The formula is characteristically the speech of God'.3 Although
there are a few characters who make use of this formula as well, Joseph's
use here is significant. Especially in view of what he says immediately
after his first usage:  'Am I in the place of God?'  (50: 19).4

1 There is no textual support for Hamilton's 'We know from this verse that Joseph
has already informed his steward about his brothers and the restored money.
Probably it was this same steward to whom Joseph gave the order in the first place
to replace the money in the brothers' grain bags' (The Book ofGenesis, 550). Not
until 44:1  is the steward involved in putting back the money  (and the goblet).
2 15:1 (YHWH); 21:17 (the angel of YHWH); 26:24 (YHWH); 35:17 (Rachel's
midwife); 43:23 (Joseph's servant - note the connexion with Joseph's 'acting like
God'); 46:3 (God); 50:19.21 (Joseph). In the book of Exodus Moses uses the
expression a few times (14:13; 20:17) - yet he has been appointed God's
spokesman (Ex. 4:12.15).  Num.   14:9 also shows Joshua saying 1£7'n-5*.  In
Moses' long declaration in Deuteronomy he also uses the expression (e.g. 1:21),
now and then quoting God using it (e.g. 3:2).
3 Brueggemann. "Genesis L 15-21", 47.
4 There is also the usage of the verb -Or by the narrator. As soon as Joseph saw that

it were his brothers who approached him, the narrator comments that he
remembered the dreams (Illabna  nN 9[)r -Dri; 42:9; Joseph apparently does
not remember anything about being undressed or being thrown into the pit). In the
Hebrew Bible the subject of the verb -101 ('remember'), when used by the narrator

is God (Gen. 8:1; 19:29; 30:22: 42:9: Ex. 2:24; 1 Sam. 1:19: Is. 63:11; Ps. 78:39;
106:45 - these are all wayyiqtot forms; if there is a qatal of -111, it is also always
God or YHWH who remembers: Jer. 44:21; Ps. 9:13; 98:3; 105:8.42; 136:23). There
are a few exceptions: Gen. 40:23; 42:9; Lam. 2:1; Qoh. 9:15; Ps. 109:16; Est. 2:1;
2 Chr. 24:22. In all these cases (Est. 2:1 excepted) the act of remembering is
denied: 'and x did not remember' (e.g. 40:23: 'and the cupbearer did not remember
Joseph' 901'-nle  D'pWIOn--liD -loT-Nbl). So, if Joseph does remember something

in 42:9, he appears to be doing something that is usually reserved for God.
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It goes without saying that there is no such thing as a complete
equation of God and Joseph. A thing like that, of course, is textually
speaking impossible - readers have only to regard texts like 39:2 and
39:21 'And YHWH was with Joseph (907'-rIN  ;11;1'  'il'l) or 46:2 'And
God said to Israel' (17*710'5 0'ilbE -trON'l) to dismiss such an idea. I
would like to emphasize, however, that Joseph provokes several
characters to ascribe god-like features to him. In his conversations with
the cupbearer, the baker, and Pharaoh, Joseph explicitly claims divine
knowledge, and his actions toward his brothers cause them to detect the
hand of God. Perhaps facts like these might help explain the intriguing
phenomenon of Joseph's future absence from the land and his replacement
by his sons Ephraim and Manasseh. Yet, one important element still has
to be mentioned. Therefore, we have to return to Genesis 37 and once
more have a look at Joseph's dreams.

In Joseph's dreams we saw that he used the notion of 'bowing down'
(ilrIW) before him several times. This was done by his brothers' sheaves,

the sun, the moon and the stars. In the previous chapter I dismissed the
brothers' interpretation of the dreams in terms of subjection. Their 'do you
want to be king over us, yes - do you want to rule over us?' could not be
supported by an investigation of the verb ;11119 in the book of Genesis. If,
however, we, as readers, extend our scope by taking all of the Torah into
account,  then a new light starts to shine on  the use of ;11110  in the narrator' s

presentation of Joseph's recounting of his dreams. The verb ;lnUi, and in
this respect the brothers and their father were right, is the central theme of
the dreams. Joseph or Joseph's sheaf is the one for whom other people' s

sheaves or other objects are to bow down. Apart from Genesis the verb
illlw occurs twenty-two times in the Torah. In twenty occurrences it is
used to express the bowing down before either God or (the angel of)
YHWH or other gods and related elements: From this perspective, Joseph

1 Before God or (the angel 00 YHWH: Ex. 4:31; 12:27; 24:1; 33:10; 34:8: Num.

22:31; Deut: 26:10. Before other gods, carved images or the sun and the moon: Ex.
20:5; 23:24; 32:8 (the golden calf); 34:14; Lev. 26:1; Num. 25:2; Deut. 4,19; 5:9:
8:19; 11:16; 17:3; 29:25; 30:17. In Ex. 11:8 Moses addresses the Egyptians and
says that they will come and bow down before him (which they never do), whereas
in 18:7 Moses bows down before his father-in-law Jethro, who is a Midian priest.
For texts outside the Torah where people bow down (Antli) before God or idols, cf.
Josh. 23:7.16; Judg. 2:12.17.19: 1 Sam. 1:28; 2 Sam. 12:20; 1 Kgs. 9:9; 16:31;
22:54; 2 Kgs. 17:35.36; 21:3.21.
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in his dreams does not express his wish to rule over his brothers and
parents; no, his dreams express his wish to be worshipped by his relatives.

From this point of view the brothers' designation of Joseph as 5113

nirli/nn, 'lord of the dreams' (37:19) also receives a new meaning: he is
not only the one who tells the dreams, but he is also the one who plays the
part of God or a god in his own dreams.1 And later on, in Genesis 40 and
41, he is once again 'the lord of the dreams' because he is the interpreter
of the dreams - and according to Joseph's own words 'interpretations
belong 0'515*5, to God (or: "to gods")' (40:8).

The existence of Joseph's divine aspirations is supported by his remark
after the brothers' arrest in Genesis 44:15: 'What is this deed that you
have done? Don't you know that a man like me practices divination
(Wil])?'.  For this divination Joseph uses his goblet (17'31),as can be seen
by his servant's words: 'Is this not the one from which my lord drinks? He
practices divination (Wrl]) in it' (44:5). The verb Wrl] (piel) means 'seek
or  give  an omen, practice divination' ('Vorzeichen suchen und geben,
wahrsagen').2 This practice of divination was widespread in the ancient
Near East.

Mantic/divination attempted to tell the future or bring to light hidden knowledge through
various means, including the interpretation of signs or omens, communication with the
dead, or the use of magical powers. The latter shows that divination was not completely
distinct from magic; this is shown in the OT in passages where magic is spoken of along
with mantic. indicating the interrelatedness of both practices  (Exod  7: 11;  Lev  19:26;
Deut 18:10-14; 2 Kgs 21:6...).1

For his divination Joseph made use of a cup, or goblet:

The technique of divining by means of a goblet is well known from the ancient world.
The practice took various forms, including the employment of water, oil, or wine. The

i In the Hebrew Bible as well as in non-biblical texts the common Semitic noun
5111 (ba'al) also refers to the Canaanite deity Baal. In texts found at Ras Shamra
(1350 Bc) it is told -among other things- that Baal 'obtained royal rule and reigns
as a king (KTU  1.2 iv:32; 1.4 vii:49-50)' (Dictionary OfDeities and Demons in the
Bible (DDD), Leiden • New York • Koln: E.J. Brill 1995, 249-263, here 254.
According to Hosea 2: 18 5117 at one time was used to designate YHWH (DDD, 257).
Also cf. NIDOTIE v, 422-428.
2 NIDOTTE III. 84: ThWAT v, 385. It occurs eleven times in the Hebrew Bible
(Gen. 30:27; 44:5.15; Lev. 19:26; Num. 23:23; 21:1; Deut. 18:10; 1 Kgs. 20:33; 2
Kgs. 17:17112 Chron. 33:6).
3 NIDOTTE III, 945.
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practitioner professed to be able to interpret either the surface patterns formed when a
few drops of one liquid were poured onto another or the movement of small objects
floating on or sinking in a fluid. The aim of the exercise was to determine the future,
locate the source of trouble or apportion blame or credit.'

With regard to Joseph's usage of the goblet to practice divination two
more things have to be mentioned here. Firstly, the connexion between the
goblet and the divine (apart from the verb Uirl]) also appears from the few
occurrences of the word 'goblet' (17'31) in the Hebrew Bible. It is found
only in Ex. 25:31-34 and 37:17-20, where we can read the instruction that
it is to become part of the lampstand in the Sanctuary. It also occurs in Jer.
35:5, where 'goblets' (to drink wine from) are found in the rooms of the
house of YHWH (35:2).

Secondly, in Joseph's youth, when he and the entire family were about
to leave for Bethel (Gen.  35: 1-4) they  all were instructed by Jacob to get
rid of the foreign gods they were carrying with them; after which Jacob
buried them under the oak at Shechem (cf. 37:14 where Joseph is found
by 'a man' in Shechem, and possibly also 48:22 where Joseph receives a
piece of land as an inheritance from his father). According to Lev.  19:26
and Deut. 18:10 the sons of Israel are not allowed to practice divination
(Wril; cf. 2 Kgs. 17:17; 21:6 and 2 Chr. 33:6).2 Joseph's employment of
the divining cup, then, may be another indication of his forgetting of his
father's house (cf. 41:52), and show him to be not completely in line with
the path laid out by the God of his fathers: Again, as appears from the

1

NIDOTTE I, 800, s.v. 11'71; cf. Hamilton, 77:e Book of Genesis, 559.
2 NIDOTTE I, 800 naively comments: 'Although augury or interpreting omens was
subsequently strictly forbidden as a pagan custom (Lev 19:26; Deut 18:10) no law
on divination was as yet promulgated in Joseph's day. Did the narrator of Gen 44
consider the custom harmless and consonant with faith in Yahweh?', not realizing
that the narrator in Genesis 37-50 never explicitly approves or disapproves of
something. And with regard to the law not yet in existence: what to say about
Joseph's 'How then could I do such a wicked thing and sin against God' in Gen.
39:9? There was no law about sleeping with someone else's wife yet either. So what
do we have to conclude from the non-existence of a law that Joseph seems to refer

to in 39:9? That he is abusing God? Or that there is a law even though it has not
been mentioned yet?
3 Hamilton, 77:e Book of Genesis. 551, note 10: 'Wanting to dissociate Joseph from
any participation in forbidden religious activity, Targ. Onqelos freely rendered this
part of the verse (44:5, RP): "and he, moreover, carefully tests with it"
(whw 'bdq'mbdyq byh)'. The same fear of attributing something like this practice
of divination to Joseph can be discerned in N. Sarna's 'It is not stated that Joseph
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above references to Exodus and the second Book of Kings, this is
something that can only be inferred by the reader.

To conclude this section, we saw that in his interpretation of the dreams
of the Egyptians the narrator presents Joseph constantly referring to God,
and to God's involvement in those dreams. Joseph's subsequent
explanations of the dreams of the cupbearer and the baker did come true,
whereas Joseph's interpretation of Pharaoh's dreams was accepted by
Pharaoh. He, then, embraces Joseph' s point of view and states to discern

God' s  spirit in the Hebrew. Joseph, in other words, succeeds in imposing
his perspective on Pharaoh, which results in his rise to power. However,
in contrast to Pharaoh who is willing to share Joseph's perspective, stand
the brothers and his fatheri, who are not convinced that Joseph's descent
into the pit and ascent to the throne are God' s doing.  This is made explicit
in the brothers' words among themselves,   and the father' s words  to

Joseph:  'What if Joseph bears a grudge against us? He will certainly pay
us back for all the wrong with which we treated him', and 'please, forgive
the crime of your brothers and their wrong because they treated you badly'

(50:15-17). If the brothers and Jacob had endorsed Joseph's interpretation
of God' s involvement in the events near Dothan, these statements are in-
explicable. If, on the other hand, Joseph's family do not support Joseph's
interpretation, then their remarks are perfectly understandable.

Quite a few elements in Genesis 37-50 add up and contribute to a
portrayal of Joseph in which the divine not only plays an important role,
but in which Joseph -now and then- seems to absorb characteristics that
are reserved and restricted to God or gods. Joseph frequently presents
himself as having divine knowledge, or pretending to have divine
knowledge. Apart from this there are several clues that support the inter-
pretation that Joseph ascribes a divine status to himself. At the end of
Genesis, on his death-bed Joseph addresses his brothers: 'I am dying, but
God will surely remember you, and he will bring you up from this land,
to the land which was sworn to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob' (...) 'Surely
God will remember you, and you shall bring up my bones from here'

actually believes in divination. He wants the brothers to think he does' (,The JPS
Torah Commentary: Genesis - 11'WN-0, Philadelphia - New York - Jerusalem:
The Jewish Publication Society 5749/1989, 304).
' The father knows how easy it is to fool someone while referring to God, cf. Gen.
27:20: 'Isaac asked his son, "How did you find it so quickly, my son?" "YHWH your

God gave me success", he replied'.
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(50:24-25). Hereby burdening God with what he neglected during the
seventy-one years his brothers spent in Egypt: allow them and his father
(and himself) to go up to the land promised to the patriarchs - as can be
inferred from God's final conversation with Jacob:  'I will go down with
you to Egypt, and I shall bring you up, going up as well, and Joseph will

put his hand upon your eyes'  (46:4):

§ 2'YOUR SERVANTS ARE TWELVE BROTHERS, SONS OF ONE MAN'
This section will be devoted to the brothers while they are in Egypt, and
to the relationship between Jacob (or Israel) and his sons. Most prominent
among the brothers is Judah, therefore he will be in the centre of our
attention several times.

§  2.1 THE AUDIENCES WITH THE EGYFTIAN VIZIER
The brothers undertake two journeys to Egypt in order to obtain food for
their family. Their first journey is in Genesis 42, the second in Genesis
43-45. During their second Egyptian sojourn Judah makes his plea before
Joseph to have Benjamin released.

Eleven spies:  sons  of one man
In 42:6 the brothers arrive in Egypt and bow down (111lrIW'l) to the
ground before the Egyptian vizier.2 Joseph appears to have recognized his
brothers immediately (42:7). The narrator continues to say that Joseph
'acted as a stranger to them and spoke to them in a harsh way' (42:7c-d).
After a short dialogue (42:7f-h) between Joseph and his brothers the
narrator once again comments that Joseph recognized his brothers, and
adds: 'but they did not recognize him' (42:8). After this second mention-

ing of Joseph recognizing his brothers the narrator also says that Joseph
remembered his dreams (42:9). Apparently the brothers' appearance in
Egypt brings back memories of Joseph's dreams (of Genesis 37). This
remembering does evoke Joseph's accusation:  you are spies (0,51-ia;

'
Joseph's not going back to Canaan is also contradictory to Israel's words in 48:21:

'I am about to die, but God will be with you and take you back to the land of your
fathers'.
2 This is not, as I have shown in the previous chapter, 'the outcome envisioned in
Joseph's first dream of ascendancy over the rest of his family', as Ackerman states

("Joseph, Judah, and Jacob", 86).
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piel participle)! You have come to see the weakness of the land' (v. 9).'
This is the first of two false accusations Joseph makes against his brothers
(the second is in Genesis 44 where he charges the brothers, i.e. Benjamin,
with having stolen his goblet). Joseph accuses his brothers of spying; the
verb underlying the participle is 517, which in the piel conjugation can

both mean  'spy' and 'slander'. The connexion between both meanings  'is
obvious: slander, like spying, is stealthy and hidden'.3 Considering
Joseph's accusation in this way, the reader can detect an allusion to his
own former occupation of which the narrator reported in Gen. 37:2d:  'and
he broughtnfl Oil:11 ('their evil reports') to his father'.  In his youth he
himself was the messenger (or provider?) of slander: he used to be a spy
himself. Now, Joseph appears to be accusing his brothers of an act he was
not unfamiliar with himself - the recollection of his dreams causes images
of the past to come to the surface: the dreams evoke his own spying in his
teenage years. And this now comes into Joseph's mind as an appropriate
accusation. So, on seeing his brothers Joseph remembers his dreams
(42:9) - it will not be long before we see that dreams (and 'spying') are
not the only things Joseph begins to remember.

According to 42:7 Joseph spoke to his brothers in a harsh way. By
talking to them like this he confirms what he had expressed some time
before in the namegiving of Manasseh: 'God has made me furget all my
sufferings and my father's house' (41:51). During the first conversation
(42:7-16) the Egyptian is rather gruff towards the brothers, while during
their second meeting (42:18-24) something has changed: hearing his
brothers argue about his younger self twenty years before Joseph has to
turn away and weep (42:24). Yet, during their initial encounter we can see
that the 'forgetting of his fathers' house' is beginning to ebb away already.
After the brothers' assertion that they are twelve brothers, sons of one man
from the land of Canaan, and that their youngest brother is at home, and
the other is gone (cf. 42:13), Joseph demands to see their youngest
brother. His wish to see the youngest brother is repeated in 42:20: 'You
have to bring back your youngest brother to me'.4 That Joseph is becom-

i Joseph's reference to the weakness (literally 'nakedness') of the land, 'may be a
subtle play back to ch. 37, when his brothers stripped him of his cloak and placed
him, nude or semi-nude, in a cistern' (Hamilton, The Book ofGenesis, 520).
2 We will consider this second accusation below.
3 NIDOTTE III, 1047.
4 Even though he holds one of the brothers in custody - accordingly he is not too
sensitive about his father's house, and his father's state of mind (cf. 42:36; 43:14).
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ing more and more conscious of the past, to be more specific, of his
father' s house, is even more clearly to be seen during the brothers' second
stay in Egypt. On their arrival in his house the first thing Joseph asks is:
'How is your father doing?1 ([I)'llt 0151Dil; 43:27)', and then, after
having met Benjamin, he is off to his own quarters to weep once more
(43:30).2

Here it is also time to look at the notion of Joseph's testing3 of the
brothers.4 In 42:15-16 Joseph twice uses the verb 1112,5  'test':  'This is how
you shall be tested: as Pharaoh lives, you shall not leave this place unless

your youngest brother comes  here !   Let  one  of  you  go and bring  your
brother, while the rest of you remain in prison, in order that your words
may be tested, whether there is truth6 with you; if not, as Pharaoh lives,
surely you are spies'. Following the charge is the brothers' imprisonment
for three days: Some people read the brothers' subsequent conversation

i Joseph may have asked a similar question during the brothers' first Egyptian trip,
for in 43:7 the brothers answer their father that the Egyptian ruler had asked: 'Is
your father stillliving? Do you have a brother?'. However, the narrator does not
relate these questions in chapter 42.
2 He actually weeps seven times: 42:24; 43:30; 45:1.14; 46:29; 50:1.17; cf.
Lowenthal, The Joseph Narrative,72 and 180.
3 Contrary to studies on Genesis 37-50 in which Joseph's testing his brothers is
emphasized, I will concentrate on Joseph's change of attitude, and I will argue that
it is this change that willlead to his disclosure to his brothers. B. Green also doubts

whether the brothers' improvement is Joseph's main point of focus ("What Profit
for us?-, 168ff.).
4 Turner correctly summarizes: 'By far the commonest suggestion for explaining
Joseph's actions is some variation of the following. Joseph's intention is to test his
brothers to see whether they have reformed, repented and shown loyalty to Ben-
jamin and Jacob, as preconditions for his forgiveness and his reconciliation with
them' (Announcements of Plot in Genesis (Journal for the Study of the Old Testa-
ment Supplement Series 96), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1990, 156). Cf.
also his refutation of such interpretations (pp. 156-159).
5 Tile verb occurs 32 times in the Old Testament; there are only two occurrences in
the Torah; none in the Former Prophets. In the poetical and prophetical books in
most of the places it is God (YHWH) who does the testing, cf. NIDOTrE I, 637.
6 The brothers' reliability (rIDN; literally 'truth') with regard to their words is tested.
7 Joseph's imprisoning of his brothers is narrated by means of the verb 90* (42: 17),
the very same verb that Rachel used when she delivered her firstborn in 30:23:
'God has taken away my disgrace'.
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in  42:21-22  as a confession of their  deed in Genesis 37.' However,  as
shown in the previous chapter, these verses (42:21-22) mainly express
Reuben's self-centeredness, they illustrate (like a little later 42:37 does
once more) that he is not fit to be the spokesman of the family. And as for
the brothers' reference to Genesis 37: what they refer to is dependent on
one's reading of Genesis 37. Did or did not the brothers sell Joseph? If
they did, in 42:21-22, they might be referring to their act of casting Joseph
into the pit, as well as to the selling of their brother to the Ishmaelites. If,
on the other hand, they did not, they are only referring to their act of
casting Joseph into a pit - of which they may have been reminded by their
being cast into prison: feeling how it is to be utterly dependent and subject
to another's will. However, as I showed in chapter four, the brothers did
not sell Joseph - even though he may be thinking that his brothers were
involved in the sale (as he apparently does in 45:4).

To return to the notion of 'testing': Joseph expresses his intention  to
'test' his brothers twice (42:15-16): if they are not able to present their
younger brother -as Pharaoh lives (21179  yl- they are spies. This implies
that the testing is linked to the accusation of spying. When the brothers are
released from prison Joseph has modified his plan. 'Do this, and you shall
live, I fear God' (v.  18): one of them is to remain in prison, the others are
free to go, yet they have to bring Benjamin to have their imprisoned
brother released (vv. 19-20). The notion of 'testing' has disappeared,
never to return. As has the accusation of being spies. What has returned,
however, is Joseph's mentioning of 'God'. To enforce his words Joseph
initially said 'as Pharaoh lives' (twice, vv. 15-16) - this phrase has now
changed into 'I fear God' (127'  ']N  0';15*71-rIN; v. 18)2: the meeting with
his brothers has definitely brought about some kind of change in Joseph.

Before concluding this section I would like to draw attention to the
following. Even though Joseph did not actually make himself known to
his brothers during their first encounter he (perhaps unintentionally) may
have given them a hint that might have led them to identify him as their

' Cf. Humphreys, Joseph and his Family, 43: 'Guilty of a crime committed many
years past, they find themselves falsely accused of another crime'.
2 Or: 'I fear gods'. as G. Morris correctly observes. He also expresses his discontent
with Joseph's behaviour and the usage of the expression 'as Pharaoh lives'; G.
Morris, "Convention and Character in the Joseph Narrative", Proceedings of the
Eastern Great Lakes and Midwest Bible Societies 14 (1994) 69-85, esp. 80.
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brother, but they did not take the message.' Gen. 42:14 is a rather remark-
able verse. Most translations run like: 'Joseph said to them: "It is just as
I  told  you:  you are spies"'.  This is rather awkward after the brothers'
words in the preceding verse: 'Your servants are twelve. We are brothers,
sons of the same man in the land of Canaan; the youngest is now with our
father, and the other one is gone' (42:13).2 In translations like this
Joseph's words in v. 14 appear not to have anything whatsoever to do with
the things the brothers said in the preceding verse. A possible solution
might be in the following proposal. The last words in the Hebrew text of
v. 13 are: 11]'N 111*711 (literally: 'the other is not'). Immediately after
these words, Joseph says: OrIN 0'51-In -ITORb 015N '11717 nuiR Eln.
Why should the personal pronoun N17 be considered as to refer to some-
thing indefinite, whereas it might also be understood to refer to Joseph
himself. Then, Joseph speaking in v. 14 utters something of an anaco-
luthon: he is about to say something, but he swallows his words before he
has said them all, and he continues by saying something else. After the
brothers' remark 'the other is not' (v. 14), Joseph replies: 'It is he, who
....', after which he composes himself, and continues 'I have spoken to

you, saying:  you are spies'. Joseph might have been about to say:  'It is he,
who has spoken  to  you:  you are spies', herewith revealing his identity,
which he succeeds to avert only just in time. Joseph appears to be torn
between his emotions (willing to make himself known) and his reason
(abstaining from making himself known to his family; a thing he
succeeded to maintain during the seven years of plenty).

When the brothers depart for Canaan we can see another clue that
might confirm the awakening of Joseph' s memories of his father' s house:
he orders their money to be replaced in their sacks (42:25): this is
expressed by means of the huilinfinitive construct of :112 ('to cause to

return'). In Gen. 37:14 Jacob asked Joseph to bring back 'word' or 'thing'
(7:17) of his brothers' doing while they were pasturing the flock near
Shechem. This question was also stated by means of the hilil conjugation

of 3119. Now, after twenty years Joseph finally reports back to his father:
not a word, but a thing: the money. When the brothers discover the money
in their bags they are frightened and sense God's doing in their discovery.

Which, of course, is not the case. Or was it (cf. 43:23)?

1 Perhaps they could not have taken the message, because Gen. 42:23 states that
'there was an intermediary (r'brjil) between them'. The conversation between the
brothers and Joseph seems to have been bilingual.
2 Both translations are taken from Hamilton, 7lze Book of Genesis, 518.
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Judah's plea and the  house Of Jacob
In the previous chapter I indicated in two sections (§ 5 and § 6) that
Reuben sets himself apart from his brothers. This is clearly to be seen in
his speeches in 37:21-22.29 and 42:22. I also showed that Judah surpassed
Reuben with regard to the fraternal ties. At the end of Genesis 42 (vv. 37-
38)1 and the beginning of 43 (vv. 2-14) there are two more distinct but
related incidents from which it appears that Reuben is not as diplomatic
and fit to persuade Jacob to allow Benjamin to join the brothers on a
second journey to Egypt, as is Judah - who had lost two grown-up sons
before.2 On telling their father that they have to take Benjamin to Egypt,
Reuben assures his father 'You may put both of my sons to death if I do
not bring him back to you. Entrust him to my care, and I will bring him
back' - which illustrates his blindness (or rather: deafness) for the reason
why his father is not willing to send Benjamin, as appears from Jacob's
words in the previous verse: 'You have deprived me of my children.
Joseph is no more and Simeon is no more, and now you want to take
Benjamin. Everything is against me!'. Reuben appears not to be able to
think in terms of limiting the possible deaths in the family: If Benjamin
were to die, or at least not to return, the family were to be diminished by
two more deaths - a thing Jacob most desperately wants to avoid. Judah

appears to understand his father's dilemma: he can only guarantee himself
and offer his responsibility for his younger brother:  'If I do not bring him
back to you and set him here before you, I will bear the blame before you

1 As in 37:22 Reuben expresses his intention to return (372, h(Al) a younger brother
to his father. In Genesis 37 he did not succeed, and here in chapter 42 Jacob does
not seem to be too confident about Reuben's good intentions. And rightly so. Cf.
Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative, 170-171.
2 Reuben's offer of the lives of his two sons makes Ackerman write: 'The brothers
have changed. As the story repeats itself, we must notice the great difference
between their attitude toward Jacob's suffering over the report of Joseph's loss with
the bloody garment and their description of why Simeon was taken and what they
must do with Benjamin. They are now sincere, compassionate for their mourning
father, desperate to set things straight' ("Joseph, Judah, and Jacob", 92). There is,
however, no support for this in the text. The narrator does not say anything about
'sincerity' or 'compassion for their mourning father'. In fact, the only place where
the narrator speaks about the brothers' comforting their mourning father is 37:35!
3 Contra Boecker who writes that Reuben 'gegenuber Juda der radikalere ist, der
sich entschlossener fur den Bruder einsetzt, diesmal fur Benjamin' (H.J. Boecker,
"Oberlegungen zur Josephsgeschichte", in: J. Hausmann und H.-J. Zobel, Alttesta-
mentlicher Glaube und Biblische Theologie. Festschrift fiir Horst Dietrich Preup,
Stuttgart/Berlin/Koln: Verlag W. Kohlhammer 1992,35-45, here 43).
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all my life'.' Judah's understanding of his father seems to have grown out
of his experiences with his own family, of which Genesis 38 related
earlier.

During the last two decades, this tale of Judah and Tamar has been the

objective of a substantial number of studies, in many of which the
importance of Tamar -according to Thomas Mann 'she could be called the
most amazing figure in this whole story - few will be found to deny it' 2-
and her role toward Judah is emphasized and highlighted.3 In chapter three
I argued that both Genesis 37 and 38 constitute the introduction to Genesis
37-50, therewith introducing two of the main protagonists of the toledot

of Jacob, Joseph and Judah. The main result of this research on Genesis

' Cf, Hamilton, The BookofGenesis, 536-537.540-542; Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah,
and Jacob", 99-105. Ackerman (104-105) notes that Israel's unwillingness to let
Benjamin go parallels Judah's earlier unwillingness to allow his son Shelah to
perform the levirate duty. As in Genesis 38 Tamar made Judah aware of the
importance of taking reponsibility for the family, now Judah convinces his father
Israel to let him take Benjamin to Egypt for the sake of the family's future.
2 Thomas Mann, Joseph and his Brothers, London: Minerva 1997, foreword, XII
(translation of Joseph und seine Briider, 1933-1943).

3 Among the studies in which the constructive role of Tamar is emphasized are S.

Niditch, "The Wronged Woman Righted: An Analysis of Genesis 38", Harvard
Theological Review 12 (1979) 143-149; R. Alter, The An of  Biblical  Narrative,
New York: Basic Books 1981; J.W.H. Bos, "Out of the Shadows Genesis 38;
Judges 4:17-22; Ruth 3", Semeia 42 (1988) 37-67; N. Morimura;Tamar and Judah
- A Feminist Reading of Gen 38", in: Th. Schneider und H. Schlungel-Straumann
(Hrsg.), Theologie zwischen Zeiten und Kontinenten. Fur Elisabeth Gossman,
Freiburg • Basel • Wien: Herder 1993, 2-18; D.M. Gunn and D.N. Fewell,
Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1993, 34-45; A.
Wildavsky, "Survival Must Not be Gained through Sin: The Moral of the Joseph
Stories Prefigured through Judah and Tamar", Journal for the  Smdy Of the  Old
Testament 3748; E. van Wolde, "Texts in Dialogue with Texts: Intertextuality in
the Ruth and Tamar Narratives", Biblical Inte,pretation 5 (1997)  1-28; A.J. Lambe,
"Genesis 38: Structure and Literary Design", in: P.R. Davies & D.J.A. Clines
(,eds.), The World of Genesis.  Persons,  Places,  Perspectives (Joumal for the Study
of the Old Testament Supplement Series 257), Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press

1998, 102-120. On Genesis 38 in general, see E. Salm, Juda und Tamar. Eine
exegetische Smdie zu Gen 38 (Forschung zur Bibel 76), Wurzburg: Echter Verlag
1996; J.P. Fokkelman, "Genesis 37 and 38 at the Interface of Structural Analysis
and Hermeneutics", in: L.J. de Regt, J. de Waard and J.P. Fokkelman, Literary
Structure and Rhetorical Strategy in the Hebrew Bible, Assen: Van Gorcum -
Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1996, 152-187.
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38, a 'spectacular story about a woman's taboo-breaking" is that the story
shows how Tamar opens Judah's eyes and learns him to take respon-
sibility and secure his family's future.2 Judah approves of the way she has
acted, as is shown by his words that 'she is in the right, not I' (']]10  ;1713;
38:26).3 He declares himself guilty of having looked after private interest
at the expense of his daughter-in-law:

In the remainder of this section I will focus upon and examine Judah's
speech in Genesis 44 and look at what this speech accomplishes, and why.
On their second journey to Egypt the brothers meet the wishes of the
Egyptian vizier and bring Benjamin.5 After an enjoyable stay during which
they are reunited with Simeon who had been held in custody since 42:24,
the brothers' are falsely accused of having stolen Joseph's goblet, which
is found in Benjamin' s bag.: On this discovery they all rend their clothers

' So Fokkelman in his eye-opening study "Genesis 37 and 38", 167.
2 D. Steinmetz, From Father to Son. 45ff. 117ff. Yet, as Barbara Green rightly
observes, Judah's first responsibility was to protect his family. That exactly was the
reason why he did not send his son Shelah to Tamar to do his levirate duty ("What
Profit for Us?", 74): the same idea was expressed by Wildavsky, Assimilarion
versus Separation. 105.
3 Translation by Fokkelman, "Genesis 37 and 38", 172. Fokkelman also makes the
interesting observation that Onan's 'criminal act of withholding seed is to a certain
degree committed by Onan's father as well' (177).
4 Cf. W. Brueggemann, Genesis (Interpretation. A Bible Commentary for Teaching
and Preaching), Atlanta: John Knox Press 1982, 310.
5 Turner has the interesting suggestion that Joseph wants the brothers to bring
Benjamin, because he thinks that when they bring Benjamin, his father will come
as well - in order to fulfill the second dream: eleven brothers are needed to fulfill
the second dream; also his father has to come and bow down before him
(Announcements ofplot, 160-162). Despite the attractiveness of this interpretation
I do not think that it is correct. During their initial conversation in Genesis 42 the
brothers nowhere describe their father' s attachment to their younger brother;
Turner's argument that Judah in his speech (44:22) refers to this initial conversation
in which the father's attachment was stated assumes too much. As I will illustrate,
Judah in my opinion ascribes words to Joseph (and to themselves) to make his point
and convince the vizier of his position, not to literally repeat the former conver-
sation. So, from the brothers' words Joseph can hardly arrive at the conclusion
Turnes believes he did arrive, namely that Jacob/israel might have come together
with Benjamin.
6 SO, by accusing Benjamin of the theft of his goblet it is actually Joseph who
returns evil for good (cf. 44:4): the brothers did in all honesty return the money they
found in their bags during their previous journey home.
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and they ('Judah and his brothers', 44:14) return to Joseph to plead their
innocence. The Egyptian dignitary is not impressed; he keeps his distance
and is about to enslave the thief. To avert this evil thing to happen Judah
takes the floor.

16a Judah said: ;1137' -11@N'] 16a
b         What can we say to my lord? '11*5 70*3-710    b
c         How can we speak? 1373-;ID c
d            And how can we justify pl, 33-ill 9 d

ourselves? 1112-nk £1:10 0'il'/Wil    ee         The God has found the misdeed .....

of your servants. 1'77*

f         Look, we are slaves to my lord, '11*5 0.17  733.0     f
g         both we and the one in whose NXIO.]-nIDE 0-3 910]N-0-1    g

hand the goblet was found :17:63 P'380
178 And he said: 70*9 178
b         It is far from me to do like that, riNT nituRD h nb'50    b
c        the man in whose hand the cup 17'330 Nigro] 72.6 Uj'NO    c

was found 11'3
''

d        he shall be my slave, 1:111 '17-rl'iT' Nlil    d
.                             I.

e         you go up in peace to your father. 015105 35p 01:181    e

:01':lti-1712

Before turning to Judah's lengthy speech of vv. 18-34, I first consider the
above verses.   'What  can   we   say   to  my   lord?;   'how   can we justify
ourselves?' Judah wonders. What is happening to the brothers is beyond
their comprehension:   'God has found the misdeed  of your servants'.
Therefore they will all stay to become the Egyptian's slaves, not just the
one in whose possession the goblet was found. In his speech we hear
Judah talk about 'justifying ourselves' (712, hitpael, v. 16d), and hear him
mention their 'misdeed' (1111, v. 16e), which God has found. The verb 777
only occurs once more in Genesis, viz. in chapter 38 - also in Judah's
direct speech: 'she is in the right, not I' (38:26), he says about his
daughter-in-law. On that occassion he admitted his fault: he had not
allowed Tamar to have a child by his son Shelah. Now, however, despite
his words he is struck dumb. There is no way to account for what has
happened to them. So God must be involved: God has found their 1117,
their misdeed. What this 'misdeed' might be, he does not say. Could he
be referring to his faux pas with regard to Tamar, or to the brothers'
collective youthful lapse in Dothan of throwing Joseph into a pit? Or
would this 'misdeed' refer to the crime committed by Levi and Simeon in
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Shechem against Hamor and his relatives? Or perhaps to Reuben's
sleeping with Bilhah? Or to their keeping Jacob in  the dark about Joseph' s
fate? Judah does not make it clear, and Joseph does not ask. Perhaps 1117
here refers to one of these, or perhaps to all of them together. God knows.
As said above (page 244) the word 1711 is probably a generic term for
acting against God or against a human being - it does not indicate a
specific transgression.

The fact, however, remains that Joseph only strikes at Benjamin. One
might ask: why does he do so?1 Is it because of Benjamin's part in the
Dothan-incident? A cup for a pit, instead of an eye for an eye?2 The
narrator does not give any information on the why of Joseph treating
Benjamin this way and perhaps the 'why' is not even relevant. Notwith-
standing the tears3 he shed the day before on seeing Benjamin4 (43:30)
Joseph was still able to control himself and device a nefarious plan to
frame his younger brother and separate him from the others (or had he
schemed this goblet-business long before?). Despite Judah's words from
v. 16 -the offer to remain as slaves-, Joseph does not concede: only the
man in whose possession the goblet was found is to be his slave; the
others are allowed to return to their father. Joseph' s mention of their
father incites Judah to his impressive speech: A speech that strikes home

' This action definitely contradicts Charles T. Fritsch's 'He is a God-fearing lad
who is morally upright and pure'  ("'God Was With Him'. A Theological Study of
the Joseph Narrative", Interpretation 9 (1955) 21-34).
2 According to Exum the alleged theft of Joseph's cup by Benjamin may be an
allusion to Rachel's actual theft of her father's teraphim: the mother actually did
steal, whereas the son is accused of stealing, which he did not, J.C. Exum,
Fragmented Women.  Feminist (Sub)versions  of Biblical Narratives (Journal for the
Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 163), Sheffield: JSOT Press 1993,
134-135.

3 Joseph also had to cry during the first meeting with his brothers (42:24). He is
victim of an internal struggle: then as in 43:30 he does not want to reveal his
identity to them, although the tears are an indication of his affection for his family.
His mind appears to say 'no' to a rapprochement; his emotions, however, say 'yes'
to his brothers (and father!).
4 In 43:30 Joseph is overcome with compassion (1'Drll) towards Benjamin; just as
Jacob prayed for (43:14): 'May El Sadday give you compassion (0'Dill) for the
man'.
  Which is not the longest speech in Genesis, as Westermann (Genesis. 3. Teitband,
146), Fokkelman ("Genesis 37 and 38", 181) and Hamilton (The Book of Genesis,
569: 'The lengthiest human speech recorded in Genesis is that of Judah before
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as far as Joseph is concerned. As will be seen below the narrator does
present Judah's plea as a plea for the father - it is his fortune that is at
stake.

44,18a (Judah approached him 117.gili  1'128  Uirl) 44,188
b     and said:) (-IDN'l      b
c     Excuse me, my lord, let your servant -731' ']lk '3  c

speak a word in my lord's ears, ,]iN ']7*3 771 31@P N]
d     and do not be angry with your 33@1142 1#8 70'-587,  d

servant, :n»03 11DJ '3  ee    because you are equal to Pharao. 1'77M-nE bow ']lk 193198 My lord had asked your servants,
saying: :na-ik 70 005-W'o     bb        Do you have afather or a

brother? 710-58 nON* 20a
20a And we said to my lord: 123 10 9]5-e,     b
b         We have an oldfather 102 OUPT 75:.1     c
c         and a younger late arrival no l'ON)     d
d         and our brother is dead. 71*5 1135 *37 101'1     e
e            He alone is left of his mother :it]na l'Ilal     f
f and hisfather loves him.

1-Cw-AN nD*hi 2 la
218 You said to your servants: '5* 171717    b
b         Bring him down to me, :1'bp '1'31 nlo'IDN)    c
c        so that I can set my eyes on him.

']iN-bk  -119* 1 22322a  And we said to my lord: jr1212 7 m 519'-125    b
b         The boy cannot leave his father; 7'JN-nk

c          would he leave hisfather, 7'715-nlt 3-TD)    c
d         he would die. :nol     d

23a  And you said to your servants: 3'1.R-bE -11:kh) 238
b          If your younger brother does not 01'nN 17' Nil-ON     b

come down with you, CI?FIN 1020
c        you shall not again see my face. :·29 nik-15 1390'n Nb     c
24a And as we went up to your servant, g]'bp  '3  'il',7 243

my father, ']N 31@v-58
b     we told him my lord's words. "li  '773 nk 75-7331  b
25a Ourfather said:

31':16  -11]*'1 25a

b         Return and buy us something to 715-37=ui 921p     b
eat, :blk-DPI26a we said:

7DN31 268

Joseph') contend. The person speaking the most is -of course- Jacob. His farewell
speech in Genesis 49 consists of 268 words, Judah's of 223 only.
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b         We cannot go down: n-175 533] Nb   b
c            only if our younger brother is with luFEI 31'niS W'-ON   c

US 7]88
d         can we go down, 3]13'1 de        because we cannot see the man's niklh 5)1] N'5-·3   e

face
W'NO .lqf            if our younger brother is not with

us.                                                                                        
                           93]'8    1070    91'06 1                f

:3]8827a And your servant, my father said to
31'58 '11$ 31W 30*bl 273us:

b        You know ompl: 088   b
c         that my wife bore me two sons. :.AWN  '19-illb: 0.'1W '3       c
28a One has gone away from me, 'FIND loNO El:,1 28a
b         and I said: 7 Nl   b
c             He surely must have been torn. 930 979 18       c
d         I have not seen him since. :ilin-717 7'n'N-1 *51   d
29a You take also this one away from ilt-nit-O-1 OFIMp57 298

my face, '19 01110
b         and evil befall him 1101$ lanpl   b
c        you will bring down my grey head ·rip'trna 0811171   c

in grief to Sheol.
:n W npl]3Oa  Now, if I would come to your 31431-5* 'N=]3 ilippl 303

servant, my father
.=1Nb     and the boy is not with us - his soul

3]EIN 3]]'N 71 101  bis tied up with his soul-,
31 a   and  he  were  to  see :1Wpl& AJ3Wp lfUE/17,

b     that the boy is not there, ln,N-13  71:ill 313
c      he would die, 79.20 l'N-'P  b
d     and your servants would bring the nm c

grey hair of your servant, ourfather, ni'ID-nk: 3'119 91'3171  d
grieving to Sheol. :n#kq lil:Zi 31'21$ 11@p

32a  Also, your servant has pledged  30-nk ]39 311 '3 328
himself for the boy before my father, 70£5 .18 oDD
saying: 3'512 93£'nN 2/11-ON   bb            If I will not bring him to you, .705 'nNDol   cc         I will have sinned before my :0911,0-bjfather all days. not) 11@  121-nw:. il8 7,33833a Now, please let your servant stay in- ']1*5 7111 -11710stead of the boy, to be a slave for my
lord,

b     and let the boy go up with his :rok-op bp: n 1301  b
brothers.

34a  For how can I return to my father '215-bk il YE 3'N-'334a
b      if the boy is not with me. 'Flk 911:'N 7Plol  b
c     Otherwise I will see on the evil thing 3133 ill$ lk 123  c
d that my father will meet. :'ON-nE    NX#.'    111/0          d
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As did the brothers in the previous dialogues between themselves and the

Egyptian, Judah expresses himself politely. He addresses Joseph as 'my
lord', and names himself  and his brothers  as 'your servant'  and  'your
servants' (cf. 50:18). He also calls their father 'your servant'. He probably
observes the proper forms. In his plea he refers to their former conver-
sation with Joseph, to their conversation with their father on their return

from Egypt, and to the dialogue between the brothers and Jacob on the eve
of their second departure for Egypt.

In a stimulating and interesting article O'Brien shows that Judah
presents the information in his speech in such a way that his speech very
much contributes to the characterization of Joseph, and this is, I think, the

way Judah's speech is to be understood.' Since the reader has witnessed
all conversations Judah refers tO, it is perhaps legitimate to say that Judah
is manipulating the facts to change Joseph's decision to keep Benjamin in
Egypt as a slave.

Taking Joseph's 'you go up in peace to your father' (44:17) as his point
of departure,2 Judah centres the vizier's attention on 'their father' and on
the fact that he has pledged himself to their father, as we can read in 43:9:
'I myself will be surety (3111) for him'.3 Interestingly, the noun derived
from the verb involved, 170711 ('pledge'), is -like 717 which we saw
above in 44: 16- found in Genesis 38 (viz. in vv. 17.18.20). So, here the
words used by the narrator (which are quite exceptional in the book of
Genesis) suggest a connexion between both Judah' s performances   in
Genesis 38 and Genesis 43-44. In the former Judah not only tried to
observe his pledge (he send his friend looking for the alleged prostitute
and present her the 112711, 'pledge'), but he also declared Tamar in the
right when she presented him his belongings. Here too, Judah appears to

i Cf. M.A. O'Brien, 'The Contribution of Judah's Speech, Genesis 44:18-34, to the
Characterization of Joseph", Catholic Biblical Quarterly 59 (1997) 429-447; for a
detailed analysis of Judah's reports: 434-443.
2 Judah also takes the word 7101 ('equal to', 'like') from Joseph, who used it in
44:15: 'don't you know that a man like me (']DZ)) would be aware of it?'. Joseph
in his turn may have derived it from Pharaoh's 'there is no one as sensible and wise
as you (17DD)' (41:39). Pharaoh uses it first to describe Joseph, after which Joseph

uses it to describe his ability, after which Judah uses it to compare Joseph to
Pharaoh (the only other occurrences in Genesis are  19:15 and 34: 15).
3 Cf. G.W. Savran, Telling and Retelling. Quomtion in Biblical Narrative (Indiana
Studies in Biblical Literature) Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University
Press 1988,60.
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have taken his lesson from his experiences with Tamar well, and takes his

responsibility.
In his monologue Judah retrospectively inserts 'father' into Joseph's

words during their first encounter.  In the conversation back then  (42: 13-
16.20), the brothers themselves stated that they were the sons of one man,
and that they had a brother whom they had not taken with them (42:13),
now Judah states that Joseph asked them whether they had a father and a
brother. 1 Judah now also for the first time mentions that their father is an
old man who loves (ZIN)2 his youngest son (v. 20).3

As is clear from Judah's speech the well-being of his father is his main
concern; by doing so he plays along with Joseph's interest in his father.
According to Savran 'he cannot have missed Joseph's concern for the
well-being of their father in 43:27:4 Therefore, I have italicized the word
'father' in the above scheme, in which it has a predominant position.
'Father' GN) occurs no less than fourteen times.

In the first part of his speech Judah elaborates both upon the fact that
the Egyptian vizier insists on having the younger brother brought down to
Egypt (vv. 21.23.26), and upon the attachment of his father to this younger
brother (v. 20): if the boy were to leave his father he would die (vv.
22:29.31.34). After he has emphasized the tight relationships between

' The same strategy did he apply in 43:7 when he tried to persuade Israel to let
Benjamin join in on their trip to Egypt.
2 Cf. 37:3: 'Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons, because he was a son of his
old age to him'. The narrator calls Joseph a 0'p]T-11. a son of his old age.  In 44:20
Judah calls Benjamin a O'plt 15', which I have translated as 'a late arrival'
(literally: 'a child of old age'). It should, by the way, be noted that only Judah
makes mention of Jacob's attachment to Benjamin, the narrator never does, and -if
we look at Jacob's last words to Benjamin (49:27» there does not seem to be too
much love for his youngest son.
3 It is also the first occasion on which Judah explicitly expresses the idea that
Joseph is dead: rlil  1'11*7, 'and his brother is dead' (I take 'his' to refer to the 'late
arrival'; it could also refer to Jacob: the brother who is dead would in that case be
Esau - of which Joseph could not have known: when Jacob was born Isaac was
sixty years old; he died at the age of 180 years [25:26; 35:28] when Jacob was 120,

so after Joseph's sale to Egypt). On an earlier occasion the brothers ambiguously
stated that 'the other is not' (1]]'N  111*ill, 42: 13; Jacob also uses 1]]'N when he
refers to Simeon, who is by no means dead, 42:36) while refering to Joseph.

4 G. Savran, 'The Character as Narrator in Biblical Narrative", Prooftexts 5 (1985)

1-17, here 7.
5 Interestingly 'he would die' could also be taken to refer to the younger brother.
The syntax of v. 22b-d does allow for this interpretation: syntactically it makes
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Jacob and the youngest son, and also after having repeated the requested
urgence of Benjamin being brought down to Egypt, Judah presents his
father speaking a second time (v. 27 - Jacob's first reported words are in
v. 251): 'You know that my wife bore me two sons. One has gone away
from me, and I said: "He surely must have been torn to pieces". I have not
seen him since.' Judah quoting Jacob's words is the first time Joseph
hears anything of what his father seems to know and think about him. This
is some kind of news indeed! Not until now does Joseph hear about his
father' s concern, and becomes aware of his father' s pain about the  loss  of
his  son:  'My  wife bore two sons to me'. It appears from Judah's words
that Jacob considers Rachel' s  sons as special. However, and there  is  no
mistake about that, he presumes the elder of them to be dead (44:28b).

I briefly return to Judah's quotation of Jacob's 'he must surely have
been torn apart' (97D 97D lE; v. 28b). It is obvious that Judah has
modified Jacob's words from 37:33, that there and then were preceded by

1715:)N  ;1177  ;1'11 ('an evil beast has eaten him'), words that shortly before
Jacob uttered them, were suggested by the brothers to lead their father up
the garden path (37:20). Judah also leaves out Joseph's name2 from his
quotation of Jacob's words, and he adds the particle lN ('surely'). How-
ever, although Judah does not mention the 'evil (71173) beast' we can still
detect some influence of these words. Following 'he must surely have
been torn apart', Judah demonstrates his father's affection for the remain-
ing son:3 'if tragedy befalls him, you will bring down my white head in

sense that the subject in all three clauses is the same.
1 This is in fact a literal quotation from 43:2.
2 It is remarkable that neither Joseph's, nor Benjamin's, nor even Jacob's names are
ever mentioned in the brothers' and Joseph's dialogues. Actually, the places in
Genesis 37-50 where a character does mention another character's name are rare.

People naming someone are Jacob (in 37:33,42:36,45:28,48:20, and in his
farewell speech, Genesis 49), Judah in 38:26 and the brothers in 46:26 (when they
report Joseph's words) and also after Jacob's death (50:15). Of course, there is also
God (calling Jacob in 46:2) and Joseph, who names himself in 45:3-4. One more
person who does use someone's name is Pharaoh when he names Joseph
Zaphenath-paneah (41:45). However, on the other occasion that he uses someone's
name he calls Joseph by his Hebrew name instead of his Egyptian name (41:55).
3 This, of course, is another allusion to an expression by Jacob, viz. 37:35. In
Genesis 37 Jacob sighs 'I go down to my son, mourning (bJN) to Sheol'. In 42:38
he himself alludes to his former words, altering them in such a way that it are his
sons who might bring him down to Sheol.
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grief (rIP73)  to  Sheol'   (44:29):   In  this  expression  we  might  see  a  re-
ference to P-1 (from Jacob's lament in 37:33). Another adaptation of
Jacob' s words by Judah  can  be  seen  from the phrase 'if tragedy befalls

him' (110N  li1771). This is an allusion to 42:38. On that occasion Jacob
expressed his worries about Benjamin's trip to Egypt: some accident
might befall him 'on the way' (1713  11012 1;112771). Judah now omits 'on
the way' because Benjamin has arrived in Egypt as sound as a bell. It is
in Egypt that tragedy has come upon him: the goblet of the Egyptian has
been found (NXD) in Benjamin's bag. A tragedy that Judah now tries to
remove, because how is he to return to his father if the boy is not with
him? He would rather not see the evil (1773) thing that his father would

meet (NYD; v. 34).2
In this clever speech Judah makes two essential points. He enlightens

Joseph about the latter' s ignorance about his father,  and also about  his
fathers' ignorance regarding Joseph's fate: In this respect I very much
agree with O'Brien who writes that 'Judah's subsequent reports,
predictions, and interpretations unwittingly trap Joseph in a web of
uncertainty about the fate of his father.'4 And secondly, Judah stresses
Jacob's feelings towards both Joseph and Benjamin: if Benjamin were not

i When Judah repeats this in v. 31 he replaces iIF-13 by 111'3 ('in grief), which
was used by Jacob in 42:38.
2 So, Ackerman's 'The brothers have come in the course of the story to choose
unity over separation' ("Joseph, Judah and Jacob", 98) cannot be correct: if Judah
(or any other) takes Benjamin's place, there still would be separation: both from the
remaining brothers, and from their father.
3 Not only the brothers are ignorant about what has happened to Joseph, as
Humphreys rightly observes (Joseph and his Family, 43) on the occassion of the
brothers' first journey to Egypt. Not until 42:23 does the reader know that there is
an interpreter: 'this information is effectively withheld until now, allowing the
earlier dialogue between brothers an immediacy that the presence of an interpreter
would blunt; it also now reinforces the disparity between the power and position of
the brothers and what Joseph and the reader know and what the others do not
know'. From Judah's speech it is clear that Joseph was ignorant of substantial
information as well.
4 0,Brien, 'The Contribution of Judah's Speech", 447. Cf. also Savran:  'The true
beauty of Judah's remarks lies in his ability to affirm explicitly his own respon-

sibility, while effectively "blaming" Joseph for his father's anticipated death' ('The
Character as Narrator", 8; also cf. Savran, Telling and Retelling, 61-62 and 87).
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to return the father would die. Judah's words strike a chord: It does not
take long before Joseph can no longer hold control of himself and sends

away his servants, and finally reveals his identity to his brothers (Genesis
45).2

During the conversations with Joseph, Judah and the brothers have had
several indications that may have given them cause to discover the

Egyptian's identity. I will mention these indications one by one. Firstly,
during their second Egyptian stay there were two occasions on which the
brothers -much to their stupefaction- were treated according to their age

(43:33; 44:12). This certainly is peculiar when meeting a stranger. A
second important point in this regard is the Egyptian's insistence during
their first trip on bringing their younger brother (42:15.16.20). And why
would the Egyptian have wanted to see the youngest anyway? Bringing
their brother certainly does not refute the accusation of spying. Besides:
no one could ever prove that the one the brothers would bring really was
their brother, unless, of course,... Therefore, the request to see the younger
brother more or less implied that the Egyptian was indeed able to judge

i Joseph neither enslaves Benjamin nor Judah. To compensate for this he seems to

enslave all Egyptian citizens, the priests excepted (47:18-22); the actions recounted
in 47:13-22 might take place in the second year of the famine (47:18) - just as the
second meeting with the brothers does. Aaron Wildavsky devotes a section to the
question 'Did the Egyptians Enslave the Hebrews Because Joseph Enslaved the

Egyptians' (Assimilation Versus Sepamtion, 13-15). Cf. also I. Caine: 'the action
of Joseph is construed as the cause of the enslavement of the Hebrews. Since

Joseph had, in effect, sold the Egyptians while protecting his family, it is poetic
justice that his family's seed should have been sold, in effect, into slavery. He who
had himself been sold, then sold others, had his people sold. On a smaller scale, the

person who strove mightily to be remembered (40:14) was forgotten (40:23 and Ex.
1:8)' ("Numbers in the Joseph Narrative", in: R. Brauner (ed.), Jewish Civilization:
Essays and Smdies, Philadelphia: Reconstructionist Rabbinical College  1979, 3-17,
here  11. On Joseph enslaving the Egyptians also B. Dov Lerner, "Joseph the

Unrighteous", Judaism 38 (1989) 278-281. A more positive reading of Joseph's
actions in 47:13-27 is to be read in E.-J. Bae, A Multiple Approach to the Joseph

Story:  with a  Detailed Reading  of Genesis 46,31-47,31 ; 50,1-11.14 (Excerpta ex
dissertatione ad Doctoratum in Facultate Theologiae Pontificiae Universitatis

Gregorianae), Roma 1995, esp. pp. 41-73.
2 'Judah's speech 'transforms the harsh ruler Joseph into the emotional brother
Joseph'  (Th.1.. Hettema, Reading for Good.  Narrative Theology and  Ethics  in the
Joseph Story from the Perspective of Ricoeur's Henneneutics, Kampen: Kok
Pharos  1996, 200), I would rather say 'the emotional son Joseph'.
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whether the person brought before him was or was not this alleged

younger brother.
Also, the reader may think it noteworthy to find the verb 90' (44:23)

in Judah's speech, when he repeats Joseph's wish to have Benjamin
brought to Egypt. Here he uses the very same verb that Rachel used when
she named her firstborn Joseph (901'): 'May God add (90') me another
son'. Although Judah could not possibly   know this, readers   of   the
accounts concerning the brothers do. Yet, it is exactly this other son that
Judah has brought down to Joseph. Furthermore, and the brothers could
hardly have failed to notice this, there is the obvious interest of the
Egyptian -and this is notable as well- in their father's well-being: it is the
first thing he asks when he speaks to them on the second journey (43:27);1
he does so even before inquiring after Benjamin (43:29). When he has
seen Benjamin, and this is indication number five, the Egyptian says: 'My
son, may God be gracious to you'. This also must strike Judah (and his
brothers) as rather odd - not to mention the occassions on which the
Egyptian ran from one room to another to shed some tears (42:24; 43:30).
A sixth clue takes us back to Genesis 37, where the brothers saw a
caravan passing that was heading toward Egypt (37:25); after seeing the
caravan Judah suggested to sell Joseph - whether or not the brothers sold
him, it is inevitable for them but to conclude that their brother was taken
down to Egypt. So, the brothers know where their brother (if he still were
to be alive) ought to be found. Well then, if the brothers did have some
suspicions about the Egyptian (that he rnight be Joseph) it is no longer
surprising that Judah in his speech very much emphasized the suffering of
his father, of whom he knew that he loved Joseph very much, because he
was a 04]PT-13 to him, a 'son of his old age' (37:3) - would that not also
be the reason why Judah called Benjamin a 0']77  15', literally: 'a youth
of his old age' ? Judah having any possible suspicions might explain why
he played upon the Egyptian's state of mind by emphasizing Jacob's
feelings for Benjamin and Joseph, and by letting the Egyptian know that
his father thought Joseph to be dead.

The brothers and Joseph
As has become clear from the above analysis it is hardly legitimate to say
that Joseph is about to reveal himself because he notes that his brothers

i Cf. Savran, Telling and Retelling, 60.
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have changed.' A first, rather obvious, reason is that it is only Judah who
is talking to Joseph: even if Judah would have changed, this hardly says
anything about the brothers.2 Just as Reuben's proposal to Jacob (42:37)
did not imply that the other brothers were also willing to sacrifice two of
their  sons, does Judah' s speech imply  that the others approve  of  his
speech or that they think the way he does. A second reason is that the
manner in which, and the motives why Judah argues with Joseph need not
indicate a change on Judah's part; he has simply pledged himself to his
father (43:9). As he tried to meet his commitments in Genesis 38 towards
the alleged prostitute (38:17-18.20.23), Judah now tries to live up to his
promise to his father, which is protecting Benjamin. He is an outstanding

example of the expression "an honest man's word is as good as his bond".
Yet, with the passing of the chapters the narrator presents Judah as if he
has undergone a gradual transformation: From his attempt to get rid of
Joseph (Genesis 37) via his lesson to take responsibility for his family
(Genesis 38) to his speech in Genesis 44, in which he cleverly manoeuvres

Joseph from the position of a harsh Egyptian ruler to someone who shows

compassion for an old man who is about to be bereaved of his second son.
And it is not until this change provoked by Judah that Joseph can once
more become a brother among his brothers.4

' Like Westermann, Genesis. 3. TeHband, 150-151, or H.C. White, Narration and
Discourse, 260: 'The basis of the reunion of Joseph must thus be his reconciliation
with the brothers. But this can only take place authentically if the brothers
themselves also now undergo a transformation, as both Jacob and Joseph have done
in the preceding narrative'; White also stresses the importance of change  on
Joseph's part, e.g. his weeping during the reunion with Benjamin (43:23) 'marks
another step in the breakdown of his resistance to reconciliation' (264).
2 Cf. G.W. Coats, From Canaan to Egypt. Structural and Theological Context for
the Joseph Story (The Catholic Biblical Quarterly Monograph Series 4), Washing-
ton D.C.: The Catholic Biblical Association of America 1976, 43: 'Judah does not
offer himself in the place of Benjamin because of a basic character trait. To the
contrary, the reasons for his offer arise from the exigencies of his surrounding

circumstances'; cf. also p. 84: 'He had no real choice. One wonders, had the
circumstances been different, whether Judah could have committed himself to that
kind of future'. Disagreeing with Coats is White, Narration and Discourse, 266-
267.

3 Also cf. M. Stemberg, "Time and Space in Biblical (Hi)story Telling: The Grand
Chronology", in: R.M. Schwartz, The Book and the Text. The Bible and Literary
Theory, Oxford: Basil Blackwell 1990, 81-145, here 131.
4 ACCording to R.L. Cohn the 'development of Genesis characters reaches its climax
in Joseph' ("Narrative Structure and Canonical Perspective in Genesis", Journal
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The authoritarian Egyptian vizier who for quite some time managed to
keep his distance towards his addressees,  is by Judah' s speech turned  into
a vulnerable human being who is no longer able to hold control of him-
self. During the previous meetings with his brothers Joseph now and then
had to turn away, and weep. The weeping indicates a gradual change
towards his brothers, or perhaps better: towards his father' s house:
Finally, Judah's account about their father was more than he could bear.

Contrary to 43:31, where he 'refrained' (7DN) himself, in 45:lff.,

Joseph could no longer control (pDN) himself before all those who stood by him, and he
cried out: 'Send everyone away  from me'.  So no one stayed with him when Joseph  made
himself known to his brothers. And he wept so loudly that the Egyptians heard it, and the
household of Pharaoh heard it. Joseph said to his brothers, 7 am Joseph. Is my father still
alive?' But his brothers could not answer him, so dismayed were they at his presence.

With regard to the latter part of the last verse cited, O'Brien has the rather

interesting and provoking suggestion that 'Joseph's self-disclosure is nor-
mally given as the reason for the brothers' silence and dismay, but could
it not be their realization of what Joseph has done to their father that
reduces them to stunned silence'.2

Joseph's words are revealing: 'I am Joseph. Is my father still alive?'
These words indicate that Joseph does not think the brothers have
changed: they may have fooled him all along. On their arrival in his
house, when Joseph asked them 'how is your father', the brothers
answered that their father was doing well (43:27-28). Now he asks them
the same question, the possessive pronoun changed from 'your' to 'my'

for the  Study  of the  Old Testament 25 (1983) 3-16, here 13). I consider this only
partially correct. Quite the contrary is expressed by Th.L. Thompson: 'Genesis 37-
50 does not seem to concentrate on the personality of Joseph, nor can his
personality be said to "develop". In the tradition as a whole he is seen neither as

ideal nor as good' ('The Joseph and Moses Narratives", in: J.H. Hayes and J.M.
Miller, Israelite and Judean History (Old Testament Library), London: SCM Press
1977,149-212, here 178). Both Cohn's and Thompson's remarks do hit the mark,
yet not completely. Joseph does indeed show some development; however, one
might wonder whether the portrayal of one of the characters of Genesis reaches its
climax in Judah.
1 Contrary to Ackerman: 'The descriptions of Joseph's weeping indicate a gradual
change in his attitude toward his brothers as he perceives that they have changed'

("Joseph, Judah, and Jacob", 95). In one respect I agree with Ackerman: Joseph's
perception is of primary importance.
2 0,Brien, "The Contribution of Judah's Speech", 445.
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- he does not say  'our'. All he can think of in these circumstances (and
which is perfectly understandable) is himself: / am Joseph, is my father
still alive? His words, however, may be an illustration of the doubts he
still has toward his brothers.

I agree with Turner who suggests 'that the characterization of Joseph
is a subtle one. He is presented neither as a complete villain nor complete
saint, but like most humans has elements of each'.1 Joseph has indeed
retained genuine love for his family, but during his Egyptian years he has
suppressed his feelings for his family - as has become manifest in the
namegiving of his firstborn. He is subject to an internal conflict: he is torn
between the love for his family and the life he has led so far at the royal
court, without his father and his brothers; he now has a family of his own:
a wife, two sons and Pharaoh (to whom he has become a father; 45:8).
From the moment his brothers appear before his eyes, his emotions begin
to unbend (cf. his weeping) - his reason, however, does not want to give
in.2 Little by little the family ties gain the top, and when Joseph finally
hears about his father's suffering, his feelings have the upperhand. As
stated before, from now on he can no longer refrain from avoiding his
family.

In this context I would also like to draw attention to the circumstance that
it is only Joseph who weeps at the reunion (45:2.14.15; cf. also 46:29); the
only one of the brothers who apparently sheds some tears is Benjamin
(45:14). This is in contrast with Genesis 33, where Esau and Jacob after
twenty years meet again: 'and Esau ran to meet him, and embraced him,
and fell on his neck and kissed him, and they wept' (33:4). In Genesis 45
Joseph (and Benjamin) is the only one who appears to be glad - his
brothers were stunned (45:3; cf. the remark by O'Brien quoted above).
The question remains moot whether one can speak about a reconciliation
on the brothers' part. In 45:15 the narrator states that Joseph kissed his
brothers and wept about them, 'and after that his brothers spoke to him'
(11-IN rnE 17:11 11 'lrINl). This verse is often seen to be a trans-
formation of 37:4: 'and his brothers could not speak to him peaceably'

Cobwb  7717  750' Rbi), after which everything is going to turn out well.
However, one should note that 37:4 does not say that the brothers are not
on speaking terms with Joseph; they did after all talk to him in 37:8!

  Announcements of Plot, 163-164.

2 The incident with the goblet is illustrative: yet another attempt to keep them from
leaving.
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Neither does 45:15 state that the brothers spoke to Joseph 'in peace
Cobuib). It is by no means certain that the brothers did trust Joseph,

despite Joseph's reassuring words in 45:5-10. Their distrust becomes
manifest further on in 50: 15-17 (where Joseph, incidentally, weeps once
more because of his brothers) and where his brothers explicitly express
their fear: It is highly unlikely then, that we can discern a profound
change of attitude on the brothers' part from Genesis 37 to the reunion in

chapter 45. In Genesis 37 they were envious of Joseph because they
feared the reversal of positions he dreamed about (at least, that is how
they interpreted his dream), and in 43:18-23 (cf. 42:35) they were still
afraid, and so they remain until the end of Genesis.2 The only one who

actually did change is Judah - and this is particularly illustrated in Genesis

38, an episode Joseph knows nothing about.3
A further clue to the brothers' distrust of Joseph is found in Genesis

46. On the occasion of their entering into Egypt, Joseph orders his
brothers to reply to Pharaoh's question 'what is your occupation?' in a
certain manner: 'You shall say: "Your servants have been keepers of
livestock (illpD  'Ui]N) from our youth even until now, both we and our
ancestors" - in order that you may settle in the land of Goshen, because
all shepherds (1122  ;1177-51) are abhorrent to the Egyptians' (46:34). And
what do the brothers actually reply when they meet Pharaoh? Almost the
reverse of what Joseph told them to say.

Pharaoh said to his brothers: 'What is your occupation?' And they said to Pharaoh:
'Your servants are shepherds (1NX  ;1177), both we and our ancestors.' And they said to
Pharaoh: 'We have come to reside as aliens in the land; for there is no pasture for your
servants' flocks (1Nx il]no) because the famine is severe in the land of Canaan. Now,

we ask you, let your servants settle in the land of Goshen' (47:3-4).

1 This, actually, is the very first time we hear the brothers talk to their brother

Joseph after his revelation. Joseph, on the other hand, addresses his brothers several

times; apart from 45:1-9 he does so in 45:24; 46:31-34; 50:19-21.24-25.
2 Cf. 'With astonishing pointedness the great story ends where it began. So much
has happened - and nothing has happened! The sheaves are bowing to Joseph, the

stars are saluting him. But he and his brothers still stand apart, mistrust between

them; old men, terrified, lying in the dust before the fortunate one, himself no

longer young' (M. Samuel, "Joseph - the Brilliant Failure", Bible Review 2 (1986)

38-51.68, here 68).
3 I am in agreement with Fokkelman, according to whom Judah -by his growth-
'has become the most important brother' ("Genesis 37 and 38", 181).
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So, Joseph asked his brothers to say that they were 'keepers of livestock',
a general description of their occupation. Joseph's question implied that
they ought not to mention their being shephers - this piece of information
Joseph intended to convey to Pharaoh himself (46:32), probably because
of the latter part of 46:34: 'because all shepherds are abhorrent to the
Egyptians'.'  That the brothers' mentioning of their being shepherds was
a problematic statement is perhaps illustrated by the fact that Pharaoh did
not respond to them (47:3). This might be the reason why there is a second
introduction of the brothers' talking to Pharaoh (47:4a): after a few dis-
comforting moments of silence the brothers speak to Pharaoh once more,
after which Pharaoh ignores the brothers and directs his attention to
Joseph (47:5) and tells him that his father and brothers are allowed to
settle in Egypt (47:7).

§ 2.2 FATHER AND SONS
In this section I consider two direct speeches. These are Jacob's farewell
speech to his sons - Jacob addressing his sons might shed some more light
on the relationship between the father and his sons - and, to begin with,
God's nightly vision to Israel in 46:1-4, which comes after Israel's
departure for Egypt. Before God appears to Israel, the brothers had to
return home from Egypt,2 laden with presents and food, to communicate
to their father Pharaoh's message that they were to come down there
(45:17-20). They also bring their father the good news of his son: 'Joseph
is still alive, moreover, he is ruler over all the land of Egypt' (45:26).

1 According to Hamilton (77:e Book of Genesis, 603) there 'is slim, if any,
indication in Egyptian literature that Egyptians held shepherds in contempt, unless
one sees here a popular understanding (Manetho, Josephus) of the term hyksos

(invaders from Asia in the 17th century B.C. who ruled over Egypt for approxi-
mately a century, with their capital at Avaris in the Delta), later held in contempt by
Egyptians as "shepherd kings"'. Also cf. B. Halpern, 'The Exodus from Egypt:
Myth or Reality", in: H. Shanks (ed.), Die Rise of Ancient Israel, Washington, DC:
Biblical Archeological Society 1992, 86-113, esp. 92-99. Unfortunately M. Gorg
inhis monograph Die Beziehungen zwischen dem alten Israel und Agypten von den
An»,gen bis zum Exil (Ertrage der Forschung 290), Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft 1997), does neither give any information on this question, nor on
the Egyptians' abhorrance of eating with Hebrews (43:32).
2 Although they should not be too excited (T17) during theirjourney, Joseph warns
them (45:24). Strangely enough several translations have 'quarrel' for T17: 'In an
unusual instance, Joseph uses this term when ordering his brothers not to argue or
quarrel while traveling home' (NIDOTTE m, 1045-1046); I can see no reason for
translating 'quarreling' or regarding this an 'unusual instance'.
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Whereas Jacob on seeing Joseph's robe in Genesis 37, had his answer pat:
'Joseph is surely torn to pieces', he now -after hearing his sons' words
about Joseph being still alive- at first cannot believe them, he is too
stunned to grasp what they are saying. When it has finally got through to
Jacob his spirit revives, and he decides to go and meet his son 'before I
die' (45:28). On meeting his son, Jacob expresses his extreme joy:  'Now
I am ready to die, now that I have seen your face and know you are alive'
(46:30).

God assures Jacob to go down to Egypt
Before Israel goes down to Egypt he sets out on a journey to Beer-sheba
(46: 1),1 a place met several times before in Genesis. Once upon a time
Abraham had journeyed there (he then planted a tamarisk-tree and called
the name of YHwH the everlasting God; 21:33) and lived there (22:19).
Isaac lived there as well: he built an altar and called the name of YHWH
after  YHwH had appeared  to him (26:23-33).  In the period that Israel' s
name was still Jacob, he also used to live in Beer-sheba - before his run
to Haran (28: 10). Now, on the eve of his departure for Egypt he returns to
the old family dwelling. In the course of the night God speaks to him in
visions - the same place as when he spoke to Isaac (26:24). God's words
to Israel resemble those he directed to Isaac: God identifies himself,2 he
tells his addressee not to be afraid and promises to be with him. Although
God had twice given him his new name Israel, he still addresses Jacob by
his old name,

Jacob, Jacob (...) I am the God, the God of your father; do not be afraid to go down to
Egypt, for I will make of you a great nation there. I myself will go down with you to
Egypt, and I will also bring you up again; and Joseph's own hand shall close your eyes
(46:2-4).

In  God' s words to Israel -which are, as observed by many commentators,
the only words spoken by God in Genesis 37-503- we can not only detect
several similarities with God' s earlier promise to Isaac in Beer-sheba, but
we can also observe that it is a slightly revised version of earlier promises,

' 'And Israel set out' (5*7(D' Po'l) occurs both in 35:21 (immediately after Ra-
chel's death) and 46: 1.
2 In 26:24 he says: 'I am the God of Abraham'; in 46:3 it is: 'I am the God, the God
of your father'.
3 The last time God was speaking was 35:10-12, when Jacob for the second time
received his name Israel.
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both to Isaac and to Jacob (in Bethel; 35:11ff.). For example, in 26:24
God stated that he was going to bless Isaac and make his offspring
numerous for Abraham's  sake  - an element which  is not present  in
Genesis 46. And compared to God's appearance to Jacob (35:11 ff.) there
are some differences to be noticed as well. God orders Jacob to be fruitful
and multiply, which is followed by the promise that a nation and a
company of nations are to come from Israel, and also that kings will come
forth from Israel (35:11). Now, in 46:3, God modifies his promise and
concentrates on a situation that is imminent: 'I will make you a great
nation there'.  So,  God has apparently adapted his prior promise  to  the
recently arisen fact that Joseph has sent for his family to face the famine
in Egypt.'

The astonishing thing about God's promise, is that although Jacob will
become a great nation (as appears from Exodus  1; cf. Gen.  15:13), God
will never bring Jacob up again, even though he said so in 46:4 (which
seems to be a repetition of his words to Jacob in Bethel:  'Know that I am
with you and will keep you wherever you go, and will bring you back to
this land; for I will not leave you until I have done what I have promised
you'; 28:15). He does bring up the sons of Israel, but in his words God
addressed the patriarch as 'Jacob', not as 'Israel'.  So, is God not keeping
his word to Jacob, or is there another reason why Jacob is not able to
return to Canaan? And also, in connexion with a possible return to
Canaan: in 50:7-14 we read that Joseph and his brothers go up to Canaan
to bury their father in the cave of Machpelah according to his wishes -
seventeen years after his arrival in Egypt (47:28) during the second year
of the famine. Yet, even though the famine in Genesis 50 belongs to the
past (unless, of course, Joseph's interpretation of Pharaoh's dreams is not
correct) both Joseph and his brothers return to Egypt, instead of remaining
in the land promised to their ancestors. Which is, to say the least, remark-
able. The question arises whether it was due to Joseph that the return to
Canaan never took place.

Whatever was the reason why Jacob could not return to Canaan, God's
words win him over to eventually set out on the journey to Egypt. His
reassuring words make Jacob leave Canaan -when God is saying that
Joseph is going to close his eyes, he must certainly be alive- and head
towards Egypt, where the family arrive in 46:28 and meet Joseph in 46:29.
Gen. 46:8-27 present a long list of Israel's descendants who are entering

i Which could be understood to be in agreement with God's words to Abraham in
15:13-16.
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into Egypt. The members of this group are seventy souls (as 46:27 states,
or sixty-six according to 46:26),1 the foundation of the great nation to
which God is going to establish them.

Jacob's farewell speeclf
After God has spoken to him, we see Jacob gradually taking control of the
situation, or perhaps we can even say that he seems completely in charge.
In the days of his youth his actions were largely determined by those of
others: he did as his mother told him, he ran from his brother, he had to
work for Laban, his wives told him to beget children by their maids, he
did not dare to return to Canaan because of Esau, etc. Now, after God has
told him to go down to Egypt he finally presents himself as the head of the
family: he faces and even blesses Pharaoh (47:7-10)3, he adopts Joseph's
sons (Genesis 48) and addresses all his sons in the longest speech in the
book of Genesis before he breathes his last and is gathered to his fore-
fathers.

The Hebrew text of Jacob's farewell address to his sons in Genesis 49
presents a lot of lexical, syntactic and literary-structural problems: In this
section I will not enter into the discussions concerning these textual
problems, and the precise meaning of every verse or every word. Rather,
I examine the address within its larger context and relate it -if possible-
to the story we have read so far. In this section I will restrict myself to the
brothers who have been called upon before and upon whom I commented

' The difference can be explained by adding four (Jacob, Joseph, Manasseh, and
Ephraim) to sixty-six: Leah's children and grandchildren: 32; Zilpah's children and
grandchildren: 16; Rachel's second son and grandchildren: 11; Bilhah's children
and grandchildren: 7. Cf. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. 598.
2 It is beyond the scope of this study to consider Moses' blessing of the twelve
tribes in Deuteronomy 33 extensively. I will neither delve into the further adven-
tures of the various tribes. For a study of the genealogical lists in the Hebrew Bible,
cf. Z. Kallai, "The Twelve-Tribe Systems of Israel", Vetus Testamentum 41 (1997)
53-90.

3 On this see B.A. McKenzie, "Jacob's Blessing on Pharaoh: an Interpretation of
Gen 46:31-47:26", Westminster Theological Journal 45 (1983) 386-399. According
to McKenzie Joseph's agrarian reforms (47:13-26) are the result of Jacob blessing
Pharaoh.
4 A thorough and extensive investigation of Genesis 49 is to be found in R. de
Hoop' s study  Genesis 49  in Its  Literary and Historical Context.
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in chapter three, viz. Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Joseph and Benjamin.
The remaining six are barely of interest. 1

Jacob's speech to his sons starts as a direct continuation of his words
to Joseph in 48:21-22. Jacob has reached the end of his days, his eyes are

dim  (48: 10).  When  he has delivered his speech,  he  asks  his  sons  to  be
buried in Canaan and passes away (49:29-33). The same question,
interestingly, did Israel before pose to Joseph (in 47:29-31). Is Jacob
-after his blessings (49: 1-28» not too confident about Joseph doing as he
is asked, that he repeats his question to be buried in the grave of his
fathers in front of all his sons? Or does he merely mention his wish again,
because Joseph is ignorant of the burial place of his ancestors?

When we consider 49:1-28 within Genesis 37-50 we come upon a
number of things that are to be expected, but there are some peculiarities
as well. It comes by no means as a surprise that Jacob does not devote too
many of his last words to the six sons that are hardly ever mentioned in
37-50.2 To be expected, however, is the attention and space Jacob devotes
to the sons who have played minor and major parts in the preceding

chapters, like Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah and Joseph. As a surprise may
come Jacob's rather harsh words on Benjamin, of whom Judah in
44:20.22.31 said that his father loved him very much. A further element
that needs some attention is the narrator's comment in 49:28: 'All these
are the twelve tribes of Israel, and this is how their father spoke to them
when he blessed them, each with his own blessing'. From his words it is
clear that Jacob not only addresses his sons individually; the 'blessings'
reach further, they go beyond the lives of each of his sons and relate to
future times, as appears from the introduction to the individual 'blessings':

1 In his 'testament' Jacob does not address his sons in the order of their birth. Sarna
discerns a chiastic structure in the patriarch's last words. He first addresses Leah's
sons, a son of Bilhah, followed by Zilpah's two sons, then again a son of Bilhah -
the address is closed by his words to the sons of Rachel; see Sarna, Genesis, 331.
2 Leah's sons Zebulon (v. 13) and Issachar (vv. 14-15) receive 10 resp. 20 words.
The sons of Rachel's maid Bilhah, Dan (vv. 16-18) and Gad (v. 19) receive 23 resp.
6 words, and Zilpah's sons Asher (v. 20) and Naphtali (v. 21) have 7 and 6 words.
The total number of words is 72 - an average of 12 words each. Although Gad is
the seventh born and the gematria of his name is seven (gimmel, three, plus daleth,
four) and according to the list of Genesis 46 he appears to have seven sons (and in
which he is in seventh position as well; these observations I owe to J.M. Sasson, "A
Genealogical »Convention« in Biblical Chronography?", Zeitschrift fiir die alttes-
tamentliche Wissensc/taA 90 ( 1978) 171-185, here 181), Jacob does not allow him
seven words, nor is he in seventh position in Genesis 49.
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'Gather around, so that I can tell you what will happen in days to come'
(49:1).

In the previous sentence I wrote the word blessings between inverted
commas. Not only because the narrator did indeed use the Hebrew word
for blessing, 173 -a rather ambiguous word-, but also because some of
Jacob's words resemble anything but a blessing. And therefore, in several
instances, the reverse meaning  of 133  may be intended.'  So,  in  his  fare-
well address Jacob both blesses (like Judah) and curses his sons (like
Simeon and Levi).2

REUBEN

3a Reuben, you are my firstborn, MBN '334 129*3 38
b   my power and the first of my strength ']ik n'WE71 '113 b
c   excelling in authority and excelling in :TP non nEw nn'. c

might. crip) TO  43
4a (You are) uncontrollable3 as water, noih-58  b
b   you shall not excel. 1'715 '3*To 0,59 'p c
c      for you have ascended your father' s Bbzpn 78 d

bed; :n517 '1792' ed   then you profaned ...
e   my couch he has climbed.

The first to be addressed is Reuben, since he is Jacob's firstborn (49:3a).
Jacob's words to Reuben on the one hand refer to the present (v. 3) and
are directed toward the past (v. 4) on the other; most finite verb forms are
of the qatal type (v. 4c.4d.4e; v. 3 has nothing but verbless clauses). The
only yiqtol form is found in v. 4b, where it is used to express a negative

imperative: 'You shall not excel'. Considering both the verb forms and the
episodes told about Reuben one can nothing but conclude that Jacob (at

' Cf.  1  Kings 21 where Naboth is being accused of 771 elohim and the king (vv.
10.13) - which can mean nothing but curse; cf. also the use of 172 in Job  1 :5.11 ;
2:5.9 and the analysis of the. 2 ve.    's in E. van Wolde, "A Text-Semantic Study of
the Hebrew Bible, Illustrated with Noai' and Job", Journal of Biblical Literature
113 (1994) 19-35.
2 Note also the superb title of a chapter in Aaron Wildavsky's Assimilation Versus
Separation: 'lf These Are Jacob's Blessings, What Would His Curses Be Like?".
3 I follow Hamilton's translation of TrID (Tlie Book of Genesis, 645): B. Jacob

observes: 'Ohne Klarheit uber TrID laBt sich keine Entscheidung treffen' (Das erste

Buch der Tora Genesis, New York: KTAV Publishing House, Inc. 1968 (reprint
1934), 894).
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last) lectures Reuben on his misbehaviour of which the narrator told in
35:22, and where Reuben sleptl with Bilhah, his father's concubine: The

way in which Jacob here rebukes his firstborn shows that his mind still is
not at ease regarding Reuben' s attempt at a coup so many years ago: Thus

the anacoluthon in v. 4d ('then you profaned...') combined with the
sudden shift from second (cf. nrIN, v. 3a and the second person verb forms

in v. 4) to third person between v. 4d and 4e ('my couch he has climbed)
are illustrative of Jacob' s indignation of his eldest' s sons action regarding
himself and Bilhah.

SIMEON AND LEVI

5a Simeon and Levi are brothers, O·n:$ '151 11]700 58
b   instruments of violence are their :00'n»p 0190 '57  b

swords: '001 NhE'-58 0103 6a
6a Into their council let my soul not enter, '71,3 -ion-58 05023 b
b    in their company let me not be joined, 19'N 111il DEN= '3  c
c   for in their anger they have killed a man, :77 -97117 0]»33 dd   and at will hamstrung an ox. TP '3 0.58 79715 78
7a Cursed be their fury, for it is fierce

nOWF '3 00352371  bb   and their rage, for it is cruel,
c   I will scatter them in Jacob,

*1217 Oprpok  c

d   I will disperse them in Israel. :58*.'1102'Phil  d

1 'Reuten slept' in 35:22 is expressed by a wayyiqtol of the verb:1:)19 ('sleep'); in
49:4b Jacob says: 'because you have ascended your father' s bed'  C]:)190).

2 Cf. S. Gervitz, 'The Reprimand of Reuben", Journal OfNear Eastern Studies 30

(1979) 87-98, who also suggests an alternative reading of Gen. 49:3-4.
3 Jacob disqualifying Reuben has to do nothing whatsoever with the motif of 'the
younger surpassing the elder (or: the firstborn)' that one frequently encounters in
studies on Genesis. This not only is not the case in Genesis 37-50, it is neither
present in the cases of Ishmael and Isaac, and Esau and Jacob. In fact, in the book
of Genesis the firstborn is never replaced by the younger - just as Israel is never
replaced by another people (cf. Ex. 4:22: 'This is what YHWH Says: Israel is my
firstborn son').
4 The hapax 071'11-IDD is translated by 'their swords' (from Greek paxaipa) both
in NIV and NRSV; cf. 0. Margalith. "M'KEROI-,67/EM (Genesis XI.IX 5)", Vetus
Testamentum 34 (1984) 101-102, in response to M. Cohen, "M'KEROTEHEM
(Gentse XLIX 5)", Vents Testamentum 31 (1981) 472-477. B. Jacob comments 'Das

schwierige Wort hat die mannigfachsten Ableitungen und Deutungen erfahren'
(Das erste Buch der Tora, 896).
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Next in line are Simeon and Levi (vv. 5-7). They are the only two of
Jacob's sons who are presented as a pair, which immediately reminds one
of the other occasion on which they were mentioned together, viz. the
killing of Hamor and his family in Genesis 34.1 The way in which Jacob
addresses them consequently sets the tone. Hamilton writes that there 'is
little problem in connecting most of the language of vv. 5-6 with Gen. 34.
The only phrase that lacks a clear reference is at will they hamstrung an
OX': As were vv.  3-4, the opening clauses here are clauses without verb
forms, they present a state of affairs: 'Simeon and Levi are brothers;
instruments of violence are their swords' (v. 5). This is followed by two
negated jussives that regard Jacob himself (vv. 6a.6b), and two qatal
clauses, introduced by 'D, that refer to the past actions of both brothers
(vv. 6c.6d). The saying on Simeon and Levi is concluded by a curse (an
imperative) that rules both v. 7a and v. 7b,3 and is followed by two yiqtol
clauses by means of which the future comes into view (vv. 7c.7d): both
Simeon and Levi will be scattered in Israel. This scattering -as Benno
Jacob understands- does not refer to their scattering throughout Israel (in
a geographical sense); it means that they become separated from one
another, '[sie] sollen von einander getrennt werden' in order to prevent
them commiting another crime together:

Readers of the biblical accounts know about Levi that in the later
history of the sons of Israel his descendants will take care of the service
of the sanctuary (e.g. Num. 18:1), and are in this way scattered through
Israel. Simeon, on the other hand, does share in the inheritance of the
land, as is told in Josh. 19:1-9. Except for the book of Chronicles the tribe

' S. Gervitz, however, does not agree: 'Exegetes have long endeavored to interpret
the poem of Gen. 49:5-7 in the light of Gen. 34, the story of the rape of Dinah and
the vengeance exacted by the sons of Jacob. Between the two passages, however,
significant differences in detail exist' ("Simeon and Levi in 'The Blessing of Jacob'
(Gen. 49:5-7)", Hebrew Union College Annual 52 (1981) 93-128).
2 Hamilton, The Book  of  Genesis, 651. Perhaps one could see in 17711 ('they
hamstrung') a reference to On-Dll ('you have brought trouble'), a pun on the verbs

7711 and -Dll. If, however, one understands -1719 (v. 6) as the same word 71W in v.
22, where it is supposed to mean 'wall', it is possible to see a reference to Genesis
34 and the demolition of Hamor's city: 'at will they uprooted a wall' - this
translation of 7711 (piel) is closer to the qal and n(/al meaning than is the piel

meaning ('hamstring, lame') that is given in HAL III, 827-828).
3 Both 'their fury' (ODN) and 'their rage' (Dr172111) are cursed. The above trans-
lation is Hamilton's (Tlze Book  ofGenesis, 650).

4 B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora, 898-899.
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of Simeon is only mentioned five more times in the Hebrew Bible (Josh.
21:4.9; Ez. 48:24.25.33). The almost immediate disappearance of Simeon
in the history of Israel -as presented in the Bible'- may reflect Jacob's
prediction of Simeon being scattered in Israel.2

As for Judah and Joseph, we can see that both of them are allowed five
verses (vv. 8-12 are devoted to Judah; vv. 22-26 to Joseph); the number
of words is more or less the same: Judah receives 55 words, Joseph 61.

JUDAH

8a Judah you, your brothers shall praise you; 3377' 51FIR 7177;1' 88
b   your hand is on the neck of your enemies;3 1'08
c your father's sons shall bow down before 3Yr.k r 374 17:  b

you. :3'715 '142 34 13081 .  c
9a Judah is a lion's whelp; 2107' n'18 733 9a
b   from the prey, my son, you have gone up. O' V '14 97Wn  bc   He crouched down

137  cd   he stretched out like a lion, and like a N'1579 A.-187 737  d"king's lion"4,
e   who shall rouse him up? :93D'p' 90  e

1 It is good to keep Thompson's words in mind: 'in reality this history existed -like
the events in the land of Narnia- only within the pages of books!' (Th.L.
Thompson, "How Yahweh Became God: Exodus 3 and 6 and the Heart of the
Pentateuch", Journal for the  Study  of the Old Testament 68 (1995) 57-74, here 65.
2 However, no tribal boundaries are given for Simeon:  'The list of cities included
in Simeon's territory , found in Josh 19:1-9, probably reflect administrative
concerns of the monarchy. These cities are found in the southernmost section of
Judah's territory. (...) Judges represents Judah and Simeon as forming a pact; both
agree to cooperate in the face of threats. Simeon does assist Judah in battles against
"the Canaanites and the Perizzites" at Bezek (Judg  1:4) and at Zephath (Judg  1: 17),
yet there are no accounts of Judah defending Simeon, reflecting Simeon's
dependency on Judah. Not much else in known about the activities of Simeon' (7lte
Anchor Bible Dictionary (volume 6), New York etc.: Doubleday 1992, 26).
3 In v. 8a-b there is a pun on Judah (;1117'), 'they shall praise you' (1711') and
'your hand' (11'): moreover, in v. 8a we see both a reference to Jacob's preceding
statements: 'brothers' (C]'rIN) is also in v. 5, whereas 'you' 6111N) is in v. 3 as well.
There may also be a word-play on 'your enemies' (1':1'N, v. Bb) and 'your father'

(1':]N; Bc)
4 I follow R. de Hoop's suggestion: M'lk  and N':15 both mean  'lion'; the rendering
'king's lion' is chosen to indicate that there are two different Hebrew words (R. de
Hoop, Genesis 49,114).
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10a The scepter shall not depart from ;'11Wl'D DpID 790:-Nb 10a
Judah, 1'#1.7 1'313 ppnlog    b

b   nor the ruler's staff from between his feet, ;1570 Nt]'-'3 711   c-

c   until he comes to Shiloh:' :O'ap nor 151  d
d    and the obedience of the peoples is his. nh'11   1935  '70k   lla1 la Binding his foal to the vine

1bho 77 277551   bb   and his donkey's colt to the choice vine, lo@5 r.3 033   cc   he washed his garments in wine
d    and his robe in the blood of grapes; :iln:,0 0'1]12-0737  d
12a  his eyes are darker than wine, r,To   0.'1'17   '17'540    128

:,*VT: 0.'10-1241  bb   and his teeth whiter than milk.

These words to Judah refer to a (distant) future in which Judah is going to
hold the sceptre and will be ruler (v.  10), or better: a descendant of Judah
is going to hold the sceptre: all this might refer to the royal line that will
come forth of Judah. This is prepared by vv.  8-9 in which Jacob says that
Judah's brothers shall praise him, and that they will come to bow down
before him (more on this below).3 Jacob' s images of the lion and lioness
also confirm Judah's special and elevated position among Jacob's sons:
This image of Judah painted by Jacob is a continuation of the impression
Judah may have made upon a reader of Genesis 37-50. Being part of the
brothers' collective in Genesis 37 he has detached himself gradually from
his brothers - a detachment that turns out to be positive: via his amend-
ation of Reuben's suggestion (37:26-27) to kill Joseph and his maltreat-
ment of Tamar and his subsequent realization that Tamar was more right
than he was himself (Genesis 38), he did grow in order to convince his
father to send Benjamin along with him (Genesis 43), after which he
exposes the Egyptian vizier (Genesis 44). All this has prepared Judah to

assume Israel's kingship in some future time.5 Until now, Jacob's words

' For the numerous difficulties this clause presents, see Hamilton, 77:e Book of
Genesis, 658-661 and de Hoop, Genesis 49, 122-135.

2 Cf. the yiqtol verb forms in vv. 8a.8c.9e.10a. 10c. Despite these verb forms

referring to the future, there are several qatal forms as well: vv. 9b.9c.9d. llc; the
remaining clauses are verbless.
3 Here we once more encounter the verb MrIW; it is used by Jacob to say something
about Judah.
4 The 'foal' and the 'donkey' in vv. 11ab do not call into memory the brothers'
journeys. The donkeys they rode upon were 0'-IRM; the word 1110rl is not in v. 11.
5 E.M. Good reads Jacob's words on Judah as ironic ('The 'Blessing' on Judah,
Gen 49 8-12", Journal of Biblical Literature 82 (1963) 427-432; also cf. C.M.
Carmichael, "Some Sayings in Genesis 49", Journal of Biblical Literature 88
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have made a shift from only focussing on the present and the past
(Reuben) to focussing mainly on the future (Judah) - in between is the
address to Simeon and Levi in which there was a balance between present,

past and future.
There is a strange phenomenon to be seen in Jacob' s oracle on Judah.

In his words to Judah  he  uses the verbs ilrIW  ('bow  down';  v.  8),  9-ID
('tear'; v. 9),70* ('bind'; v. 11) and the noun 191 ('vine', v. 11). We did
encounter these words before, but in all of these instances they were used
in   connexion with Joseph: What might this observation imply?  The
following is based upon the verb Ariw. Since we know that according to
the narrator Jacob  was a member  of the audience that heard Joseph' s
second dream (in Genesis 37) it is possible that by Jacob's usage of the
verbilnt the narrator depicts a scene in which Jacob (for the second time
perhaps) ridiculizes Joseph' s dream (and Joseph himself): the 'bowing
down' in the dream, which he initially read as bowing down before Joseph
(37:10), is now transformed into the brothers' (so including Joseph's)

bowing down before Judah. So here we may see Jacob rebuking Joseph
once again (be it implicit) - this time when Joseph is at the height of his
carreer (cf. 37:11: 'his father kept 7]771, the matter, in mind').

In retrospect, when a reader takes the books of Samuel and Kings into
account, books in which is told that a royal dynasty has come forth from
Judah, the narrator's ascription of 49:8-12 to Jacob might indicate that one
day Judah is to reach a position that will be equal to the position Joseph
had obtained in Egypt.

(1969) 435-444, esp. 438-444.
' ilrIW in 37:7.9.12 (cf. also when the brothers come to see Joseph in Egypt and bow
down before him); 9-ID in 37:33; 44:28; -ION (qaD in 39:20; (40:3.5:) 42:24; 46:29;

191 in 40:9.10. I could find one reference in Jacob's oracle to Joseph that could be
connected to Judah: Jacob uses the word 1'11 ('fountain'; v. 22) that is also found
in 38:14 (0']'P, 'fountains').
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JOSEPH

22a The foal of a wild she-ass' is Joseph, 90,4 nt 13 223
b    the foal of a wild she-ass at a fountain; rF-·532 n-19 13   b
c   (the foal of) wild asses by a rocky rim.2 :792-'>F n7124 n,521   c23a They harried with him, 977191 23ab   and have become many 9571 bc   and the archers pressed him hard.

:C'Yn '512;3 lilPDID.'1   c24a And his bow remained taut,
1.mw2 10'89  81 24ab   and his arms were made agile.

c    From the hands of the Mighty One of 1'72 'Phy 3TD'l   b
Jacob, 4791 1'34 '1'10   c

d from there a shepherd, a rock of Israel, :blentp' 13* illin OWD   d
1'38 580 25325a from the God of your father,3

b   may he help you, 1711/'7, b
c   and with the Almighty, 'lw nkl  c
d   may he bless you with blessings of 5VD D'Ow n»3 12-13'1   d

heaven above,
e    blessings of the deep that lies beneath, nop n¥57 01719 nonm   e
f     blessings of the breasts and of the :Doll 0.'lf nbn=   f

womb.
26a The blessings of your father were 3733 3.115 ri=)-13 26astronger than the blessings of the eternal nltiB-ip '177 nbirbp

mountains, the bounties of the
0'2711 ni/73everlasting hills;

b     may they be on the head of Joseph,
c    on the brow of the one set apart from his 9014 WN-15 1"ilm  b

brothers. :7'UN 7'74 7 1259  c

' I do not follow the translation of 1179   11 as 'a young fruit tree', in which n-ID  is
related to the verb il-ID, which again might be a reference to Ephraim (cf. 41:52:
'God has made me fruitful'); see for example Westermann, Genesis 37-50,270, de
Hoop, Genesis 49, 181-187. De Hoop mentions several objections against the 'fruit
tree', among which (a) 12 is never used for plants, and (b) verse 22 would present
the only plant-metaphor in Genesis 49. However, he translates n-ID-13 as a 'young
bullcalf. The translation 'wild she-ass'.as suggested by Hamilton, is done on the
basis of Ugaritic texts (7lze Book OfGenesis, 678).
2 This translation (with the exception of'rocky rim') is suggested by S. Gervitz, "Of
Patriarchs and Puns: Joseph at the Fountain, Jacob at the Ford", Hebrew Union
Annual College 46 (1975) 33-54, here 41, and is followed by Hamilton, 7lze Book
of Genesis, 618.
3 From here (till v. 263) does Jacob address Joseph directly - before Jacob talked
about his son; cf. v. 25b: 'so steh' er dir bei' (B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora,
923).
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Like the previous oracles on Reuben, Simeon, Levi and Judah, this one

also begins with a series of verbless clauses, expressing the present state

of affairs ('Joseph is ...). These are followed by both wayyiqtol   (vv.
23a.23c.24a.24b), qatal (23b.26a) and w'yiqtol (vv. 25b.25d.26b) clauses.
This oracle, contrary to Judah's does not have a reference to the future.
For the bigger part it focuses on the past.

A further element that is to be discerned in this blessing, is the

presence of God, and which is strongly connected to Jacob's use of the

w'yiqtol forms;  all  these  are  modal  forms:'   'may  he  [the  God  of  your

father]   help  you',   'may  he [the Almighty] bless you', 'may  they   [the
blessings]  be  on  his head'. Jacob using these modal forms  once  more

illustrates his doubts about Joseph's interpretation of the past events. He
hopes for Joseph's well-being, that God may bless Joseph, in the days to

come, even though he is not certain about it. Jacob did never explicitly
express his scepticism of his son's view of the past to Joseph himself,  so
not until  50: 17 does Joseph become aware that his father did not subscribe

to his view of God having turned evil into good.

In the oracle to Joseph the reader can observe an intriguing phenomenon,

for she or he can discern several words that suggest a relationship between

Joseph' s blessing by Jacob and the description  of what happens to Ishmael

by the narrator. In his commentary Hamilton mentions some of these. To
begin with, there is -110 (above translated as 'rocky rim'; 49:22), a place

that Hagar is heading for in 16:7. Moreover, she is going to the fountain
(1'Pil-59) on the road to Sur; which quite resembles 1'17-'511 ('at a
spring') in 49:22. Apart from the spring and the name of the place, we

also see that Ishmael is called a 01*   N-ID,  'awild ass of a man'  (16: 12),
whereas Joseph is called 'the foal of a wild she-ass' 0179  10; 49:22).2
There are, however, some more similarities between Joseph and Ishmael
to be detected which Hamilton did not notice. In both 21:16 and 49:24 do

we come upon the bow (111Dp); and besides, both 21:16-20 and 49:23-24a

are entirely dominated by archers and shooting (cf. 0,Xrl '591, 'the
archers', lit. 'lords of arrows' in 49:23c). Further, 49:24a says about

Joseph that 'his bow (nuip) remained taut': Joseph is depicted as being an
archer himself. This draws a connexion to 21:20 where the narrator states

' Cf.  A. Niccacci, "A Neglected Point of Hebrew Syntax: Yiqtol and Position in the

Sentence", Liber Annuus 37 (1987) 7-19.
2 Hamilton. The Book of Genesis, 619. Also S. Gervitz, "Of Patriarchs and Puns",
42-43 and Sarna, Genesis, 343.
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of Ishmael  that 'he became an archer'  (11W    ;1 37).  The  word  ;1 Ill  ('the
one shooting') could be related to 1277 (which is translated above as 'and
they have become many'; 49:23b), which is derived from the verb ill-1
('to become many'). There is, however, also a verb ;13-1 that means 'to
shoot', and which is attested in Gen. 21:20; Jer. 50:29 and Ps. 18:15:

Apart from this oracle in Genesis 49, there are some more resem-
blances between Joseph and Ishmael to be found. In Genesis 41, we saw
that Pharaoh (an Egyptian) gave Joseph an Egyptian wife (41:45), which
might remind one of Ishmael being given an Egyptian wife by Hagar, his
Egyptian mother (21:21). From Abraham's reaction -he thought it evil to
send Hagar and Ishmael into the desert (21:11)- one can infer that
Abraham was attached to his son, as was Jacob to Joseph. Another
element from Genesis 21 is that Sarah saw Abraham's son prIXD,

'mocking' - which is exactly the same action of which Joseph was
accused by Potiphar's wife (39:14.17: pnxb). Yet another similarity is that
both Ishmael and Joseph are being cast (1519): the one under a bush
(21:15) and the other into a pit (37:24). And to mention a final
resemblance: in Genesis 39 we read several times that YHWH was with
Joseph (907'-nit illil' 'n'7; 39:2.3.21) - something similar was said
about Ishmael in 21:20: 717]n-nit  D'ilble  ';1'1, 'And God was with the
lad'.  Where do these similarities take us with regard to Joseph?2 What
could the connexion between Abraham's and Jacob's sons imply for
Joseph? The narrator suggests a relation between Ishmael and Joseph by
words and motifs that appear in his description of Ishmael and in Jacob's
blessing of Joseph. Both characters have several things in common. Could
the implication be that both will follow a similar route?

After the narrator has stated that God was with Ishmael (21:20) he
hardly mentions Ishmael any more (e.g. Gen. 28:9; 36:3; 1 Chr. 1:28.

' Cf. Hamilton. The Book OfGenesis, 680; B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora, 921
('Da machten es ihm bitter und schossen...'); HAL, IV, 1099, BDB, 914 (however,
they only mention Gen. 49:23 and Ps. 18:15).
2 For an elaboration of the similarities in a geo-political sense cf. Gervitz, "Of
Patriarchs and Puns", 41-49. To mention an example: by using the word -1119 in

combination with 'fountain' it is Gervitz' contention that Gen. 49:22 'deliberately
and explicitly alludes' to the 'geographic area which is delineated in Gen. 16:7,14
- an area in the Negeb which is said to lie between Kadesh and Bered, and in which
was located the well, Beer-Lahai-roi' (page 42). According to Gervitz it would
seem that by connecting Joseph and Ishmael, both figures and the 'house of Joseph'
are linked to the region of the Negeb (cf. page 43ff.).
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29.31). He looses sight of Ishmael - for the narrator Ishmael is a dead end.

Yet, several times Ishmael's offspring will step into the spotlight. Apart
from 25:12-18, Ishmaelites -if they are Ishmael's descendants- are to be
found in Gen. 37:25.27.28; 39:1, Jdg. 8:24 and Ps. 83:6. Interestingly,
those Ishmaelites appear in Genesis 37 (and 39: 1) to buy  and sell Joseph.
And in Jdg. 8:24 they pay their respects to Gideon, son of Joas who is of
the tribe of Manasseh (cf. 6:11.15) - in other words: a descendant of
Joseph's. As for Joseph, we see that as the inheritance of the land is
concerned, he will not share in this inheritance: two portions of the land
will  belong  to his  sons (or Jacob' s adopted sons) Manasseh and Ephraim.
And just as we sometimes come across Ishmael's offspring, we now and
then meet Joseph's descendants, who are often referred to as 'the house

of Joseph',1 yet there is no 'tribe of Joseph'. Perhaps in this sense we can
see a link between Joseph and Ishmael. Although they are both sons of
patriarchs, there will-as far as land is concerned- be no region 'Ishmael',
or  'Joseph',  in the promised  land,  or  for that matter, anywhere.  In  this
sense they differ from Esau, who -although he is no part of Israel- does
not only have a land to live in, but also has a region named after him as
we read in 36:1:  'Esau  he is Edom'.

And here we may also find a reason for the occurrence of -1'T] ('the
one set apart' )2 in the final clause of Jacob's blessing of Joseph: [may the
blessings be on the head of Joseph,]  'on the skull of the one who was set

i
Joseph is certainly mentioned outside Genesis 37-50. Joseph's bones, as he orders

in 50:25, are taken out of Egypt (Ex.  13:19), and are buried in Shechem (Josh.
24:32). Joseph is highly praised by Moses in Deut. 33:13-17, and there are indeed
several references to 'the house of Joseph' (like Josh. 17:17; Judg. 1:22-23; 2 Sam.

19:21; 1 Kgs. 11:28) and 'the sons of Joseph' (Num. 34:23; Josh. 14:4; 16:1; 17:14-
18). Joseph also frequently appears in or near lists, like Ex. 1:2-6; Num. 1:5-16.20-
43; 13:4-15; 26; 1 Chr. 2:1-2.
2 According to THWAT v, 329 'die Wurzel nzr bzw. ndr kommt in allen Zweigen
des Semit. vor (ob akk. Nazaru "beschimpfen" hierher gehort, ist fraglich).
Grundbedeutung ist "dem ublichen Gebrauch entziehen, aussondern"'. In the same
vein is HAL m, 646. According to BDB, 634 the root means 'dedicate, consecrate,

separate'. From the root are derived interpretations like 'the one singled out, the one
of high rank, the one consecrated'. In Moses' farewell speech (Deut. 33: 16) 7'Tl
is once again used to depict Joseph. The remaining places in the Torah where the
noun is found are Lev. 25:5.11 and Num. 6:2.13.18.21. The verb occurs in Lev.
15:31 (h(fil); 22.2 (n(faO and Num. 6:2.5.6.12 (hijil). All occurrences in Numbers
deal with being a Nazirite. I cannot see any relationship with the occurrence of l'T]
in Genesis 49.
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apart (7'T]) from his brothers'.1 Contrary to his brothers Joseph will not
share in the inheritance of the land. His name is no part of the geo-
graphical area 'Israel' - in this way he is certainly set apart. His place is
taken by Manasseh and Ephraim - yet another way in which he is set apart
from his brothers.

The question that now rises is: why is Joseph set apart? The text does not
give a straight-forward answer to this question. Yet perhaps it is due to
what we saw in § 1, to Joseph's divine aspirations, that he 'shall no longer
excel', that he will no longer be the first among his brothers. Joseph
ascribing a divine status to himself might be the reason for his absence in
the remainder of the Torah and the denial of an inheritance in the land
when the land is taken into possession by the sons of Israel.2

When then, in the book of Joshua, the land is finally conquered we see
that two of Jacob' s  sons have no part of their own to live in: these are Levi
and Joseph. Nevertheless the land is divided among twelve tribes. Instead
of Levi and Joseph we encounter the above mentioned Ephraim and
Manasseh. In future times, however, the sons of Levi shall be responsible
for the 'offences connected with the priesthood' (Num. 18:1). They are set
apart to carry the ark of the covenant, to stand before YHWH to minister to
him, and to bless in his name (Deut. 10:8; cf. 18:1 and Josh. 14:3). If,
now, Levi is denied a part in the land it is because of his tribe's future
service to the sanctuary, to the tent of the covenant, could it not be that
Joseph is indeed denied a part of the land for a more or less opposite
reason? Assuming a divine position for himself approaches the regions of
idolatry - and this is an element that is not appreciated in the land that
God had promised to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

' Cf. de Hoop, Genesis 49, 217:  'So we do not follow the suggestions to render 7'T]
here with "prince" or "leader" as is sometimes suggested on the basis of the
meaning nT] "crown"'.
2 Despite the different approach and evaluation of Genesis 37-50, I partly agree
with Aaron Wildavsky's conclusion with regard to the disappearance of Joseph
from the Torah: 'Chief among his moral lapses is Joseph's too great service to the
wrong master, for Joseph comes close to idolatry, whether this be defined as self-
worship or bowing down to the false god, Pharaoh. For this reason, Joseph is

virtually expunged from the rest of the Torah' (Assimilation versus Separation,1).
Wildavsky goes into the possible idolatrous character of Joseph's dreams in his
chapter "The Dreamer is the Dream", Assimilation Versus Separation, 69-92).
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BENJAMIN

27a Benjamin: a wolf that shall tear apart, 919.• 2£7 l'zo']3 278
b   in the morning he shall eat prey 7p 5*NI li»3  b
c   and in the evening he shall divide spoil. :5#W p,o: 739,1  C

The last to be addressed by Jacob is Benjamin. It is rather remarkable that
Jacob only directs nine words to his youngest son - the son of whom
Judah in Genesis 44 stated that his father's soul was bound up with his
(44:30). Apart from its brevity, this is actually, and virtually, the only
information on Benjamin the reader ever gets. During the narrated events
of the preceding chapters Benjamin was only one of the brothers who
were acting anonymously.' Jacob's portrayal of Benjamin (in three yiqtol

clauses) does shed a rather awkward light on his youngest.
Two out of nine words did we encounter before in Genesis 37: 71-11

901'  9-ID  9-ID  lilr15112  ;1111, 'an evil beast has eaten him; Joseph cer-
tainly has been torn apart' (37:33). Both the verb 970 ('tear apart') and
the verb bDN ('eat') are in 37:33 and 49:27. Jacob would not be implying
that 'the evil beast' that had torn Joseph apart might have been Benjamin?
It is almost too absurd to think, yet by having Jacob use the same words
in both utterances, could not the narrator be insinuating that Jacob thought
Benjamin to be one of the major protagonists in Genesis 37 to get rid of
Joseph? If this assumption is correct, the conclusion reached by Jacob
concerning Benjamin's behaviour, would also help explain another riddle
of Genesis  37-50, viz. Joseph' s insistence of seeing Benjamin  and  his
placing  of the goblet in the latter' s sack. Joseph struck  hard at Benjamin
in Genesis 44, because Benjamin let him down back in Dothan. And
perhaps it was not only Benjamin who played a major part in the pit-
incident, he may have had assistance from Simeon: for, of all brothers it
was he who was to remain incarcerated in Egypt.2

However, if Joseph were to have a grudge against Benjamin, why
would he have given his younger brother more presents (45:22) than he

1 In 45: 14 the narrator says that Benjamin was weeping upon Joseph's neck. In the
list of Jacob's offspring who come to Egypt we read that Benjamin has ten sons
(46:21).
2 Claus Westermann does not regard Jacob's comparison of Benjamin to a wolf
negative: 'Benjamin wird mit einem reiBenden Wolf verglichen. Sonst wird im AT
nie mehr so positiv vom Wolf gesprochen; spater ist er nur noch der »bose Wolf«,
besonders in der prophetischen Gerichtsankundigung Jer 5,6: Ez 22,27; Hab  1,8;
Zeph 3,3' (Genesis 37-50, 275).
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gave the other brothers? And why was Benjamin's portion at dinner with
the Egyptian (43:34) five times as large compared to the brothers'? To
understand these gestures, we should take a look at a few preceding
narratives in which people are sent or given presents. A first story that
comes to mind is Genesis 32-33, an episode in which Joseph and his
brothers were present as well, and during which Jacob is on his way back
to Canaan to meet his brother Esau, of whom he is scared to death. To put
Esau in the right mood and be reconciled with him, Jacob sends lots of
presents to appease him (32:13-2la; 33:10). Another text which shows the
bringing of presents is Genesis 43, when the brothers are about to leave
for Egypt a second time. Their father Israel orders them to take both
presents and money (43:11-15). Again the one sending presents is doing
so out of fear (in this case the fear to lose Benjamin): Sending presents
has the look of appeasement. So, when Joseph presents Benjamin (and
also his brothers) with gifts, could not the implication be that he still fears
his brothers? Even though he is more powerful than they are, could he not
still be afraid of them? And might this fear not be another reason why he
delayed revealing himself to his family for so long?

With Jacob's words to Benjamin we have come to the end of our
investigation of the latter part of the book of Genesis, of Jacob's toledot.
The following pages will conclude and summarize the main results of this
study.

1 Also cf. Genesis 20, in which Abraham is laden with gifts by Abimelech, even
though Abraham had brought Abimelech's country into jeopardy by saying that his
wife were his sister.



Conclusions

If you want to act like God, Gabriel you
should first ensure that you have the
wisdom and knowledge  of God'

Although in many studies on Genesis 37-50 Joseph is being depicted as
a wise and righteous ruler, we have encountered several phenomena that
cast doubts on such depiction. We saw, for example, that his treatment of
his brothers and father is far from wise or righteous or respectable. He
also unjustly accused his brothers of espionage, he held his brother
Simeon in custody for a year, and falsely charged Benjamin with the theft
of his goblet. Moreover, his insistence on bringing Benjamin to Egypt was
a severe attack on his father' s physical and mental  well fare, which might
as well have killed him.

The opening chapters of this study dealt with Biblical Hebrew text-syntax.
After describing several text-syntactic models of Biblical Hebrew (chapter
one) and formulating some points of criticism, I presented a text-syntactic
approach of narrative texts in chapter two, which was illustrated by a text-

syntactic analysis of Genesis 37. The approach advocated in this study
yields criteria to determine both  a text' s structure  and the interrelation  of
its clauses. The text-syntactic analysis of Genesis 37 provided a sound
basis for the subsequent semantic and literary investigation into Genesis
37-50.

In the semantic and literary analyses I made it my aim to seek for an
answer to the question why Joseph is absent from the land after its
conquest by the sons of Israel - his place being taken by Ephraim and
Manasseh. The treatment of his family mentioned above may account for
this. However, the thesis I would like to propose is that Joseph's replace-
ment by Jacob' s adopted sons  is due to his intrusion  into the realm of the

divine. From the way the narrator presents the story of Joseph and his
brothers, Joseph implicitly and explicitly exceeds the human domain, and
makes claims that approach or even intrude into the sphere of the divine.

In chapter four, when we considered Joseph's dreams and the readings
of the dreams as presented by his brothers and his father, it was obvious
that their interpretations could not be supported by a semantic and literary

1 P.D. James, Original Sin, London: Penguin Books (in association with Faber and

Faber) 1996, 545-6.
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analysis of the texts in Genesis. The brothers'  'Do you want to be king
over us, or do you want to rule over us?' proved to be not the correct
reading of the dream - nor was the father's 'Do I, your mother, and your
brothers have to come and bow down before you to the ground?'. Joseph
will never rule over his brothers, and neither does Jacob ever bow down
before Joseph. In a subsequent look at Joseph's dreams (chapter five) in
the context of the entire Torah it turned out that the dreams might reveal
Joseph' s aspirations    to be worshipped    like    a    god. The brothers'
designation of Joseph as nlnbnn   591 ('lord of the dreams';  37:19) is in
this respect by all means justified.

In the remainder of Genesis 37-50 there are more clues that sustain this
claim of Joseph's god-like ambitions or god-like aspirations. Following
Joseph's dreams we encounter two more dream pairs, viz. in Genesis 40
and 41. The dreamers are dumbfounded by their dreaming, they are at a
loss by their dreams. Joseph reads the dreams, and manages to persuade
the Egyptians to view their dreams the way he interprets them. To
convince his audience of the truth of his interpretations, he claims divine
knowledge for himself. We read him say:  'Do not interpretations belong
to God? Please tell them to me' (40:8), and 'It is not I, God will give
Pharaoh a favourable answer' (41:16). Joseph subsequently interprets the
dreams,  and it  is also Joseph who gives Pharaoh 'a favourable answer'.
When Joseph has interpreted Pharaoh's dreams, and proposes a solution
to the problems Egypt is going to face, the narrator states: 'And the word
seemed good to Pharaoh and to all his officials. So Pharaoh asked them:
„                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        „,Can we find anyone like this man, one in whom is the spirit of God?
(41:37-38). So, we see that Joseph has succeeded in convincing Pharaoh
to view the dreams the way he explained them. Because of his claim of
divine knowledge, Joseph is portrayed in such a way that he might be
manipulating his audience and abusing God - especially when we take his
own dreams into consideration. One thing, however, is for sure: we never
learn whether God intended a seven year period of plentitude, or a seven
year famine, or whether God wanted to have the baker executed.

Apart from Joseph's claim to be in possession of divine knowledge, in
several places the texts also allow the reader to further substantiate the
impression that Joseph identifies himself with God. A first occasion to do
so is when the brothers discover the money in their sacks on their return
from Egypt to Canaan, which was actually placed there on Joseph's
command. They wonder 'What is this that God has done to us?' (42:28).
On their second journey to Egypt, when the brothers intend to return the
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money  that  was  put in their bags, Joseph' s servant answers  them  'Your
God and the God of your father must have put treasure in your sacks for

you' (42:23). The reader knows that the characters' deductions are wrong,
for it was Joseph who put this 'treasure' in their sacks. Yet, both the
brothers and the servant attributed what had happened to God. The same
appears to be the case after Benjamin has been arrested. When Judah and
his brothers come to plead their innocence before the Egyptian vizier,
Judah begins his plea saying 'What can we say to my lord? How can we
speak? And how can we justify ourselves? God has found the misdeed of
your servants'. Judah appears to interpret the things   that   have   now
happened to them as a result of their earlier treatment of Joseph, and
which God now calls them to account for. The reader, however, knows it
was not God who brought the brothers into this situation of distress. The

person responsible was their brother, once again acting as if he were God.
In this context we must also refer to Joseph's practice of divination, which
is twice mentioned in Genesis 44: both by Joseph's servant and by Joseph
himself. This is another indication that Joseph ventures into the realm of
the divine.

Taking all events that have happened to the brothers during their con-
frontations with Joseph (Genesis 42-45) into account, and considering the
claims Joseph makes about the interpretation of dreams, as well as his
own dreams, a reader can hardly reply anything but 'yes' to Joseph's 'Do
not fear (1Nl'n-bN -an expression mostly used by God). Am I in the

place of God?' (in 50:19).

Something else is present in the portrayal of Joseph. He appears to be
convinced that he has an important role to play in God's overall plan.

Setting aside the question whether there is such a plan, the reader can see
that Joseph is certainly not being too modest. His perception of himself,
as being someone people or objects bow down before (or is being
worshipped like a god), is gradually transformed into his status of a
saviour. According to his own words the entire world owes its life to
Joseph, who has with the help of God reached a high status in Egypt:  'God
sent me here to preserve life. For the famine has been in the land these

two years; and there are five more years in which there will be neither
plowing nor harvest. God sent me before you to preserve for you a
remnant on earth, and to keep alive for you many survivors. So it was not

you who sent me here, but God; he has made me a father to Pharaoh, and
lord of all his house and ruler over all the land of Egypt', 45:5-8).
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This transformation of Joseph appears to have had a further develop-
ment towards the conclusion of Genesis. When the brothers come to
Joseph,    and are about to submit themselves to Egypt' s second    in

command, Joseph repeats what he told his brothers on the occasion of his
revelation. However, there is an important change in his words: 'God has
done something beneficial in order that he might do what has now
happened - the survival of many people' (50:20). Joseph leaves out his
own  role, and ultimately realizes  that the credits are entirely  God' s,  not
his.

In other words, we can see a development in Joseph's character
throughout Genesis 37-50. His attribution of god-like characteristics to
himself is especially prominent in the dream episodes (Genesis 37 and 40-
41). This seems to diminish from the second part of Genesis 41, as
appears from the naming of his sons. In the names of his sons we see the

beginning of Joseph's growing belief in divine providence. From the
brothers' first visit onwards this impression of a change in Joseph
becomes stronger. The statements to underline his words change from 'As
Pharaoh lives' to 'I fear God' (42:15-16.18). And we also notice his
acknowledgement of God's involvement in his rise to power (45:5-8). The
conviction to see the hand of God in what has happened, is after all
completely different from claiming to know the mind of God. His
theological development culminates after his father's death, in the just
cited 50:20.

The role played by the brothers in Genesis 37-50, Judah in particular, is
of great influence on Joseph's character. In Genesis 37 we witnessed the
brothers' hatred of Joseph and their intention to get rid of him. Because
their father so clearly showed his preference for Joseph they were no
longer on speaking terms with their younger brother. Next, they mis-
interpreted Joseph's dream - this misinterpretation resulted in an
increasing hatred. Subsequently, their joint efforts to kill or sell him led
to their losing grip of the situation. The events they initiated themselves
had grown beyond their control. At the end of Genesis 37 the father and
the brothers are at a loss regarding Joseph' s fate.

During the years of the famine the brothers' influence on Joseph

becomes clear once again. In the course of their visits to the unknown

Egyptian, they bring about a change in Joseph little by little. The
conversations make him conscious of his family -Joseph is beginning to
remember his father's house-, yet they also result in his change of attitude
towards God: 'I fear God' (42:18).
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In chapters four and five it has become obvious that Judah has
gradually risen to a prominent position among the brothers. His rise is
closely connected to Reuben' s failure  to  be the first among  them  (cf.
Jacob's 'you shall not excel' to Reuben in his farewell address, 49:4). The
tale of Genesis 38, showed Judah to stand up for the family's weal. So,
when in Genesis 42-43 Benjamin is demanded to be brought down to
Egypt, Judah knows how to convince their father to allow Benjamin to go
along with them. Judah has learned to see how the family is served best.

The testament in Genesis 49 illustrates that Jacob is of the opinion that
Judah has indeed proven himself to be the first among his brethren.
Therefore, his brothers shall praise him, and bow down before him. The
future king will come forth from Judah: the sceptre shall not depart from
him.

Judah' s prominence is well demonstrated by his speech in front of the
Egyptian ruler (44: 18-34) which caused Joseph to reveal his identity to his
brothers (45:1-15). Contrary to what is often said on this subject, it has
become clear that Joseph's disclosure is not because Judah and his
brothers stood some kind of test that had been devised by Joseph. No, he
makes himself known because Judah opened his eyes, because Judah's
words centred on the well-being of their father. In his long speech Judah

cites his father and in this way makes Joseph aware of Israel's suffering
(because of Benjamin) and of Israel's impression that his beloved son
Joseph had been lost and dead for a long time. These insights lead Joseph

to leave behind his disguise and reveal his identity.
Neither the brothers nor the father share Joseph's perception of God

being involved in his rise from the pit to the throne. Even though Joseph

more than once stressed that 'God has sent him' (45:5-8) and that God had
made  him a regent all over the  land of Egypt (45:8-9) the brothers  and
Jacob are not convinced by his words as appears from Jacob' s final words
to Joseph that were reported by the brothers: 'Your father has given this
instruction before he died: Say to Joseph: please, forgive the crime of your
brothers and their wrong because they treated you badly. Now therefore

please forgive the crime of the servants of the God of your father'. At the
end, as far as Joseph and his brothers are concerned, we see that there is
no reconciliation between them. Despite Joseph' s reassurance that every-
thing that had happened was God's doing, the brothers are afraid, and ask
to be forgiven. Joseph does not offer any forgiveness. He comforts them
'do  not be afraid', and assures to sustain  them and their children.  This

'peaceful coexistence' could hardly be called reconciliation.
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And here we come at the second question posed in the introduction 'Is
there a Story of Joseph?'. In chapter three I already suggested to accept
the   narrator' s introduction to Genesis 37-50, which summarizes   the

subsequent narrative as 'these are the toledot of Jacob'.  Jacob' s  offspring
are in the centre - even though Joseph has a major role to play indeed.
Just like Terah's toledot focus on Abraham, and Isaac's toledot focus on
Jacob  (and  partly  Esau),  so  do  Jacob' s toledot zoom in on his children.
This view is confirmed in chapters four and five. Throughout the latter
part of this study the importance of the brothers has been stressed. Singled
out from the brothers are Joseph and Judah. The latter will be praised by
his brothers. The former will disappear from Israel. His place is taken by
the sons adopted by Jacob - Ephraim and Manasseh. All brothers will
eventually inherit a portion of the land God had promised to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, but Joseph does not share in this inheritance because of
his divine ambitions. It is the brothers who will finally become the ']1
bR-Ittl', 'the sons of Israel' (Gen. 46:8; Ex. 1:1). Just another indication
that 'These are the Toledot of Jacob' is a more fitting title for Genesis 37-
50, than is 'The Joseph Story'.

When, at last, the children of Israel depart from Egypt, they keep the word
their fathers gave to Joseph, and take Joseph's bones on their forty-years
journey through the wilderness to the promised land. After the conquest
they reach Shechem, the very spot (Josh. 24:32) that Israel on his
deathbed had given to this  'lord of the dreams'.
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Samenvatting

De laatste dertig jaar is er binnen de bijbelwetenschappen een groot aantal
nieuwe stromingen en benaderingswijzen ontstaan als aanvulling op het
literair-historische onderzoek - in sommige daarvan gaat men zelfs zover
dat het zogenaamde traditionele onderzoek als een gepasseerd station
wordt beschouwd. Binnen de bestudering van de Hebreeuwse taal heeft
zich een vergelijkbare ontwikkeling voorgedaan. Op basis van inzichten
uit de algemene linguistiek heeft men nieuwe theorieen met betrekking tot
het Bijbels Hebreeuws ontwikkeld. En ook hier hoort men binnen de
nieuwe richtingen geluiden dat de traditionele linguistische benadering
ontoereikend is.

Beide stromingen van nieuwere ontwikkelingen komen in dit proefschrift
aan de orde. In het eerste deel (hoofdstukken een en twee) staat het
Bijbels Hebreeuws centraal, en met name enige recente theorieen op het

gebied van Hebreeuwse tekst-syntaxis. De theorie van de Duitse linguYst
Harald Weinrich vormde de basis voor enkele tekst-syntactische benade-

ringswijzen van het Bijbels Hebreeuws. Hier worden de grammatica van
Wolfgang Schneider en de tekst-syntactische studies van Alviero Niccacci
en Eep Talstra besproken. Het onderscheid tussen de tekst-syntactische

benaderingen en de traditionele benaderingen van het Bijbels Hebreeuws
is gelegen in het feit dat in een tekst-syntactische benadering een tekst in
zijn geheel wordt beschouwd (hoe is het verband tussen de verschillende
zinnen en zinsdelen, welk zinsdeel is van welk ander afhankelijk, enz.),
terwijl   men   zich   in de traditionele grammatica' s concentreert   op   het
niveau van de individuele zin. Hieruit vloeit de gedachte voort dat met
behulp van tekst-syntaxis de grammaticale vormen in een tekst in zijn
geheel worden verklaard.

Binnen de hier gepresenteerde Bijbels-Hebreeuwse toepassingen van
Weinrichs theorie valt echter een aantal problematische elementen aan te

wijzen. Deze hangen vooral samen met Weinrichs onderscheid tussen

voorgrond- en achtergrond-clauses in teksten en de functie van nominale
en verbale clauses binnen een tekst - dit laatste is specifiek voor het
Hebreeuws. Uitgaande van de theorie van Weinrich enerzijds, en rekening
houdend met de gesignaleerde problemen anderzijds, volgen in het tweede
hoofdstuk een tekst-syntactisch werkmodel voor Hebreeuwse proza-
teksten en een praktische toepassing hiervan op Genesis 37. Binnen het
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voorgestelde werkmodel vervult de 'traditionele' benadering eveneens een
vooraanstaande rol. De analyses op zins- en tekstniveau sluiten elkaar
geenszins uit - zij vullen elkaar aan.

In het tweede deel van het onderzoek ligt het zwaartepunt op het verhaal
van Jozef en zijn broers. Het literair-historische onderzoek heeft aange-
toond dat er zich op diverse plaatsen in de tekst van Genesis 37-50
spanningen en onduidelijkheden bevinden, zoals daar waar en Ruben tn
Juda Jozef pogen te redden en de passage waarin de verkoop van Jozef ter
sprake wordt gebracht. Met het oog op juist deze problematische passages
heeft men verschillende bronnen of bewerkingslagen gepostuleerd. In dit
onderzoek is gepoogd naast de door literair-historische onderzoeken
voorgestelde diachrone verklaringen ook een synchrone uitleg te vinden
voor zulke oneffenheden.

Het literair-historische onderzoek heeft niet enkel de aandacht geves-
tigd op tekstuele oneffenheden, maar benadrukt tevens het belang van de
historische context waarin bijbelteksten zijn geworteld. De geleidelijke
toename van de kennis van Israels geschiedenis brengt een beter verstaan
van de teksten met zich mee. In de literaire analyses speelt de context van
het verhaal van Jozef en zijn broers een grote rol, niet enkel op inhou-
delijk vlak, maar ook op meer formeel niveau. Met dit laatste is bedoeld
dat Genesis 37-50 deel uitmaakt van de Tora, de Pentateuch: de eerste vijf
bijbelboeken bepalen de context van 'het Jozefverhaal'. Dit is van belang
vanwege de tekstanalyses. In die analyses ligt voor een deel de nadruk op
de woorden waaruit de tekst is opgebouwd. Die woorden ontlenen hun
betekenis niet enkel aan het taalsysteem, maar krijgen vooral hun bete-
kenis vanuit de context waarbinnen zij functioneren. Vanuit die context

lading kan grote invloed hebben op de lezing van het verhaal. De seman-
krijgen zij een bepaalde lading die niet in de lexica staat vermeld; die

tische analyses vinden dus hun basis in de literaire context (de Tora),
terwijl tevens de historische context -waar mogelijk- in de beschou-
wingen wordt betrokken.

In dit tweede, meer literaire deel van het onderzoek (hoofdstukken
drie, vier en vijf) staan twee vragen centraal. De eerste spitst zich toe op
de rol van Jozef in Genesis 37-50. Vergeleken met zijn prominente aan-
wezigheid in Genesis 37-50 is zijn afwezigheid in de rest van de Bijbel
hoogst opvallend. Waarom, kan men zich afvragen, komt Jozef buiten
Genesis 37-50 amper voor in de Bijbel, waarom deelt hij niet samen met
zijn broers in de erfenis van het land dat God aan de patriarchen had
beloofd? De tweede vraag is een vraag naar de benaming van Genesis 37-
50. Van oudsher noemt men deze hoofdstukken 'het Jozefverhaal', of 'de
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Jozefcyclus'.  Is dit een terechte aanduiding van het slotdeel van het boek
Genesis?

Het onderzoek heeft onder meer geresulteerd in het inzicht dat titels
als 'de Jozefgeschiedenis' of de 'Jozefcyclus' eigenlijk minder geschikt
zijn. Die conclusie is zowel gebaseerd op de al eerder genoemde tekst-

syntactische aanpak van de verhalen van Jozef en zijn broers, als op een
literaire analyse van Genesis 37 en zijn context. Een ander resultaat is dat
het traditionele beeld van Jozef als een wijs en rechtvaardig persoon enige
bijstelling behoeft en hiermee komt de beantwoording van de eerste cen-
trale vraag in het vizier.

De teksten uit Genesis 37-50 laten zien dat Jozef zich op diverse

plaatsen voordoet als ware hij God zelf. Meermaals lijkt een dergelijke
conclusie zich op te dringen. Zo stelt Jozef in de gevangenis zijn mede-

gevangenen de retorische vraag of uitleggingen van dromen niet van God

zijn, waarna hO de uitleg van de dromen geeft. En ook zegt Jozef tot farao
dat God hem zal bekendmaken wat goed voor hem is. Waarop Jozef, niet
God, farao openbaart wat goed voor hem is. Elders geeft Jozef anderen
aanleiding te denken dat hetgeen hij heeft gedaan Gods werk is. In een

onderlinge conversatie vragen de broers zich af waarom God hun iets
heeft aangedaan, en even later antwoordt Jozefs hofmeester de broers dat
God een schat in hun bagage heeft verborgen. In beide gevallen weet de
lezer dat Jozef hier de hand in heeft gehad. God valt nergens te bespeuren.

In dit kader is eveneens Jozefs duiding van hetgeen hem is overkomen
van belang. Wanneer hij zijn identiteit aan zijn broers heeft onthuld, bena-
drukt hij tot vier maal toe dat God hem tot zijn hoge status heeft gebracht.

Volgens Jozef hebben niet de broers, maar heeft God hem naar Egypte
gezonden, een mening die noch door de verteller, noch door God wordt
bevestigd. Maar bovendien lijkt ook Jakob Jozefs visie niet te onder-

schrijven wanneer hij na zijn dood de broers aan Jozef laat vragen, hun
hun misdaad te vergeven. Waaruit blijkt dat Jakob de broers wel degelijk
verantwoordelijk houdt voor Jozefs Egyptische verblijf.

Elementen als de bovenstaande hebben er mogelijk toe bijgedragen dat
Jozef verder in de Bijbel afwezig is, en er geen stam Jozef in Israel is. Een
bevestiging hiervan is te zien wanneer Jakob Jozef diens beide zonen
ontneemt. Zij zullen delen in de erfenis van het land, niet Jozef.

De analyses waarin naar voren komt dat Jozef streeft naar een godde-
lijke status -een status die ook zou kunnen blijken uit zijn eigen dromen
in Genesis 37- beamen derhalve de wijze waarop Jozefs broers hem in
Genesis 37 reeds aanduidden: badl hachalomot, 'lord of the dreanns'.
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